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A number of new generally covariant identities which involve second derivatives of the Riemann 
tensor are presented. Each of these new identities can be expressed by equating to zero either (a) a 
particular sum of terms each of which contains an operator of the form (V ~ V v - V v V J acting on 
the Riemann tensor; or (b) a particular sum of terms each of which contains an operator of the form 
V'a acting either on the expression (V ~Ra~T w+ V /JR ~aTw + VaR ~~T w) or on the expression 
(V ~R a/JTW + V /JR ~aTW + \l a R /J~TW); or (c) a particular sum of algebraic terms each of which 
contains no derivatives of the Riemann tensor, but rather is quadratic in the Riemann tensor. Each 
of the new identities can be expressed in all three of the above-described forms. Furthermore, each of 
these new identitites can be thought of as an integrability condition derived from the equations that 
define the Riemann tensor in terms of the r:/J or the g ~v' The requirements of Riquier's existence 
theorem are used to guide the derivation of the identities. The operator V ~ denotes covariant 
differentiation. All the new identities assume the existence of a symmetric connection r:/J and one of 
the new identities assumes the existence of a metric. Schouten's identity and Walker's identity are 
also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Einstein's nonvacuum field equations may be written 
in the form (1. 1a) below 

(_g)1/2(R/lV - ~g/lVR) = - 81T(-g)1/2TPv, 

I-' = 1, ..• ,4. (1. 1a) 

These equations imply the law of conservation of energy
momentum 

IJ. = 1, .•. ,4, (1.1b) 

and the algebraic equations 

IJ. = 1, ... ,4. (1.1c) 

Now Eq. (1. 1b) is usually thought of as a restriction on 
the energy-momentum tensor T/lv. However, one can 
also think of Eq. (1. 1b) as restricting only the metric, 
and it is possible to show l that one can give the quantities 
(_g)1/2TPv arbitrarily as functions of the xP and still be 
certain of the existence of a solution to Eqs. (1. 1a) and 
(1.1b) provided only that the given quantities satisfy the 
algebraic restriction (1.1c). 

It can also be shown l that Eqs. (1. 1b) and (1. 1c) are 
integrability conditions for the system (l.la) in the case 
where the quantities (- g)1/2T/lu are taken as the given 
functions. 

Consider the system of equations which define the 
Riemann tensor 

0fjir/lJ>"" + rp[v"'r/l]>"p = ~Rv/l>""'p. = 1, ••• ,n, 

n 2: 4. (1. 2a) 

(Please refer to the Appendix for an explanation of the 
bracket notation used here.) In the present note, the 
attempt will be made to examine Eqs. (1. 2) from the 
same standpoint as that just used to describe Eqs. (1. 1a) 
above. 

One tries then to think of the components of the Rie
mann tensor in Eq. (1. 2a) as being given while the r>.."p 
are the unknown functions. It is well known2 that this 
viewpoint leads to the Bianchi identities 

(1. 2b) 
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as the integrability conditions of the system (1. 2a). In 
Eq. (1. 2b), the Rvpp Ware given functions of x, and the 
symmetric r>..c/ are unknowns. Equations (1. 2b) are 
algebraic equations for the r >.."p. Or in the terminology 
of Ref. 3, they contain only the zeroth-order derivatives 
of the r>.."p. 

Following the method described on p. 1544 of Ref. 1, 
combine Eq. (1. 2b) with Eq. (1. 2a) and consider thl 
integrability conditions of the combined system, Eq. (1. 2). 
Ones hope would be to prove that Eq. (1. 2a) has (in the 
terminology of Ref. 1) integrability of the second kind. A 
familiarity with Riquier's procedure for deriving integr
ability conditions leads to the following conjectures about 
the nature of the integrability conditions of the system 
(1.2). First, the integrability conditions should be 
generally covariant. Second, they should involve first 
derivatives of Eq. (1. 2b). [They should not involve first 
derivatives of Eq. (1. 2a).] In addition, many of these 
integrability conditions should be quadratic identities on 
the Riemann tensor. 

In order to clearly understand the procedure being u 
used here, note that when conSidering the integrability of 
the system (1. 1), there are two different integrability 
problems that can be solved. One is the problem which 
takes Eq. (1.1b) as a restriction on the derivatives 
T1'4,4 as is usually done. The other is the problem which 
takes Eq. (1.1b) as a restriction on the derivatives 
gI'4,4· 

Similarly, when one is consideriIg the integrability of 
the system (1. 2), there are two different integrability 
problems that can be solved. One is the problem which 
takes Eq. (1. 2b) as a restriction on certain of the deriva
tives o",Rv/l>"w. The other is the problem which takes 
Eq. (1. 2b) as a restriction on certain of the r P'" W and 
leaves the o"RvJV: W to be chosen as freely as possible. 
The first integrability problem for the system (1. 2) has 
been discussed in Reference 2, p. 146, and in Ref. 4. The 
second integrability problem for the system (1. 2) is 
discussed (but not solved) in the present paper. 

Thus, the proof of integrability of the system (1. 2a) 
in the inhomogeneous case (case of nonzero curvature) 
has two steps. The second step has two branchs. The 
first branch is well-known and has been thoroughly in
vestigated. The second branch, which has been largely 
overlooked, is discussed in the present paper. 
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Please note also that in the present discussion, when 
an equation is an integrability condition in the sense of 
Riquier, it will be called an integrability condition 
whether it is identically satisfied or not. Many well
known authors are in the habit of saying that an equation 
like Eq. (3. 1) of Sec. 3 is not an integrability condition 
merely because it is identically satisfied. (See Ref. 5) 
This practice (which is contrary to Riquier's practice) 
leads to minor confusion in the treatment of linear 
systems of equations. However, in the case of nonlinear 
inhomogeneous systems, this practice leads to major 
confusion. Such confusion in regard to the system (1. 2a) 
is, in the opinion of the present author, largely respon
sible for the fact that the discovery of the new integr
ability conditions presented in Sec. 3 was so long 
delayed. 

2. QUADRATIC IDENTITIES 

One quadratic identity which satisfies the preceding 
conjectures was found by Schouten.6 This identity may 
be written 

Vii; V).! RaB1r W = O. (2.1) 

Equation (2.1) can also be wriUen 7 

V v V[).! R allh W - V).! V [v RaSh W 

+ Va V fp RI'SlT W - V S Vii; R ).IalT W = O. (2. 2) 

It is clear by inspection that Eq. (2. 2) is a consequence 
of Bianchi's identity (1. 2b) as the conjectures of Sec. 1 
require. Equation (2.1) can be converted to quadratic 
form in the following manner. First rewrite Eq. (2.1) 
in the commutator form 

V[).!VV]RaBTO +V[SVv]RJ.laT
o 

+V[SV).!]RavTo 

+ V[aVvlRBJ.IT a + V[a V).!lRvSTo + V[aVS]RllvTo = O. (2.3) 

Then substitute Eq. (AI7) of the Appendix into Eq. (2. 3) 
and obtain after considerable Simplification using the 
identity (A7). 

RfpllaJ° ROBT W + Rfp).!st RaoT W 

- RfpBaJ° ROIlT W - R[/l).!aJ a Rov T W = O. (2.4) 

Furthermore the connection r J.lV a is symmetric and 
therefore 

(2.5) 

(See Appendix.) Substitute Eq. (2.5) into Eq. (2. 4) and 
obtain 

0=0. (2.6) 

Thus Eq. (2. 1) is identically satisfied by virtue of the 
linear identities (A7) and (A9). Thus the quadratic 
identity (2.4) gives no new algebraic restrictions on the 
Riemann tensor. Despite this fact, Eq. (2.1) is by no 
means trivial since it constitutes an important part of 
the integrability conditions for the system (1. 2). 

Note the general method used to obtain Eq. (2. 4). First 
one derives an identity by taking an appropriate algebraic 
combination of the first covariant derivatives of Eq. 
(A20). Second, one tries to write the identity in com
mutator form. If the identity can be expressed in com
mutator form, then use Eq. (A17) to rewrite the identity 
in quadratic form. Finally, one checks the new quadratic 
identity to see whether or not it is identically satisfied 
by virtue of the previously known linear identities. 
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Examine Eq. (2.1). From its quadratic form, Eq. (2. 4), 
it is clear that Eq. (2. 1) is independent of the r allJ.l. It 
involves only the given functionsRllvaT(x). Thus, Eq. (2.1) 
has the following properties: 

(a) It is obtained from Eqs. (1. 2b) by differentiation. 

(b) The highest derivative of the r as).! which it contains 
is not of higher order than the highest derivatives of the 
r aB).! which occur in Eqs. (1. 2b); Le., the highest deriva
tive which it contains is not higher than the zeroth order. 

These properties are by themselves enough to imply 
that Eq. (2. 1) is an integrability condition for the system 
(1. 2). They do not prove however that Eq. (2.1) is the 
only integrability condition for the system (1. 2). Such a 
proof would require a complete Riquier analysis of (1. 2). 
In Sec. 3 other identities with these same general pro
perties will be derived. The new identities of Sec. 3 will 
therefore also be integrability conditions. 

Another quadratic identity has been found by WalkerS 
in the case that the Riemann tensor is derivable from a 
metric. The commutator form of Walker'S identity is 

V[IlV v] Ra/l oT + V[o V T]RJ.lvaB + V[a V B]RoTJ.IV = O. (2.7) 

When Eq. (AI7) is used to put Eq. (2. 7) in quadratic form, 
one finds that Eq. (2. 7) is identically satisfied by virtue 
of the linear identities (A7), (A9), (A10), and (All). It is 
not known at present whether Eq. (2. 7) can be though of 
as an integrability condition or not. 

3. NEW QUADRATIC INTEGRABILITY CONDITIONS 

One quadratic integrability condition for the system 
(1.2), namely Eq. (2.1), has already been described. In 
the present section, a search for other integrability con
ditions will be made. 

Motivated by the conjectures of Sec. 1, one attempts to 
find all quadratic algebraic identities on the Riemann 
tensor that involve exclusively the first covariant deriva
tives of the Bianchi identity. One also keeps in mind the 
fact that these integrability conditions obtained by dif
ferentiating Eq. (1. 2b) must contain as their highest 
derivatives, derivatives of the form o[).! r da B. This is 
necessary since this combination of derivatives is the 
only combination of the derivatives of the r va B which 
(when evaluated at the pole of a geodesic coordinate 
system) is equivalent to the Riemann tensor. (It is 
assumed also that the integrability condition is generally 
covariant so that the usual theorems on the differential 
concomitants of a symmetric connection become relevant. 
See Ref. 2, p. 164.) 

One proceeds as follows. Examine Eqs. (A20) and 
(A22) and note that the linear differential operators 
V[Il"] and V'[vl"loo] both give zero when applied to the 

Riemann tensor in the metric case. Furthermore, the 
commutator of these two operators can be shown to 
correspond to a sum of commutators of the form V[).!Vv] 
and therefore leads to a quadratic identity on the Riemann 
tensor. The detailed procedure begins with a considera
tion of the equation 

(3.1) 

Equation (3.1) is satisfied as a result of Eq. (A20). Next, 
consider the equation 

(3.2) 

Equation (3.2) is satisfied as a result of Eq. (A22). Sub
tract Eq. (3. 2) from Eq. (3.1) and obtain 
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(3.3) 

Equation (3.3) may also be rewritten as a sum of com
mutators acting on the Riemann tensor. In this form, 
Eq. (3. 3) becomes 

V[jJVvlRTWO:B +V[/lVwlRvTaB +V[/lVrlRwvaB +V[BVvlRTWjJO: 

+ V[BVWJRVTjJO: +V[BVTlRwvjJO: 

+ V[o:VvlRrwB/l +V[o:VwlRVTB/l 

+V[o:VTlRwV6jJ =0. (3.4) 

Equation (3.3) may also be written 

(3.5) 

Relabel the appropriate dummy indices of Eq. (3.5) and 
obtain 

Equation (3.6) may be written 

(3.7) 

It is clear by inspection that in the four-dimensional 
case, Eq. (3. 7) involves six independent equations. Sub
stitute Eq. (A17) into Eq. (3. 4) to obtain the quadratic 
identity 

EP/lo:B (RllfpT OR lolwlBo: - Rfl[viBI a RTwlao) = O. (3.8) 

Equation (3.8) is a new quadratic identity. Other new 
commutator identities will now be derived. The calcula
tion begins with Bianchi's identity in the form 

Operate on Eq. (3. 9) to obtain 

VlP(VlfliRaBlTO +VBRlfllo:lTo + Vo:RBlflTO) = O. 

This can be written 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

The second term of Eq. (3.11) is already expressible as 
a sum of commutators acting on the Riemann tensor. To 
put the first term in commutator form, operate on Eq. 
(A20) and obtain 

(3.12) 

and then subtract Eq. (3.12) from Eq. (3.11) to obtain 

Vfp (V l/ll RaBlT 0)_ V /lVfp RO:BlT 0_ 2V fl;VB RalJlT a = O. (3.13) 

Equation (3.13) is expressible as a sum of commutators. 
It can be written in the form. 

VwV/llRo:BTO + V[BVjJlRvO:To + V[aV/llRBvT
o 

- VwV BJ Ra,ur a - V[aV,JRfj,uro 

- VlBVal RVflT ° = O. (3.14) 

Equation (3.14) can be shown to be equivalent to 
Schouten's identity. [Compare Eq. (2. 3) with Eq. (3.14) 
to demonstrate this.] To derive a second new identity, 
operate on Eq. (3. 9) and obtain 

(3.15) 
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Next consider the covariant derivative of Eq. (A21) 

(3. 16) 

This may also be written after relabeling of indices: 

- Vo:VfpRlfllBTlo = O. (3.17) 

Subtract Eqs. (3. 16) and (3.17) from Eq. (3.15) and 
obtain 

V[vVljJRo:IBT]O - VflVwRlalBTlo + VfpVBRlflalTlo 

- Vfp VlaR/lIBTl 0+ VaVr,pR IjJlBTlo = O. (3.18) 

The commutator form of Eq. (3.18) is 

2Vr,pVfllRalBTlo + 2V[flVBlRalPrj° 

+ 2V[T VjJl R afpB{ + Vfp V BlR/lar ° 
-VwVTlRflaBo + VlBVrjRflavO 

- 2VfjSaJ R/l[BTlo + 2V[BVal R/llPTl o 

- 2V[T ValRfllPBJo = O. (3. 19) 

In each of the above new commutator identities one 
can substitute Eq. (A17) and obtain an identity in quad
ratic form. These quadratic forms of the identities will 
be presented elsewhere. 

Finally it should be emphasized that the system (1. 2) 
may conceivably have other integrability conditions not 
described here. A demonstration that the above identi
ties are the only nonlinear identities will require a com
plete Riquier or Cartan existence proof for the system 
(1. 2). It is also not claimed here that all the above 
identities are independent of one another either in their 
commutator form or in their quadratic form. In the 
four-dimensional metric case, it has been shown pre
viouslyl that ten independent linear combinations of the 
Riemann tensor can be chosen arbitrarily. (These 
arbitrary components are closely related to the ten com
ponents of the Ricci tensor.) This fact places a limit on 
the number of independent new algebraic identities of the 
type discussed here. 

It is also of interest to note that all the new identities 
discussed here become trivial in the three-dimensional 
metric case. See Ref. 9. 

One of the most intriguing aspects of the identities is 
their nonlinear nature. Indeed, the entire calculation 
disappears if the linearized form of the system (1. 2) is 
used. This suggests that these new identities carry in
formation mainly about the nonlinear aspects of the 
structure of Eqs. (1. 2). An investigation of the properties 
of these identities is currently in progress. 
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APPENDIX 

The bracket notation is used to denote antisymmetriza
tion. For any quantity A/lvao 

A[,uvlo:o = (1/2 !)(AflVO:O - AV/lO: o ) , (A1) 
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A [Ilval o == (1/3 !)(A/lvao + Aa/lvo ) 

+ A vallo - AV/lao - A/lC<vO - AC<V/lo)' (A2) 

Vertical bars may be used to set apart indices that are 
not anti symmetrized. 

(A3) 

The quantity A [flvaTl is antisymmetric in every pair of 
the indices Il, Il, a, T. It is a sum of 24 terms with a 
positive sign in front of the terms having even permuta
tations of the subscripts MllaT and a negative sign in 
front of the terms having odd permutations of !lila T. The 
following identities are quite useful10 : 

A[flVaTl == i(Afl[vaTl - AV[/laTl + AC<[flVrl - AT[flVal), (A4) 

A [flValT == j (A/l lvalT - AV[/lalT + Aa[flvlT)' (A5a) 

or 

A [flvalr == j (AflIPalr + Aa[flvlT + AV[C<fll r )' (A5b) 

Parentheses are used to denote symmetrization. For 
example, 

(A6) 

The Riemann tensor RflVC<° is anti symmetric in its first 
two indices 

R(flv)a
o == O. (A7) 

In the case of a symmetric connection, 

(AS) 

the Riemann tensor satisfies 

(A9) 

If the connection is not only symmetric but also expres
sible in terms of a metric, then one has the additional 
identities 

Note that in general, for any vector 

and this implies that for any vector v
T 

(AIO) 

(All) 

(A12) 

(A13) 

For a symmetric connection, one can substitute Eq. 
(A9) into Eq. (A13) and obtain for any vector v

T 

(A14) 
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Note however that if B Two6 is any tensor then even when 
(A9) holds one has 

"ill/Iv BTJw06 ;>' 0 

and also 

Thus the identity (2.1) is by no means trivial. 

(A15) 

(A16) 

For any tensor B TW06 the commutator operator "il[/l "ilvl 
acts as follows: 

2"il[/l"ilvlBTwa6 == -R/lVTo BowaB 

- RflVW a B roaS - R/lva a B TWOS - R/lVS a B rwao • (A17) 

One also has for any tensor B Twa I) 

2"il[fl"ilvl B Twa I) == -RflvToBowan 

-R/lVwoBroal) - RflvaOBTwol) +R/lVoI)BTwao. (A18) 

The Bianchi identities are usually written in the case 
of a symmetric connection 

(A19) 

However, since RaBT a is anti symmetric in its first two 
indices, Eq. (A19) may also be written in the form 

"ill/l Ra6JT a == O. (A20) 

A less familiar reformulation of Eq. (A19) is 

(A21) 

If the symmetric connection is derivable from a metric, 
one also has 

I C. M. Pereira, 1. Math. Phys. 13, 1542 (1972). For related dis
cussions, see C. M. Pereira, 1. Math. Phys. 14, 1498 (1973); C. M. 
Pereira, "Two Therorems on Energy-Momentum Conservation"; 
1. W. York, 1. Math. Phys. 13, 125 (1972). 

(A22) 

21. A. Schouten, Ricci-Calculus (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1954), 2nd 
ed., Chap. III, Eq. (5.18). 

31. F. Ritt, Differential Algebra (Dover, New York, 1966), Chap VIII 
[or (AMS Colloq. Publ., New York, 1950), Vol. 33, Chap. VIIIJ. 
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(Cambridge U. P., Cambridge, 1934), Chap. 10. 

5 For example in Ref. 2, p. 146, Schouten describes the derivation 
ofEq. (3.1) and then proceeds to imply that since Eq. (3.1) is 
identically satisfied, it is not an integrability condition. 

6 See Ref. 2, p. 146. 
7 See Appendix, Eq. (A4). 
8 A. G. Walker, Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. 52, 36 (1950). 
·C. M. Pereira, "The Curvature and the Metric in Three Dimensions," 

(to be published). 
10 For more general algebraic identities,see Ref. 2, p. 16. 
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Two recent papers [J. Math. Phys. 13, 1825 (1972); 14, 1140 (1973)] obtained rough limits 
1.68 :2: b 0 :2: 1.67 for the quantity b 0 such that an energy eigenvalue of the Yukawa Hamiltonian 
[- h 2v2/2m - U o exp(- p.rc/h )/r] must be zero or positive if b == (m/p.) (2UoIc h) :'> boo 
We point out that (along with other aspects of the Yukawa equation) the quantity b o has long been 
known to a much higher precision. 

A few years ago Dyson and Lenard 1 had occasion to 
touch on the Yukawa potential Schrodinger equation 

which, by the change of variables 

x = Ilrcj1i, 

CP( x) = xl/l( x), 

can be written for the spherically symmetric case 
(l = 0) in the form 

[ 
d2 be-x] 

dx 2 + a + -;- cP = 0, CP(O) = CP( (0) = o. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Dyson and Lenard were discussing the stability of a 
many body system of charged particles, and it was use
ful to them to demonstrate quickly in their Lemma I 
that if b "" -/2, then the Yukawa Hamiltonian is non
negative (i.e., all energy eigenvalues (E or a) "" O. In 
other words, with a given m and U a there is a maximum 
Yukawa particle mass Ilo (or a minimum Yukawa para
meter bo) such that for all b satisfying 

(4) 

one has 

E cc a"" O. (5) 

Quite recently, two papers have appeared 2 ,3 which were 
inspired by Ref. 1 and whose purpose was to show by 
approximation techniques that 

1.68"" bo ~ 1.64 and bo "" 1.67, (6) 

respectively. 

In this note we wish to pOint out that the Yukawa 
equations (1) and (3) and many details of its solution 
have been studied extensively in the past. In particular 
evaluations of bo as good as and orders of magnitude ' 
more precise than Eq. (6) have existed in the literature 
for many years. 

To place the problem in perspective, recall that in 
1935 Yukawa4 proposed that the nucleon-nucleon force 
is intermediated by a particle of mass Il (what we now 
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call the meson) which satisfies the wave equation 

(D + fJ.2)x = O. 
(7) 

Equation (7) implies the static potential of Eq. (1), and 
people5 ,6 began to investigate Eq. (1) in hopes of solving 
the nucleon-nucleon interaction. 

Negative, zero, and positive energies were studied 
since there was interest in the deutron bound state 
problem and the nucleon-nucleon scattering length and 
general scattering problems, respectively. During this 
period evaluations of bo of the caliber of Eq. (6) were 
discussed by many authors. 7 - 10 

In 1942 Hulthenll published a more detailed study of 
the Yukawa problem (b o ~ 1. 680), this work being greatly 
extended in 1951 by Hulthen and Laurikainen.1 2 It was 
observed that a solution to the Yukawa equation (3) can 
be written as 

00 

CP(x) = exp[- (- a)1/2x] ~ wn(1- e-X)n. (8) 
n= 1 

Arbitrarily precise solutions can be obtained by taking 
various numbers of terms in the Eq. (8) expansion and 
using standard approximation techniques. 

Hulthen and Laurikainen12 used Eq. (8) to solve Eq. (3) 
as an eigenvalue problem for b (or 11), given many in
diVidual energies (including zero total energy). For a 
given energy (quantity a) they found the three lowest b 
eigenvalues and the wavefunctions to high precision. 
They also obtained asymptotic expansion formulas. In 
particular, for E = 0, Hulthen and Laurikainen's itera
tions (n = 1,2,3) for the lowest eigenvalue b (i.e., bo) 
were 

bo(1) = 1. 679 933, bo(2) = 1. 679 853, 

bo(3) = 1. 679 8195. 

This exhibits the precision we described. 

It is worthwhile to note that Hulthen 11 also devised 
the potential function 

(9) 

(10) 

This is useful since it admits of an exact solution and 
goes over to the Yukawa potential for small x. One can 
consult the literature for properties of this 
potential. 11 - 14 Also, Ref. 15 gives a review of the 
subject of Yukawa and Hulthen potential theory. 
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Finally, we mention that other aspects of the Yukawa 
potential have been studied. Examples are its use in 
massive-photon electrodynamics 16 and its connection to 
Cauchy-Riemann and Hilbert transform theory in the 
two-dimensional case. 17- 18 
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The asymptotic behavior for t - ± 00 of S (t) = exp( - i H t)S exp( + i H t) and its time average 
S (t) = t - I shd u S (u) is discussed. Here is S an element of the Banach space <B1, constituted by 
the trace class of operators on the (separable or nonseparable) Hilbert space Je, and H is the 
Hamiltonian, i.e., a bounded or unbounded self-adjoint operator on Je. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions are given for the existence of the limits S(± (0) and S(± (0) with respect to the weak 
topology on <B 1, for the latter under the assumption that the continuous spectrum of H is absolutely 
continuous. In addition it is shown that if, for a normal state (density operator) p, p(t) has a weak 
limit, then the limit is again a normal state. This provides further insight in the nature of Emch's 
"first ergodic paradox" [G. G. Emch, J. Math. Phys. 7, 1413 (\966)]. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the present paper we are concerned with the asymp
totic temporal behavior of density operators (normal 
states) p(t) = exp[- iHt]P(O) exp[ + iHt], H being the 
Hamiltonian of the system under consideration. 

In order to set the stage for the further discussion let 
us introduce some notation. Let Jebe a (separable or 
nonseparable) Hilbert space with elements x, Y, .•• and 
inner product (x,y) linear in x and antilinear in y. We 
denote by <B = <B(Je) the C*- algebra of all bounded 
operators on Je and by IA I the operator bound of A E <B. 
<B 00 = <Boo (Je) is the minimal norm ideal of all completely 
continuous operators on Je, whereas ill l = <Bl (Je) and ill2 
= <B2(Je) denote the trace class and the Schmidt class of 
operators, respectively. The trace norm of S E <Bl is 
denoted by Is 11' whereas for S, T E ill~ we have the inner 
product (S, T)2 = tr{ST* J and norm Is 12 = (S, S)~/2. 
<B 1 , <B2, and <Boo are familiar examples of minimal norm 
ideals I ex of completely continuous operators on X.1 As 
is well known any such minimal norm ideal I ex' equipped 
with the 0' -norm topology is a Banach space and the set 
5' of all operators of finite rank is 0' -norm dense in I . 
Another important result is that the dual <B* of <B is ex 

isometrically isomorphic to the trace clas;'<Bl> t~ dual 
of which, in its turn, is isometrically isomorphic to <B. 
For th.is reason the notation <Boo = <B** and <Bl = ill* is 
somehmes used. 

A bounded linear functional (blf) on illl has the repre
sentation cp(S) = tr{SA}, S E illl with a fixed A E ill 
whereas a blf on <B can be written in a unique way as 
tP(A) = tr{SA} + tP.L(A), where A E <B, S is a fixed element 
of illl and tP.L(A) vanishes identically for each A E <B . 
We shall say that a blf 1/1 on <B is normal in case 1/I.L ~ O. 
The normal states are the density operators, namely 
they are those elements p of ill l which are positive (Le, 
p ~ 0) and have unit trace (Le, trp = 1). 

The Hamiltonian H is a self-adjoint operator on Je, 
Le.,H = H*, so that, according to Stone's theorem, Uti) 
= exp(- iHt), t E <R is a one-parameter, strongly con
tinuous group of unitary operators on Je. The equation 
of motion for the density operator is then given by p(i) 
= U(t)pU* (t) = U(t)p, p being the density operator of the 
system at t = O. In the sequel we investigate the asymp-

totic behaviour for large I t I of S(t) and S(t) = t -1 J: ds 
S(s) [a precise definition of S(I) is given in Sec. 3] for 
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general S E <B1 and with respect to various topologies. 
The emphasis, however, will be on the weak topology i.e., 
on the asymptotic behaviour of tr{S(t)A} and tr{S(t)A} 
with A E <B. 

In recent years work along similar lines has been 
done by Emch2 and by Moya!. 3 In fact, Emch has pointed 
out that nonnormal states may result as ergodic limits 
of normal ones. We show that this cannot be the case 
if trS(t)A has a limit for ev~ry A E <B. More precisely, if 
S is a normal blf on <B and S(t) has a weak limit lLe., 
S(t) converges weakly towards some blf t/.I E <B*] for t 
tending to + 00 or - 00, respectively (in short t --7 ± 00), 

then t/.I is again normal. A basic distinction between our 
work and Ref. 2 is that we consider a general self
adjoint Hamiltonian H, whereas Emch considers only 
bounded Hamiltonians. This makes it necessary to 
modify a number of definitions and proofs adopted from 
the case when H is bounded. For instance, the infinitesi
mal generator - iH of U(t), defined above, does no longer 
have the simple representation as the inner derivation 
- iH = - i[H, ']. The case of a general self-adjoint 
Hamiltonian H has been considered by Moyal,3 but 
unfortunately there are some errors in his work. We 
correct these errors in Sec. II where we derive some 
properties of the point spectrum of the generator H. 

In Sec. III we prove the normality of weak ergodic 
limits, referred to above, whereas in Sec. IV we deter
mine those S E <Bl with trS '" 0, for which S(t) possesses 
an ergodic limit with respect to the norm topology on 
<B l . Denoting by Ep the projector upon the subspace of 
~ spanned by the eigenvectors of H and by E c = 1- E p 
Its complement in X, we find that a sufficient condition 
for the existence of lim t .... ± 0() S(t), with respect to either 
the weak or strong topology on <Bl' is that FcSEc == O. 
For S with S ~ 0 or S '" 0 this condition is both neces
sary and suffiCient. 

In case H has a pure pOint spectrum it is well known 
that S(t) does not have a weak or strong limit for t --7 

± 00, unless S is invariant, i.e., S(/) = S for each t E <R. 
However, if the continuous spectrum of H is absolutely 
continuous, then the weak limit of E S(t)E and E S(i)E 
is zero. In that case sufficient conditions cfor the cexis- p 

tence of the weak limit of S (t) for t --7 ± 00 are E C SE C == 0 
and E pSE p invariant. For S with S '" 0 or S ? 0 these 
conditions are both necessary and sufficient. 
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II. PROPERTIES OF THE POINT SPECTRUM OF H 

In order to discuss some of the spectral properties 
of the infinitesimal generator - iH of U(t), it is con
venient to make use of the concept of transformer. 4-6 

Transformers are (linear) transformations which map 
operators into operators (the name superoperator is 
also often used, whereas within the present context H is 
often referred to as the Liouville operator). 

Let us consider the three families of mappir.gs of 
5 E la into 

U/(t)5 = U(t)5, Ur (t)5 = 5U(t), U(t)5 = U(t)5U(- f), (1) 

respectively, as groups of transformers on a given 
minimal norm ideal I a of (B(JC). The general theory of 
semigroups of transformers of the above type has been 
considered recently by the present authors (cf. Ref. 6). 
In the sequel we will only mention a few results per
taining to the problem at hand. Thus it can be shown 
that the three transformer groups defined in (1) are 
continuous in the norm (i.e., strong) topology of the 
Banach space I a' Denoting their infinitesimal genera
tors by - iHz' - iHT and - iH, respectively, we have HI 5 
= (H5)** for 5 E :DR and HT5 = (5H)** for 5 E:DB (here 

I r 

:D A denotes the domain of A). 

In addition, for 5 E :DB n:DB C:DB I T 

HS = (H5 - SH)**. 

Although (H5)** = HS, since H, being self-adjoint, is 
closed and densely defined, whereas 5 is bounded, such a 
reduction is not possible for (5H)**, unless H is bounded. 
Thus an expression for H given by Moyal [Ref. 3, Eq. (5); 
Moyal uses D instead of H] is, in general, correct only 
for bounded H. 

Our notation for the canonical representation of a 
completely continuous operator 5 will be S = 6 kA k(', Uk) 
V k where A1 ? A2 ? .. > 0 and {Uk} and {vk} are two 
countable orthonormal systems in JC. {(', x)y is defined 
according to [(', x)y]z = (z, x)y , Z E JC.} Since each A k 
occurs only finitely many times we can also write 

n k 
S =6Ak 6 (.,u

J 
)Vj ,where nOWA 1 >A2 > ... > 0 

k j k =1 k k 

and n k is finite. Using the latter notation we have 55* = 
6k w,/\ and S*S = 6kwk Qk' where wk = A~ while 

are two families of mutually orthogonal projectors, the 
ranks of P k and Q k being given by the finite number n k' 

In addition we have 

00 00 

6 P k =I-Poand 6 Qk =I-Qo, 
k=1 k=1 

where Po and Qo are the projectors upon the null
spaces of SS* and 5*S, respectively. In case JC is non
separable the latter null-spaces are necessarily in
finite dimensional, nonseparable subspaces of JC. 

In the sequel use will be made of the following theorem: 

Theorem 1: Suppose S E :DB CIa is an eigenvector 
of the transformer H acting in a minimal norm ideal I a 

of completely continuous operators, i.e., HS = J1.S, S "" O. 
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Then /l equals the difference of two eigenvectors of H 
and 5 has the form 5 = Lk Ak(',y k)Xk, where {xJ and 
{Yk} are two orthonormal systems of eigenvectors of H, 
such that the difference of the eigenvalues, correspond
ing to x k and Y k in each term (. ,Y k)x k equals J1.. Con
versely, if S has this structure, then it is an eigen
vector of H. 

Remark: The above theorem has been stated by 
Moya!3 for the special case when I a is either (B1 or (B2' 
Moyal's proof, however, contains a few errors. As men
tioned before his expression for H is incorrect. Also 
it is not a priori evident that S = 6k Ak (', Uk)vk E DB 
implies that Uk' V k E :DB for k :::: 1,2,3, .... 

Proof: We write S in the form 
n

k 

S=L Ak L (',uJ)v j 
k jk =1 k k 

so that (see above) 

SS* =L wkPk and S*5 =L wkQk' 
k k 

Since HS = /lS we have for S(t) = U(t)S; 

a p(t) = a tU(t)S = - iHU(f)S 

= - iU(t)HS = - i/lU(f)S = - i/lS(t). 

and hence (see Ref. 7, pp. 68, 69) 5(t) = exp[i/lt ]S, i.e., 

U(f)S = exp[- i/lt]5. It follows that 

U(t)S* = (U(t)S)* = exp[ + iJ1.t]S* and U(t)(SS*) = 5S*, 
whereas 

U(t)(S*S) = S*S. Thus restricting our attention to S5*; 

exp[- iHt] 6 wkPk exp[+ iHtl = 6 wkPk • 
k k 

Hence, multiplying this relation from the left with PI 
and from the right with exp[- iHt]P n,' admitting the 
values 1=0 and m = 0, Wo being zero, we obtain; 

(WI - wn)PI exp[- iHt]Pm = O. 

Since WI "" wm unless I = m and 
00 

L P k =1, 
k=O 

it follows that 

Pk' k = 0, 1,2,3, ... , reduces exp[- iHt]. 

Let x E :D • Then, since (- it)-l{exp[- iHt] - 1}Pkx 
= P k (- it)- 1 fexp[- {Ht] - 1}x and the right-hand side 
converges strongly towards PkHx, it follows that Pkx 
E :DH and PkHx = HPkx. For k = 1,2, .. " (only non
zero k's are considered in the remaining part of the 
proof) P k is a projector of finite rank n k and, as His 
closed and densely defined, it follows that HPk is closed 
and everywhere defined, and consequently must be bound
ed. In particular PkHPk is a bounded self-adjoint opera
tor of finite rank nk. In addition exp[- iHtlPk = exp 
(- iPkHPkt]Pk. In the same way we obtain the corres
ponding results for Q k' Next we turn to the equation 

U(t)S = exp[- iHtlS exp[+ iHt] = exp[- iJ1.tls. 

Multiplication from the left with P k and from the right 
with Q k leads to 

exp[- iPkHPktlPk5Qk exp[ + iQkHQkt] = exp[- iJ1.t]Pk SQk' 

where,obviously,Pk 5Q k =A k 6::=1 (·,UJk)VJk • 
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Let {xz }7 k-1 and {y m }:k =1 denote the nk orthonor-
k k- k 'k 

mal eigenvectors of PkHPk in PkXand of QkHQ k in 
QkX, respectively (they may be nonunique, but what 
matters here is that they span P k X and Q k X, respective
ly). Then, dropping the subindex k for the moment, 

~ (.,u)v J =.0~.0Clm(·'YI)X"" 
J Jim 

with 

Clr" =.0 (v J , Xm)(Y I, u), 
J 

and we have, denoting the eigenvalue of H, corresponding 
to Xmby Em and the one corresponding tOYI by Ez: 

~ exp[- i(Em - EI)t]czm (',y)x m 
l,m ~ 

= exp[- illtJ D clm("YZ)x m ' 
I.m 

Hence c lm = 0 unless Em - El = Il. Since S "" 0 there 
is at least one c lm in the expansion of some PkSQk' k = 
1,2,3, .. which is nonvanishing and hence Il equals the 
difference of two eigenvalues of H. Consider now 

.0 cz",(',y)x", = (',~ CZrnYI)X", 
I I 

for some fixed m. Since any Yl must be an eigenvector 
of H at the eigenvalue Em - Il, this must be true for 

w'" = ~ ClmY I = 6 (x m, Vj)U j 
I j 

[note that (w m' W n) = /) mnJ. Thus we have 
nk 

PkSQk ="k 6 (',w m )x", , 
m

k
=l k k 

where x rn and w'" are eigenvectors of H, the differ
ence of Ui'e corres~onding eigenvalues being Il. Since 
{w 111 } spans Q k X and {x rn } spans P k X and {P k} and 

k k 

{Qk} are two sets of mutually orthogonal projectors, the 
expression for S, as announced in the theorem, follows. 

The converse statement is obvious. 

It is already implicit in theorem 1 that in case H has 
empty point spectrum, there is no nonvanishing S E 10£ 
such that HS = O. Defining the commutant {H}' of H as 
the set of elements of <B(X) which commute with all 
projections EK of the resolution of the identity of H, we 
in fact have the following result (¢ denotes the empty 
set); 

Lemma 1: Suppose H has empty point spectrum. 
Then <Boo n {H}' = ¢. 

Proof: Assume to the contrary that some nonzero 
S E <Boo commutes with all EK from the resolution of the 
identity of H; i.e., SE K = EKS. Then it follows that S*E K 
= EKS* and hence SS*E K = EKSS*. 

Using the notation introduced before we have SS* = 
6 k w kP k ,W 1 > w2 > ... > O,where the Pk's are mutu
ally orthogonal, and we obtain from the relation 
PkSS*EKPZ = PkEKSS*PI the equation (wk - WI)PkEKPz 
= 0, k, l == 1,2,···. As PoSS* = SS* Po = 0 this rela
tion remains true if k or l assumes the value zero 
(wo = 0). 

Since 

it follows that each P k reduces each EK from the reso
lution of the identity of H. Hence P k reduces H, i.e., 
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PkH = HPk = PkHPk • Since for k> 0 each P k has 
finite rank and since the index k assumes at least one 
value, it follows that H has at least one eigenvector and 
we have a contradiction. 

We say that S E 10£ is invariant in case U(t)S = S for 
all t E <R. Thus obviously, an invariant S E I a is an 
eigenvector of H with the eigenvalue zero. If H has 
empty point spectrum we conclude from Theorem 1 
that there exists no invariant S E 10£' 

III. THE NATURE OF ERGODIC LIMITS ON THE 
TRACE CLASS <B1 (X) 

In this section we investigate the limits of S(t) and 
S(t) in the weak* and weak topology on <B, respectively, 
as t tends to ± 00. We recall that the weak* topology on 
<B1 is generated by the bounded linear functionals of 
the type ¢(S) = trSA, where S E <Bv and A belongs to 
the predual <Boo = <B** of <B 1. A neighborhood base at 
So E <B1 for this topology is given by all sets of the 
form 

where Av" ,Ak E <Boo' Similarly the weak topology on 
<B1 is generated by the set of all blf on <B1 and a neigh
borhood base at So in this topology is given by sets of 
the above form except that now AI"" ,Ak E <B. Thus 
we shall be concerned with the asymptotic behavior for 
large I t I of the expression ¢(t, S, A) = tr[U(t)A = 
tr{S(t)A} in which S is contained in <B1 and A belongs to 
either <Boo or to <B. 

Suppose that for t tending to ±oo the functional ¢(t,S,A) 
has a limit for certain S and A. Then, since ¢(t, S,A) is 
continuous in t, 

cp(t, S,A) = t- 1 Jot ds ¢(s, S,A) 

exists and tends to the same limit for t -7 ± 00 as ¢(t, S,A). 
However, since H generates a strongly continuous (semi-) 
group on <B 1,S(t) = t- 1 fot ds exp[- iHsJS exists in <B1 as 
a Riemann-Stieltjes integral with respect to the norm 
topology ~f <Bl (Ref. 7, p..!,63 , Theorem 3.3. 21..and in fact 
we have ¢(t, S,A) = trtS(t)A},A E <B. Thus ¢ can be 
interpreted as a blf on <B and as such it is normal. Ob
viously, cp is linear in S as well and since 

I ¢ (t, s, A) I .; t-1 Jot ds I tr[U(t)SJA I .; t- 1 

(t (t 
X Jo ds I U(t)S IliA I = t- 1 Jo ds I S IliA I = I S IliA I, 

it follo~s that CP(S) is ~ blf on~l and has the represen
tation ¢(t, S,A) = tr{SA(- t)},A(- t) E <B. In fact, since 

CP(t,S,A) = t- 1 Jot ds tr{exp[- iHsJS exp[+ iHsJA} 

= t- 1 J; ds tr{S exp[ + iHs]A exp[- iHs J} 
t 

= t- 1 fo ds tr{SU(- s)A}, 

we can write 

A(t) = t- 1 f: dsU(s)A for A E <B, 

where the integral is now defined with respect to the 
weak* topology on <B. 

Theorem 2: Let S E <B1 and let {E
K 

IKE K} be the 
set of mutually orthogonal eigenprojectors of H. Then 
PoS = 6

K 
EKSE K exists as an element of <B1 and 
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w* - lim Set) = P S t->±co 0 

i.e., for any A E (B we have lim trS(t)A = tr(P oS)A. 
00 t -:1:00 

Remark: The above results were obtained earlier 
by Emch2 (see also Ref. 8) for separable JC. Since we 
do not make this restrictive assumption and also since 
part of Emch's proof seems to have remained unpub
lished we give a complete proof. 

Proof: (a) We show first that P oS E (B 1 when S E 

(B l' For separable JC this follows at once from Ref. 4 
p. 105, theorem III 8. 7 (only separable Hilbert spaces 
are considered in Ref. 4). Hence we reduce the problem 
at hand to a separable subspace of JC in case :re is non
separable. Since S E (B 1> S is also contained in (B2 and 
we have for a finite number of mutually orthogonal 
eigenprojectors of H: 

n n 

L; IEkSI~ = I L; E" SI~ ~ IEpSI~, 
k=l ,,=1 

where Ep is the projector upon the subspace EpJC = JCp 
of JC spanned by eigenvectors of H. From the above 
relation it follows that IE K S I 2 can be nonzero only at 
most for a countably infinite subset K 1 = K 1 (S) C K of 
indices. Since lEKS I 2 = 0 implies E KS = 0 it follows 
that EKS = 0 unless K E K 1(S). In the same way we 
conclude that SE

K 
is nonzero only for an at most count

ably infinite subset K 2 (S) of K. Thus PoS, if it exists, is 
of the form 

PoS = L; EkSE k , 
kE Ko 

where Ko = K1 n K 2 • Ek may still project upon a non
separable subspace of JC. If this is the case we can 
consider a basis for E k JC and associate an eigenprojec
tor of H with each basis vector. Repeating the argu
ment presented above we then conclude that there is an 
E~ C E k such that E kS = E~S, where E~ projects upon 
a separable subspace of JC. Thus we may assume in 
the following that in the expression for P oS the E k 's are 
projectors upon separable subspaces of:re. Thus 
we may assume in the following that in the expression 
for P oS the E k 's are projectors upon separable sub
spaces of:re. Thus 

E1 = L; E" andE 2 = L; E k , 
kEK[ kEK2 

being sums of a countable family of mutually orthogonal 
projectors, are well-defined projectors upon separable 
subspaces of:re. In fact we have EpS = E IS and SE p = 
SE 2' so that E pSE p = ElSE 2' In order to show this, 
suppose there is an x E JC, x '" 0 such that E pSx '" 0 
andE Sx ¢. E 1JC. Then there exists ay E E pJC-E 1JC 
such fuat (EpSx,y) '" O. This means that there is at 
least one K E K-K1 with (EKSx,y) '" O. HenceEKS '" 0 
and we have a contradiction. We conclude that E pS = 
E1S and, in a similar way, that SEp = SE 2 • Writing 

S = L; Al (., UI)V I 
I 

and defining 

and 

P = L; (., V I)V I 
I 

Q = ~ (',UZ)u I 
I 

(which both project upon separable subspaces of JC) we 
see that both S and E pSE p are contained in (B 1 ~), where 
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:m = PJC U QJC U E 1 JC U E 2JC is a separable subspace of 
JC. Thus the theorem referred to above can be applied 
In particular PoS E (B1(JC) and IPosl 1 ~ lsi l' 

(b) It remains to show that 
_ {t 

lim trS(t)A = lim t- 1 Jo ds trS(t)A 
t-±OCl t-+±oo 

exists and is equal to tr(P oS)A for S E (B 1 and each A E 

(Bco' As Emch2 pointed out this can be done conveniently 
by using von Neumann's mean ergodic theorem on the 
Hilbert space (B2' His argument runs as follows; Since 
5' is dense in (B co there exists for 0 '" S E (B l' A E (B co and 
E> 0 an F E 5' such that IA - FI < E/(2ISI 1). Hence 

I tr(S(t) - P oS)A I 
~ I tr(S(t) - P oS)F I + I tr(S(t) - P oS)(A - F) I 

~ Itr(S(t)-PoS)FI + (IS(t) I 1 +IPoSI 1)IA-FI 

< Itr(S(t) - poS)FI + Eo 

Now, as Set) and F are both contained in (B2' we have 

tr{S(t)F} =t- 1 J: ds (U(s)S,F*}z. Since U(t) is a con
tinuous group of unitary operators on the Hilbert space 
(B2' it follows that H is self-adjoint on (B2 and von 
Neumann's mean ergodic theorem then yields 

lim (S(t), F*)2 = (PS, F*)2' 
t-+±oo 

where P is the eigenprojector of H at the eigenvalue 
zero. It is then seen from the general expression 

for the members of the resolution of the identity for H 
[see Ref. 9, Eq. (A33); the results stated in Theorem A.2 
of this reference are true even for nonseparable :re], 
that 

P = lim (Eo - K&) 
0-1'0+ 

(in the strong topology of (B2) equals Po and the theorem 
is proven. 

According to the above theorem 2 ¢ (t . S, A) converges 
for t tending to ± ~ towards tr(P oS)A for each A E (B co' 
Suppose now that cp(t,S,A) converges for t tending to 
± 00 for each A E (B, i.e., that the limits 

~±(A) = lim -;P(t,S,A) 
t-±oo 

exist for each A E (B. Obviously if; ± (A) are blf on (B, 
t~ boundedness being evident from t.!!.e inequality 
I CP(t, S,A) I ~ I S IliA I. We show that l/I ± (A) are normal. 

Theorem 3: Suppose Set) [or S(t)] conve.rges weakly 
towards the blf l/I± E ~ (or ~± E (B*,respectively) for 
t --4 ± 00. Then l/I ± (or l/I ±) is ~rmal and has the unique 
representation l/I± = PoS (or l/I± = PoS respectively). 

Proof: Since the weak convergence of Set) implies 
the weak convergence of 5(t), the_limit being the same, 
we can restrict our attention to Set). 

We write s.. = 5(n) for n = 1,2,3, .... Since Set) 
converges weak!y. towards l/I + for t tending to infinity, 
it follows that {Sn.},~)= 1 is a weak Cauchy sequence in (B1' 
i.e., for given ~> 0 ~nd A E (B there exists an no = no 
(E,A) with Itr(Sn -sm)A1 < E for n,m > no' Since (B1' 
as the pre dual of the W*-algebra O?{JC), is weakly sequen
tially complete,10 it follows that {Snl has a weak limit 
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s.l.n <B l' From the inequality I tr{S(t) - s.)A I ~ I tr(S(t) 
- S(n))A I + I tr(Sn - S+ k! I it then follows that S(t) con
verges weakly towards S+ for t tending to infinity, since, 
by taking t and n sufficiently large, both terms on the 
right can be made arbitrarily small. 

Since S(t) converges towards PoS in the weak* topo
logy on <B l' and the weak topology is .!J.ner than the weak* 
topology, it follows that necessarily S+ = P oS. The re
sult for t tending to -00 follows in the same way. 

In general V;. (A) will not exist for every A E <B. Let 
us therefore introduce .!..he subsets :D. C <B, consisting of 
those A E <B for which l/I. (A) exists. It is a routine 
matter to show that :D. are closed in the uniform topo
logy on <B. Since <Boo C :D. and <B~ = <B it follows 11 that 
the weak* -closure of :D. is <B itself. 

Let H have empty point spectrum and let S = P be a 
density operator. Then:D. do not coincide with <B. This 
follo~s from Theorem 3 by remarking that if :D. = <B 
!!len l/I. (A) = 0 for every A E <B. On the other hand, 
l/I. (1) = trp = 1 and we have!!. contradiction. Emch2 has 
pointed out that in this case l/I. is no longer normal on 
:D. (although p does represent a normal state on <B). For 
separable X this is directly evident from the inequality 

o ='6V;.(Pk ) >L' V;.('6Pk ) =V;.(/) = 1 
k k 

for any set of mutually orthogonal one-dimensional 
projectors {Pk}k'~1 C <Boo with the property 

f; P k =1. 
k~1 

Thus l/I. lacks the complete additivity prop~ty and 
hence cannot be normal on :D •. In particular l/I. is not 
normal on the C* -algebr~ C = {ad + A I (l E ffi, A E <B co} 
C :D •. On the other hand l/I. is normal on any von Neu
mann algebra 9[ C :D. for arbitrary S E <B1' (A proof 
of this statement follows along the lines of the proof of 
Theorem 3.) As a nontrivial example consider the situ
ation that H has empty point spectrum and that this is 
also the case for H o, a second self-adjoint operator on 
X. Suppose further that the wave operators 

n. = s-lim exp[iHt] exp[- iHot] 
t--+±oo 

exist on X as unitary operators, so that 

s-lim exp[iHot] exp[- iHt] = n: 
t-+too 

exist on X as well (cf. the case of a simple scattering 
system with no bound states). Then it can be shown that 

for any S E <B1. Consequently, l/I. (A) = ilt.(A) = trS.A for 
any A in the von Neumann algebra {HoY {since A == 
exp[iHot]A for such A}. The idea of considering the von 
Neumann algebra of observables that commute with the 
"free Hamiltonian" Ho has recently been applied to the 
theory of scattering from long-range potentials12 (see 
also Refs. 13 and 14). 

Next we cons~er the question whether for H with empty 
point spectrum S(t) can have a we~ limit for a general 
S E <B l' Since, if this limit exists, S * (t) also has a weak 
limit we restrict ourselves to Hermitian S. As the limit 
must be zero in the present case we can disprove j!:s 
existence by exhibiting an A E <B for which either l/I. (A) 
does not exist or has a nonzero value. Since l/I. (A) = 
trSA for A E {H}' the above limit does indeed not exist 
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if trSA >L' 0 for one such A, in particular if trS >L' O. 
Unfortunately this criterion is not sufficient to rule out 
the existence of the above limit for every S E <B l' As a 
counter example consider S = (',x)x - (',y)y where x 
and yare orthonormal. Denoting by {E ;>..1 the resolution 
of the identity for H we note that W A = 1 - 2E A is unitary 
for every A E ffi and thatf(A) = (W",x,x) is a continuous 
function of A which assumes both positive and negative 
values as A runs through ffi. Thus there is a A 0 with 
f (A 0) = O. But then y = W A X is orthogonal to x and we 
have for this particular val~e of y, trSA = (Ax, x) -
(W\ A W A x, x) == 0 for every A E {H}'. 

o 0 

IV. THE EXISTENCE OF ERGODIC LIMITS IN <B 1 (X) 

In Sec. III we showed that weak ergodic limits of ele
ments of <B1 are again contai~d in <B 1 • Next we deter
mine those S E <B1 for which S(t) and S(t) do have a weak 
ergodic lil!!it in <B1' In fact we find that the set of S E <Bl 
for which S(t) has a weak ergoQic limit for t ---> ± 00 co
incides with the set for which S(t) possesses a strong 
limit in <B l' 

It turns out to be convenient for the further discussion 
to separate H into its discrete and continuous part, i.e., 
H == Hp + He> where Hp == EpHEp and He == EeHEe' Here 
is E p the projector upon the subspace of X spanned by 
the eigenvectors of H and E e = 1 - E p is its complement 
in X. Thus Hp has a pure point spectrum and He a pure 
continuous spectrum on the respective subspaces Xp == 
EpX and Xc = EcX of X. Let S E <B 1• Then we may 
writeS =Spp +Spc +Sep + Scc,where Sij ==EpE,i,j 
E {p, d. Furthermore, if we write Sij (t) = U(t)Sij then 
obviously S i/t) = exp [- iHt]E ,SE j exp [+ iHt] = 
exp[- iHit]Sij exp[+ iH/]. In the sequel 

s 1 - lim Si/t) 
t-+±ao 

denotes the limit for t ---> ± 00 of ~(t) in the strong (i.e., 
norm) topology of <B 1 and similarly 

W 1 - lim S;J(t) 
t-+ ± 00 

stands for the same limit with respect to the weak 
topology on <B 1 • 

Lemma 2: S1 - 1imt~.oo s;,p(t) exists and is equal 
to PoSpp = PoS, 

Proof: Let us denote [see part (a) of the proof of 
Theorem 2] {E k IkE K 1 (S)} by {F k}'; ~ 1 and similarly 
{E k IkE K 2 (S)} by {G k}k~1' Then 

By application of Lemma 4.1 in Ref. 6 it fOllows from 
the fact that 

p 

'6 Fk 
k~1 

converges towards E 1 and 
p 

'6 Gk 
k~l 

towards E 2 in the strong operator topology on X when 
p tends to infinity, that for given E > 0 there exists an 
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n 1 =n1(E) such that ISpp -Snll = IE 1SE 2 -Sn I 1 < E 

for n > n 1. Here Sn is defined as 
n n 

Sn = 6 6 FkSppGZ• 
k=l Z=1 

Also for given 10 > 0 there is an m 0 = m o( E), such that 
m "" 

inSpp =.~ "Aj(·,Uj)vj +.6 "Aj(·,u)Vj =Spp 
00 J=1 J=m+l 

+.6 "Aj(·,Uj)v j the second part on the right has trace 
J=m+l 

norm smaller than 10 for m > m 0- Furthermore, if 
n n 

S::' = 6 6 FkSppGZ 
k= 1 Z= 1 

then there exists for given 10 > 0 an n2 = n2(E) such that 
I S 'P'p - S ~n I < 10 for n > n 2 for the same reasons as dis
cussed above in connection with Spp and Sn' 

Let us now take, for such an 10 > 0, a fixed m > m 0(10) 
and n > max{n1(E), n2(E)}. Then 

I Spp(t) - P OSppil 

,,; I Spp(t) - Spp(t) 11 + I Spp(t) - S::,(t) 11 
+ I S::,(t) - P oS::' 11 + I P o (S::' - Spp) 11 

+ I Po(Spp - SpP)ll 

,,; ISpp-sppll + Ispp-s::,ll + Is::,(t)- p oS;:11 

+ Is::, - Sppll+ 1 Spp - Sppll < 410 + Is::, - PoS::, 11· 

We write 

with 

n n m 

S::' = 6 6 6 "AjTjkZ 
k=1 z=1 j=1 

T jkZ = Fk(·,uj)vjG z = (., GZuj)Fkvj 

so that (0 ,,; "A.j ,,; 1), 
n n m 

Is::,(t)-pos::,11 ,,; 6 6 6I TjkZ(t)-POTjkZll· 
k=1 Z=1 j=1 

Denoting the eigenvalue of H p corresponding to Fk by ° k and the one corresponding to G Z by 10 l' we have 

POTjkZ = ~ 
0 , 

T jkl' 

Also 

TjkZ(t) = t-1 1o~ ds exp[- iHs J{Fk(·, u)vjGJ exp[ + iHs] 

t 
= PI ds exp[- iOkSJ{Fk(·,Uj)VjGz} exp[+ iEZS] 

o 

so that 

TjkZ(t) = - i(Ok- E)t T jkZ ' 1 
exp[- i(Ok - EZ)t] - 1 

TjkZ' 
Thus 

I TjkZ(t) - POTjkZll = 0 for Ok = EZ 

and 

_ I exp[- i(Ok - EZ)t] - 1 I 
I TjkZ(t)-POTjkZll = -i(ok- EZ)t I TjkZll 

I 
exp[- i(Ok - El)t] - 1 I 

,,; for 0k;o' EZ• 
-i(Ok- EI)t 
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If follows that Tjkl(t) converges strongly towards P OTjkl 
on <1\ for any j E {1, .. • ,m} and k, 1 E {1, .• • ,n} and 
hence, since m and n are fixed, we conclude that 

Lemma 3: sl-li~e(t) = SI - limSep(t) = o. 
t-+:t IX) t-+:t. 00 

Proof: The first part of the proof goes along the 
same lines as in the proof of Lemma 2. Thus there 
exist for given 10 > 0 a fixed nand m such that 
I Spe - S;:ll < 10, where S::' is now given by 

S::' = (i \"'k SpeE c· 
k=1( 

Here Spc is defined in the same way as Spp in the proof 
of Lemma 2. Hence: 

Next we write 
n m n m 

S::' = 6 6 Fk"A.j(·,u)vjE e = ~ 6 "A.jTkj , 
k=1 j=1 k=1 j=1 

and we have 
n m 

I s::,(t) 11 ,,; 6 6 I Tkj(t) 11· 
k= 1 j= 1 

Since 

- It Tkj(t) =t-1 0 ds exp[-iHs]Fk(·,uj)vjEe exp[+iHs] 
t 

= t-1 10 ds exp[- iOkS]Fk(·,Uj)VjEe exp[iHes ] 

t 
= t-1 10 ds(·, exp[- i(He - 0k)s]EeUj)Fkvj 

t 
= (',t-1 10 ds exp[- i(Hc - 0k)s]Ecuj)Fkvj> 

we obtain 

I Tkj(t) 11 = I t-1 { ds exp[- i(He - Ok)S]EUj II Fkvjl. 
o 

Next we apply von Neumann's mean ergodic theorem to 
the expression in the first factor on the right. Since 
only quantities pertaining to Xc occur and He - Ok has 
empty point spectrum on this subspace, it follows that 
the first factor on the right tends to zero for t tending 
to ± 00. This being true for each k E {1, ... , n} and 
j E {1, ... , m} we conclude that 

SI-limS/>c(t) = o. 
I:-+±oo 

In the same way the result for Se p(t) is obtained. 

Theorem 4: Let S E (Bl with trSee ;0' O. Then S(t) 
does not have a strong limit in (Bl for t -7 ± 00. If 
Sec = 0 then 

sl- limS(t) = PoS. 
t-+± 00 

Proof: Since according to what has been proven in 
Lemma's 2 and 3,S (t)'~e(t),an~Sep(t) have strong 
limits for t -7 ± 00, ifiollows that S(t) has a strong limit 
if and only if See(t) = S(t) - Spp(t) - Spe(t) - Sep(t) has 
a strong limit for t -7 ± 00. 

t 
Now tr{See(t)A} = t-1 I ds tr{exp[- iHeslSec 

o 
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exp[ + iH cs]E.,AE J so that only quantities pertaining to 
:fCc occur. On this subspace H c has empty point spectrum 
and according to Theorem 3 (cf. the remarks at the end 
of Sec. III) Scc(t) does not have a weak limit on~l for 
t ~ ± 00 if trScc '" O. This, in turn implies that 5 cc(t) 
does not have a stro~ limit if trS c c '" 0 and hence the 
same holds true for S(t). 

Corollary 1: Let p be a normal state. Then 

exists if and only if p = p p p' In that case 

sl-limp(t) = PcP. 
t-+* 00 

Proof: Suppose p(t) has a strong limit. Then, 
necessarily P e c == O. Thus, writing 

00 

P = L) Xk(', Uk)uk, 
k=l 

we obtain 

trpcc ==tr~~ Xk(·,EcUk)EcUk(== ~ xklEcukl2 =0, 
Ik=l \ k=l 

sothatEcuk ==0,k:::i,2,3,···. Hencep==ppp' The 
converse statement is contained in Lemma 2. 

As a second corollary we recover Theorem 5 of Ref. 
3. Let S E ffi1 be invariant. Then, since 5 = S(t), we 
have S ::: P 05, i.e., S == 5 p p' Hence, fO£...A E ffi, we have 
AS == (AS)pp + (AS)c so that AS(t) =A(t)S con~rges 
strongly towards PoiAS) == (PaA)S in ffi1 [here A(t) and 
P oA are defined with respect to the weak* topology 
on ffi). Thus: 

Corollary 2: Let 5 E ffi1 be invariant and let 
A E ffi. Then 

sl-limAS(t) = sl-limA(t)S 
t-+* 00 t-+± 00 

and 
sl-limSA(t) == sl-limSA(t) 

t-± 00 t-+± 00 

exist and are equal to Po(AS) == (PaA)S and Po(SA) = 
S(P oA), respectively. 

So far we have only considered the asymptotic behavior 
for large times of S(t), the time average of S(t). Since 
the existence of 

implies the existence of 

w1-limS(t) 
t-+±oo 

it follows that S(t) does not have a weak limit if 
trS cc '" O. 

Next we consider Spp(t). We have for A E ffi 

tr{Spp(t)A} == tr{exp[- iH pt)S pp exp[ + iH pt)E pAE pl. 

Since only quantities pertaining to Xp occur in this 
expression, it follows that the situation is equivalent 
to the one where the Hamiltonian has a pure point 
spectrum. As is well known there is no weak ergodic 
limit in that situation, unless S is invariant. This is 
easily verified by observing that if 
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t-+±oo 

exists, it must be equal to P 05. By taking A = (', u)v, 
where u and v are eigenvectors of H with corresponding 
eigenvalues Ii and £, respectively, we obtain tr{S(t)A}::: 
exp[- i(1i - €)t) (Sv, u), whereas, on the other hand, 
tr(P oS)A = 0 unless 1i = £. In the latter case tr(P oS)A = 
(Sv, u). It follows that 5 is not allowed to possess non
vanishing matrix elements between eigenvectors of H 
at different eigenvalues, i.e., S must be invariant. Thus 
we conclude that a second necessary condition for the 
existence of 

is that 5 p p is invariant. Since for a normal state p we 
have p pc == Pcp = 0 the following result holds: 

Theorem 5: Let p be a normal state. Then 

exists if and only if p is invariant. 

It remains to consider Spc(f) and Sep(t) for arbitrary 
S E ffi1. In general not much can be said concerning 
their ergodic behavior. However, in case He' when 
restricted to :fCc' has absolutely continuous spectrum 
only, then the following lemma holds: 

Lemma 4: Let H c' restricted to :fCc have absolutely 
continuous spectrum only. Then 

w1-lirnS pc(t) = w1-lirnS cp(t) = O. 
t-+± 00 t-+± 00 

Proof: In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3 
we obtain for A E ffi; 

n m 

I trSpc(t)AI < € IAI + L) L) I trTkj(t)Al, 
k= 1 j =1 

where 

T kj(t) == exp[- iHt]Fk(', uj)vjE c exp[ + iHt) 

::::- exp[- ilikt)Fk(',Uj)vjEc exp[iHct). 

Thus 

I trT kj(t)A I == I (exp[iH ct)E cAFkvj' uj ) I, 

::: I: 100
00 

expiXtdll(X) I, 
where 

/1(X) = (EC),E.,AFkvj,uj ), 

{E CA I X E <R} being the resolution of the identity of H c in 
Xc' Since He has absolutely continuous spectrum only, 
the Radon- Nikodym derivative of j.1(X) with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure exists and we have according to the 
Riemann- Lebesgue lemma 

• f+oo 1+00 d/1(X) 11m -00 exp[ixt)d/l(X) ::: lim exp[i.\t) --. dX == O. 
t-+±oo t-+±oo - 00 dX 

Hence T kj(t) converges weakly to zero for t ~ ± 00 for 
each k E {i, ... , n} andj E {i, ... ,m} and we conclude 
that 

w1-limSpc(t) == 0 
t-+± 00 

The proof for Sep(t) is obtained in the same manner. 

Comparing the above result with Lemma 3 the ques
tion rises whether Lemma 4 does hold with respect to 
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the strong topology on <B1 instead of the weak topology. 
That this cannot be the case follows immediately by 
considering S = T kj" Then I S(t) 11 = I T kj(t) I = I E cU. I. 
I FkVj I, i.e., in general S(t) does not converge strongly 
towards zero. 
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The stochastic Green's matrix is calculated for a random rough surface with Gaussian statistics and 
a magnetic boundary condition. The techniques we use are similar to those developed for the scalar 
and elastic cases. The coupled surface integral equations which are derived are the Green's function 
version of the Franz formulas. These integral equations are represented in k -space in a certain gauge 
and a Feynman-diagram-like interpretation is given to each term in the equations. The diagram rules 
have many formal similarities with the scalar and elastic rules. By using partial summation 
techniques, the mean and second moment of this Green's function are shown to be solutions to 
Dyson and Bethe-Salpeter equations respectively. The Green's function is applied to a scattering 
problem. Some approximations and simple examples are presented. The lowest order approximations 
agree with the standard literature results. The main advantage of the diagram method, its systematic 
presentation of higher order approximations, is stressed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In previous papers1.2 we presented a formal diagram 
expansion method analogous to that used in random 
media propagation problems3 to calculate the Green's 
function for a random rough surface. In Ref. 1 we con
sidered the scalar case of a hard (Neumann) boundary, 
and in Ref. 2 the elastic case of a stress free boundary. 
In both Refs. 1 and 2 we applied the Green's function to 
a scattering problem. We derived the Dyson equation 
for the mean of the Green's function, the Bethe-Salpeter 
equation for the second moment of the Green's function, 
and presented some examples of lowest order coherent 
and incoherent scattering. The diagram method gives 
a systematic approach to higher order corrections. 

In this paper we extend our previous results to cal
culate the magnetic Green's dyadic for scattering from 
a perfectly conducting half-space bounded by a random 
rough surface. The surface has Gaussian height dis
tribution and arbitrary correlation function. The dyadic 
Green's function approach is explained in the books by 
Morse and Feshbach4 and Hauser, 5 the latter includes a 
discussion of the Kirchhoff approximation with dyadics. 
Previously, Levine and Schwinger6 used dyadics to dis
cuss scattering from a plane perfect conductor in a 
homogeneous medium. Saxon 7 discussed a tensor scat
tering matrix for electromagnetic scattering by a finite 
obstacle and derived reciprocity relations and the CI'OSS 

section theorem in a concise way. Twersky8 used a 
dyadic formalism in multiple scattering of electromag
netic waves by arbitrary configurations of arbitrary 
scatterers, and Mitzner 9 used the Rayleigh perturbation 
method and dyadic notation on random interface prob
lems. A general reference to electromagnetic scattering 
from random rough surfaces based on the Kirchhoff 
approximation can be found in the book by Beckmann and 
Spizzichino. 10 

Our approach has certain similarities with the above 
papers in that we work with the dyadic Green's function, 
but we are also interested in providing a systematic 
formalism to calculate higher order corrections. The 
diagram method provides such a formalism. 

In Sec. II we present the basic formalism of the prob
lem and derive, using Green's theorem, the coupled 
integral equations for what we define as the magnetic 
surface Green's dyadic (matrix). The integral equations 
are the Green's function generalization of the Franz 
formulas rather than the equivalent but more common 
Stratton-Chu formulas,11 
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We introduce the Fourier transforms of these Green's 
dyadics in Sec. Ill, and by using a gauge condition argu
ment derive the integral equations in momentum or k 
space. An alternative Green's function is defined, the 
kernel of its integral equation is factored into propaga
tor-vertex-interaction form, and a diagram piece is 
assigned to each of these parts. The problem is still, up 
to this point, deterministic. It is shown that the inter
action term is the same as that of Refs. 1 and 2, and the 
propagator is the same scalar free space Green's func
tion as in Ref. 1. In Ref. 2 the propagator was a I-index 
object. In Ref. 1 the vertex was a scalar function, and 
in Ref. 2 was a 3-index object. In this paper the vertex 
is a 2-index (matrix) object. There is a strong formal 
similarity (save for the number of indices) between the 
diagram notation in Refs. 1 and 2 and in this paper. 

In Sec. IV the statistical concepts are introduced and 
the Dyson and Bethe-Salpeter equations are derived 
for the mean and second moments, respectively, of the 
alternative Green's dyadic introduced in Sec. Ill. Addi
tional diagram rules for the statistical case are shown. 
Some approximations of these integral equations are 
briefly discussed and examples of lowest order coherent 
and incoherent contributions to the intenSity are pre
sented. Their connection to the standard literature 
values is noted. 

The summary and conclusions are in Sec. V, and there 
is an appendix on the calculation of the kernel terms for 
the integral equations in Sec. II. 

II. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Our problem is to calculate the Green's dyadic (ma

trix) r in (x, x'') which satisfies the inhomogeneous dif
ferential equation (harmonic time dependence e-;wt is 
assumed throughout) 

o ZO lr in (X, Xu) - 0 iO mr mn (X, X") 

+ k5r in (X, XU) "" - I'>;n 6(x - X") (1) 

in the region V[z ~ h(xJ] indicated in Fig. 1. Here ko 
is the free space wavenumber, the abbreviation 0 i = 
o lax i is used (i = 1,2,3),6 i; is the Kronecker delta, 6(X) 
is the three-dimensional Dirac delta function, and the 
convention of summing on repeated indices is assumed. 
Equation (1) is just the matrix version of the dyadic 
equation 

vxvxr(x,X') - k5r(X,x') == 11i(x - x') 
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FIG.1. Plane wave incident on a random rough surface z = hex J. The 
region z "''' (x J is here considered to be a perfect conductor. 

where I is the unit dyad. We use matrix notation through
out. The notation x is used for a 3-vector in V, x.e for the 
transverse components of the 3-vector, x.e = (x,y), and 
Xs for a 3-vector evaluated on the surface z = hex .e), Xs 
== (X.L> h (x .e»' Here the height h (x.e) is a Gaussian distri
buted random variable and the region z < h (x J is con
sidered to be a perfectly conducting half-space. In addi
tion to satisfying the differential equation (1), r in (X, X") 
satisfies a boundary condition when z = h(x.e) and asymp
totic boundary conditions when its arguments approach 
infinity. 

The free space Green's dyadics rPn± both satisfy the 
same differential equation as r in 

0zozrg (x', x) - Oiamr~j (x', x) 

+ k3r~ (x', x) = - 0i/'(X' - x) (2) 

and the asymptotic boundary conditions as I x' - xl ~ co 
of outgoing (+) or incoming (-) waves. The ± super
scripts are temporarily dropped. Explicitly, rpj is given 
by6 

rg(x',x) = 0iPO(X',x) + kC}aiapO(x', x), (3) 

where GO, the scalar free space Green's function satis
fies the differential equation 

(a za z + k3)GO(x' ,x) == - o(x' - x) 

and is given by 

GO(x', x) == exp(iko I x' - x I )/1 x' - x 141T. 

(4) 

(5) 

Multiplying (1) from the left by rp/x', x) and subtracting 
from it (2) multiplied from the right by r in (X, X") yields 
the identity 

r}n (x, X")O(X' - x) - rfn (x', x)li(x - x") 

== 0zKjzn(x',x,x") (6) 
with 

Kj1n(X',x,X") = r~(x',X)[alrin(X,X") - airZn(x,x")] 

- [a zrp/x', x) - a ir~(X', X)]r in (X, X"). (7) 

Multiplying (6) by the step function B(z - hex ), where 

ft, z > h(x.e), 
e(z) = to, z < h(xJ, 

integrating over all space J dx, and doing a partial 
integration on the .resulting integral term (with the 
neglect of the infinite surface term due to the radiation 
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condition on the Green's functions) yields, for z" > h(xI), 

r in (x', x") e(z' - h(x~» 

== rfn (x', x") - J dx .eNz(x .e)KjZn (x', Xs ,x"), (8) 
where 

Nz(x.e) = 0Z3 - az.eh(x.e) 

is the normal into V. It can be shown that (8) is just the 
Green's dyadic version of the Franz diffraction formu
las. The latter is equivalent to but much less than the 
Stration-Chu formulas. 11 Since we wish to calculate the 
magnetic (11) Green's function we choose the boundary 
condition 

(N(x .e)xVxr(xS,X"»in = Nz(x .e)a Zr in (Xs ' X") 

- N)(x .e)air)n (xs , X") 

= o. (9) 

Further, using (3), we can write 

aZrpj(x',x) - airg(x',x) = (oljai - 0ija[}GO(x',x). (10) 

Substituting (9) and (10) into (8) and differentiating by 
oj, it is obvious that for z' > h(x~J and x' ;e. x" 

(11) 

Hence the Green's dyadic is transverse as is usual in 
these problems. 9 

Next, let x' ~ x~ through positive z' values. Equation 
(8) becomes, using (7), (9), (10) and the results in the 
Appendix 

1/2(Oji + Nj(X~)Oi3)qn (x~, x") 

= rfn(x~,x") + JdX.ePji(X~,Xs)qn(xs'x"), (12) 

where the 11 superscript has to do with the fact that r in 
satisfies (9), and with 

Pji(X~, x s ) =NZ(xJPilj(X~ - x s ), 

PiZj(Xs) = (2;)3 JdkGO(k)eik'XsRiZj(k), 

Rilj(k) = i{[ki.e + °i3P (K2/k 3)]oz) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

- [kz.e + OZ3P(K2/k3)]Oi)}' (A6) 

where P stands for the Cauchy prinCiple value distribu
tion and K2 = k3 - k~. Here GO(k) == (k 2 - k3)-1 is the 
Fourier transform of GO(x). Further, defining the mag
netic (11) surface (s) Green's function as 

r.l'ns (xs ' x") == Q jm(x~)r\;,n (x~, x"), 

Q jm(x~) = 1/2(ojm + N)(x~)Om3)' 

it is possible to write (12) as 

(13) 

q'ns(x~,x") = rfn(x~,x") 

+ J dX.ePji(X~,Xs)UiP (xJr~~(x~,x"), (14) 

where 

and 

r\;'n(xs,x") = Ump(x.e)r~~(xs'x"), 

Qjm(x.e)Ump(x.e) == OjP' 

Ump(X.e) = 20 mp -Nm(x.e)li p3 ' (15) 

Equation (14) is the surface integral equation for the 
magnetic surface Green's function which we will use. 
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We finally wish to make two remarks. The first re
mark is that for a flat surface (h = O),NI(x.L) = 613 ,and 
it is possible to show that P ji ~ Pi3j ~ 6j3 so that the 
transverse (j = 1, 2) components of rYn (x:", x") = 
2rJn (x:", x"). 

That is, for a flat surface, the transverse components 
are double the value of the free space Green's function. 
This is the standard result. 6 

The second remark has to do with an integral repres
entation for the magnetic Green's function q'm(x', x) for 
z' > h(x~) (i.e., evaluated in the field) in terms of rfl s • 
The derivation is similar to the derivation of (12) (but 
we do not let x' ---7 x~) and is sketched in the Appendix. 
The result is 

rjm(x', x") = rJm(x',x") + I dX.LPJi(x', xs)U in (X.L) 

X r~~(xs'x"), (16) 

where PJi follows from P ji by setting K2 = k~ in R ilj in 
(A6) and using this result in (A5) and hence in (A4). 
Setting K2 = k~ is called" going on the energy shell" and 
was discussed in Refs. 1 and 2. Equation (16) will be 
useful in the scattering results later. 

III. FOURIER TRANSFORMS AND DIAGRAMS 

Introducing the Fourier transforms 

q'nS(x~, x") = (21T)-6 II dk'dk"eik'.x~ rjnS (k', k")e-ik".X", 

Jf 
'k' , (17) 

rJn(x~,x") = (21T)-6 dk'dk"e' .X s 

x (21T)36(k' - k")rJn (k')e-ik".x" , (18) 

as well as (A4) and (A5) into (14), yields the result 

II dk'dkleik,.x~Fjn(k"k")e-ik"'x" = 0, (19) 

where F jn is defined by 

F Jn (k', k") = r.ins (k', k") - (21T)36(k' - k")rfn (k') 

- I dkLJP(k',k)q~(k,k") (20) 

and 
LJP(k' ,k) = (21T)-3GO(k')Ril/k') I dX.LNI(X.L)UiP(X.L)eiO<.-k').Xs. 

(21) 
If, in (19), x~ were replaced by x', i.e., if we were intro
ducing the corresponding Fourier transforms in (16) for 
the magnetic Green's function in the field rather than in 
(14) for the magnetic Green's function on the surface, 
then the only solution of (19) would be 

F jn (k', k") == O. (22) 

Since ultimately we will be interested solely in field 
calculations, we choose the "gauge" condition (22) to 
hold here. Further, integrating (21) by parts and neg
lecting the resulting surface terms (see Ref. 1) permits 
us to factor L Jp into propagator-vertex-interaction form 

Ljp (k', k) = GO(k')Vjp(k', k)A(k' - k), (23) 

where GO(k) is the scalar free space Green's function 
in k space (propagator) which also was our propagator 
in the scalar case, VjP is the (matrix) vertex term 
given by 

Ril/k') k; - kl ( ki - k i\ 
Vjp(k,k) = (21T)3 k3 - k3 26 iP - 6p3 k3 - k3J' (24) 

where R ilj is defined by {A6), and A(k) is the interaction 
term 
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(25) 

which appeared in both scalarl and elastic 2 cases. Using 
(22) and (23) in (20) yields 

rjnS (k', k") = (21T)36(k' - k")rJn (k') + G°(k') 

x IVJP(k' ,k)A(k' - k) rt~ (k,k")dk. (26) 

Defining away the delta function term by introducing the 
auxiliary Green's function GJI as 

rrns(k',k") = (21T)36(k' -k")rJn(k) 

+ (21T)3GO(k')Gjl(k', k")rpn (k") (27) 

and substituting (27) into (26) yields an integral equation 
for GJI 

Gjl(k',k") = VJI(k',k")A(k' -k") 

+ IVjp(k',k)A(k' -k)GO(k)Gpl(k,k")dk (28) 

whose diagram rules are listed in Fig. 2. The integral 
equation using diagrams is shown in Fig. 3. An analogous 
procedure can be developed for the magnetic Green's 
function in the field. Defining an additional auxiliary 
Green's function (without superscript) G jl as 

rjn(k', k") = (21T)36(k' - k")rJn (k') 

+ (21T)3GO(k')Gjl (k', k")rpn (k"), (29) 

we can write the integral relation 

GJI(k', k") = Vfl(k', k")A(k' - k") 

(0 l 

( bl 

(c l 

(d l 

+ IVfp(k',k)A(k' -k)GO(k)Gpl(k,k")dk (30) 

k k' 
~I J ........ 

k-k' 

n 
(2m2 80: ki.l.l 

i=1 
-+-+ ... n 

X Rn (k l ,k2 .--_,knl 11 C ( kizl 
1=1 

FIG. 2. Diagram rules associated with the auxiliary Green's function 
CJI' The propagators (a) and vertex (b) are used for both deterministic 
and stochastic rules whereas the single deterministic interaction term 
(c) generalizes for multiple random interactions and with a cluster 
decomposition to the purely stochastic rule (d). When the rules are 
combined, internal momenta are integrated over, and repeated indices 
summed. 

FIG. 3. Diagram rule for CJi itself, (a), and the integral equation (28) 
in diagram form, (b). 
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with the on-shell vertex VJp similar to (24) 

R?lj{k') ki - k z ( ·~i - k i ) 
VJp(k',k) = (271)3 k 3-k

3 
26 iP - (jP3 k3 - k3 

where R?lj is defined by (All). Clearly, on shell, 

GJ/k',k") = Gjz(k',k"). 

(31) 

(32) 

Now (29) expresses the Green's function in the field rll 
in terms of "incident" or free space Green's function roo 
In coordinate space, and specifying the outgoing (+) wave 
boundary condition, (29) is 

rj; (x' ,x") = r7n+(x', x") + (271)3 II dxl dx2GO+ (x' - Xl) 

x Gjz(Xl , x2 )rpn+ (X2 ' X") (33) 

and r ll is thus written as an incident Green's function 
r o plus a scattered Green's function arising from an 
integral transformation. The outgoing scattered field 
l/I~O) can be written in terms of the incident field l/I~;) 
using this same integral transformation. 

The result is 

l/ISO)(x') = (271)3 II dx l dx2 GO+ (x' - Xl)Gjz (Xl' X2)l/I~;){x2)' 
(34) 

In (34) use the two-dimensional representation 

and expand the outgoing field in terms of plane waves 
¢~O) 

l/I~O)(x) = I dkJ.eik.x¢~O)(kJ) (k z = + K). (36) 

Here the speCification k z = + K is to insure that the 
field is outgoing. Then it is possible to write in the far 
field 

Similarly, expanding the incident field in plane waves 
¢~j) 

l/I~;)(x) = I dk{eik"X¢~;)(k~) k~ = - K' 

and inserting (38) in (37), yields 

(38) 

¢~O){k J.) = I dk~ Tjz(k J.' k~)¢~i)(k~) (39) 

with 

T±(k k') 71i IIdxdxe-ik'x1G±(x x)eik"X2 
jZ J.' J. = k

z 
1 2 jZ l' 2 

(k~ = ± K, k~ -= 'f K'), (40) 

where we have included the incoming (-) boundary 
value and its on-shell value. The latter can be derived 
in a similar manner as T+. The T;l matrix is needed for 
the complex conjugate fields below. The T;l matrix is 
analogous to the linear connective introduced by Saxon 7 

k' k 
~ 

: k -k 

6 
FIG. 4. Mass operator M n p (k' ,k) used in the Dyson equation. 
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who also derived some general properties of it. The 
right-hand side of (40) is just the Fourier transform of 
GjZ and since we are on shell we can write 

T]z(kJ.' k~) =!!.i GJz(k,k') -= 71iCJz(k,k') 
k z k z 

(k z = ± K, k~ = 'f K'). (41) 

Combining (36) and (39) we can write the outgoing field 
in terms of incident plane waves as 

l/I(O)(x) = {{dk dk' eik,xr (k k' ),t,(;)(k' ) (k
z 

= K) (42) 
} • • J. J. JZ J.' J. '1'1 J. 

A similar discussion can be given for the complex con
jugate fields which can be expressed as 

l/I}O) * (x) = IdkJ.e-ik.x¢~Oh(kJ.) (k z = +K), (43) 

~i)*(x) = I dk~e-ik"X ¢Si)*{k~) (k~ = - K'), (44) 

¢~O)*(kJ = I dk~T;z{- kJ.'- k~)¢S;)*{k~), (45) 

",(O)*(x) - JJdk dk' e-ik'XT- (- k - k' ),t,(;)*(k') 't'j - J. J. jZ J.' J. 'l'z J. 

(k z = K). (46) 

These latter equations are used later in the discussion of 
the intensity. 

IV. RANDOM ROUGH SURFACE 

We have presented the deterministic results in the 
previous sections in some detail. The purely statistical 
aspects of the problem however have been thoroughly 
discussed in Ref. 1. A brief discussion of the statistical 
aspects, suitable as an introduction to this section, was 
presented in an introduction to Sec. IV of Ref. 2, and we 
refer to this latter discussion rather than reproduce it 
here. In fact, the entire discussion of this section 
closely parallels that of Sec. IV of Ref. 2. The only addi
tional diagram notation we need is shown in Fig. 2d, 
where some of the Rn functions are explicitly listed in 
Ref. 1 (see Ref. 2 for the misprint in R 2 ). Here C{k.) = 
exp[- ~r(O)k;]is the characteristic function and r(x) the 
two point correlation function. Using partial summation 
techniques,3 the mean of CJz' <CJz> can be written as 

(GJz{k',k") = Mjz{k',k") + IM}n{k',k)CO(k) 

X (C~z{k,k")dk, (47) 

where the sum of connected diagrams or "mass opera
tor" M jZ is shown in Fig. 4. Note the formal similarity 
of Fig. 4 here with Fig. 3 of Ref. 2. Equation (47) is the 
Dyson equation of our problem. A transverse delta func
tion can be factored out of M)l and hence out of (Cl l ) as 

M (k' k") = 6(k' - k")M (k' k") 
JI' .L.L Jl z' z' (48) 

( CS (k' k") = 6{k' - k")CFS (k' k") JI , .L .LIb Jl z' z , (49) 

where the transverse momentum dependence of M I and 
gSz has been suppressed. Substituting (48) and (49i in 
(47) yields 

gJI(k~,k~) =MJz{k~,k~) + IMjn{k~,k.)GO(k) 
x g~ I {k z' k;)dkz • (50) 

This is called the reduced Dyson equation. The full 
Dyson equation, i.e., the Dyson equation for (rj/), can be 
written as 
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<q'/(k',k"» = (21T)31i(k' -k")rJl(k') 

+ GO(k') IdkM}n (k', k)<qr(k,k"». (51) 

As a simple example, choose for M}l the first term in 
the expansion in Fig. 4. Then, using (48), (29), and the 
diagram rules, we can write 

M }l(k~, k~) = VJf (k')C(k~ - k~) (52) 

with 

Vj~(k') = (21T)2Vjp(k',k") I k'l.=k'l. 

=; ~1i}3 [kpl. + lip3P(~~2)J-liJPP~~2X 
(53) 

so that (50) becomes 

g s (k k") = C(k' - k")V(1)(k') 
}z .' • ..}l 

+ V;,p(k') I C(k~ - k.)GO(k)g~1 (k., k~)dk. 
(54) 

which is similar to Equation (42) in Ref. 1 and Equation 
(4.14) of Ref. 2. (Also see footnote 9 of Ref. 2). 

In order to calculate the second moments, use the 
mutual coherence function C mn given by 

C mn (x, x') = <\fI~)(x)\fI~O)*(x'». (55) 

Substituting (36) and (43) in (55) yields (k. = K, k~ = K') 

C mn (x, x') = II dk 1.dk~ e i[k·x-k'·x'] <</> ~)(k 1.)</>~O)*(k~» (56) 

and, using (39), (41), and (45), we have 

<</> ~)(k 1.)</>~O»t(k~» 

= I I dk~dk,:<r+ml(k 1.> k~)T~ p (- k~, - k,:»</>}i)(k~)</>~i)*(k~') 

= II dk~dk7 1T
2

, <G~I(k,k")G~p(-k,-k"'» </>Y)(k~)</>~)*(k1), 
KK (57) 

wherek. =K, k~ =-K", k~ =K',andk~' =-K"'. 

Again using partial summation techniques, the re
duced Bethe-Salpeter equation is 

<G~l(k, k1)G~p(k', kj) 

= <G;''+I(k,k1»<G~p(k' ,k'l» + K m1 ,np(k,k'lk1,kj) 

+ I dk2Kmr,np(k,k'lk2,k'l)GO+(k2)<G~I(k2,k1» 
+ I dk2Kmz,nq(k,k'lk1,k2)Go-(kz)<G~p(k2,kj) 
+ If dk2dkzKmr,nq(k,k'lk2,k'2) 

x GO+(k2)GO-(k2)<G~I(k2' k1)G~p(k2' k1), (58) 

where the function Kml,np, corresponding to the intensity 
operator of random volume scattering theory, 3 is given 
by the sum of connected diagrams in Fig.5. The full 
Bethe-Salpeter equation can be written using (27) and 
(58) as 

<r;"+n (k, k1)rp~ (k' ,k1» 
= <r;'+n (k, k1»<rp~ (k', k'l» + GO+(k)GO-(k') 

x f I dk2dkZKmr.PI(k, k' Ik2' k2)<r~~ (k2, k1) rr;(k2,kj). 
(59) 

As previously mentioned,1,2 it is possible to reduce the 
dimensionality of the integral equations by using the 
translational invariance of Kml,n q so that (58) and (59) 
are four-dimensional integral equations. It is Simpler 
however to discuss some. examples, and that is how we 
proceed. 

If the incident field is a plane wave 

(60) 
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k ;, 
~ , k-k 

+ +k' +k' 6 ~k ,~'" +--- 2/ \ Z-K 

~ 
P 1 1 q 

FIG. 5. Intensity operator K",n ,Pq (k. k' I k". kwl used in the Bethe
Salpeter equation. 

(0) 
k ~ 
~ m \lt~ ..... 

I k-k· 6 I 

:k' -ki 
~ .. ~ 

I k -k' 

6 1 

(b) 
.... ~ 

~
k kj 

m I .... 
i k-k' 6 I 

_"to tk~~~ 
~ m p 

FIG. 6. Lowest order coherent (al and incoherent (bl contributions to 
the intensity. 

where X I indicates the direction of the wave (polarization 
factor), then (57) yields a definition of intensity I if we 
substitute (60) into (57), multiply by limn' and sum to yield 

Ii(k 1. - k~)I(k 1.' ki1.) 
2 

= :K' <G;,tz(k,k;)G;,;-p(- k' ,- ki»XIX;, (61) 

Here I(k 1.' ki1.) is the intensity in the k 1. direction due to 
an incident plane wave in the ki1. direction, k. = K, k~ 
= K' and k i• = - Ki' 

The lowest order coherent contribution (lc) to the 
intensity is shown in Fig, 6a, with the additional on
shell conditions above. Using the diagram rules we get 

(62) 

where the delta function indicates specular scattering 
and where the scattering function f m is defined by 

C(2Ki) 
fm(kiJ = 2K [(kqiJ. + Kiliq3)lim3 - Kiliq,J (2Xq - liq3 X3)' 

, (63) 
Some further simplifications of these results are possible. 
For a horizontally (H) polarized incident field (X 1 = X 3 
= 0, X2 = 1), we get (k i2 = 0 and ki1. = kil = ko sine i , 

ei the incident angle) 

I f~(ki1.) 12 = C2(2Ki) = exp[- 4k5r(0) cos2eJ 

which is the standard result,12 and for a vertically (V) 
polarized incident field (X2 = 0, Xl = cose i , X3 = sine i ), 

we get 

1J~(kiL)12 = [(Kr + kr1)/KT]C2(2Ki ) cos2ei = C2(2Ki ) 

which is the same as the horizontal polarization for this 
lowest order term. Note that for r(O) = 0 2 --> 0, both 
If ~ I and If~, I --> 1 which is the usual result for flat sur
face scattering. 

As a final example, the lowest order incoherent (li) 
contribution to the intensity is shown in Fig. 6b. USing 
the diagram rules and the on-shell conditions k. = K = 
k~ and k iz = - Ki' the result is 

I(zi)(kv kiJ = R 2(k1. - ki1.,K + Ki ,-K - Kj) I gm (kl.' kiLl 1
2 , 

where 
21T2 

gm(k1.' ki1.) = K V~I(k,kihIC(,K + K i) 

with V~l given by (31) and the function R2 given by 1.13 

R
2

(k
1
,k

2
) = fdY1.e-ikl1.·Y1.(e-r(Y1.)kl1.k2Z -1) 
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and the remark that 

R 2(k1,k2) =R 2(k1,k2Z ) =R2(ku.,k1z,k2z) 

and k z - k iz = K + K i • 

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The diagram expansion method of calculating the 
stochastic Green's function for scattering from a ran
dom rough surface has been extended to Electromagne
tic problems. The particular problem here concerns a 
Gaussian distributed surface bounding a semi-infinite 
perfectly conducting medium. The methods we dis
cussed were mainly in keeping with a systematic and 
formal presentation of the problem although examples 
of lowest order coherent and incoherent contributions 
to the intensity were discussed and an approximation 
for the Dyson equation was presented. Using the diagram 
rules, higher order corrections are trivial in principle 
to write down, although in practice many difficulties re
main as far as approximation methods and computation
al difficulties are concerned. 

Finally, it was previously remarked in this paper that 
the diagram notation in the scalar 1 and elastic 2 cases 
was similar to that for the electromagnetic problem 
here. The functional forms for the propagators, vertices, 
and interaction for the three cases are summarized in 
Table 1. Generally, the interaction term is the same for 
all three cases, the vertex terms are considerably dif
ferent in each case, and the propagators are the same 
in the scalar and electromagnetic cases. The elastic 
propagator is a vector with components C&I having the 
functional form of the free space Green's function Co' 
but with the free space wavenumber replaced by the 
transverse (t) and longitudinal (1) wavenumber, 
respectively. 
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APPENDIX: KERNELS OF THE INTEGRAL 
EQUATIONS 

In this appendix we calculate the kernel functions 
which arose in the integral equations of Sec. II. Using 
(7), (9), and (10), Eq. (8) can be written as 

r,j'n (x', x")E>{z' - h(x~)) 

= r?n (x', x") + jdx,NI(xJ.)(OIi!i -Oi};)CO(X',xs) 

x qn (xs ' x"). (AI) 

From Ref. 1, Appendix A, we can write 

il' CO(x' x) = _i_ jdkCO(k)eik .. [X'-Xsl [k + 0 p(K2)] 
m 'S (271)3 mJ. m3 /,3 

- io rn3dz' -h(x~))o(xJ. -xJ, (A2) 

where the symbol P stands for the Cauchy principle 
value, and dz) = 8(z) - 8(- z). Hence we can write 

T ABLE I. Functional forms for the diagram pieces in the scalar 
(Ref. 1), electromagnetic (here), and elastic (Ref. 2) cases. 

Scalar 
Electro
Magnetic 
Elastic 

Propagator Vertex 
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A(k) 

A(k) 
A(k) 
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= ~i(X', x s) + idz' - h(x~))o(x~ - X J.){OJi - NJ(X~)Oi3)' 

where 

and 

PJi(x',X S ) = NI (xJ.)P ilJ (x' -xs ), 

PiIJ(X) = (271)-3 j dkCO(k)eik,xRilJ(k), 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

Ri/j(k) = i ~ [kiJ. + Oi3P(~:)JoI} - [klJ. + OI3P(~:) ]oiJ i' 
(A6) 

If we substitute (A3) into (AI) and let x' -> x~ through 
positive z' values (E = 1) we get the result shown in 
Eq. (12) of Sec. II. 

Now the singularity in (A2) arose because the pOint 
z' was to be evaluated on the surface h(x~). If we wish 
to calculate the Green's dyadic in the field [z' > h(x~)] 
this is not the case. No singularity arises. Hence we 
do not need to go through the procedure of Appendix A 
of Ref. 1. We can write the Fourier representation of CO 

Co(x',xs) = (271r3 j dkCO(k)eik'(X'-x s) 

and differentiate it directly to get 

a~co(x',xs) = i(271r 3 j dkCO(k)kmeik'Vc'-Xs). (A7) 

We can get (A7) from (A2) if we drop the singular (delta 
function) term and set K2 = k~ in (A2). The latter is 
called "going on the energy shell" and was discussed 
previously.1.2 Hence, by direct differentiation or by going 
on the energy shell we can write for z' > h(x~) 

N/(xJ.)(oIJ O; -Oi}PCO(X',xs ) =P~i(X',XS), (A8) 

where 

(A9) 

P9(x) = (271)-3 jdkCO (k)e ik -xR9 (k) 
IIJ II) , 

(AIO) 

(All) 

Substituting (A8) and (15) into (AI) yields the integral 
relation (16). 

'G. G. Zipfel and 1. A. DeSanto, 1. Math. Phys. 13, 1903 (1972). 
2 J. A. DeSanto, 1. Math. Phys. 14, 1566 (1973). 
3U. Frisch, "Wave Propagation in Random Media", in Probabilistic 
Methods in Applied Mathematics, edited by A. T. Bharucha-Reid 
(Academic, New York, 1968). 

'P. M. Morse and H. Feshback, Methods of Theoretical Physics, 
(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1953), Chap. 13. (See the corrections of 
this approach in Ref. 9). 

'w. Hauser, Introduction to the Principles of Electromagnetism, 
(Addison-Wesley, Reading Mass., 1971), Chap. 17. 

"H. Levine and 1. Schwinger, Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 3, 361 (1950) 
which is reproduced in The Theory of Electromagnetic Waves, edited 
by M. Kline (Dover, New York, 1965). 

70. S. Saxon, Phys. Rev. 100, 1771 (1955). 
·V. Twersky, 1 Math. Phys. 8, 589 (1967). 
9K. M. Mitzner, 1. Math. Phys. 5, 1776 (1964). 
lOP. Beckmann and A. Spizzichino, The Scattering of Electromagnetic 

lt1:ves from Rough Surfaces (Macmillan, New York, 1963) 
"C. T. Tai, IEEE Trans. AP-20, 114 (1972). 
"Reference 10, p. 81, Eq. (6). 
13Reference 2, footnote 9. 
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Kay and Balanis have reduced various inverse problems in wave propagation to the solution of 
Fredholm integral equations. These integral equations can be further reduced to Cauchy systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In two basic papers Kayl and Balanis2 have shown 
that certain inverse problems in wave propagation re
duce to solving the Fredholm integral equation 

0== R(x + t) + U(x, t) + {X R(t + y) U(x, y)dy, 
-x 

-x.; t.;x, o .; x, 

where the function R is an observed reflected wave, and 
the function U is to be determined. More precisely, it is 
the function 

d 
V(x) == dx U(x,x), 0.; x, 

that we wish to find, for it is directly related to the den
sity of the medium. In this paper we shall show how 
this may be done directly, i.e., without solving the in
tegral equation for all values of t in the interval 
[- x, + x]. Other inverse problems involving the fitting 
of differential equations to experimental data are con
sidered in the book by Bellman and Kalaba. 3 

2. DERIVATION OF THE INITIAL VALUE METHOD 
FOR THE INVERSE PROBLEM IN 
WAVE PROPAGATION 

Consider the family of Fredholm integral equations 

0== R(x + t) + U(x, t) + .CR(t + y)U(x, y)dy, 

-x.;t.;x, O.;x, (1) 

for the unknown function U. The function R has the form 

R(t + y) = ~ JoO e-iz(t+Y)r(z)dz 
2n -00 , 

where the function r is known, and we desire to deter
mine the physically meaningful function V given by 

(2) 

d 
V(x) = dx U(x, x), x > O. (3) 

We shall show how this may be done without actually 
solving the integral equations in Eq. (1) for all x > O. 

We introduce the auxiliary function J, 

J=J(t,x,z), -x.;t.;x,-co<z<co, (4) 

to be the solution of the integral equation 

0= e- izt + J(t, x, z) + r R(t + y)J(y, x, z)dy. (5) 
-x 

In view of Eqs. (1) and (2) we see that the function U may 
be expressed in terms of the function J as 
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1 00 . 

U(x, t) = 2n LoO J(t,x, z)e-Uxr(z)dz. (6) 

Now we consider determining the auxiliary function J 
as the solution of a Cauchy system. We differentiate 
both sides of Eq. (5) to obtain the relation 

0= Jx(t,x,z) +R(t + x)J(x,x,z) -R(t-x)J(-x,x,z) 

+ fx R(t + y)Jx(y,x,z)dy, (7) 

which is viewed as an integral equation for the unknown 
function J x' Its solution is 

J(x,x,z) Joo 
J (t,x,z) == J(t,x,z')e-iZ'xr(z')dz' 

x 2n-00 

J( - x, x, z) J 00 
- 2n -00 J(t,x,z')e iZ 'Xr(z'):1z'. 

Now let us rewrite the integral equation in Eq. (5) in 
the form 

0= e- izt + J(t,x,z) 

Jx 1 00 
+ -x 2n Loo e-iz'(t+})r(z')dz'J(y,x, z)dy. 

From this it follows that 

(8) 

(9) 

. 1 00 

J(tx z)=-e-· zt -- r e-iz'tp(z',z,x)r(z')dz', (10) , , 2n '-00 

where we have introduced the basic function p through 
the definition 

p(v,z,x) = JX e-ivYJ(y,x,z)dy, 
-x 

- 00 < v, z < 00, o .; x. (11) 

In particular, it follows that J(x, x, z) and J(- x, x, z) 
can be expressed in terms of p as 

J(x,x,z) == _e- izx - ;n L: e-iZ'Xp(z',z,x)r(z')dz' (12) 

and 

J(- x,x, z) == - e+ izx - ;n L: ei.,Xp(z', z,x)r(z')dz'. (13) 

Thus the problem of finding J, and hence U, is reduced 
to that of finding the function p. We shall now obtain the 
Cauchy system which the function p satisfies. 

We differentiate both sides of Eq. (11) to obtain the 
equality 

PX(v, z, x) = e-ivxJ(x, x, z) - e+ivxJ(- x, x, z) 

+ .C e-ivYJx(y,x, z)dy. (14) 
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We can evaluate the integral in the last equation by 
using Eq. (8). The result is 

r: e-iVYJx(y,x,z)dy 

Jx (J(X,X,Z)Joo 
=: e- i "Y J;(y x u)e- iu x r(u)du 

-x 21T -00 " 

- J J(y, x, u)eiUXr(u)du dy. 
J(- x, x, z) 00 ) 

21T -00 

But making use of Eq. (11) this becomes 

r: eiVYJx(y, x, z)dy 

J(x, x, z) J 00 

=: 21T _oop(v,u,x)e-iUxr(u)du 

J(- x, x, z) Joo 
- 21T -00 p(v, u,x)eiUXr(u)du. 

Thus Eq. (14) becomes 

(15) 

(16) 

px(v,z,x) = J(X,x,z)(e- iVx + 1... J"" P(v,u,x)e-iUXr(U)dU) 
21T -00 

( 
1 00 

- J(- x, x, z) e ivx + 21T Loo p(v, u, x) 

X eiUXr(U)du). (17) 

Finally, by using the results in Eqs. (12) amd (13) we 
find that the function p satisfies the differential 
equation 

px(v,z,x):;:: - (e- izx + 2~ r: e-iZ,xp(z;z,x)r(Z')dz') 

(
. 1 JoO . ) x e-'VX + 21T -00 p(v, u,x)e-'UXr(u)du 

+( e+ ixz + 2~ r: eiz'xp(Z',z,X)r(Z')dZ') 

x (e iVx + 1... J 00 p(v u x)eiUXr(u)du \ (18) 
21T _00 " )' 

- 00 < v, z < 00, 0 ~ x. 

And from the definition in Eq. (11) we see that the initial 
condition on the function p at x=:O is 

p(v,z,O) = 0, - 00 < v,z < + 00. (19) 

Once the function p has been determined, the function J 
is given by Eq. (10), and then Eq. (6) yields the function 
U. As was pointed out earlier, though, in Eq. (3), we are 
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not interested in the function U for all values of t in the 
interval (- x,x), but only in the value of the total deri
vative of U with respect to x at t = x. We shall now 
show how this may be determined directly, that is, 
without determing U. 

We observe that 

do;) 
-U(x,x)=-U(x,t)1 +-U(x,t)l. (20) 
dx ax ,I=x at t=x 

From Eq. (6) we see that 

a I 1 00 

-U(x i)1 - - J [Jx(x,x,z)e- izx 
oX ' t=x - 21T _00 

- izJ(x, x, z)e-izx)r(z)dz. (21) 

Keeping Eqs. (12), (13), and (8) in mind, we see that the 
right-hand side of Eq. (21) can be expressed in terms of 
the function P. Also we have 

~U(x t)1 = l Joo J (x x z')e-iz'xr(z')dz'. (22) at' I=x 21T -00 t , , 

We can evaluate the function Jt(t,x, Z)I_ in the follow-
ing way. From Eq. (5) we find that t-x 

o = - ize- zt + Jit, x, z) 

Jx 1 00 • 

+ - J (- iu)e-'U(t+Y)r(u)duJ(y x z)dy. 
-x 21T -00 ' , 

(23) 

This implies that 

Jt(t,x,z) =: ize- izt + 21 J: iue-iutp(u,z,x)r(u)du, (24) 
1T -

which expresses the function J t in terms of the basic 
function p. This completes the demonstration. 

3. DISCUSSION 

In this paper we have presented the analytical aspects 
of a new approach to the integral equation of Kay and 
Balanis. The numerical aspects remain to be consider
ed, but much previous experience with related initial 
value problems4 indicates the efficacy of the approach. 

11. Kay, Commun. Pure AppJ. Math. 12,371 (1960). 
'G. Balanis, 1. Math. Phys. 13, 1001 (1972). 
3R. Bellman and R. Kalaba, Quasilinearization and Nonlinear Boundary 
Value Problems (American Elsevier, New York, 1965). 

41. Casti and R. Kalaba, Imbedding Methods in Applied Mathematics 
(Addison-Wesley, New York, 1973) 
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The formulation by Mulherin and Zinnes of two-particle Coulomb scattering theory is extended to 
the multichannel case, The wave operators so obtained are proved by a direct method to be identical 
with those of Dollard, 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Several years ago Dollard1 ,2 established a time
dependent multichannel Coulomb scattering theory that 
is mathematically coherent and physically plausible. 
Subsequently, proceeding along quite different lines, 
Mulherin and Zinnes3 attempted to develop an alter
native formalism. They were successful in the two
particle case and proved that their wave operators were 
the same as those of Dollard. They were not, however, 
successful in the general multichannel case, the problem 
thus remaining open. 

The purpose of this paper is to complete the program 
of Mulherin and Zinnes by providing a multichannel 
generalization of their two-particle theory. Our interest 
in the matter is twofold. First, apart from rather con
vinCing plausibility arguments advanced by Dollard, 
there is no evidence, theoretical or experimental, that 
we have seen supporting the physical validity of his 
multichannel theory. Since the somewhat different 
approach of Mulherin and Zinnes is equally plausible, 
a proof that the two multichannel theories are equivalent 
would be important evidence that the theories are physic
ally sound and therefore worthy of further study. Second, 
the form of the generalized Mulherin- Zinnes theory 
would provide a concrete example of a mathematical 
formulation currently being advanced4- 6 for the general 
problem of scattering by long range forces. 

This paper is thus devoted to extending the Mulherin
Zinnes theory to the multichannel case and to proving, 
by a method somewhat more direct than the original 
one, that the channel wave operators exist and are equal 
to those of Dollard. 

2. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 

Consider a system of N spinless distinguishable 
particles scattering into a channel {3 in which the par
ticles are arranged into n clusters. At least two of the 
particles are assumed to be charged. The positions7 of 
the centers of mass of the clusters are denoted by vec
tors X = (xl> ••• , xn) in R3n and their corresponding 
momenta by K = (kl' ..• ,kn ). The masses of the clus
ters are denoted by m 1> ••• , m n and a diagonal mass 
matrix M is defined by the equation MK = (m 1 kl' ... , 
mnkn). The charges of the clusters are denoted by the 
charge numbers Z 1> ••• , Z n' 

Because of the long range character of the Coulomb 
force the asymptotic clusters cannot be assumed to be 
freely moving, in contrast to the usual scattering theory 
for short range forces. A weak residual interaction 
must be built into the asymptotic time- dependent wave 
functions. The difference between the theories of 
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Dollard 1 ,2 and of Mulherin- Zinnes3 lies in how this is 
done. 

In the theory of Dollard the asymptotic wave func
tions for the channel (3 are constructed as follows. 
Auxiliary functions are defined: 

n 

<p(K,X,t) == 6 [ks'xs - (t/2ms)lksI2], (2.1) 
s= 1 

It-'±(K,X) == - a 6 ZyZ s I (kjmy) - (k/ms)l-l lnb.~s, 
lSr<s::Sn 

(2.2) 
where a is the fine structure constant; and 

b.~s == (my + mJ-l[1 rrlyk, - mskrll Xs - xyl ± (myks - msk) 

. (xs - x r )]. (2.3) 
The function 

fMX, t) == (21T)-3n/2 .r dK..f(K) exp[i<p(K,X, t) 
± ilt-'± (K, M-IKt)], (2.4) 

where 1 is a suitably chosen square integrable function, 
is used'to describe the motion of the cluster centers of 
mass. Finally, the asymptotic wave functions for channel 
(3 are written in the form 

(2.5) 

where g B is stationary bound state wave function and E J3 

is the total bound state energy appropriate to the clus
ters of the channel. 

The distinctive feature of Dollard's theory is that the 
spatial variation of the asymptotic wave function ft is 
of a plane wave type, represented by the exponent <p, 
just as in the short range theory. The long range nature 
of the Coulomb force is introduced by altering the usual 
time dependence, also contained in <p, by inclusion of the 
exponent It-'±(K, M-IKt). 

One might argue, on the other hand, that one should 
leave the time dependence alone and instead represent 
the motion of the clusters by a superposition of dis
torted plane waves. This approach, suggested by the 
well known time-independent theory for two particles, 
is the one adopted by Mulherin and Zinnes.3 Their 
theory is generalized to the multichannel case by re
presenting the system asymptotically with wave func
tions of the form 

F~.8(t) = f~z(X, t)gse- iEBt
• 

Here fkz is defined by 

(2.6) 

fk(X, t) == (21T)-3n/2 .r dKl(K) exp[i<p(K, X, t) ± ilt-'±(K, X)], 
(2.7) 
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and 1,gB' and E have the same meanings as before. 
The function 1/1± fy{, X) clearly provides the advertisied 
distortion of the plane wave structure of </J. 

One easily verifies that the formula (2.6) reduces 
in the two-particle case to the corresponding one of 
Mulherin and Zinnes. Since there are no bound state 
wave functions g B appearing in the two-particle prob
lem, one identifies Fkz of Eq. (2.6) with fkz of Eq. (2. 7). 
Variables appropriate to the center of mass coordinate 
system are introduced: 

R = (m1x1 + m2x2)/ (m1 + m 2 ), r = x2 - Xv (2.8) 

P = kl + k2' k = (m1k 2 - m2k1)/ (m1 + m2 ). (2.9) 

In terms of these coordinates one has 

¢(K,X,t) = {P'R- [t/2(m1 + m2)]1 p12} 

+ [k-r- (t/2m)lkI2], (2.10) 

(2.11) 

where m = m1m2/ (m1 + m2) is the reduced mass of the 
system. If l(K) is assumed to be a product l(K) = 
1 o(P)ll (k), then the function fkz factors into a product 
of two functions. The first represents the free motion 
of the center of mass and hence, because the paper of 
Mulherin and Zinnes deals only with the relative motion 
of the particles, is suppressed in their formulas. The 
second factor, 

(21T)-3/2 J dkl1(k) exp{i[k'r- (t/2m)lkI2] 

'FiQlZlz2mlkl-lIn(lkllrl±k'r)}, (2.12) 

is precisely of the form used by Mulherin and Zinnes to 
represent the asymptotic motion of the system (cf. 
Eqs. (13) and (19) of Ref. 3]. 

Now that the asymptotic wave functions have been 
defined, one can speak of the channel wave operators. 
In Dollard's theory these operators n8 are defined on 
product wave functions fg 13 by 

lim IIn±tg - eiHtpi (t)1I == O. 
t~±oo IY' B V,B 

(2.13) 

Here II' II denotes L2 norm, and f denotes the Fourier 
transform of 1. The self-adjoint operator H is the 
Hamiltonian, including Coulomb interactions, of the 
system. Existence of the channel wave operators in the 
Mulherin- Zinnes theory is established in the following 
theorem. 

Theorem: Let the notation of the previous para
graph be adopted. Assume that !(X) is the Fourier 
transform of a Schwartz test function l(K) with com
pact support. 8 Assume further that 1(K) vanishes in 
neighbourhoods of the hyperplanes m,.ks == msk .. , 
1 ~ r < s ~ n. Assume that nVgB exists. Then the 
equation 

lim IIn± Iff - e iHtpi (t)Il == 0 
~±oo Bj' B MZ.B 

is true. 

(2. 14) 

The theorem states not only that the Mulherin- Zinnes 
channel wave operators exist on functions! of the type 
specified, but also that they are equal to the Dollard 
operators. Since functions! of the type demanded by 
the theorem are dense in the space of square integrable 
functions, one concludes that the two theories are 
equivalent. 
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A proof of this theorem, by a method different from 
and somewhat more direct than the two-particle proof 
of Mulherin and Zinnes,3 is given in the next section. 

3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

A proof is given for t -- ~, that for t -- - ~ being 
essentially the same. 

The triangle inequality, Eq. (2. 13), and the unitarity 
of the operator e iHt imply that the theorem is true if 
and only if II Fj).a (t) - FJ:a a(t)11 vanishes in the limit 
t --~. From this fact, and from the definitions of Fh,B 
and F~z. 8' it follows immediately that the theorem is 
true if and only if 

lim J dXl!j)(X, t) - !~Z<X, t) 12 == 0, 
~±oo 

(3.1) 

where jj) and fJ:tz are defined by Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.7), 
respectively. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
Eq. (3.1) to be true is that 

lim J dXl Rv(X, t) - RMZ<X, t)12 == O. 
~oo 

(3.2) 

Here R v is defined by the equation 
n 

RD(X, t) =' !h(X, t) - n (rn/it)312J(MX/t) 
s~l 

x exp[i</J(MX/t, X, t) + il/.rt(MX/t,X)], (3.3) 

and R MZ is defined by the same equation with the sub
script D replaced by MZ. To prove the theorem, there
fore, it is necessary and sufficient to prove Eq. (3. 2). 

Dollard has already proved9 that for every set of 
integers {PI>'" ,pJ there exist constants C and /.l such 
that the inequality 

n 

I Rv(X, t)1 ~ Ct-(3n+l)/2 (lnt)p n [1 + (mjl xjl/t)rPj 
j~l (3.4) 

is true for t > 1. Since R D is bounded and continuous, 
and hence measurable, it follows that it is square inte
grable in X for all fixed t > 1 and that 

lim J dXl Rv(X, t)12 == O. 
~ 

(3.5) 

By the triangle inequality, therefore, a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the theorem to be true is that 

lim J dXl RMZ<X, t)12 == O. 
~ 

For notational convenience, the subscript MZ will 
now be dropped for the remainder of the proof. 

The function R(X, t), and hence also I R(X, t) 12, is 
clearly a measurable function of X for each fixed 

(3.6) 

t > 0 since it is bounded and continuous at all points X 
in the complement of 

E =' {X I xr == Xs for some rand s, 1 ~ r < s ~ n}, (3.7) 

a set of measure zero in R3n. Therefore if there exists 
a positive integrable function Sex, t) such that for t > 1 
the inequality I R (X, t) 12 ~ S(X, t) holds, and if 

lim J dXS(X, t) == 0, 
~ 

(3.8) 

then R is square integrable for each t > 1 and Eq. (3.6) 
holds. 

In establishing the existence of the function S(X, t) and 
thus completing the proof of the theorem, one may 
assume without loss of generality that the (compact) 
support of 1 lies in the interior of a cone 
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C(N, e) = {Iel (m)ts - msk r)· (Ds - Dr) 

2:: cosel m)ts - mskrl IDs - D), 

1 ~ r < s ~ n}. (3.9) 

Here N = (D , ... , Dn) is an arbitrar,Y fixed vector and 
0< e < (1T/2). Were the support of f not contained in 
such a cone, use of a suitable partition of unity would 
permit J to be written as a finite sum of functions J j' 
each with supports in cones C(Nj , e). Linearity then 
allows Eq. (3.6) to be proved for each fj separately. 
Hence the additional support property can be assumed 
at the outset. 

The remaining calculation of S is divided into two 
steps. 

Case A: MX $ C(N. ej 

In this case J I)JX/ t) = 0 so that R and f + are 
identical. 

To calculate S it is convenient to define 

T =(t2 + S~l I Xs 12)1/2 (3.10) 

and consider the function (1 + T2)NR, where N is an 
arbitrary integer. 

Trivial algebra yields 

(1 + T2)NR = (21T)-3n/2Q exp[i¢(MX/ t, X, t)], (3.11) 

where 

Q(X, t) = (1 + T2)N J dKJ(K) exp[- (i T2/2t)x(K, X, t) 

+ i1f.'+(K, X)], (3.12) 
n 

x(K, X, t) = r2 6 m;ll tks - msxs 12. (3.13) 
s=l 

Note that (t/ T) and (XI T) are bounded quantities. Hence 
X is actually a function of variables {K, (t/ T), (XI T)} 
that range over compact sets. It follows from the con
tinuity of X that there exists Ii > 0 such that X 2:: Ii uni
formly for K in the support of J and X such that 
MX 4: C(N, e). 

The problem now is to compute a bound for Q. First 
define the operators 

n 

Do= r1 6 (tka-mdKa)'V a, (3.14) 
a=l 

where V' a denotes the gradient with respect to k a' and 

(3.15) 

One now easily verifies that 

(3.16) 

The required bound now follows from partial integra
tion of Eq. (3.16). 

This partial integration is justified by an appeal to 
the divergence theorem. The usual statement of this 
theorem requires, however, that derivatives of the . 
integrand be continuous. This requirement is unfor
tunately not met in the present case because of the 
singular nature of the function V. The support pro
perties of J allow one to ignore singularities of the 
type I mskr'- m)ts I-m, where m is some integer. The 
other singularities generated by application of powers 
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of Do to e i1J;+ are at worst logarithmic in K, a clear 
imt11ication of the explicitly calculated equation 
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Do In6':s = r1{t - I xr - Xs I I (kjmr) - (kjms)I-1}. 
(3. 17) 

One generalizes the divergence theorem to accommodate 
the weak logarithmic singularities encountered here by 
applying the usual theorem in the region exterior to 
an E-neighborhood of the singular set and letting E go to 
zero. 

Since J has compact support the surface terms 
vanish and the partial integrations yield 

Q = J dKe-(iT
2/2t)x{1_ [(Do + (3nt/T»x-1 ]2}Ne i 1J;+}. 

(3.18) 
One now calculates the derivatives in Eq. (3.18) to 
obtain a bound for Q and hence for R. The result is a 
bound of the form 

I R(X, t)1 

~ (1 + t2 + t I Xp\-N 6 A({vys }) n Ilnl Xr - Xs I I vrs , 

s=l J {vrs } r<s (3.19) 

where the sum is over all sequences {vrJ of integers 
v rs such that 6 v rs ~ 2N, and where the A({v rJ) are 
constants. 

The bounding function S(X, t) for MX 4: C(N, e) is the 
square of the right- hand side of Eq. (3.19). 

Case B: MX E C(N. e) 

To deal with this case one writes the function r(X, t) 
as 

f +(X, t) = g+(X, X', t) I X=X" 

where 

g+(X, X', t) = (21T)- 3n/2 J dKJ(K) exp[i¢(K, X, t) 

(3.20) 

+ i1f.'+(K, X')]. (3.21) 

By considering the variable X' as fixed and following 
Dollard (Chap. nl, Sec. n of Ref. 1; Lemma 2 of Ref. 2) 
in the treatment of the variable X one obtains 

R(X, t) 

= n (mj21Tit)3/2P(X, X', t) I x_x.exp[i¢(MX/t, X, t)), (3.22) 
r -

where [compare Eq. (68), p.129 of Ref. 1; Eq. (45) of 
Ref. 2] 

P(X, X', t) = J dYg + (Y, X', 0)6(Y, t) exp( (i/ t) !21 msXsys), 

(3.23) 

6(y, t) = exp[i¢(MY/ t, Y, t)] - 1. (3.24) 

The problem now is to compute a bound for P(X, X', t). 

First, however, one must consider the function 
g+(Y, X', 0). It is clear from the assumed properties of 
J that all derivatives of g +(y, X', 0) with respect to Y 
are bounded. One also needs, for arbitrary N, a bound for 

(3.25) 

To obtain this define the operator 

(3.26) 
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where yo a denotes the gradient with respect to k a' Then 

h(y, X') = (21T)-3n/2 J dKJei ¥-+[1 - D~]N exp(i S~1 ks ·Ys). 

(3.27) 
Integration by parts, using the divergence theorem, is 
justified by the assumed properties of J and the fact 
that for MX' in C (N, (}) - E and K in the support of J 
the function l/I + has continuous derivatives with respect 
to K of all orders. By explicit calculation one verifies 
that 

D2 lnt.;s = (~I Y s 12) -l/2[ I x~ - x~ I (mry s - msYr)' Zsr] 

(3.28) 

Zsr = I x~ - x~ I (m..ks - mskr) + I m..kS - mskr I (x; - x~). 
(3.29) 

Using the fact that both K and MX' belong to C(N, e), 
where 0< e < 1T/2, one easily computes the inequality 

I D2 lnt.;s I :5 2(mr + ms )(1 + cos2e)-11 m..ks - mskr 1-1. 

(3.30) 
The implication of Eq. (3.30) and similarly computed 
bounds for higher powers of D2 applied to lnt.;s, is that 
application of powers of D2 to eiljl+ can give at worst 
logarithmic behavior in X'. Performance of the partial 
integration in Eq. (3. 27) thus leads to a bound of the 
form 

Ig+(Y,X,,0)1:5(1+i:; IYsI 2)-N ~ B({lIr J) 
s=1 {v rs } 

X n Ilnlx~:-x~llvrs, (3.31) 
r<s 

where the symbolism has the same meaning as in Eq. 
(3.19). It is also clear from the preceding discussion 
that a similar bound holds for derivatives of g+ with 
respect to Y. 

One now slavishly imitates the technique of Dollard 
(Chap. III, Sec. II of Ref. 1; Lemma 2 of Ref. 2) to obtain 
for t ~ 1, and arbitrary N, a bound of the form 

I P(X, X', t) I :5 t-1 /2 (1 + t-2 t I Xs 12)-N ~ C({lIrs}) 
s=1 {V

rS
} 

x n Ilnlx~-x~llvrs. (3.32) 
r<s 

The bounding function Sex, t) for MX E C(N, e) is now 
easily derived from Eqs. (3.22) and (3.32). The proof 
of the theorem is thus completed. 

4. SUMMARY 

In summary, the two-particle Coulomb scattering 
theory of Mulherin and Zinnes3 has been extended to 
the general multichannel situation. In addition, the wave 
operators of the generalized theory have been shown 
to be identical on a dense subset of functions to those 
proposed earlier by Dollard. 1,2 

The proof given here appears to be more direct than 
the original one of Mulherin and Zinnes, and in fact we 
have found no obvious generalization of their argument. 
The present proof takes advantage of the distinction 
(Cases A and B) between vectors X outside the velocity 
cone10 of J and those inside, a distinction known to be 
useful in relativistic scattering problems10- 12 as well 
as in the physical interpretation of nonrelativistic 
scattering theory.1 3 Whether this distinction is useful 
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in other nonrelativistic problems is a question for 
further research. 
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Finally, note that the generalized Mulherin- Zinnes 
theory can be written in a slightly different form. De
fine the mapping Ke, from the subspace of product wave 
functions fg a into the full Hilbert space L 2 (R3 N) by the 
equation 

(4.1) 

The operator Ka thus represents the effect of the resi
dual long range interaction between the asymptotic 
clusters. Although no specific properties, such as 
boundedness, of the operator Ka are known, Eq. (4.1) 
does imply that the wave operators n'B can be written 

r\± _ l' iHtK ± -iHa t ·'8 - Ime . Be 
t-+± co 

(4.2) 

on a dense set of vectors. Here the operator H 6 is the 
channel Hamiltonian14 appropriate to channel (3. The 
possibility of such a representation for the wave opera
tors was already noticed by Mulherin and Zinnes in the 
two-particle case [Ref. 3, Eq. (39)]. This same type of 
representation, although with different operators K~, 
has recently been investigated by several authors In the 
more general context of long range scattering. 4- 6 The 
generalized Mulherin- Zinnes theory can be considered 
therefore, as a concrete example, the physics and mathe
matics of which are well understood, of these more 
general formulations. 

Note added in proof: The result of this paper has been independently 
reported by L. Rosenberg [Phys. Rev. D 8, 1833 (1973]. He does not 
give a proof but refers instead to unpublished work of P. J. Redmond. 
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An explicit solution is given to the boundary value problem for certain linear differential-difference 
equations. The solution is well behaved even in the presence of advanced interactions. Interest in 
these equations arises from study of time symmetric electrodynamics. 

Time symmetric electrodynamics contradicts ex
perience because we do not observe advanced interac
tions. Wheeler and Feynman1 proposed that the universe 
acts to absorb the advanced interactions leaving a resi
dual radiation reaction. In this article we study equa
tions modeled on those of time symmetric electrodyna
mics, namely difference-differential equations, in the 
hope of determining whether the absorber theory and 
various other theories which arose from it2 •3 are indeed 
justified. 

A great deal is known about differential equations with 
retarded arguments4 , 5,6 including the retarded equa
tions of electrodynamics.7 For advanced interactions 
many of the theorems do not hold. Generally speaking, 
this is because unless one gives very special initial 
data (for a system with advanced arguments) the solu
tion soon ceases to exist. We illustrate this with an 
example. Let 

D 2x(t) + w2x(t) = ~ ax{t- T) + ~(3x(t + 0) + t/J(t), (1) 

where D == d/dt; a, (3, T, 0 are given constants, T, 0 > 0 
and t/J(t) is a given function. For (3 = 0, if x(t) is given 
on the interval 0 :S. t :S. T then it can be obtained at all 
subsequent times and becomes smoother on successive 
intervals. For {3 '" 0 (and a '" 0) data must be given on 
an interval of length T + 0 and as the equation is iterated 
forward in time the solution becomes successively less 
differentiable and singularities develop at t == (integer 
multiples of T and 0) unless special initial conditions are 
given. 

These problems seem to have hampered study of TSE 
(time symmetric electrodynamics). In this article we 
take a different approach which makes equations such 
as Eq. (1) far more tractable. The approach is simply 
to give boundary values rather than initial values for the 
solutions. Mathematically this will be seen to "neutral
ize" the equations. Physical justification is more 
serious and must be presented in the context of absorber 
theory and the kind of results one can hope to get from 
such a theory. Discussion of this point may be found in 
Ref. 8. In Fig. 1 is an indication of why Eq. (1) may have 
something to do with the problem of the absorber theory 
of Wheeler and Feynman. 

In this article we present a solution of the boundary 
value problem for Eq. (1). First, however, we show how 
the boundary value problem arises naturally for time 
symmetric equations. Equation (1) with T = 0, a = {3, 
t/J == 0 can be derived by variation of the action9 

S = 1 f dt [(Dx(t)) 2 - w2x(t)2 + ax(t + T/2)x(t - T/2)]. 

Let the t integration run from a to b and consider 
oS = S[x + ox]- S[x] where x(t) is not yet restricted. 
Then 
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(2) 

oS =: J b-T/2 dtOx(t){- D 2x(t) - w2x(t) 
a+T /2 

+ i a[x(t + T) + x(t - T)]} 

+ Dxox I~ - (f a
+
T
/
2 + fb ) dtOx(D2x + W2X) 

a b-T/2 

+ ~ f a+T/2 X(t + T) OX(t) dt + ~ J b+T/2 X(t - T) OX(t) dt. 
2 a-T/2 2 O-T/2 (3) 

In order for oS to vanish we can require the term in the 
brackets in the first integral to vanish-this is the 
difference-differential equation, Eq, (1). In addition, the 
other terms in Eq. (3) must vanish. This can be accom
plished by taking ox(t) == 0 for a - T/2 :S. t :S. a + T /2 
and b - T /2 :s t :S. b + T /2. But the statement that 
ox(t) == 0 for certain values of t (say t E I) simply means 
that all x(t) in the class of functions relative to which 
we wish S to be minimum must have the same value for 
tEl. The variational problem is thus defined by giving 
x(t) for tEl. In the usual classical mechanics, I just 
consists of the initial and final times. For S of Eq. (2) 

#\ 

E 

A 

T 

D 

#2 

c 

B 

(a) 

L-__ ...-.-.X..-

( b) 

FIG. 1. Reaction with the "universe" reduced to self interaction. Both 
figures are space-time diagrams with t vertical. In (a), motion of 
particle ill at A affects 1/ 2 at C and B which in turn affect 1/ 1 at E, A 
and D. In (b) the particles are moving apart (on some cosmological 
scale) and the advanced deviation (a) is greater than the retardation 
(r). The inclusion of all absorbers into a single absorber is undoub
tedly physically unreasonable. 
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lis [a- T/2,a + T/2] U [b - T/2,b + T/2]. We shall 
prove below by explicit construction that specification 
of xC!) in these intervals does in fact provide adequate 
boundary conditions for a unique solution of Eq. (1) for 
almost all values of a, etc. Nevertheless, the formal 
manipulations just given suggest the naturalness of the 
boundary value problem. 

The foregoing result could have been anticipated from 
the iteration scheme for solution of retarded interactions 
(sometimes call the "method of steps"). The initial con
dition problem for Eq. (I)-to the extent that blowups in 
the solution can be controlled-requires data on an inter
val of length 2T (a = T). All we have done is break this 
interval into two pieces. The consequences of this are 
that for some special parameter values there is ambig
uity in the solution and also as we shall see, to make the 

D 

x 

FIG. 2. Space-time diagram for initial conditions for two particles 
interacting via time symmetric electrodynamics. c = 1, so that AE, 
EC, BD, and BF are at 45° to the axes. Trajectories for the particles 
are given as some curves DF,AC and iteration forward in t from the 
points G and F (dotted lines) is done using the equations of motion. 
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FIG. 3. Boundary conditions for time symmetric electrodynamics. 
The data that are given are the indicated paths of particles 1/ 1 (AB 
and CD) and II 2. This is sufficient, for, e.g., III does not depart from 
the rectangle BEG F (light velOCity is unity) and its light cones either 
intersect the boundary data for II 2 or the path of II 2 in its associated 
rectangle. For additional space dimensions the rectangle becomes an 
intersecting pair of cones . 
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solution in the interval [a + T /2, b - T /2] far smoother 
than that which is generated by the method of steps. 

For two particles interacting via TSE the method of 
steps suggests initial conditions on an interval defined 
by a double light cone as illustrated in Fig. 2. Although 
we have not established any existence proof there does 
not seem to be any physical reason for failure of these 
initial conditions. In fact, Huil 0 has done computer 
studies iterating the equations of TSE forward in time. 
The only problem he encountered is the tendency of 
solutions to these equations to blow up at the discontinuity 
that occurs at the end of what corresponds to intervals of 
length T for this variable deviation problem, namely the 
point where light cones out of C and F (in Fig. 2) meet 
the curves produced by the iteration, and at analogous 
points later on. 

The boundary value problem for TSE can be similarly 
defined, as can be seen in Fig. 3. For two particles each 
must have its trajectory given in the corresponding light 
cone of the other. Thus instead of inSisting on trajec
tories which go to infinity as many authors do, we have 
a well-defined variational principle with a finite action. 
We observe, however, that while Fig. 3 suggests neces
sary data for the boundary value problem, it does not 
guarantee the existence of a solution. Very likely to get 
a smooth solution some conditions will have to be placed 
on the data. 

EXPLICIT SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY 
VALUE PROBLEM 

We now justify the heuristic remarks above concerning 
existence of solutions for the boundary value problem by 
actually constructing such a solution. Rather than turn
ing to Eq. (1) immediately we consider first the symmet
ric case a = T, a = {3. Then 

(D2 + w 2) x(t) = (a/2) [x(t + T) + x(t - T) ] + l/l(t) (4) 

is to hold in the interval 0 :::: t :::: T with boundary condi
tion x(t) = cp(t) for - T :::: t :::: 0 and T :::: t :::: T + T. The 
only condition on cp will be its integrability. For sim
plicity we assume T = NT and take T= 1 (scaling of other 
quantities with T can easily be recovered). Define 

l/l,,(t) = l/l(t + n - 1), xn(t) = x(t + n -1), n = 1, ... ,N, 

xo(t) = cp(t- 1), xN<l(t) = cp(t + N), 

[W)]n=xn(t), n=l, ... ,N (5) 

for 0 :::: t :::: 1. Then Eq. (4) reads 

(D2 + w 2 )xn (t) = (a/2) [xn+l(t) + x n-1 (t)] + l/ln(t) (6) 

for n = 1, .. , , N. Letting R be the N x N raising opera
tor R i' = 0 i+l.j and L its transpose the lowering 
operator, Eq. (6) takes the form 

(D2 + w2) W) = (a/2) (R + L) W) + J(t), 

where 

J(t) = 

cp(t - 1) 

o 

With the definition 

n2 = w 2 1 - (a/2) (R + L), 

(7) 

(8) 
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Eq. (7) becomes 

(D2 + n2) ~ = f. (9) 

A particular solution of Eq. (9) can easily be obtained 
using a Green's function; which of the various possible 
Green's functions (retarded, advanced, etc.) is used is 
irrelevant as the resulting particular solutions will 
differ only by solution of the homogeneous equation. 

Solution of Eq. (9) still need not provide a solution to 
Eq. (4). Given a solution ~(t), the value of (~(t))n at t = 1 
has no special relation to the value of (Ht)) n+l at t = O. 
On the other hand, for the function x(t) we may demand 
continuity or more stringent conditions at integer values 
of t. We thus tailor the homogeneous solutions to Eq. (9) 
so as to relate x n (l) to xn+1 (0). The space of homo
geneous solutions is 2N-dimensional. Continuity at 
t = 0,1, ... ,N, namely 

xn+1 (0) = x n(l), n = 0,1, ... ,N, (10) 

involves N + 1 conditions. As the remaining N - 1 condi
tions take 

Dxn (l) = DX,,+l(O), n = 1, ... , N - 1. (11) 

This is obviously an arbitrary albeit symmetric choice. 
Equation (10) can be written 

~(1) = R ~(O) + v, 

~(O) = L~(l) + u, 
(12) 

where (u)l = cp(O), (v) N = cp(N) with other components 
of u and v zero. Equation (11) takes the form 

LD~(l) = LRD~(O). 
Equations (12) and (13) are 3N equations for 2N un
knowns of which N equations are either redundant or 
identically zero. The function ~(t) has the form 

W) = F(t) + H(t) y, 

where 

F(t) = t t ds sin[n 1 t - s I] /(s) 
o n 

(13) 

(14) 

is an N x 1 matrix, the "time symmetric" Green's func
tion of Eq. (9) has been chosen, and H(t) is an N x 2N 
matrix satisfying 

(D2 + n2)H = 0, 

H(O) = (1 1 0), H(l) = (0 1 1), 
(15) 

(each block in H is an N x N matrix) and y is a 2N x 1 
matrix. Hy is thus a homogeneous solution of Eq. (9) and 
by (15)His 

H(t) = (sin~(l - t) I' si,nnt) , 
smn smn 

(16) 

Defining projections (P)ij = (\., i == 1, j = 1, ... ,N 
(a 1 x N matrix) and (P');j == 0:+1 ,j' i = 1, ... , N - 1, 
j = 1, ... , N(an (N - 1) x N matrix) Eqs. (12) and (13) 
become 

(

P(- 11 L») ( __ cp(O) + PF(O) - PLF(l) 
(- R 11) 

y == v + RF(O) - F(l) == X 
P'[LDH(l) 

P'[LRDF(O) - LDF(l)] 
- LRDH(O)] 

(17) 
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providing 2N equations for 2N unknowns. For computa
tional purposes some further simplification can be made 
if y and X are broken into two column vectors of N com
ponents each 

y =( ::) , X ==( ~:) 
so that the first N of Eq. (17) allow a simple substitution 
for y' in the second N equations, which now take the form 

(
0'" ... ° 1) 
P I [LDH(l) - LRDH(O)] y" = X"· 

The simplicity of the first row of this matrix allows the 
reduction of one more dimension and we introduce the 
N x (N - 1) matrix (P");. == op i = 1, ... , N, j == 1, 
... , N - 1, which when right m'ultiplying an N x N 
matrix simply removes its last column. 

Using the fact that 

DH(t) == ~ (- cosn(l- t) 1 cosnt), 
sinn 

we obtain finally that the solution y involves inversion 
of the (N - 1) x (N - 1) matrix 

Q = P ' L(l - R cosn) ~ (1 - L)p lI
• (18) 

sinn 

We note that Q is an analytic function of [22 [except when 
(sinnjn) vanishes] and its determinant is an analytic 
function of w 2 and a, except at those poles. For 
n = (7T /2) 1 the determinant of Q is easily seen to be 
different from zero and hence, using analytic continua
tion this determinant can only be zero on a set of mea
sure zero in the space of w2 and a. This proves that 
the solution of the boundary value problem for the 
variational principle of Eq. (2) (if it exists) is unique 
except for special values of a and w2 • The values of O! 

and w2 for which n/sinn has poles correspond to cases 
where there are homogeneous solutions of Eq. (9) which 
have period one and hence are of no use in adjusting 
~(O) and ~(1) so as to satisfy Eqs. (10) and (11). The 
system in this case is overdetermined, as opposed to 
the under determination that corresponds to detQ == O. 

Whether or not the solution to the differential equation 
that we have just obtained is a solution for the varia
tional problem, depends on how one handles derivatives 
at the integer values of t in the variational problem. 

A great deal is known about the matrix n 2 , in particu
lar all its eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Unfortunately 
we have not succeeded-despite all this information-in 
inverting Q, except on the computer. 

One check of our formalism is to set cp(t) = est, 

1/I(t) == o. If one now demands that x(t) == est for 
o s t s T also, then it is quite satisfying to see how 
the maze of matrix equations succeeds in forCing the 
condition S2 + w 2 = O! coshs (T = 1) on S.4 [Compare 
the effect of substituting x = est directly into Eq. (4) 
with 1/1 == 0]. 

It may be noted that in contrast to the method of steps 
for advanced interactions the method described here 
produces a solution which is an integral of the boundary 
value function, and hence possesses one more derivative 
on the interior of the intervals [j, j + 1], j = 0, ... , 
N - 1; at the points t = 0 and N) x(t) is continuous and at 
the points t = 1, ... , N - 1 possesses a continuous 
derivative. 
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Our method can be generalized to situations where the 
retardation and advance are not equal. Physically this 
is supposed to bear some relation to an expanding or 
contracting universe, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The equa
tion under consideration is 

D 2x(t) + w2x(t) = ~ Cl'x(t - r) + i{3x(t + a) + t/I(t). 

We assume the ratio of a to r to be rational, so that 
without loss of generality a and r can be taken to be 
integers. Appropriate data for the method of steps for 
this equation are the values of x(t) on an interval of 
length a + r. As above we use two intervals, [- r, OJ 
and [N,N + aJ. The quantities x,,(t), Ht),t/ln,R, and L 
are defined in exactly the same way as before but the 
equations of motion now take a different form. Letting 
xn(t) = cP(t + n - 1), where cp(t) is the boundary value 
function given on the intervals [- r, 0 J and [N, N + a J 
we have (0 :s t:s 1, n = 1, ... , N) 

(D2 + w2) xn(t) = ~ Cl'Xn-T(t) + i (3 xn+a(t) + t/ln(t). (19) 

Defining 

f(t) = 

CPo 
o 

CPN+a 

+ 

we once again obtain the equation 

(D2 + n2) W) = f(t), O:st:s1. 

The conditions ensuring continuity of x(t) at t = 0, ... , 
N and of Dx(t) at t = 1 ... , N - 1 are now exactly the 
same as before, namely Eqs. (12) and (13). The approp
riate homogeneous solution is therefore obtained as 
above. 

Having developed a method for solution of Eq. (1) we 
mention that there is another problem to which this can 
be applied. Diracll obtains the radiation reaction term 
from a difference of retarded and advanced self inter
actions of an electron evaluated at the position of the 
electron. This difference of interaction is presumably 
a force felt by the electron, and the evaluation of the 
effective force, which is essentially what Dirac has 
done, requires solution of a differential equation with 
deviating arguments. Dirac instead writes x(t - a) = 
x(t) - x(t) a + . . . . A proper check of Dirac's deviation 
and this expansion might involve Eq. (1) with T = a, 
(3=-CI', w=Oandr ~ 0, CI'~OO. 

DISCUSSION 

Although the mathematical results presented here are 
still some way from providing a test for the absorber 
theory of Wheeler and Feynman, we would like to men
tion just how such a test can be performed in the lan-
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guage of our paper. The function t/I(t) of Eq. (1) is taken 
to be a(t - to) for some to E (0, T). The solution x(t) 
then exhibits the effect of the perturbation t/I and in 
general x is disturbed both before and after to' If for 
some reason the disturbance of x due to t/I is restricted 
to t ~ to (for some range of to) then causal behavior for 
the system is established and the advanced interaction 
could be said to have been eliminated. Then the strength 
of the retarded interaction should be checked for en
hancement (as in the absorber theory). A possible ori
gin of the suppression of the advanced interaction could 
be differences in the values of a and r, CI' and (3 due to 
expansion of the universe as suggested by Fig. 1. 

Some preliminary numerical work has in fact been 
done along the lines described above. However, we feel 
that to obtain the desired absorption effect it will be 
necessary to introduce many individually acting absorb
ers, rather than replacing them all by a single effective 
interaction. 

We have thus solved a boundary value problem for a 
linear system with advanced and retarded interactions. 
The author is aware of another- problem in the theory 
of differential equations with deviating arguments where 
it has been found useful to use data on two intervals, 
namely in Titchmarsh' s computation 12 of the coefficients 
in the Fourier type expansion [x(t) ~ 6 an e S nt, S n a 
solution of, e.g., S2 + w2 = CI' coshrs for Eq. (4) J. In that 
case, however, although use is made of data on two inter
valS, in fact each of these intervals alone would fix a 
solution. Thus the method of Titchmarsh implicitly 
assumes that the function in one of these intervals is 
the solution for the data in the other. Therefore this 
method is not an operational way for getting a solution 
from boundary values. 

In Refs. 13 and 14 existence theorems are to be found 
for various boundary value problems for differential 
equations with deviating arguments. While no explicit 
solutions are given, these authors do not limit them
selves to linear systems. 
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Solutions of the steady ,one-speed neutron transport 
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The solution of the steady, one-speed neutron transport equation with isotropic scattering and small 
mean free path is obtained. The solution is asymptotic with respect to a small parameter E, defined 
as the mean free path in terms of a unit length of the same order of magnitude as a typical 
dimension of the domain. The solution, the leading two terms of which are given, consists of a 
boundary layer solution plus an interior solution. The boundary layer solution decays exponentially 
with distance from the boundary, the decay rate being proportional to c 1, and it shows the effects 
of boundary curvature and variations in the incoming flux along the boundary. The interior solution 
is a multiple of the source for subcritical domains, and depends on a diffusion equation for near 
critical domains. The boundary condition for the diffusion equation and an asymptotic criticality 
condition are derived. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper, Larsen and Keller1 obtained solu
tions of general energy-dependent and one-speed neut
ron transport problems. The domains in these problems 
are assumed to be large compared to the mean free 
path of a neutron. The solutions are asymptotic with 
respect to a small parameter E, which is a typical mean 
free path in terms of a unit length of the same order of 
magnitude as a typical dimension of the domain. The 
solutions consist of the sum of an interior solution 
which is either a multiple of the source or satisfies a 
diffusion equation, a boundary layer solution which de
cays exponentially with distance from the boundary, 
and an initial layer solution which decays exponentially 
with time from the initial time. The decay rates for 
the boundary and initial layer solutions are proportional 
to e 1 . 

In this paper we solve the transport problem consi
dered in Ref. 1 for the special case of time independence 
and one- speed, isotropic scattering. For this case, we 
use a representation derived by Gibbs2 for the neutron 
denSity to obtain more accurate results than those 
obtained in Ref. 1. We show that the solution obtained 
here is, to lowest order, asymptotically equivalent to 
that obtained in Ref. 1, and we explain why the new solu
tion is more accurate. We also derive a boundary con
dition for the diffusion equation and obtain an explicit 
formula for the critical value of c. This critical value 
is shown to be equivalent to that obtained from a formu
la which uses an "extrapolated end point. " 

An outline of this paper follows. In Sec. 2 we state 
certain preliminary results and then give the neutron 
denSity to leading order in Theorems 1 and 2. In Sec. 3 
we give the angular denSity to leading order. In Sec. 4 
we obtain a criticality condition, and in Secs. 5 and 6 we 
prove Theorems 1 and 2. In Appendix A we outline 
Gibbs' method and in Appendix B we give the O(E) cor
rection terms to the neutron density. 

2. THE ASYMPTOTIC REPRESENTATION OF p 

Let D be an open convex domain with a smooth boun
dary. We assume that a steady, one-speed, isotropic 
,neutron transport process occurs within D. Then the 
boundary value problem governing the angular distribu
tion l/I(r,n) is: 

n·V'l/I(r,n) + (1/E) l/I(r, 0) = (C/41TE)J l/I(r, 0') dO' + qo(r), 

rED, (2.1) 
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ro E aD, O· n(ro) < O. (2.2) 

In (2. 1), E is the mean free path in terms of a unit 
length of the same order of magnitude as a typical 
dimension of D. In (2. 2), n(r 0) is the unit outer normal 
and l/I 0 is prescribed. 

The boundary value problem (2. 1), (2. 2) can be re
written as an integral equation for the neutron density, 
p(r) = (41T)-1 J l/I(r,O')dO'. To do this, we define d(r,O) 
for rED to be the distance from r to aD in the direction 
- O. Then r - d(r, 0) n E an and the line r - to lies in 
D for 0 s t < d(r,O). This line is a characteristic curve 
of (2. 1), along which we integrate (2.1) to obtain 

l/I(r,O) = l/Io[r - d(r,O)O,O]e-d(r,U)1< 
(r ) -t/E 

+ fd .0 _e _ [cp(r - to) + Eqo(r - to»)dt. (2.3) 
o E 

This equation defines l/I in terms of p. To obtain the in
tegral equation for p, we integrate (2. 3) over 0 and get 

1 J Jd(r 0) e- t / E 

p(r)=q1(r)+41T 101~1 t=O' -E-

x [cp(r - to) + EqO(r - to)]dtdO, (2.4) 

where ql is defined by 

q1(r) == (1/41T) J l/Io[r - d(r,O)n,O]e-d(r.O)/EdO. 
I I) I =1 (2. 5) 

The solution p of (2. 4) can be represented in the form 

+ J H(EII, r) dll. (2.6) 
v 

This is shown in Appendix A by Gibbs' procedure. In 
(2. 6) we have used the notation 

(2.7) 

Here 110 , with argllo = 0 or 1T/2, is the zero of the func
tion A(Z) defined by 

A(Z) == 1 - CZ 11 ~ = 1 _ cz In (z + 1). (2.8) 
2 -1 Z - s 2 Z - 1 

The function g(c, II) is defined by (A 7) in Appendix A. 
The functions Q j are particular solutions of the equation 

j = 0,1, 
(2.9) 
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and H is a solution of the equation 

(- ~ + 1/E21l2)H(EIl,r) = O. (2.10) 

Thus P is given by (2. 6) once Qo, Ql and H are found. 

We have now converted the original boundary value 
problem for the integro- differential equation (2. 1) 
into the problem of solving the differential equations 
(2.9) and (2. 10), but the boundary values to go with 
these equations are not yet known. These boundary 
values must be correctly determined to ensure that 
(2. 6) actually solves (2.4). Thus, we introduce (2. 6) 
into (2. 4) to obtain an equation for the determination 
of the boundary values. In this equation, any particular 
solutions of (2.9) can be chosen for Qo and Ql' as is 
shown in Appendix A, and then only the boundary values 
of H need be found. This equation for the boundary 
values of H has been solved exactly only for the half
space. To solve it for other domains, we shall consider 
10 to be small and solve the equations asymptotically. 

As a first step we shall assume that the boundary 
value of H are of the form 

00 

H(EIl,ro) ~ 6 En Bn(ll,r o), ro E aD. (2. 11) 
n~O 

Then formal asymptotic solutions of (2. 10) and (2. 11) 
can be found by seeking H of the form3 

00 

H(EIl,r) ~ e-S(r)/£v 6 En H n(ll,r). 
n=O 

We introduce this ansatz into (2. 10) and equate the 
coefficients of different powers of 10 to obtain 

(V'S)2 = 1, 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2. 14) 

where H-l = O. To make H bounded in D and to satisfy 
the boundary conditions, we require 

S(ro) = 0, ro E aD, 
(2.15) 

S(r) > 0, rED, 
and 

H n (ll,r o) = B n (ll,r o), ro E aD. (2. 16) 

The solution S(r) of the boundary value problem (2.13), 
(2. 15) is easily constructed. Let r be near aD. Then 
there is a unique point ro = ro(r) E aD which is nearest 
r,and 

V'S(r) = - n(ro), 

S(r) = I r - ro I . 

S(r) is thus the distance from r to aD. 

(2. 17) 

Now we can solve the system (2. 14), (2.16) recur
sively. To describe the solutions H n , we let rand ro 
be as above. We consider a Cartesian xyz-coordinate 
system in which ro = (0,0,0) and r = (0,0, t). We 
choose the x and y directions so that the equation for 
aD near r 0 can be expressed in the form 

z = 1 ax2 + ~ i3y 2 + . .. . (2. 18) 

Then the functions H n are defined recursively by 

H) n' 0 +1 t B (II r ) ~1 - as)(1 - i3S)J1I2 
n(ll,r == [(1- at)(1- i3t)]l/2 -do (1- at)(1 - i3t) 

• ~Hn-dll, (0, 0, s)]ds. (2.19) 
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In addition, we set n == 0 in (2. 19) and (2. 14) to obtain 
the useful formula 

~S(r) = [- (0' + j3) + 2ai3t2]/(1 - at)(1 - i3t). (2. 20) 

For t near t* = min[a-l , pl], the solutions Hn become 
unbounded and the expansion (2.14) must be modified. 4 
However, if 10 is small enough, H will be exponentially 
small for t near t* - Ii and so, with exponentially small 
error, we can set H = 0 for t> t* - Ii. In this paper, we 
shall assume that this is the case. Additional difficulties 
occur near corners or vertices of aD, if there are any. 
We shall not consider them here. 

In the preceding analysis of Eqs. (2. 10), we have 
assumed that 10 II is small. This assumption is not valid 
for II = 110 if c depends on 10 and is close to 1. We find 
from an analysis of the equation ;1.(110) = 0 that if c de
pends upon 10 in the manner 

C = C(E) = 1 + 6 C n En, 
n=2 

then 10 II 0 is of the form 

10110 = 1 + ~ bnEn. 
~- 3c

2 
n=l 

For such a case, 10110 is not small and we must modify 
statements made above about (2.10). The first step in 
this modification is to choose C(E). We do this by re
quiring 10110 to be a constant for all E. This choice of 
c(E) makes equation (2. 10) independent of 10, which elimi
nates the necessity to expand H(EIIO' r) in a series in E. 

Therefore, we define the constant y by 

EIlo = 1/y. (2.21) 

By assumption y = 0(1), and from (2.8) we obtain 

c = 2EY[ln(1 + Ey)~-l = 1- E2y2 + 0(104). 
1 - lOy ~ 3 

(2.22) 

Equation (2.10) now has the form 

(- ~ + y2)H(1/y,r) = O. (2.23) 

We shall express many of our results in terms of y. In 
real problems, c and 10 are known and then y can be de
termined by inverting (2. 22). 

We have shown that the form of the solution of (2. 10) 
depends upon whether 110 is real and 0(1),or Ell 0 = 0(1). 
We shall call the first case "subcritical." Here 
0< c < 1 and c is not near 1. We shall call the second 
case "near critical". Here c and 110 are defined in 
terms of 10 and y by (2.21) and (2. 22), and for this case 
we shall only consider small interior sources and show 
this by replacing qo by Eqo in all equations. 

This concludes our discussion of the solutions of 
(2. 10) in the subcritical and near critical cases. We 
can now give the asymptotic expansions of the right 
side of (2. 6), and we shall prove the result later in 
Sec. 5. 

Theorem 1: The neutron denSity p(r) possesses an 
asymptotic expansion of the form 

00 

p(r) ~ 6 Enpn(r, E). 
n=O 

(2.24) 

In the subcritical case, the leading term Po is given by 

(2. 25) 
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where Ao satisfies (2. 14) and (2. 19) with n = O. In the 
near critical case, 

po(r, E) = ~ Jul~O e-S(r)/eu Ao(v, r)dv + ~ Ao(vo, r) 

+ 3Qo(1/ y, r) . (2. 26) 

For 0 < v < 1, Ao(v,r) satisfies (2.14) and (2. 19) with 
n = O. Ao(lIo, r) satisfies (2. 23), and Qo(l/ y, r) is the 
solution of (2.9) with v = Vo = 1/ Ey, qo replaced by 
Eqo, and satisfying Q(l/y,ro) = 0 for ro E aD. 

To complete the representation of Po, we must deter
mine boundary values for the functions Ao' We shall do 
this in Sec. 6 by introducing (2. 25) and (2. 26) into (2.4) 
and then performing an asymptotic analysis of the result
ing equations. However, we shall state the results here. 

Theorem 2: Let the representations for Po in 
Theorem 1 hold. Then the boundary values of Ao(v, r) 
for the subcritical and near critical cases are given by 

v Jl 
Ao(v,ro) = W(v)N(v) ~co W(/-L)¢,,(/-L)Jo(/-L,ro)d/-L, 

ro E aD. (2.27) 

In this equation, ¢,,(/-L) are the one-speed, isotropic Case 
eigenfunctions, and W(/-L) and N(v) are the half-range 
weight factor and normalization function respectively. 5 

The function Jo is defined as follows. We let ro E aD 
and we consider the Cartesian system with origin at r 0 

described above equation (2. 18). We define angular co
ordinates e, 'I) so that 

n = (n x' ny, n.> = (cos 'I) sine, sin'l) sine, cose). 

Then with 1/1 0 the incoming 'flux as in (2. 2) and /-L = cose, 
Jo(/-L, r 0) is defined by 

21f 
Jo(cose,ro) = (1/21T) In=o 1/Io(ro, n) d'l), 0 ::s e < 1T/2. 

(2.28) 

Theorems 1 and 2 then completely define Po' We have 
determined PI' and we describe it in Appendix B. The 
calculations to obtain PI are very lengthy but are based 
on the same procedure as that to obtain Po' Therefore, 
we shall only show the derivation of Po, and we do this 
in Sec. 5 and 6. 

3. THE ASYMPTOTIC REPRESENTATION OF 1/1 

Here we shall insert the representations (2.25)-(2.27) 
into (2.3) to obtain expansions for the angular density 1/1. 
To do this, we shall refer to results proved in Secs. 5 
and 6. 

We first consider the subcritical case. We insert 
(2. 25) into (2. 3) and use Eq. (6. 5) to obtain 

1/I(r,n) = 1/Io(ro,n)e(j'(r)/f/J + s.. J Ao(v,r) _v_ 
2 " v- /-L 

x (e-s(r)!<" - e(}(r)/e~)dv + O(E), 

where ro is the point on aD closest to rand /-L =n·V' S(r) = 
- n·n(ro)' The function eV is defined by (5.8). We re
arrange this equation and use (6. 10) and (2. 28) to obtain, 
for r near aD, 

1/I(r,n) = (1/Io(ro,n) - :rr J~~~ 1/Io(ro,n)d'l))e(/(r)!<~ 
+ J Ao(v,r) ¢"(/-L)e-S(r)!<,, dv + O(E). (3.1) 

v 

In the near-critical case, we obtain near aD 
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1/I(r,n) = (1/Io(ro,n) - 21rr fn~:o 1/Io(ro,n)d'l))eoS(r)/e~ 
+ 3Qo(1/y,r) + fl Ao(v,r) ¢v(/-L)e-S(r)/e" 

v-a 

x dv + Ao(vo,r) ¢" (/-L) + orE). (3.2) 
u 

Therefore, to lowest order, the angular density 1/1 near 
the boundary is the solution of a local half-space prob
lem with half-range coefficients Ao which depend upon 
r. The dependence upon r is due to focusing caused by 
the curvature of the boundary. 

In the deep interior of D we obtain from Appendix B, 
for the subcritical case, 

1/I(r,n) = EQo(r)/(l - c) + 0(E2). (3.3) 

For the near critical case, we get 

(3.4) 

In the subcritical and near critical cases, the "contin
uous" modes Ao(v, r) for 0 < v < 1 form a boundary 
layer which decays exponentially with distance from 
aD. For the subcritical case, the mode Ao(vo, r) forms 
the remaining part of the boundary layer. As c in
creases, the decay rate of this mode becomes less and 
in the limit as c -) 1 + 0(E2) in the near critical case, 
Ao(vo, r) satisfies the diffusion equation (2. 23). The 
boundary condition appropriate to this equation is given 
by (2. 27). One can see that this condition is not the 
usual "Marshak" boundary condition (Ref. 5, p. 155) 
which in our notation has the form 

1 
Ao(vo, ro) = ~=o /-LJo(/-L, ro) d/-L, (3. 5) 

where J 0 is defined by (2. 28). 

An approximate form of Eqs. (3. 1)-(3.4) was derived 
by Larsen and Keller1 using a different method. To ob
tain their equations, replace Ao(v, r) by Ao(v, ro) for 
0< v < 1 and v = Vo in Eq. (3. l),and for 0 < v < 1 in 
(3.2). Also, in (3.2), replace c = C(E) defined in (2.22) 
by C = 1- t E2y2. These changes are at worst 0(£), 
and so equations (3. 1)- (3.4) are, to lowest order, equiva
lent to those given in Ref. 1. 

The solutions given here are more accurate, however, 
because they show the effects of the boundary curvature 
and in the near critical case they use the exact value of 
y, defined by (2. 27), rather than by the truncated 
C = 1 - t E2y2. Also, the calculation of the O(E) correc
tion term in Appendix B leads to a more accurate criti
cality condition than that given in Ref. 1. We shall for
mulate this criticality condition next. 

4. CRITICAL PROBLEMS 

If a positive solution of (2.4) exists with ql = qo = 0, 
then we say that D is "critical." In this case we expect 
D to be near critical. Thus by (2.6), setting ql = Qo = 
Ql = 0 and replacing the symbol H by A, we obtain 

p(r) = Jl A(Ev,r)dv + A(l/y,r), 
v-a 

(4. 1) 

where 

A(E v, r) = e- S( r )/C!J [Ao(v, r) + EAl (v, r)] + 0(£2) (4.2) 
and 

A(l/ y, r) = Ao(vo, r) + EAt (vo• r) + 0(E2). (4.3) 

Here A(l/y, r) and An(vO' r) satisfy (2.23), A(EV, r) for 
0< v < 1 satisfies (2.10),andA n (v,r) for 0< v < 1 
satisfy (2. 14). By equation (2. 27) of Theorem 2, 
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Ao(lJ, ro) = 0, ro E aD, (4.4) 

and, by Eq. (B4) of Appendix B, 

(4. 5) 

where 

Introducing these into (4.3), we obtain 

A(1/y,ro) = E[- n(ro) ·VAo(lJo,ro) l(lJo)] + O(E2) 

= - El(lJo)n(ro) .VA(1/y,ro) + O(E2). 

Therefore, the asymptotic boundary condition approp
riate to A(l/ y, r) is 

A(1/ y, ro) + El(lJo)n(ro) ·VA(1/ y, ro) = 0, ro E aD. 
(4.7) 

Thus A(l/ y, r) is a solution of Eq. (2. 23) with the homo
geneous boundary condition (4. 7). To describe such a 
solution, we consider the eigenvalue problem 

(- ~ - AI) cp(r) = 0, rED 

cp(ro) + El(lJo)n (ro) ·Vcp(ro) = 0, ro E aD. 
(4.8) 

The eigenvalues of (4.8) are positive and denumerable 
and can be arranged in an increasing sequence: 
0< Ao < A1 ' • '. Then a nontrivial solution of (2.23), 
(4.7) exists iff y2 = - An' By (2.22), the corresponding 
critical values of care 

The minimum such value is co, and the corresponding 
eigenfunction of (4.8) is everywhere positive in D. 
Therefore, we expect the critical value of c to be given 
asymptotically by 

ccrit = Erxo/arctanE~, (4. 10) 

where AD is the minimum eigenvalue of (4.8). 

An equivalent criticality condition which employs the 
so-called "extrapolated endpoint" can be derived. Since 

l( ) 
_ ~ f 0

1W(/J.) CPvp (/J.) /J. d/J. _ f01 W(/J.) /J. d/J. ( ) 
1'0 - 1 - 1 + 0 E , 

2 fo W{IJ.)CP;p(/J.)d/J. fo W(/J.)d/J. 

and since W(/J.) is of one sign, then l(vo) > O. Let D' be 
the domain whose boundary pOints ro are "extrapolated" 
from the boundary points roof D by r;' = r 0 + 
El(lJo)n(ro)' Then D' properly contains D, and we con
sider the eigenvalue problem 

(- ~ - AI) cp(r' ) = 0, r' E D' 
(4. 11) 

cp(ro) = 0, ro E aD'. 

If cP is a solution of (4. 11), then 

0= cp[ro + El(lJo) n(r o)] 

= cp(ro) + El(lJo)n(ro) ·Vcp(ro) + O(E2), 

and so cp asymptotically satisfies (4.8). Therefore, the 
eigenvalue problems (4.8), (4.11) are asymptotically 
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equivalent. The eigenvalues of (4. 11) are positive and 
can be arranged in an increasing sequence: 0< Ao < Ai'" , 
and the corresponding critical values of c are given by 
(4.9) with An replaced by A~. The minimum such value 
is co' and the corresponding eigenfunction of (4. 11) is 
positive. Thus we obtain the "extrapolated" criticality 
condition 

c~rit = E~/arctanE~, (4.12) 

where Ao is the minimum eigenvalue of (4. 11). We ex
pect Ao ~ Aa, and therefore the conditions (4. 10) and 
(4. 12) should be asymptotically equivalent. 

Finally, if D is critical, then p(r) is defined up to 
O(E2) by (4. 1). In this equation,A(1/y,r) is a positive 
solution of either of the eigenvalue problems (4.8) or 
(4. 11) and A(EIJ, r) is given by (4.2). The boundary con
ditions for An (v, r) are then given by (4.4) and (4. 5), 
where we replace Ao(vo,r) by A(1/y,r) in the right side 
of (4. 5). 

5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

In this section we shall expand each of the terms in 
(2. 6) asymptotically for E « 1 and thereby obtain the 
asymptotic representations (2.25)-(2. 26) of p. For 
clarity, we shall perform the work on each term as a 
separate lemma. We begin with q1 (r), defined in (2. 5). 

Lemma 1: 

(5. 1) 

where,for 0< /J.< 1, J(E/J.,r) satisfies Eq. (2.10) with I' 

replaced by /J.. The boundary values of J are 

J(E/J.,r o) = Jo(/J.,r o), (5.2) 

where J ° is defined by equation (2.28). 

Proof: The proof will consist in asymptotically ex
panding the left and right sides of Eq. (5. 1) and observ
ing that, to O(E), the two sides are equal. We first con
sider q1 (r), defined by (2.5). We let r be near aD and 
ro = ro(r) E aD be the point nearest r. Then the main 
contribution to the integral in (2. 5) comes from the 
direction n = - n(ro)' Therefore we shall expand d(r,n> 
and then the integrand in (2. 5) asymptotically about 
n = - n(r o)' To do this, we consider the Cartesian sys
tem described above Eq. (2. 18) and the angular coordi
nates e, T/ described above (2. 28). Then the direction 
n = - n(r 0) corresponds to e = O. 

For n ~ - n(ro),let (x,y,z) be the point on aD inter
secting the line r - sO with s > O. Then 

(x,y, z) = r - d(r,n)n 

so 

= (0,0, S(r» - d(r,n)(coST/ sine, sinT/ sine, cose), 
(5.3) 

x/y = (cosT/)/(siuT/). 

Thus if we define r = (x2 + y2)1/2, then x = r COST/ and 
y = r sinT/. Using this in (2. 18), we obtain 

z = i(a cos2T/ + (3 sin2T/)r2 + ... == f 2(r o, T/) r2 + O(r 3). 

Also, (5. 3) becomes 

z = S(r) - d(r,n) cose 

r = sine d(r,n) 

(5.4) 
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Eliminating rand z from these last three equations 
yields 

This leads to the expansion 

S(r) ( ) sin2e d(r,O) = -- - f2 r o' 1) -- S2(r) + ... , 
cose cos38 

which is valid for 8 Rl 0, or for 0 Rl - n(ro)' 

Now we introduce (5. 5) into (5. 3) to obtain 

r - d(r,O)O = - S(r) tan80 2 +"', 

where 02 = (cos1), sin1), 0). 

Then, for 8 Rl 0, 

(5. 5) 

lJ.'o[r - d(r,D)O,O] = lJ.'o(ro,D) - S(r)(tan8)U2 

·V'lJ.'o(ro,U)+···. (5.6) 

We also obtain from (5. 5) 

e-d (r, [I)/€ 

= e-S(r)/(€ COS6)(1 + S2(r) f (r ,1)) sin
2
8)+ 0(102). 

o 10 2 0 cos38 
(5.7) 

In this equation, we have introduced the function 

{

e t 

lOb = ' 
0, 

t sO 
(5.8) 

t > 0 

This makes (5. 7) valid for all angles. 

Now we introduce (5.6) and (5. 7) into (2. 5) and inte
grate to obtain 

q1(r) = ~ 101 Jo(lJ.,r)e-S(r)/€~dlJ. + 0(10), (5.9) 

where J 0 is defined by (2. 28) and (2. 14) with n = O. 

Next we consider the right side of (5. 1). We showed 
in Sec. 2 that the solutions J(EIJ., r) of (2. 10) with boun
dary conditions (5. 2) can be expanded in the form 

J(EIJ.,r) = e-s(r);'~Jo(lJ.,r) + 0(10), 

where J 0 satisfies (2. 14) with n = 0, with boundary 
values given by (2. 28). Integrating this equation over IJ. 
and comparing the result to (5. 9) verifies equation (5. 1). 
This proves the lemma. QED 

Lemma 2: There exist particular solutions Q1 of 
(2. 9) such that 

Iv g(c,v)Q1(H,r)dv 

- 1 J1 (,\(IJ.) 1) J(EII r)dll + 0(10) -"2 ~oo ,\2(1J.) + (1TclJ./ 2)2 - ,..,,.. (5. ~O) 

where J(EIJ., r) is defined in Lemma 1. This equation is 
valid for all values of c. 

Proof: From the representation (5. 1), we obtain the 
following solution of (2. 9): 

Q1(EIJ,r) = £. J1 v
2

1J.2 J(EIJ.,r)dlJ. + 0(10). 
2 ~oo 1J.2 _ v2 

(5.11) 

For 0 < v < 1, the integral is treated as a principal value. 
We multiply by g(c, v) and "integrate" over v to obtain 
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J g(c,v)Q1{EIJ,r)dv 
v 

=! r (c J v
2

1J.2 g{c, V)dV)J{EIJ.,r)dlJ. + 0(10). 
2 ~=o u v2 - 1J.2 (5. 12) 

The inner integral is evaluated in (AI2) in Appendix A, 
and its value is such that (5. 10) and (5. 12) agree. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. QED 

Lemma 3: In the subcritical case, a solution Qo of 
(2. 9) exists such that 

Iug(c, v) Qo(EIJ, r) dv = Eqo(r)/(1 - c) + 0(E3). (5.13) 

In the near critical case, every 0(1) solution Qo of (2. 9) 
(with qo replaced by EqO) satisfies 

(5.14) 

Proof: We first consider the subcritical case. An 
asymptotic solution Qo of (2.9), valid throughout D, is 

(5. 15) 

Therefore, 

Iv g(c, v) Qo{E;v,r)dv = Eqo(r) Iv v2 g(c, v)dv + 0(E3). 

The integral on the right side is evaluated in Eq. (AI3) 
of Appendix A, and we obtain (5. 13). 

In the near critical case, we replace qo by Eqo in all 
relevant equations. For 0 < v < 1, we take Qo(EIJ, r) to 
be defined by (5. 15). Then these functions are O(E2). 
Let Qo(1/'Y,r) be any solution of (2.9) with v = Vo = I/E'Y' 
Then 

Iug(c, v) Qo(E;v,r)dv =g(c, vo)Qo(I/Y,r) + 0(10 2). 

By (AI4) of Appendix A,g(c, vo) = 3 + O(E2). This veri
fies (5. 14) and completes the proof of the lemma. QED 

The above lemmas can now be combined to prove 
Theorem 1. 

Proof of Theorem 1: For the subcritical case, we 
combine equations (2.6), (2.12), and the above lemmas 
to obtain 

p(r) = ~ J A(EV, r) dv + 0(10), 
v 

(5. 16) 

where A(ElI, r) is a linear combination of H(EIJ, r) and 
J(EIJ, r), and so A satisfies Eq. (2. 10). We substitute the 
expansions (2. 12)- (2. 14) for A into (5. 16) to obtain 
(2.25). Equation (2. 26) is obtained in the same way, 
where for notational convenience we have replaced 
A(I/y, r) in this equation by A(vo, r). This completes 
the proof of the theorem. QED 

6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 

In this section we shall insert the representations for 
p in Theorem 1 into Eq. (2. 4) to obtain equations for the 
boundary values of the function Ao(v, r). Equation (2.4) 
can be written in the form 

(6.1) 

where L is the operator 

( )() 
= 1 I J d(r,O) e- t / € 

Lw r - - -- w{r - til) dt dO. 
41T I n I = 1 t = 0 E (6.2) 

From Theorem 1 we see that p and q n can be repre
sented in terms of two classes of functions w for which 
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Lw has different asymptotic expansions. These classes 
w can be characterized by: 

(i) w(r) is 0(1) and has 0(1) derivatives. 

(ii) w(r) = e-Su-)/<v h(r), where h(r) satisfies (i). 

We shall obtain the asymptotic expansion of Lw for 
these classes of functions. The analysis will be sepa
rated into two lemmas. 

Lemma 4: Let w(r) be 0(1) and have 0(1) deriva
tives. Then 

(Lw)(r) == w(r) - w(r) J1 e-Su-)/<~ dp. + O(E). (6.3) 
2 ~=o 

Proof: Using (5. 5), (5.7), w(r - to) == w(r) -
ta ·V'w(r) + ... ,and setting p. == cos8,we obtain 

U- - 1/ < 1. d .0) _e_ w(r - to) dt == w(r) [1 - eoSU-)/<~] + O(E). 
o £ 

We integrate this equation over a to obtain (6.3). This 
completes the proof of the lemma. QED 

Lemma 5: Let h(r) be 0(1) and have 0(1) deriva
tives. Also, let II > 0 be an 0(1) constant. Then 

L(e-S(r)!€V h(r) == h(r) /e-s(r)/<v !: J1 ~ 
\' 2 -1 11- P. 

-!: J1 e-S(r)/<~ ~) + O(E). (6.4) 
2 0 II-P. 

Proof: We proceed as in the previous lemma. We 
set p. == n • V' S (r) to obtain -S(r - to) == S(r) - tp. + 0(t2) 
and then, using (5. 7), we get 

1; U-. 0) (e-tl< / £) e-S(r-IO)I< v h(r - to) dt 

== h(r) e-S(r)!<v 1.d(r.o) e-(t/<)(l-~/v) dt + 0(£) 
o 

== h(r) [II /(11 - p.)] [e- S (r)/< v - e-S(r)/<Il ] + O(E). 
o (6. 5) 

We integrate this equation over a to obtain (6.4). This 
completes the proof of the lemma. QED 

Now we shall use these lemmas to obtain expansions 
for Lqo and (I- cL)p. 

First, we use Eq. (5. 9) as the expansion for q1 and we 
use Lemma 4 to obtain an expansion for £ Lq o' Adding 
these, we obtain 

q1(r) + ELqo(r) == t 1. 1 
e- S (r)/<11 Jo(p.,r)dp. + O(f;). 

o ~.~ 
This is the expansion we shall use for the right side of 
(6. 1). 

Next we shall expand (I - cL) p for the subcritical 
case. From Lemma 5 we obtain, after "integrating" 
over II and using (2.25), 

(I-cL)p(r)==t J1 (1. Ao(lI,r)<pv(p.)dll)e-S(r)h~ 
11=0 v 

x dp. + O(E), (6.7) 

where <Pv(p.) are the Case eigenfunctions, 

<Pv(p.):=: 71.(11)6(11- /J) + t CII(II- p.)-1. (6.8) 

It remains to compute the expansion of (I - cL) p for the 
near critical case. Since in this case c == 1 + 0(£2) and 
t == <Pu (p.) + O(E), then we obtain, from Lemma 4 and 
Qo(1/y~ ro) == 0, 
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(I - cL) [tA o(lIo,r) + 3Qo(1/y,r] 

== t AO(IIO' r) 1. 1 <Pv (p.) e-S(r)/<~ dp. + 0(£). (6.9) 
o u 

Now we combine Eqs. (2. 26), (6.7) for 0 < II < 1 only, 
and (6. 9) to obtain exactly Eq. (6. 7). Therefore, to lead
ing order, the boundary conditions for the subcritical 
and near critical cases will have the same form. For 
both cases, then, we combine (6.1), (6.6), and (6. 7) to 
obtain 

Jv Ao(lI,ro) <Pv(P.)dll == Jo(p.,r o), 

0< p.< 1, ro Eon. 
(6.10) 

The solution Ao(lI,ro) of this equation is expressed in 
terms of the half-range formulas in Eq. (2. 27). The 
boundary values of Ao have thus been determined and 
Theorem 2 has been proved. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix we shall outline the method used by 
Gibbs2 to obtain the representation (2. 6). We also 
shall derive certain formulas needed in Secs. 5 and 6. 

First we rewrite Eq. (2. 4) by making a change of 
variables to Cartesian coordinates. By letting r' == r -
ta and dt da :=: 1 r - r' 1-2 dr', (2. 4) becomes 

1 1. e- I r - r ' II < 
p(r) == q1 (r) + - D 4 I· , 12 [cp(r') + Eqo(r')]dr' (AI) 

E 1Tr-r 

N ow we use the fact that 

e-lr-r'I/< ___ 1 J1 dp. 
G(r - r', £p.) -2 ' 

4111 r - r' 12 E ~=o P. 
(A2) 

where G satisfies 

G(r - r', EP.) == e- Ir - r ' I/EI1 /411 1 r - r'l 

x (- A + 1/£2 p.2) G(r - r', EP.) = 6(r - r'). 

We introduce (A2) into (AI) and invert the order of in
tegrations to obtain 

p(r) == q1 (r) + ~~o F(r, p.) ~~ , 

where F is defined by 

(A3) 

F(r,p.) == £-2 J G(r-r',Ep.)[cp(r') + Eqo(r')]dr'. 
D 

To obtain an equation for F, we operate on the above 
equation by - A + (EP.)-2 and use (A3). The result is 

where the operator K-2 acts only on the p. variable, and 
for c ;t 1 the operator K+2 is found to be 

(K2<P)(p.) == p.2(<p(p.) + _c_ 1. 1 <P(S)dS). (A5) 
1- c 0 
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To obtain the general solution of (A4) , we must derive 
the resolution of the identity of K2. We find that for any 
function h(/-I) which is Holder continuous on (0,1), one 
can write 

h(/-I) = Jv A(v)f(v, /-I) dv, 0 < /-I < 1, 
where 

f(v, /-I) = /-12>"(/-1) 6(v - /-I) + ev2/-12/(v2 - /-12), 

A(e, v)=g(e, v) J
0
1 [f(v,/-I)//-I2]h(/-I)d/-l, 

and 

{

V-2[>"2(V) + (t1Tev)2]-1, 0< v< 1, 
gte, v) = 

(2/ev6) [e/(v~ - 1) - 1/vn1 , v = vO' 

The eigenfunctions f(v, J.I) are normalized to satisfy 

1 = J.1 f(v, J.I) d/-l. 
o /-12 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(AS) 

We remark that the operator in (A5) has been called K2 
because for h given by (A6), one has 

(K2h)(J.I) = J v2A(v)f(v, /-I) dv. 
v 

Now we obtain the solution of (A4) by writing F in the 
form 

F(r,/-I) = J L(v,r)f(v,/-I)dv. 
v 

(A9) 

Introducing this into (A4) and using 1 = J~ g(e, v)f(v, /-I) 
dv, we obtain 

L(v, r) = [Qo(€V, r) + Q1 (€V, r)] g(e, v) + H(€V, r), (AI0) 

where Qo, Q1' and H satisfy (2.9) and (2. 10). Now we 
combine (AI0), (A9), (A3), and (AS) to obtain the repre
sentation (2. 6). 

Using the resolution of the identity of K2, we can de
rive certain formulas used in Secs. 5 and 6. 

For the function cf>(/-I) = 1 = Jv g(e, v)f(v,J.I)dv,we 
compute, using (A5), 

_1_ = (z2[ - K2t1 K2 J g(e v)f(v /-I) dv 
>..(z) v ' , 

J v2 
= 2 2 gte, v)f(v,J.I)dv. 

v z - v 

We multiply this equation by cz 2 J.1- 2 , integrate over J.I 
from 0 to 1, and use (AS) to obtain 

C J z2v2 1 
g(e, v)dv = - - 1. 

v z2 - v2 >..(z) 
(All) 

Now for 0 < J.I < 1, we let z -7 /-I ± iO and use the Plemelj 
formulas to obtain 

e J J.l2 V2 g(e,v)dv= >"(/-1) -1. 
v /-12 - v2 >..2(J.I) + (1TeJ.l/2)2 

Also, we let z -7 CIJ in (All) and use >"(CIJ) = 1 - e to 
obtain 

(A12) 

J v2g(e, v)dv = 1/(1 - e). (A13) 
v 

Finally, we use (2.21) and (2. 22) in (A7) to obtain 

g(e, vo) = 3 + 0(E2). (A14) 

APPENDIX B 

In this Appendix we give the term P1 (r, E) in the 
series (2. 24). The lengthy calculations to obtain P1 in-
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volve carrying out the procedure given in Secs. 5 and 6 
to 0(10) accuracy. The only difficulties occur with the 
term q1 (r). Here one can show that Eq. (5. 1) holds to 
0(10 2) if one adds the correction term EJ1(J.I,rO) to the 
boundary condition (5. 2). J 1 is defined below. Also, 
one must use ~S(ro) = - (a + {3), which is obtained from 
(2. 20). The calculation of Q1 and the other terms pro
ceed just as before. We now state the results. 

In the subcritical case, we have 

P1(r,E) = t J e- Sv)!€VA1 (v,r)dv + qo(r)/(l- e). (Bl) 
v 

Let Ao(v, r) be the function defined in Theorems 1 and 2 
for the subcritical case. Then A1 in (B1) with Ao satisfy 
(2. 14) and (2. 19) with n = 1. The boundary condition for 
A1 is 

v J1 
A1 (v, ro) = W(v)N(v) ~=O W(J.I) cf>v(J.I) 

x [J1 (J.I,rO) - qo(ro)/(l- e))dJ.l. (B2) 

In the near critical case, we have 

1 J1 P1(r, E) ="2 v=O e-S(r)!€v A 1(v,r)dv + tAI(vO,r), (B3) 

where for 0 < v < 1, A1 (v, r) is defined in terms of the 
near-critical Ao(v, r) by (2. 14) and (2. 19) with n = 1. 
A1 (vo, r) satisfies Eq. (2. 23). The boundary condition 
for Al is 

v J1 A1 (v, ro) = W(J.I) cf>v(J.I)[ J 1 (/-I, ro) + J.lT(ro)]dJ.l, 
W(v)N(v) ~=O 

where (B4) 

T(ro) = t yAo(vo,r o) - n(ro) 
·V[~ Ao(vo, ro) + 3Qo(1/y, ro)). 

The function J1 (J.I, ro) will now be described. Let r, r o, 
e, and 1j be as in Theorem 2. Let O 2 '= (COS1j, sin1j, 0) 
and let f 2 (r o,1j) = t(a COS2 1j + (3 sin21j). We define the 
functions 

1 J2W 
>11 2 (cose,ro) = 21T ij=O f 2 (r o,1j) l/Io(ro, 0) d1j. 

Then J 1 is given by 

J I (J.I, r 0) = !!. (J.I(l - J.l2)1!2 >II I (J.L, r 0) + J.L2 !!...- (1 - J.L2 
dJ.l dJ.L J.L 

x >11 2 (/-I,rO))+ a: (3 J.l2J o(/-I,ro») , (B5) 

where J 0 is defined by (2. 2S). 
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A consistent spinor calculus is developed within the framework of five-dimensional relativity. The 
formalism is manifestly five-covariant, and in special coordinate systems and special spin frames it 
reduces to a familiar spinor formalism in curved space-time. The five-dimensional formulation is free 
of the difficulties involving the coupling of the electromagnetic field, which characterize the 
four-dimensional approach to spinor calculus. Some theorems and useful identities in the 
five-dimensional spinor calculus are proved. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

If the idea, first proposed by Kaluza l and subsequently 
developed by Klein,2 of formulating the laws of nature 
in the framework of a five- dimensional Riemannian 
manifold is taken as a genuine physical approach rather 
than merely a mathematical curiosity, it becomes 
necessary to incorporate all physical fields into the 
five- dimensional picture. As spinor fields have proved 
to playa major role in the description of physical 
reality, the question arises whether it is possible to 
incorporate these fields into the five- dimensional forma
lism. It is the purpose of the present work to answer 
this question in the affirmative, and to develop a con
sistent five- dimensional two- component spinor calculus. 

The theory of spinors in four- dimensional space is 
based upon the homomorphism between the group of 
Lorentz transformations L 1 and the group of unimodular 
linear transformations SL(2, C). The significance of 
Lorentz transformations persists in the five-dimen
sional theory, because one direction in 5- space is 
singled out by the isometry of the space. Hence it is to 
be expected that a covariant spinor formalism can in 
fact be introduced. The problem of the construction of 
such a formalism has been tackled by Schmutzer3 in 
the framework of projective relativity. Since his dis
cussion is confined to spinor algebra, and does not 
touch upon spinor analysis, the full four- dimensional 
meaning of his approach has not been evaluated. It 
seems, however, that his spinor algebra is consistent 
with the one introduced here. From a different point of 
view initial steps in establishing a five- dimensional 
4- component spinor calculus have also been investigated 
by Littlewood. 4 

The spinor calculus developed in the present work is 
free of the complications which are introduced into the 
standard four- dimensional spinor formalism in order 
to account for the coupling of the electromagnetic field. 
In the present approach the coupling is automatically 
accomplished by requiring periodicity of five- dimen
sional spinor fields. This point will be demonstrated 
in a subsequent paper, 5 where the spinor calculus 
developed here will be applied to simple spinor field 
equations. 

2. FIVE-DIMENSIONAL GEOMETRY 

The fundamentals of five- dimensional relativity 
theory were given in a recent paper.6 The results ob
tained there which are needed for the present dis
cussion will be summarized briefly. 

The underlying manifold V 5 is a five-dimensional 
hyperbolic Riemannian space with Signature - 3, ad
mitting an isometry defined by a spacelike vector field 
~ ~ satisfying 

(2.1) 
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(2.2) 

Here ')I ~ v is the five- dimensional metric tensor, 7 .£ /; 
denotes the Lie derivative in the direction of the vector 
~ II, and a double stroke denotes five- dimensional co
variant differentiation. 

A family of five- dimensional coordinate systems, 
called"~ systems," is defined by the conditions 

~k = o. (2.3) 

The most general transformation between ~ systems is 
given by 

.i5 = x 5 + A(x1), (2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

where A and.ik are arbitrary functions of xl, ... ,x 4. 
In ~ systems the components of the 5- metric tensor and 
the ~ field are related to the components of the four
dimensional (space-time) metric tensor gkl and the 
electromagnetic potential vector rp k according to 

')155 = - 1, ')155 = - 1 + rpkrpk, l 
')15k = rpk' ')15k = rpk, 

')Ikl ~ gkl - rpkrpl~ ')Ikl = gkl, 

~ 5 - - 1, ~ k - rp k· 

(2.5) 

Under the transformation (2.4b) rpk transforms like a 
4-vector, while under the transformation (2.4a) it under
goes a gauge transformation 

(2.6) 

where a comma denotes ordinary partial differentiation. 

Using (2.5), one can calculate the five-dimensional 
Christoffel symbols r ~ v in a ~ system. One obtains 

r~l = - !(rpk;l + rp l;k) - !rpr(rpkF Tl + rplF rk)' 

rtl = !Fkl' 

(2.7) 

rfm = Hm}- !(rp1Fk", + rpmFkl)' 

where {7;,.} is the four- dimensional Christoffel symbol, 

Fkl = rpk,l- rpl,k 

is the electromagnetic field tensor, and a semicolon 
denotes a 4-covariant derivative. 
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3. SURVEY OF SPINOR CALCULUS IN 
FOUR-DIMENSIONAL CURVED SPACE-TIME 

The theory of spinors in curved space-time has been 
discussed by many authors.8- 10 In the present work we 
will mainly follow the notation of Ref. 8. The funda
mentals of this theory which are needed for the present 
discussion will be outlined briefly. 

Two- component contravariant spinors of the first 
rank 

lJ;A(X k), A = 1,2, 

are elements of a complex two- dimensional linear vec
tor space defined at every point of space-time. Under 
change of the spin-frame they transform according to 

where SAB(X) is a unimo~ular complex 2 x 2 matrix. 
The conjugate spinor lJ; A transforms according to 

First-rank covariant spinors XA transform according to 

x' A = XaS- 1B 
A' 

Higher rank spinors transform like products of first
rank spinors. 

Spinor indices are raised and lowered by the funda
mental antisymmetric spinor £AB' e.g., 

with 

lJ;A = £ABlJ; B' lJ; A = lJ;B£ B A 

lJ;A = eiiJlJ; B lJ; A = lJ;B£ B A' 

£AB =- £AB' £AB =- £BA, 

£12 = £i2 = £12 = £i2 = 1, 

fACf BC = o!. 

There exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
vectors T k and Hermitian second-rank spinors TAB' 
viz., 

TAB = T BA' 

(3.1) 

where the "mixed quantities" ak
AB are four Hermitian 

matrices satisfy~ng the algebraic relations 

ak ABalAB = gkl, 

akABak CD = OC ACD B' 

akCAalCB + alCAakCB =gk1og. 

The mixed quantities ak AB are determined by the alge
braic relations up to 6 real parameters (corresponding 
to Lorentz transformations).8 

At an arbitrary point of space-time a geodesic co
ordinate system and a spin frame can be chosen in such 
a way that the first derivatives of the metric tensor and 
the first derivatives of the mixed quantities vanish at 
the point, and furthermore at the same point the metric 
tensor takes the form 1Ikl = diag[- 1,- 1,- 1,1], while 
the values of the mixed quantities reduce to the Pauli 
matrices8 
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AB _ ~[ 0 
a(1) -,f2 - 1 

. 1 [ 0 (3.2) 

u(2/
B = In . v2 -1 

. 1[-1 OJ U AB-_ 
(3) -,f2 0 1 ' 

. 1 [1 01 
U(4/

B 
=,f2 0 1J· 

The covariant derivative of a spinor is defined by 

lJ; A:k = lJ;A.k - {A B k}lJ;B' 

lJ;A;k = lJ;A. k + {BA 
k}lJ;B. 

together with the usual properties of differentiation 
(linearity, reality, and Leibnitz rule), where the matrices 

{BA k} (" spin connections") are to be determined by 

additional conditi9ns imposed on the covariant differen
tiation. It is natural and common to require 

ukAB:I = 0, (3.3) 

which implies 

{BA k} = ~U/A (U ICB.k + fr1k}u r CB)- ~{c C k} o~ 
_1. CA( I. + { I }ur. ) +1. AC 
- 2U I U CB.k k CB 2f £BC:k· 

r (3.4) 

The assumption (3.3) is made by most authors. From 
here two distinct approaches are possible. Firstly, the 
spinor formalism attains its simplest form with the 
additional requirement 

fAB:k = 0, (3.5) 

It turns out, however, that with this assumption it is 
difficult to incorporate the electromagnetic field into 
spinor field equations. This led Infeld and van der 
Waerden,l1 followed by most authors, to develop the 
second spinor formalism. According to their formalism 

(3.5) is not assumed, but the traces {A A k}' which are 

left undetermined by (3.4), are interpreted as being 
related to the electromagnetic potentials. However, 
this approach has the disadvantage, in addition to the 
obvious inconveniences associated with raising and 
lowering spinor indices, of requiring different forms 
for particles differing in their electric charge (unless 
a more complicated formalism is utilized, using the 
concepts of "spinor densities"). It will be shown in a 
subsequent paper5 that one of the advantages of the five
dimensional approach is that the proper coupling of the 
electromagnetic field is automatically achieved by the 
periodicity of the spinor fields, so that there is no need 
for the complicated version of the spinor formalism. 
We therefore retain the simpler spinor analysis emerg
ing from the assumptions (3.3) and (3.5). We then have 

from which it follows 
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The commutation rule for the covariant derivatives is 

1/IA ;kl - 1/IA ;lk = pABkI1/lB, 

where the curvature spinor pA Bkl is given by 

and satisfies the relations 

P ABkl = - P ABlk = P BAkl' 

pAAkl = 0, 

pA =1.a CAas. Rr 
Bkl 2 r CIr° ski 

(R r ski being the curvature tensor12), 

alAcpB - aICBpA. - 0 
Okl Ckl - , 

and 
kCA I. pD - 1.R" A 

a a CD Bkl - - 4 vB' 

k ICD'PB + 1 R"B a C A a Dkl = 4 U A • 

4. FIVE-DIMENSIONAL SPINOR ALGEBRA 

At every point of V5 , a two- dimensional linear vector 
space (" spin space") is defined. This space is spanned 
by complex two- component quantities 

lJIA(x P), A = 1,2 

which are functions of the five coordinates. These are 
called first-rank contravariant spinors. They trans
form in a similar way to the four- dimensional spinors 

(4.1) 

where the unimodular matrix SA B which determines the 
spin frame is now a function of the five coordinates. 
Covariant spinors X A transform according to 

x, X S-1 B 
A - B A' 

Similar rules apply for dotted spinor indices. The 
fundamental antisymmetric spinor is defined by (3.1). 

A vector l' orthogonal to ~ p' defined at a point in 
V 5 is, like a Hermitian spinor, determined by four real 
numbers. We can map this vector onto a Hermitian 
spinor whose components are linear functions of the 
vector components, viz., 

l' AB = a P AB l' P' l' I'~ P = 0, TAB = T BA • (4.2) 

The" mixed quantities" 13 aP AB are five Hermitian 
matrices, determined by 20 real parameters. [There 
also exists a correspondence between the bivectors 
in V 5 orthogonal to ~ P and the symmetric spinors. To 
the bivector 

Tl'v=-Tvl" 

there corresponds the symmetric spinor 

T(s)A = aPCAaV • l' 
B CB /JV' 

",,(s) _ ,..,(5) 
, AB -, BA' 
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In Appendix B a somewhat different method to relate 
tensors to spinors is introduced.] 

There is a great deal of freedom in the choice of the 
mixed qualities a" AB' and simple algebraic constraints 
will now be imposed in order to restrict this freedom. 
With the aid of the ~ field four independent real con
ditions can be imposed, namely 

a" AB~" = O. (4.3) 

The other set of constraints is similar to the one im
posed in the four- dimensional case: the correspondence 
(4.2) is required to preserve the" scalar products" 

TAB TAB = l' ,,1'1'. (4.4) 

This yields· 

(a P ' a VAB - yI'V)T l' = 0 AB P v (4.5) 

identically for any vector l' P orthogonal to ~ /1' In parti
cular, (4.5) must hold for 

Tp=gpVTJ v ' 

where 14 

g" v = y P v + ~,,~ v 

and 1)v is an arbitrary vector in V 5' Hence 

(a"ABaVAB_gPV)1),,1)v = 0 

for arbitrary TJ /1' 

The condition (4.4) is therefore equivalent to the 
relation 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Equations (4.3) and (4.7) together constitute a system 
of 14 independent relations among the 20 real para
meters of a/1 AB' and we are left with six degrees of 
freedom. By using (4.7) the mapping (4.2) can be in
verted 

'Y' - a AB'Y'. 
'1'- P 'AB' 

and when this is substituted into (4.2) we find 

( /1 CD CD)"" 
a ABa I' - 0 A 0B 'CD = 0 

for an arbitrary Hermitian spinOI' l' CD' Hence we have 
the relation 

a/1· a CD - OC 'OD 
AB" - A B' 

(4.8) 

A summary of the algebraic relations obtained so far is 
given in Appendix A. These relations imply a genera
lized " anticommutation rule," as can be shown in the 
following way. If 

is the generalized Kronecker delta, then as the spinoI' 
indices attain two values only, we have identically 

otl? == O. 

From this we get 

0 - "ABC PHD v. EP 
- vDEpa a HCE 

" . BP 1" AF v P v AB 
=2[(a HA E -aHBE )aHP+g E], 
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where the right- hand side is obtained by expanding the 
Kronecker delta and using (4.8). 

Hence 

a~CAav. + aVCAa~' _g~V"A CB CB - U B' (4.9) 

So far no four- dimensional structure has been ex
tracted from the five-dimensional spinor formalism. 
In order to do that, we first note that in ~ systems 
the relation (4.3) takes the form 

a5
AB = 0, 

and it appears that the four matrices ak AB can be re
lated to the four-dimensional mixed quantities. How
ever, in general a/·B will depend on all the five co
ordinates. A concept in the spin space, similar to the 
concept of ~ system in the Riemannian space, proves to 
be useful here. 

Definition: A spin-frame is called a"~ frame" 
if the following relation holds in that frame: 

a AB ~ v + a AB~ v = O. 
~ , v v , ~ 

(4.10) 

Note that the condition (4.10) is invariant under a 
general coordinate transformation in V 5' as can easily 
be seen by writing it in an equivalent form 

(a AB - r A a AB)~V + a AB~v =0 
~ , v ~ v A v II ~ • 

In ~ systems the condition for ~ frame reads 

a AB = O. 
~ ,5 

Let us now illustrate one way to construct a ~ frame. 
We choose a ~ system. Since the metric is independent 
of x 5 , it is always possible to select an orthonormal 
tetrad ~(a)~, a = 1,2,3,4, of vector fields orthogonal 
to the ~ field and independent of x5 , namely 

~(a) ~~ =0 ) 

y~v;(a)~~(b)v = 17ab~, 
~(a)~,5 = 0 ~ 

a, b = 1, 2, 3, 4, (4.11) 

where 17 ab = diag[- 1, - 1, - 1, 1]. 

Now we define the following five Hermitian matrices: 

a AB = ,.(a) a AB 
~ ., ~ (a) , 

where a (a/ B are the Pauli matrices (3.2). 

It is easily verified with the aid of (4.11) that these 
matrices satisfy all the rules of the five- dimensional 
algebra for the mixed quantities, and furthermore they 
are independent of x 5 • Hence they determine a ~ frame. 

The general transformation between ~ frames is given 
by (4.1), where SAB(x~) is a unimodular matrix satisfy
ing 

SA ~ ~ = 0 
B,~ 

(4.12) 

(which, in ~ systems, states SA B , 5 = 0). 

Now we are in the position to identify the four
dimensional formalism implied by the foregoing five
dimensional theory. Th.e spinor algebra in V 5' ex
pressed in terms of a ~ AB and ~~, reduces in a ~ system 
and ~ frame to the familiar four- dimensional spinor 
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algebra for the quantities aiB. Hence we identify ak
AB 

in a ~ system and ~ frame, with the mixed quantities of 
general relativity. 

Another identity involving the mixed quantities, which 
will be required in the subsequent analysis, will be 
established now. Let E ~ v AT p denote the five- dimensional 
alternating tensor, i.e., 

(')I> 0), (4.13) 

where E~VATP and E~VATP are the Levi-Civita symbols 
in V 5 (E12345 = E12345 = 1). We define 

(4.14) 

This tensor is completely antisymmetric in all its four 
indices, and satisfies the identity: 

(4.15) 

Equation (4.15) shows that in ~ systems all the com
ponents of e ~ v AT with anyone of the indices having the 
value 5 vanish, whereas according to (4.14) and (4.13) 
one finds in ~ systems that 

ek1rs = -(- g)1/2Eklrs' 

ek1rs = (_ g)-1/2 Eklrs 

(Ek1rs and Ekl rs are the Levi-Civita symbols in V4~ 
E1234 = E1234 = 1). Thus ek1rs in ~ systems is the 
four- dimensional alternating tensor. 

The relation (4.14) betweenE~vATP ande~vAT can 
be inverted in the following way. The tensor e [~v AT~ p) 

(square brackets denote total anti symmetrization) must 
be proportional to E ~ v AT P: 

for some scalar \}J. Contracting this equation with ~ P 

and using (4.14) and (4.15) one finds \}J = 1/5. Hence 

E~VATP = 5e[~VAT~P)' 
It easily verified (by working in a ~ systems and ~ 
frame) that the tensor e ~ v A T has the following repre
sentation in terms of the mixed quantities: 

e~VAT _ .( ~AB vCD_ vAB PCD) A. ~ (4.16) - z a a a a a ADa CB' 

This implies also 

5. FIVE-DIMENSIONAL SPINOR ANALYSIS 

The covariant derivative of a spinor in V5 is de
fined by 

together with the usual properties of differentiation. 
The five- dimensional spin connections r: are deter
mined by the additional conditions imposJ'd on the co
variant differentiation. As explained in Sec. 3, a natural 
and convenient assumption is 

EABII~ = 0, (5.2) 
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In contrast to the formalism in V 4' however, here it is 
impossible to require the vanishing of the covariant 
derivative of the mixed quantities, as this supposition 
is inconsistent with (4.3) (for this will imply another 
algebraic relation among the mixed quantities, the 
metriC, and the ~ field with its derivatives). Let us, 
therefore, consider what conditions can be imposed on 
the covariant derivatives of the mixed quantities. If 
we restrict ourselves to equations not higher than first 
order in the derivatives of the metric, and not containing 
products of more than two derivatives or two a's, then 
we are led to the following expression: 

a/B
llv =(a~~~~llv +b~v~~II)a~AB+c~~avAB +d~va/B, 

(5.3) 
with a, b, c, and d being constants, to be determined in 
part by the requirement that (5.3) should not constitute 
'algebraic relations on the a's. Contracting (5.3) with 
~ ~ yields 

[(a- 19~1lv + cY~v]a~AB= O. 

Hence we must take 

a = 1, c = O. 

Substituting this in (5.3) and contracting with a~ AB' one 
finds 

4d~v = O. 

Hence 

d = O. 

We are, therefore, led to the following condition: 

a~ABllv = (~~~~llv + b~v~~II~)a~AB, (5.4) 

with the only freedom being left in the choice of the 
arbitrary constant b. One can choose b = 0, in which 
case (5.4) takes the form 

g ~a AB - 0 
~ ~ Ilv - • 

Subsequent analysis shows, however, that a more co
herent formalism emerges with the choice b = 1 [which 
makes (5.4) symmetrical in the two tensorial indices], 
and we will adhere to this choice. Thus (5.4) becomes 

(5.5) 

This condition can be written in a different way, in 
terms of projections and the Lie derivative. Equation 
(5.5) is equivalent to 

£ a AB == a AB c v + a ABc v = 0 
I: ~ ~ Ilv" v., II~ , 

g ~g Ta AB - 0 
~ v " liT - • 

We have, then, identically 

~ AB - 0 
a ABllva~ =. 

We summarize this discussion by stating that the five
dimensional spinor analysis is defined by (5.1), (5.2), 
and (5.5). From (5.2) one finds 

(5.6) 

..n order to express the spin connections explicitly in 
terms of the mixed quantities, we write (5. 5) in full, viz., 
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Multiplying by a /E and using (4.3), (4.8), and (5.6), we 
find 

r B \ =tav CA(a
V CB.~ + r~~a~CB) + H"~vll,,aVCAa\B' 

(5.7) 
The last equation expressed in a ~ system and ~ frame 
implies 

(5.8) 

Thus we see that the five- dimensional spinor analysis, 
as well as the spinor algebra, reduces in ~ systems and 
~ frames to the familiar four-dimensional spinor calcu
lus. 

6. FIVE-DIMENSIONAL SPINOR CURVATURE 

As in four dimensions, the five- dimensional curva
ture spinor nAB~V is defined by the commutation rule 
of the covariant derivatives: 

for an arbitrary five- dimensional spinor '.l- A. It is given 
by 

The curvature spinor possesses the following sym
metries: 

rrAB~v =- nABv~ = rrBA~v' 

where 

rrAB~v = rrCB~VE"CA 

(6.1) 

(the second identity follows from E"ABII~v - E"ABllv" = 0). 
This implies 

rrAA~V==o. 

In a ~ system and ~ frame, (6. 1) reduces to 

Considering the commutator a"ABII"v - a"ABllv~ and 
using (5.5) one arrives at the expression of the curva
ture spinor in terms of the curvature tensor e" T" v and 
the ~ field: 

rrABI'V = ta" CAa T CB[e\-~V + 2~"IIT~I'IIV 

+ (~AII"~Tllv - ~"llv~TII") 

+ (~,,~ "IITV - ~ v~ "liT")]' (6.2) 

The following identities, which are useful for mani
pulation in five- dimensional spinor curvature theory 
(and proved in Appendix C), are satisfied by the curva
ture spinor 

IJ' B v· A 
a ACIJ C~v - a CBrr c~v = 0, (6.3) 

a"CAav. rrD = .pI\A CD B~v "B' 

a~' aVCDrrB = - .pOB CA DI'v A 
(6.4) 

with 

7. CONCLUSION 
It has been shown in the present paper that the five

dimensional theory of relativity and electromagnetism 
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admits a consistent spinor formalism. The spinor 
algebra and the spinor analysis have been constructed 
in a covariant way, and their four- dimensional contents 
have been investigated. The advantage of the five
dimensional approach over the usual four- dimensional 
one has been discussed. In a subsequent paper5 the 
spinor calculus developed here is applied to a few 
physical cases, in which the benefits of the five- dimen
sional starting point will be illustrated. 
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APPENDIX A: SYMMARY OF THE FUNDAMENTAL 
RELATIONS OF FIVE-DIMENSIONAL 
SPINOR CALCULUS 

1. Spinor algebra 

a~ AB = a~BA' 

a~ AB~ ~ = 0, 

a~ABavAB=g~V=y~V +~~~v, 

a~' a CD - o· COD AB ~ - A B' 

a~CAav C~ + aVCAa~ CB = g~Vo~, 

II. Spinor analysis 

EABllp = 0, 

AB __ (") AAB 
a~ Ilv- "~"vIIAa • 

Spin connections: 

r A - 1 CA( v + rV A ) + 1, t vCA A 
B~-2av aCB.~ A~aCB 2"~SvIIAa aCB 

Curvature spinor: 

ITA - 1. a CAaT. [ElA + 2' A t 
B~v - 2 A CB T~V S liT" ~lIv 

+ (~Allp~ Tllv - ~Allv~TII~) 

+ (~~~AIITv - ~ "~AIIT~)]' 

III. ~ Frame 

It is defined by 

a AB ~ v + a AB~ v = 0. 
/1 ,v v ,jl 

The general transformation between ~ frames is 

The following holds in ~ systems and ~ frames: 
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a AB 5 = 0, 
~ , 

a k A B = the four- dimensional mixed 
quantities, 

r;5 = 0, 

APPENDIX B: SPINORS AND BIVECTORS 

In Sec. 4 a correspondence between 5-vectors ortho
gonal to ~ ~ and Hermitian spinors has been analyzed. 
In this appendix it will be demonstrated that as a basis 
for the spinor calculus of this paper we can take a 
correspondence between spinors and a set of tensors 
which are not necessarily restricted to being ortho
gonal to ~~. 

First we observe that with the aid of the mixed 
quantities defined in Sec. 4, a one-to-one mapping can 
be established between the 5-bivectors orthogonal to 
~ ~ and the symmetric second rank spinors. Namely, if 

~~v=-~v~ 

is a 5- bivector orthogonal to ~ p 

~~v~v=o, 

then we define the spinor 

q,(s)A =a~CAav. ~ 
B CB pv' 

which is symmetric 

q,(S) AB = q,(s)BA' 

This relation can be inverted 

The" scalar products" are related according to 

~ &~V =1.(q,(s) q,(s)AB + c c) 
~v 2 AB •• , 

Now let q, ~ v = - q, v p be an arbitr~ry 2-bivector. Then15 

it defines in a unique way a pair (q, 1" q, ~) conSisting of 
a vector and a bivector orthogonal to ~ ~, such that 

q,pv = ~~v + ~~~v - ~v~~, 

Solving for ~ ~ and ~ ~ v' we find 

~~ =q,~v~v, 

~~v =g~AgvTq,AT' 

(Bl) 

Conversely, every pair (~p, ~ ~ v) consisting of a vector 
and a bivector orthogonal to ~ p defines a bivector q, ~ v 

according to (Bl). 

Combining the results obtained in this appendix and 
in Sec. 4, we see that there is a one-to-one mapping 
between the set of all 5-bivectors q, ~v and the set of 
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pairs (<I>(h)AB' <I> (s)AB) of a Hermitian and a symmetric 
second rank spinors. For a given bivector <I> ,the 
corresponding pair of spinors is defined by ~v 

<I> (h)AB = a~AB<I>~v~v, 
<I>(s)A = a~CAav. gAg T<I> = a~CAav. <I> 

B CB ~ v AT C B ~ v 

Conversely, given a pair (<I> (h)AB' <I> (S)AB)' the corres
ponding bivector is defined by 

_ 1 ( CB (s)A ) (t AB • (h) 
<I>~v - 2 a~CAav <I> B + C.C. + ,,~av - ~vap AB)<I> AB' 

The" scalar products" are related according to 

<I> <I>Pv = .!.(<I>(s) <I>(S)AB + c c ) _ 2 <I> (h) • <I>(h)AB 
pv 2 AB • • AB , 

<I>(h).<I>(h)AB=<I> <I>PAtVt 
AB ~v" "u 

APPENDIX C: IDENTITIES IN FIVE-DIMENSIONAL 
SPINOR CURVATURE THEORY 

In this appendix identities (6.3) and (6.4) are proved. 
By substituting the expression (6.2) and its complex 
conjugate, and using (4.3), one finds 

\{tAB == vAcn B _ vCBnA. 
P a Cpv a C~v 

V· A' A' V· T = t{a AC a DB - a AC a DB)a DC 

x [0AT~V + 2~AIIT~pllv 
+ (~AIIP~ rllv - ~ Allv~ TIIP) + ~ ~~ AIITVl· 

This, in view of (4.17), becomes 

\{tAB - '!"evATPaAB[0 + 2t t 
~ - 2" P AT~V "AIIT"~lIv 

+ (hllp~Tllv - ~Allv~TII~) + ~~~AIITVl· 

Due to the cyclic identity of the curvature tensor, we 
have 

Also, evidently we have 

eVATP[2~AIIT~~llv + (~AII~~Tllv - ~Allv~TII)l == 0 

and 

Hence 

\{tAB = O. 
~ 

For the proof of (6.4) the expression (6.2) is used again: 
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\{tAB == a~CAav CDnDB~V 

1 PeA v AED T [0 2t t 
=2 0 a CDa a EB -ATPU + "AIIT"pllv 

+ (hll~~ T Ilv - ~ Allv~ T 11~)l· 

In the product of the four a's one can commute the 
indices 1/ and A using (4.9) to get 
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\{tA = [.!.gVAaPCAaT. _ -41(aPCAaVED_ aVCAa~ED)aA. aT. 1 
B 2 CB CD EB 

X [0 ATPV + 2hIlT~~lIv + (~AIIP~TIIV - hllv~TIIP)] 

= i[gVA(aPCAa
T 

CB + aTCAa
P 

CB) + iePVAPap tAa
T 

CB] 

x [0 ATPV + 2h11T~ ~llv + (~AIIP~ Tllv - ~ Allv~ TIIP)]' 

The term containing e ~ v A P vanishes, and for the re
maining term we use again (4.9) to get finally 

\{tAB = igVAgPT(0AT~V + 3~AIIT~~II)O:, 

which completes the proof of the first equation of (6.4). 
The second equation follows from the first, since 

a P ' aVCDnB =_a~tEaV. nB E £DF 
CA D~v CF D~v EA 

_ ~ t E v n F BD E BD 
- a a CF D~ vEE A £ = <I> 0 D£ E A £ 

=- <I>o~· 
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Five-dimensional approach to the neutrino and electron 
theories 

Elhanan Leibowitz 
Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 
(Received 22 June 1973) 

The theories of the neutrino and the electron are studies from a five-dimensional point of view. The 
concept of periodic 5-spinors is examined, and the formalism of five-dimensional spinor calculus is 
applied to the manipulations of spinor equations. It is shown that the five-dimensional approach 
reproduces the results of the familiar four-dimensional approach in a unified and coherent manner. 
Furthermore, the present approach predicts in a natural way the correct coupling to the 
electromagnetic field, without ad hoc assumptions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Following the idea of taking the five-dimensional rela
tivity theoryl as a genuine consistent approach to the 
description of physical reality, it is appropriate to ex
amine the theory of the neutrino and the electron from 
a five-dimensional point of view. The tools needed for 
this purpose are the geometry of periodic five-dimen
sional objects, which has already been studied2 re
garding tensorial objects, and a five-dimensional spinor 
calculus, which has been developed elsewhere3 (this 
work will be referred to as Se). 

The present work starts with an analysis of the con
cept of periodic 5-spinors, expressed in a 5-covariant 
manner, which is motivated by the usefulness of the 
periodicity concept in the theory of 5-tensors and by 
its simple geometrical characterization. Then the sim
plest spinor equations for periodic 5-spinors are in
vestigated, with the application of the general five
dimensional spinor calculus. The merits of the five
dimensional approach as compared to the common 
four-dimensional approach are discussed. 

2. THE CONCEPT OF PERIODIC SPINORS 

In a ~-system and ~-frame4, let us consider a 5-spinor 
>It ix) which is periodic in x5, 

where a is a real constant. This can be expanded in a 
Fourier series, 

>ltix)::: ~ If;A(n~xk)einaxs, 
n =-00 

where >It A (n) are arbitrary functions of xl, ... ,x4. 
Writing 

so that 

>itA::: ~ 
n ::::;-00 

>It (n) A , 

we have 

>itA (n) '5 = in a >It A (n). 

In view of (Se - 5.8)5 this first order differential equation 
can be written in a 5-covariant manner (covariant under 
both coordinate and spin transformations), 

£, >It (n) = >It (n) ~p - in a >It (n) • A - A III' - A 

(note that the Lie-derivative operator acts on tensorial 
indices only, and not on spinor indices). 
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This form will be the basis for the definition of the 
term periodicity. A five-dimensional spinor >It AB ... will 
be called periodic with periodicity constant a if 

£,. >It AB ... ::: ia>lt AB ... ' 

where a is a real constant. 

(2. 1) 

It follows that such a periodic 5- spinor can be writ
ten in a ~-system and ~-frame 

(2.2) 

and the four-dimensional quantities If; AB ... induced by 
the 5-spinor will be interpreted as physical spinor fields 
in space-time. In the case a ::: 0 the spinor >It AB is 
called cylindrical. 6 

Example: The fundamental antisymmetric sp'inor 
E AB and the five-dimensional mixed quantities a I' AB are 
cylindrical. 

This is obviously true for E AB' and for a I' AB it is 
proved by using (Se-5. 5): 

n a AB - a AB C" + a ABc" 
"-' /; I' = I' II "" "" III' 

_ (" t) tAavAB+ I: a"AB 
--"I'''Allv'' "ViiI' 

::: (~I'liv + ~VIII')avAB::: O. 

We shall now investigate the properties of a periodic 
spinor >It A in more detail. In a ~ system and ~ frame it 
has the representation 

>ltA(X)::: eietx5If;A(xk). (2.3) 

Under the general transformation between ~ frames 
(Se-4.12) If; A transforms like a four-dimensional spinor. 
However, with regard to the general coordinate trans
formation between ~ systems (Se-2. 4), we find that 
under (Se-2. 4b) If; A behaves as a 4-scalar, whereas 
under (Se-2. 4a) If; A transforms according to 

lj) A ::: l/J Ae-i etA, 

which can be interpreted as a gauge transformation of 
the first kind. Thus the periodicity condition for the 
5-spinor If; A automatically ensures that If; A is endowed 
with all the transformation properties of a charged 
spinor field in space-time in the presence of an electro
magnetic field. 

In a ~ system and ~ frame the following expressions 
are easily obtained: 

. 5 
>It AI15 ::: e'ax (ial/J A)' 

>It Ilk==ykp>lt - eiCXX5(ak", ) A AliI' - 'I' A' (2.4) 

>It All I'll I' == ypv>ltAllpv::: e,cxx\akakIf;A + a 2If;A)' 
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11 AB>T. iax 5 kABa .1, 
a '" Bilil = e a k'l' B' 

where a k is the four-dimensional "gauge invariant" 
covariant derivative: 

3. THE NEUTRINO EQUATION 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

In this section we shall investigate the consequences 
of assuming the existence of a 5-spinor, which in 
addition to being periodic satisfies also a simple spinor 
equation. Let then 'l1 A(X/i) be a five-dimensional period
ic spinor, viz., 

'l1 Ali /i ~ 11 = iQl 'l1 A , 

'l1..iIl/i~1l =- iQl'it..i' 
(3.1) 

From now on the complex conjugate counterparts of the 
equations obtained will be understood and will not be 
given explicitly. The simplest five-dimensional spinor 
equations which can be set for this spinor is 

11 AB>T. 0 a ..... Bli/i = . (3.2) 

In a ~ frame (3.2) reduces to (according to the results 
of Sec. 2) 

'it A(XIl) = e iax5 t/I ix k), 

a k ABa kt/l B = O. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Equation (3.4) is precisely the Weyl equation7 for a 
charged "neutrino" with electric charge e = - nQl. The 
case of physical electrically neutral neutrino is obtained 
by setting QI = 0 [Le., IlJA(X Il ) is a cylindrical spinor]. 

In order to incorporate the neutrino field into a gravi
tational-electromagnetic theory, a real, symmetric, 
cylindrical, divergence-free tensor l' /iU is required8 , 

to construct the energy-momentum 5-tensor. It is 
easily proved that the 5-tensor 

t'/iU = i[aIlAB(o/'- ~ue-) + auAB(o/-~,.e·)] 
x ('itAII>..'l1B - 'itA'l1 BIi >..) (3.5) 

is real, symmetric, and cylindrical, and in Appendix A 
we show that 

(3.6) 

This tensor can also be written in the equivalent forms 

T ilu = i(a~ABou>" + au
AB o/)('it.4.Ii>..'itB - IlJA'l1B1I >..) 

+ t(JIl~V + JU~Il)' (3.7) 

T ilu = i(aIlABgu>" + au
ABg,,>")('l1AII>"'itB - 'itAIlJ ElI >..) 

+ (J,,~u + JU~/i)' (3.8) 
where 

J" = - 4Q1a ll .4.B'itA'itB• 

The four-dimensional quantities induced by this tensor 
in a ~ system 8 are 

k' -T5
k =-4Q1(J ABt/lAt/lB=Jk, 

k • I • ] Tkl = i(a ABgir - a ABgkr)[(a*r1/l .4.)1/1 B - 1/1 .4.( ar './I B) == Tkl. 

[In the second equation the expressions (2.4) have been 
used.] The four-dimensional vector Jk is the "charged 
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neutrino" charge-current density, while Tkl is the four
dimensional neutrino energy-momentum density. 
Following the general procedure outlined elsewhere8 , 

the five-dimensional graVitational-electromagnetic 
field equations become 

E/iU == K ilu + t T ilu = 0, 
since 

Y == yllUT llu = O. 

These equations are preCisely the Einstein-Maxwell 
equations for curved space-time containing a "charged 
neutrino" field. The 5-conservation law 

E"Vllu=O 

is equivalent to charge conservation together with the 
conservation of four-dimensional energy-momentum. 

4. THE DIRAC EOUATION 

Motivated by the four-dimensional spinor theory, we 
shall now proceed to consider periodic 5-spinors sub
ject to the five-dimensional Dirac equation. Let then 
('l1 AI X A) be a pair of five-dimensional periodic spinors 
with the same periodicity constant QI: 

(4.1) 
X..iIlIl~1l = iaX..i' 

As the field equations to be satisfied by these spinors 
we will take the five-dimensional Dirac equations, viz., 

a IlAB 'l1 BII" + MXA = 0, 
(4.2) 

With the same real constant M. These equations are 
consistent with the periodicity conditions (4.1). In a 
~ system and ~ frame Eqs. (4. 1) and (4.2) reduce to 

(4.3) 

k' • 
a AB a kt/l B + MxA = 0, 

k· 
a BA a kXB + Mt/l A = 0 

(4.4) 

[a k is defined in (2.6)]. (t/I AI XA) is a pair of four
dimensional two-component spinors, endowed with a 
gauge transformation of the first kind. Equation (4.4) 
is preCisely the Dirac equation9 in curved space-time 
in the presence of an electromagnetic field for a par
ticle with an electric charge 10 

e = -nQl 

and mass 

m = I2nM. 

Note that the coupling to the electromagnetic field 
through the "gauge invariant" covariant derivative 
is a result of the 5-periodicity of the spinor field, and 
not an additional assumption. 

In Appendix B it is proved that the real, symmetric, 
and cylindrical 5-tensor 

l' = i[a AB( 6 >.. - ~ P) + a AB(6 A - ~ P)] Il u Il u u v Il Il 
x ('it All>.. 'it B- 'l1 A'it Ell>.. - X AIIAXB + X AX Ell>..) (4.5) 

is divergence-free: 
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(4.6) 

and hence can be used for the construction of the five
dimensional energy-momentum tensor. Equivalent 
forms for the Y ~ v tensor are 

T~v = i(a/Bo/' + avABo/')(>¥AII">¥B- >¥A>¥BII" 

-XAJI"XB+XAX BtI ,,) + ~(I~~v + Iv~~) (4.7) 

and 

TjJv = i(a I1
ABg v " + av

ABg l1 ")(>¥AII">¥B- >¥A>¥BII" 

-XAII"X B + XAX BII ,,) + (I~~v + Iv~~)' (4.8) 

where 

I~ == - 4aaJlAB(>¥ A '.I! B + XAXB). (4.9) 

The four-dimensional quantities induced by this tensor 
in a ~ system are 

k' 
- T 5 k=-4aa AB(l/IAl/IB+XAXB)=Jk, 

k • I' 
Tkl = i(a ABglT + a ABgkT) (4.10) 

x [( a; l/I A) l/I B - l/I A( a T l/I al - (a T XA hB + XA( a; XB)] 

=" Tkl. 

The four-dimensional tensors Jk and Tkl are the elec
tron charge-current and energy-momentum densities. 
The five-dimensional gravitational-electromagentic 
field equations are 

E l1v ="K l1v + ~(YI1V + ~jJ~vY), 
with 

Y =" 'Y~vY~v== 2M(>¥AXA- >¥AXA), 

and they are equivalent to the combined set of the 
four-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell equations with the 
Dirac field as a source. The 5-conservation law is 
equivalent to charge conservation together with the 
conservation of four-dimensional energy-momentum. 

The five dimensional field equations of this section 
are derived from a 5-variational principle, where the 
Lagrangian is integrated over a domain consisting of 
entire periods, and the variations of the metric and the 
electron fields are restricted to those preserving cylin
dricity and periodicity conditions, respectively (in the 
case of the neutrino theory, of course, the variations of 
both fields must preserve the cylindricity conditions). 

It is interesting to note that in contrast to the case of 
periodic tensor fields satisfying second order field 
equations (which have been discussed in Ref. 2), no 
special role is played here by a spinor field with a 
charge-to-mass ratio lelm 1== 1. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In the present paper the theories of neutrino and 
electron have been worked out in the framework of the 
five-dimensional unified theory of relativity and electro
magnetism. The spinor calculus developed in a previous 
paper has been fully employed. It has been shown that 
the results of the familiar four-dimensional approach to 
the theory of neutrino and electron are reproduced by 
the five-dimensional approach in a coherent way and on 
the basis of simple assumptions. It is striking that the 
proper coupling to the electromagnetic field turns out 
to be a consequence of the periodicity of the 5-spinor 
fields, with the implication that no special provisions in 
the spinor formalism are required for that purpose (as 
is the case in the usual four-dimensional approach). 
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This paper demonstrates also that the concept of 
periodic 5-fields, which has already been utilized for 
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the analysis of various physical tensor fields, can without 
difficulty be extended to include spinor fields. There 
are reasons to believe that the benefits of working with 
such fields have not yet been fully unearthed, and the 
concept of periodicity may appear to be fruitful in other 
contexts also, and therefore deserves further study. 
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APPENDIX A: NEUTRINO ENERGY-MOMENTUM 
TENSOR 

In this appendix the vanishing of the divergence of the 
neutrino energy-momentum 5-tensor (3.5) will be 
proved. In order to do so, we shall first establish a few 
identities. 

Throughout, let >¥ A represent a periodic 5- spinor 
satisfying the neutrino equation (3.2). Then we prove 
the following five identities: 

(i) gil v >¥ All 11 v == <I>>¥A + 2ia~JlllvuJl6AuvtB>¥B' 
with 

<1>== tgJlTgv"(6JlV"T + 3~Jlllv~"IIT)' (A.I) 

Proof: We differentiate the neutrino equation 

I1 GB•T , 0 
a '" BIII1 == 

covariantly with respect to XV and multiply by aU C A' 

using (SC-5. 5), (SC-4. 3), and (3. 1), to get 

v • 11 • 
- ia~llllvul1CAu CB>¥B+ aVCAO' CB>¥BIIIlU == O. (A.2) 

Writing 

>¥BlIl1v == ~(>¥BIIJlv + >¥Btlvl1)- tncB~V>¥C' 

and using (SC-4. 9) and (SC-6. 4), we have 

V. ~ 6B .T. _ !. (V ~ CB + ~ v GB) .T. a CAa ,.. BlI~v - 2 a tAO' a c;AO' '" BII~v 

+ !.011 . oVGBnD >¥ 
2 CA B~v D 

== ~g~V>¥AII~V - i<l>>¥A' 

This is substituted in (A. 2) to give (i). 

(ii) >¥AII~II~ == (<I> + a 2 )>¥A + 2ia~~lIvU~6AavCB>¥B' 

Proof: USing the periodiCity condition we get 

From this and (i) follows (ii). 

(iii) l'O Am .T •• II V .T. _ .T ••• T. II v ) _ _ I: JV 
~ \"'A IIv"'B "'A"'B IIv - s~lIv • 

Proof: Substituting (ii) we find 

l'U AB( .T •• 11 v .T. .T ••• T. II v ) 
11 "'A IIV"'B- "'A"'B Jlv 

- _ 2a(0' ACa " DB + a V ACo DEla A. I: >¥ .>¥ 
- ~ ~ I DCs "II A A B' 
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In the second term the formula (SC-4. 9) is applied 
twice to commute the a's, and we get (iii). 

(iv) iavAB(I.VAII/lvI.VB - I.VAI.VBII/l v) 

== - ia
v 

AB 11/l(I.VAIl vI.VB - I.VAI.VBII v), 

Proof: The left- hand side is equal to 

The second term vanishes due to the identity (SC-6. 3), 
while the first term, with the aid of the neutrino 
equation, becomes the right-hand side of (iv). 

(v) J/lii/l == 0, 

The proof is straightforward. 

Now we are in the position to prove (3.6). We cal
culate the divergence of Y /l v in its form (3.7), taking 
into account the neutrino equation and (v): 

T/l
V
lIv == ia/lABIIV(I.VAIIVI.VB- I.VAI.VBllv ) 

+ ia AB( I.V • II v I.V - l.V.lJr II v ) /l A II v B A B II v 

+ ia
v 

AB(lJrAII/lvI.VB-lJrAlJrBII/lV) + ~/lIlVJv. 

For the second term (iii) is used, and for the third term 
(iv) is invoked: 

Y /l v II v = i( a /l AB II v - a v AB II Il}( wAil v lJr B - lJr A I{I B II v). 

This expression vanishes, since according to (SC-5. 5) 
the first bracket is identically zero. 

APPENDIX B: ELECTRON ENERGY-MOMENTUM 
TENSOR 

In this appendix the vanishing of the divergence of 
(4.5), which is used for the construction of the electron 
energy-momentum 5-tensor, will be proved. The steps 
of the proof run parallel to the steps in Appendix A, and 
the details of the calculations here can be omitted when
ever they are very similar to those of Appendix A. 
Again a few lemmas are needed. 

Throughout, let (lJr A' X A) represent a pair of periodic 
5-spinors [Le., subject to conditions (4.1)], satisfying 
Dirac equations (4.2). Then we have the following five 
identities: 

(i) gllVlJrAllllv == nlJrA + 2iO!~/lIiVaIlCAavCBI{IB' 
with 

n == 4> - 2M2 

and 4> being given by (A. 1). 

Likewise, 

g/lVXAllllv == nXA + 2iO!~/l11 vall Acav BCXB • 

[There is a complete symmetry between the roles of 
lj; A and X A in the theory. Hence all the statements here
after, which will be expressed in terms of lj; A(X A), can 
also be expressed in terms of X A (lj; A)' and we will not 
bother to write this down explicitly.] 
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Proof: We differentiate the Dirac equation 

/l tB>T' MXt a "'Bilil ==-

covariantly with respect to XV and multiply by a V CA: 

. t 11 V CB.T. + v 11 CB.T, 
-lO!~llllvaCAa "'B aCAa "'B II IlV 

== - Mav CAXC II v == - M 2 I.V A• 

The second term on the left-hand side, as has been 
shown in (i) of Appendix A, is equal to t gil v I.V All Ilv 
- t 4>lJr A' and hence (i) here follows. 

(ii) lJr A 11/l111l == (n + 0!2)I.VA + 2iO!~/lliva/lCAavCBI.V.8" 

(iii) ia /l AB (I.V A II v II v I.V B - lJr A lJr B II v II v - X A II v II v X B 

+ XAXB"V IIv) ==- ~/lllvlv. 

(iv) v . ) 
ia AB(I.VAIi/lvI.VB-lJrAlJrBII/lV -XAII/lvXB + XAXBII/lV 

v • 
== - ia AB 11/l(I.V All vI.VB - lJrAI.V BII v - XAII vXB 

+ XAX BII v) + iM(lJrAXA- lJrAXA)II/l' 

Proof: The left-hand side is equal to 

iavAB(lJrAIiV/lI.V B- I.VAI.VBIIV/l-XAIIV/lXB+XAXBIiV/l) 

+i(avAcIIB _aVtBIIA. )(I{I·lJr -X1X) 
q..v ellv A B A B' 

The second term vanishes, while the first term, with the 
aid of Dirac equation, becomes the right-hand side of (iv). 

(v) 

Now we are in the position to prove (4.6). We calculate 
the divergence of Y Il v in the form (4. 7), taking into 
account Diract equation and (v): 

T/l~1I v == ia/lABIIV(lJrAllv I.VB - lJrA lJrBllv -XAllvXB + XAXBllv ) 

- iM(lJr AXA - I.V AXA)II/l + ia/l AB(I.V All v II vW B 

-lJrAlJrB" V Ilv _XAIIV IIvXB+XAXB"VIIV) 
v -

+ ia AB(lJrAlIllvWB- lJrA wBII/lv - XAII/lVXB + XAXBII/lv) 

+ I;/lll v P. 

Substituting (iii) for the third term and (iv) for the 
fourth term, we find 

• v • 
'I'll vII v == i(aIlABIIV-a AB 111l}(lJrAllvI.VB - I.VA I.VB II V 

- XAII v X B + XAXBII v) 

== O. 
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The problem of scalar wave propagation in the half-space bounded by a rigid, randomly rough 
surface which is a small perturbation of an infinite plane is considered. It is shown that, if the 
boundary roughness is statistically homogeneous, the coherent (or average) wave satisfies a 
generalized impedance boundary condition on the average boundary. This is referred to as a 
"smoothed" boundary condition. Applying it to plane waves yields an expression for the effective 
plane-wave reflection coefficient C e of the boundary. For the case of isotropic roughness, 
approximate expressions for C e are obtained for both long (relative to the correlation length of the 
boundary roughness) and short waves. These expressions show that generally IC.I < 1, and therefore 
that the amplitude of the coherent wave is diminished upon reflection from the boundary. This is the 
result of scattering of energy out of the coherent wave by the boundary roughness. It is also shown 
that this type of boundary can support a surface wave. This wave propagates at near-grazing 
incidence with a speed slightly less than the free-space propagation speed. Its amplitude decreases 
with propagation distance, also as a result of scattering by the boundary roughness. 

INTRODUCTION 

We consider here the problem of scalar wave propa
gation in the half-space bounded by a rigid, randomly 
rough surface which is a small perturbation of an in
finite plane. The procedure is to express the solution 
for any realization of the boundary in terms of a per
turbation expansion in a small parameter measuring 
the deviation of the boundary from the plane, which is 
also the average boundary. This expansion is carried 
out to terms of second order, which is equivalent to a 
double scattering approximation. By taking ensemble 
averages, we obtain an expreSSion for the coherent (or 
average) wave. We use this expression to show that, if 
the boundary roughness is statistically homogeneous, 
the coherent wave satisfies a generalized impedance 
boundary condition on the average boundary. We call 
this a "smoothed" boundary condition. Together with 
the original equation of motion, and a radiation con
dition, it constitutes a boundary value problem for the 
coherent wave. 

By considering plane-wave solutions of this boundary 
value problem we get an expression for the effective 
plane-wave reflection coefficient C e of the boundary. 
This expression shows that generally C e depends on the 
direction of propagation as well as on the frequency and 
angle of incidence. However, if the boundary roughness 
is statistically isotropic, C e is independent of the pro
pagation direction. 

For the case of isotropic roughness we obtain approx
imate expressions for C e for both long (relative to the 
correlation length of the boundary roughness) and short 
waves. We show also, by a modification of this analysis, 
that a rough boundary can support a surface wave. 
These results are described in more detail in the ab
stract and in Secs. lIB and lIe. 

Equivalent impedance boundary conditions for rough 
surfaces have been obtained previously by Twersky1,2 

and Biot. 3 Twersky's model of rough surface reflection 
and scattering consists generally of a plane wave in
cident on a random distribution of arbitrary, but identi
cal, bosses on a plane surface. His results for arbitrary 
bosses have been specialized to hemispheres and semi
cylinders, 1 ,2 and to semielliptic cylinders.4 They have 
also been used to plot graphs of both magnitude and 
phase of reflection amplitudes for the case of hemis
pherical bosses.5 • Biot used a uniform distribution of 
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sources and dipoles on a plane as a model of a rough 
surface. His boundary condition is general in the sense 
that it is not limited to plane waves; however, it is valid 
only for the case in which the wavelength is much great
er than the scale of the surface roughness. In contrast, 
the present results are not restricted as to wavelength. 

Derivations of impedance boundary conditions for 
rough surfaces have also been given by Senior, 6 who 
treated the electromagnetic case, and by Lysanov,7 who 
considered the acoustic problem with a pressure
release surface. Both of these investigators used per
turbation methods. More recently, Zipfel and De SantoS 
have studied the scattering of scalar waves by a rigid, 
randomly rough surface with the aid of diagram 
methods. The problem of differential equations with 
random boundary conditions has also been examined 
from a general viewpoint by Keller,9 who adapted a 
method which has previously been applied to the study 
of differential equations with random coefficients.1 o 

More complete reviews of the extensive literature on 
scattering and reflection of waves by randomly rough 
surfaces have been given by Beckmann and Spizzichino,ll 
Fortuin,12 and Horton. 13 

I. DERIVATION OF THE SMOOTHED BOUNDARY 
CONDITION 

The type of problem we wish to consider involves, 
generally, finding certain statistical properties of the 
function CP(x, y, z) which is a solution of the reduced 
wave equation 

in the region z > €/.l.(x, y), subject to the boundary con
dition 

acp 
- == 0 av 

(1) 

(2) 

on z == €/.l.(x, y), and a radiation condition. The (non
random) source function f(x, y, z) is assumed to be 
given, and the random function /.l., which defines the 
boundary, is assumed to have zero mean. Also, v is a 
unit vector normal to the boundary, € is a small para
meter measuring the deviation of the boundary from the 
x-y plane, ko is a positive constant, and a common time 
factor exp{- ii3t} (13 > 0) has been dropped. Here we 
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shall be concerned with the ensemble average of cp, 
which we call the coherent wave. It should be noted, 
however, that the method we employ can also be used to 
obtain other statistical properties of cp, such as the 
mean square, covariance, etc. It can also be used to 
treat cases in which the average boundary is other than 
a flat plane. 

We begin by assuming a solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) of 
the form 

CP(x, y, z; €) = cp (O)(x, y, z) + (cp <V(x, y, z) 

+ (2cp (2)(x, y, z) + . . . . (3) 

By substituting Eq. (3) into Eqs. (1) and (2), expanding in 
powers of (, and collecting terms in like powers of ( 
we find that the functions cp (n) must satisfy the equation 

{
J, 

(V2 + k~)CP (n) = 
0, 

n = 0, 

n > 0, 
(4) 

in the region z > 0, subject to the boundary condition 

cp(n)_ {O, n :::: 0, 
Z - ." ,/,(,,-1) + " ,/,(n-1) _ ",/,(n-1) n > ° 

'-x'Px '-y'Py '-'Pzz' , 

(5) 

on the plane z = 0. In addition, we require that each of 
the functions cp (n) satisfy a radiation condition at ctJ. 

Equations (4) and (5) can be solved with the aid of the 
appropriate Green's function. This yields the following 
recursion formulas for the functions cp (n): 

cp(O) (x,y, z) = 111 G(x, y, z;~, 1), ~)J(I;, 1), Od/;d1)d~, (6) 
'>0 

cp (nJ(x, y, z) = (21Tt1 .roo ! F(x - ~, y - 1), z)[l1x(~' 1) 
-00 

xcp~n-lJ(;, 1), 0) + 11//;, 1)CP~"-lJ(~, 1), 0) - 11(~, 1) 

XCP~II;l)(~, 1), O)]d~d1), n > 0. (7) 

Here the Green's function G is given by 

G(x, y, z; 1;, 1), ~) = (41T)-1[F(x - ~,y - 1), z - ~) 

+ F(x - 1;, y - 1), z + ~)], (8) 

where 

F( ) -1 ikos 
011' 01 2 , 01 3 = - s e (9) 

and 

s = (OI~ + OI~ + 0I~)1/2. (10) 

We now wish to use Eqs. (6) and (7) to write the solu
tion for cp, correct through terms of order (2, in terms 
of cp (0), G, and 11. To do this, we must first substitute 
into Eq. (7) (with n = 2) the formula for cp (1) obtained 
from Eq. (7) with n = 1. However, upon differentiating 
Eq. (7) (with n = 1) we find that we cannot set z = ° 
in the resulting expreSSions because the integrals 
appearing in them become divergent. This difficulty 
can be overcome if we first integrate by parts to eli
minate derivatives of F before setting z = 0. In doing 
this we use the fact that the function F satisfies the 
equation 

F IX IX + F IX IX + F IX IX + k6F = ° 
1 1 2 2 3 3 

when s ;c 0. Then by substituting the resulting expres
sions for Cp,,(1), cp~lJ, and cp W into Eq. (7) (with n == 2), we 
obtain a rather unwieldy expression for cp (2) which we 
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¢\2J(x, y, z) = (41T2t1 I! F(x - ~,y - 1), z) 11 F(I;', 1)',0) 
-00 -~ 

x [RttW, 1)')CP~~(~ + /;',1) + 1)',0) 

+ 2 R 5~ W, 1)') cp ~O]( I; + ~', 1) + 1)', 0) 

+R~~W,1)')CP~~)(~ + ~',1) + 1)',0) 

- 2Rt(~', r)')cp~olz(~ + ~', 1) + r)',0) 

- 2R~W, 1)')cp~olz(~ + ;',1) + 1)',0) 

+R(s', 1)')CP}~)zz(~ + ~', 1) + 1)',0)] 

x di;'d1)'di;d1). (11) 

The overbar denotes an ensemble average. In deriving 
Eq. (11) we have assumed that the random function 11 is 
statistically homogeneous, and we have introduced the 
correlation function 

R(s, n) = l1(x,y)l1(x + ~,y + n). (12) 

The solution for ¢, correct through terms of order (2, 

can now be obtained by substituting Eq. (11) into the ex
pression obtained by averaging Eq. (3). This expreSSion 
is 

(13) 

In deriving Eq. (13) we have used the fact that (j)ITl = ° 
and that cp (0) is nonrandom. 

Equations (11) and (13) give the solution for the co
herent wave, correct through terms of order (2, in 
terms of cp (0), which we call the incident wave, and the 
correlation function R. This form of the solution is use
ful if we wish to find the coherent wave field resulting 
from the scattering by the boundary of a known incident 
wave. For certain purposes, however, it may be more 
convenient to formulate a boundary value problem for 
the coherent wave which does not involve the incident 
wave. This can be done by first noting that, as a con
sequence of Eq. (13), 

cp(O) = 1) + 0«(2). 

Hence, we can replace cp (0) by 1) in Eq. (11) without 
introducing an error of magnitude greater than O( (3) in 
Eq. (13). Next, we differentiate Eq. (13) with respect to 
z and set z = 0. By using Eq. (9) and the definition of the 
Green's function, and noting that ¢~O)(x,y, 0) = 0, we ob
tain 

- E 2 (TOO! -1 ik p -
CPz(x,y,O) =-21T' P e 0 [R5l(~''I)¢xx(x + ~,y + '1),0) 

-00 

+ 2Rtij(~,r)¢x)X + ~,y + '1),0) 

+ R ijq(S, r)1)yy(x + S, y + '1),0) 

- 2Rt(~, 1)¢xzz(X + ~,y + 1),0) 

- 2Rij(s, 1)¢yzz(X + ~,y + 1),0) 

+R(L'I)¢zzzz(X + ~,y + 1),O)]dsd1). (14) 

Here p = (~2 + 1)2)1/2, and we have neglected terms of 
order (3. 

Equation (14) shows that the coherent wave satisfies 
a generalized impedance boundary condition on the aver
age boundary z = 0. We call this a "smoothed" boundary 
condition because it is applied at the average, or smooth
ed, boundary, and also because the above analysis is 
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somewhat analogous to the smoothing method, which has 
been used to study wave propagation in random media.1 4 

Equation (14), together with Eq. (1) (with <p replaced by (j;) 
and the radiation condition, constitutes the desired bound
ary value problem for the coherent wave. 

II. PLANE WAVES 

In order to make clear some of the implications of 
the smoothed boundary condition, we consider plane
wave solutions of the boundary value problem for (p. 
We being by assuming a solution of the form 

(15) 

Upon substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (1) (after setting f = 0), 
we find that !J; must satisfy 

!J;"(z) + m2!J;(z) = 0, (16) 

where m 2 = k~ - k2, k2 = k~ + k~, and the primes 
denote differentiation. Applying the smoothed boundary 
condition to Eq. 15 yields 

!J;'(O) + K!J;(O) = 0, 

where 
K = (2K(k, k o)' 

K(k, ko) = -.!. (oJ p-Ie ikoP {m4R(~, 1) 
271 -00 

(17) 

(18) 

+ 2im2[kIRf:(~' 1) + kzRTJ(~' 1)] - [k~Rg(~, 1) 

+ 2kIkzR~TJ(~' 1) + k~TJTJ(~' 1)]} e;(klt+k2TJ)d~d1), 
(19) 

and k = (kl' k 2 ). The radiation condition if? relaxed in 
this case, since the source is, in effect, at 00. Instead, we 
require merely that the solution remain bounded as 
Z -'> 00. 

Note that the quantity K/ iko may be regarded as the 
effective boundary admittance for plane waves. 

Equation (16) has the solution 

(20) 

where A_ and A+ are undetermined constants. By invoking 
the boundary condition [Eq. (17)], we find that A_ and A. 
must satisfy 

(K - im)A_ + (K + im)A. = O. (21) 

If K '" ± im, Eq. (21) shows that neither A_ nor A. can 
vanish (except in the trivial case); hence, the boundary 
condition at z = 00 applied to Eq. (20) shows that m must 
be real. Consequently, k must be real, with k 2 < k~. 
Thus, Eqs. (15) and (20) represent a system of inCident 
and reflected waves. 

The effective plane-wave reflection coefficient C e of 
the boundary is defined to be the ratio of the reflected 
to the incident wave amplitude. Equation (21) shows that 

1 + iK/ko cos X 
C e = , 

1- iK/ko cosX 
(22) 

where X, the angle of inCidence, is equal to sin-I(k/ko)' 
By neglecting terms of order (4, we can write Eq. (22) in 
the form 

C e = 1 + 2iK/ko cosX' (23) 

Note that C e depends on the direction of propagation as 
well as on the frequE!ncy and angle of incidence. 
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We can use Eq. (22) to relate the present theory to 
that of Twersky (Ref. 6) by noting that Eq. (22) is identi
cal to Twersky's corresponding result [his Eq. (37)] 
provided that we set 

(24) 

The quantity Z+ is related to Twersky's effective bound
ary impedance by his Eq. (38). Substituting for Z+ in Eq. 
(24) from Eq. (76) of Ref. 6 yields 

(25) 

where, in the notation of Ref. 6, p is the average number 
of protuberances per unit area and f is the scattering 
amplitude of a single protuberance. Thus, we see that 
the present theory is formally equivalent to that of Ref. 
6, at least insofar as plane-wave reflection is concerned, 
provided that we relate the quantity K of the present 
theory to the product pf of Ref. 6 through Eq. (25). Note 
also from Eq, (25) that the quantity (i/71}koK of the 
present theory may be regarded as· an effective scatter
ing amplitude per unit surface area. 

If K = ± im, another type of solution of Eq. (16) may 
exist. In that case Eq. (20) becomes 

(26) 

where A is an arbitrary constant. By applying the bound
ary condition at z = 00 to Eq. (26) we see that a neces
sary condition for the existence of a nontrivial solution 
of this type is that Re K 2': O. Moreover, the vector k for 
this case must satisfy the equation 

(27) 

(Here the square root is defined so that it has nonnega
tive real part.) 

If ReK > 0, the solution given by Eqs. (15) and (26) re
presents a surface wave, Le., a wave whose amplitude 
decreases exponentially with distance from the boundary. 
We shall consider this type of wave in more detail in the 
isotropic case. 

A. The isotropic case 

Let us assume now that the function M(X, y) is statis
tically isotropic, so that the correlation function can be 
written R(L 1) = R(p). Then the angular integration in 
Eq. (19) can be carried out, after which the expression 
for K becomes 

K(k, ko) = 1000 

e ikop {[ m 4R(p) - k2p-IR '(p)]Jo(kp) 

+ 2km2R '(p)Jb(kp) + k2p[p-IR '(p)]' Jo(kP)}dP• (28) 

Here I n denotes the Bessel function of order n. By 
making use of known relationships involving derivatives 
of Bessel functions, we can write Eq. (28) in the alternate 
form 

K(k, ko) = 1000 

eikop ([m4R(p) - k2p-lR'(p)]Jo(kp) 

- k{2m 2R'(p) + [p-lR'(p)]'}J1(kp) + k2p[p-lR'(p)]' 

x J 2(kp»dp. (29) 

Equation (28) shows that K, and therefore K, depends 
only on the magnitude of the vector k. In this case, then, 
C e is independent of the direction of propagation. 

We can now solve Eq. (27) by assuming a solution of 
the form 
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00 

il = ~ Enk(n), 
nooQ 

(30) 

where k(o) = kG" Upon substituting Eq. (30) into Eq. (27), 
expanding in powers of 1', and collecting terms in like 
power of E, we find that keI.) = k(2) = k(3) = 0, while k(4) 
is given by 

(31) 

Hence, if ReK(ko' ko) > 0, a surface-wave solution exists. 
By inserting the expression for k(4) obtained from Eq. 
(31) into Eq. (30), we find that 

(32) 

where k* is the horizontal propagation constant of the 
surface wave. The corresponding value of K is obtained 
from Eq. (18) and is given by 

(33) 

In deriving Eqs. (32) and (33) we have neglected higher
order terms in f. 

B. Long waves 

We now assume that kol « 1, where 1 is the correla
tion length of the boundary roughness. We assume also 
that k is at most of order ko' Then we can get an 
approxi.mate expression for K(k, ko) by expanding the 
term e tkoP , as well as the terms involving the Bessel 
functions, in Eq. (28) in power series and integrating 
the first few terms. The res.ult is 

K(k, ko) = t k 2N 0 + (k~ - tk~k2 + iGk4 )Mo 

+ ik~(k~ + t k 2 )Ml + O(kg), (34) 

where 

No = - 1000 

p-lR.'(p)dp (35) 

and 

Mn = 1000 

pnR(p)dp, n = 0,1,2, .... (36) 

The value of G e for this case is obtained with the aid 
of Eqs. (18), (23), and (34). Upon dropping terms of 
order kg, we get 

Ge = 1- 2E2k6Ml(1 + t sin2x) secx + 2iE2ko 

x [tNo sin2 x + k~Mo(1- t sin2 x + ~ sin4X)) secX. 
(37) 

From Eq. (37) we find that, to lowest order in E, 

In Appendix A we show that M 1 2: 0. Here we shall 
assume that Ml > 0, which is the case for most correla
tion functions of interest. As a consequence, we see from 
Eq. (38) that I Ge 1< 1, i.e., the amplitude of the coherent 
wave is diminished upon reflection from the boundary. 
This is the result of scattering of energy out of the 
coherent wave by the boundary roughness. We see also 
from Eq. (38) that this effect increases with X, i.e., the 
loss of coherent energy upon reflection increases with 
the angle of incidence. 

Equation (38) shows that I Gel increases as ko de
creases with X fixed. Thus, at any angle of incidence, 
longer waves are reflected more coherently. 

We show also in Appendix A that both Mo and No are 
positive. Hence, we see from Eq. (37) that ImGe > 0, 
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and therefore that the coherent wave undergoes a phase 
retardation upon reflection. 

We can get a condition for the validity of Eq. (37) as 
follows. We introduce h, the rms boundary roughness, 
which is defined by 

h 2 = E2R(0); (39) 

also, we note that 

Mn = 0[ln+lR.(O)), n = 0,1,2"', (40) 

and that 

No = o [l-lR (0)). (41) 

We now use Eqs. (39)-(41) to estimate the magnitudes 
of the terms occurring in Eq. (37), and note that the con
dition G e '" 1 is necessary for the validity of the per
turbation analysis leading to this equation. Thus we 
find that Eq. (37) is valid only if 

(42) 

Hence we must have 

(43) 

Moreover, Eq. (42) shows that the formula for G e given 
by Eq. (37) is not valid at incidence angles too near 
grazing, i.e., for cos X ;:; koh 2 /1. 

We showed previously that a surface-wave solution 
exists if ReK(ko' ko) > O. By setting k = ko in Eq. (34) 
and neglecting terms of order kg we find that 

(44) 

Equation (44) shows that ReK(ko' ko) > 0; hence, a sur
face-wave solution exists in this case. The horizontal 
propagation constant k* of the surface wave is obtained 
by substituting Eq. (44) into Eq. (32) and neglecting terms 
of order ,k'6. The result is 

k* = k o [1 + tE4Nok~(tNo + ~Mok~ + t iMlk~)). (45) 

With the aid of Eqs. (15), (26), (33), (44), and (45) we see 
that the surface wave propagates at a slight downward 
angle toward the boundary, with a speed slightly less 
th;;.. ... the free-space propagation speed. Since the propa
gation speed depends on ko, this type of wave is dis
persive. Also, Eq. (45) shows that the amplitude of the 
surface wave decreases with horizontal propagation 
distance. Again, this is the result of scattering of 
energy out of the coherent wave by the boundary 
roughness. 

A necessary condition for the validity of the perturba
tion analysis leading to Eq. (45) is that k* '" ko' Thus, 
by applying Eqs. (39)-(41) to Eq. (45), we see that the 
condition given by Eq. (43) is also necessary for the 
validity of the surface-wave analysis. 

C. Short waves 

We consider now the case in which kol » 1. We shall 
study first the system of incident and reflected waves. 

We begin by substituting the integral expression 

J (kp) =.l. (2n eikpcosflde (46) 
o 21T '0 

for the Bessel function into Eq. (28) and reversing the 
order of integration. Next we use integration by parts 
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to simplify some of the resulting integrals with respect 
to p, after which Eq. (28) can be written 

1 21f 
K(k, ko) = -2 1 {[ m2 + (ko + k cose) k cose)2 P(ko + k cose) 7T 0 

+ k2 sin2eQ(ko + k cose)} de - t ikok2R(0). (47) 

Here 

P(A)::: (' eiAPR(p)dp, 
• 0 

Q(~) ::: _ 100 

eiAPp-1R '(p)dp. 
o 

(48) 

(49) 

We now assume that k, as well as ko' is large, and 
that ko ± k = O(ko)' Then the term ko + k cose in Eq. 
(47) is of order ko; hence we can substitute for the func
tions P and Q in this equation their respective asympto
tic expansions for large values of the argument. These 
expansions are obtained from Eqs. (48) and (49) by suc
cessive integration by parts, and are given by 

PIA) == iR(O),\-l- iR"(0)A-3 + 0(~-5), 

Q(A) == - iR"(O),\-l + 0(A-3). 

(50) 

( 51) 

Upon substituting Eqs. (50) and (51) into Eq. (47) and in
tegrating over e we obtain, after some algebra, 

K(k, ko) = i{R(O)(kij - k2)3/2 

-R"(O)(kij - tk2)(kO - k 2t 1/ 2 + O(kOl)}. (52) 

We can get an expression for C e by using Eqs. (18), 
(23), and (52). In terms of the incidence angle it is 

C e = 1- 2E2[kYl(0) cos2X -R"(0)(1- t sin2x) sec2xJ. 
(53) 

Here we have neglected terms of order kc}' 
We see from Eq. (53) that, to this degree of approxi

mation, C e is real. Thus, short waves reflect with no 
phase shift. We see also that 1 C e 1 < 1, which shows 
that, as in the long wave case, coherent energy is lost 
upon reflection. 

The presence of the term sec2X in Eq. (53) shows that 
this equation is not valid for incidence angles too near 
grazing, i.e., for COSX:S (koltl/2. Away from these 
angles, however, we can neglect the term involving 
sec2x, after which Eq. (53) can be written 

(54) 

This expression for C e is identical to the one obtained 
by Rice 15 for the corresponding electromagnetic pro
blem. It also agrees with the first two terms of the 
expansion in powers of ,'<oh cosx of an expression for 
the reflection coefficient obtained by Tolstoy and Clay l6 

using the Kirchhoff approximation. 

The condition C e "" 1 is necessary for the validity 
of the analysis leading to Eq. (54). Hence we must have 
koh «1. But since kol » 1 for short waves, we see 
that a necessary condition for the validity of the short
wave analysis is that 

hll « 1, (55) 

Le., the characteristic surface slope must be small. 

As we have already noted, Eqs. (53) and (54) are not 
valid at incidence angles too near grazing. In order to 
consider propagation at such angles we turn now to the 
surface-wave analysis. The existence of a surface wave 
depends, as we have seen, on the sign of ReK(ko' ko)' 
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For the case of short waves, K(ko, ko) is found by setting 
k = ko in Eq. (28) and using the results of Appendix B 
to evaluate the resulting integrals approximately for 
large ko' The result is 

K(1?o' ko) == kij[i(7Tkotl/2(1 + i)N1 + O(ke?)], (56) 

where 

N 1 = - f; p-3/2R'(p)dp. (57) 

It is shown in Appendix A that N 1 is positive. Hence, Eq. 
(56) shows that ReK(ko' ko) > 0, and so a surface-wave 
solution exists in this case. 

The horizontal propagation constant k* for the sur
face wave is obtained by substituting Eq. (56) into Eq. 
(32), after dropping the term of order k(} in the brack
ets in Eq. (56). The result is 

(58) 

Equations (15), (26), (33), (56), and (58) show that the 
surface wave has the same properties as in the long
wave case, except that here its horizontal phase speed 
is equal to the free-space propagation speed. 

A necessary condition for the validity of the analysis 
leading to Eq. (58) is that k* ". ko- By applying Eq. (39) 
to Eq. (58) and noting that 

N 1 = 0[Z-3/2R(0)], 

we find that the condition given by Eq. (55) is also 
necessary for the validity of the surface-wave analysis. 
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APPENDIX A 

Here we show that Mo > 0 and that Ml ~ 0, where, 
for n = 0, 1, 2, ... , 

Mn = fOoo r"R(r)dr. (A1) 

We show also that both No and N 1 are positive, where 

No = - fOoo r-1R '(r)dr, 

N 1 == - fOOO r-3/ 2R '(r)dr. 

(A2) 

(A3) 

We assume that the correlation function R is such that 
these integrals, as well as any others appearing in the 
following analysis, exist. 

We begin by introducing S, the Hankel transform of R, 
where 

S (s) = fOoo rR(r)Jo(rs)dY, 

R(r) = 1000 

sS(s)Jo(rs)ds. 

(A4) 

(A5) 

Since S(s) is the Fourier transform of a correlation 
function, it is nonnegative. Hence, we see immediately 
from Eq. (A4) that 

Ml ::: S(O) ~ O. (A6) 
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To show that Mo > 0, we first define the function 
p(a)(a > 0) by 

pea) = J 00 e-ctrR(r)dY. (A7) 
o 

Next we substitute Eq. (A5) into Eq. (A7) and reverse 
the order of integration. This yields 

pea) = .( sS(s) f: e-ctrJ o(rs)drds. (AB) 

The integral over r in Eq. (AB) is absolutely convergent, 
which justifies changing the order of integration. Upon 
evaluating this integral17 we get 

pea) = Joo s(a 2 + s2t1/ 2S(s)ds. o (A9) 

If we now let a --7 0 and use the Lebesgue convergence 
theorem,18 we obtain from Eqs. (A 7) and (A9) 

Mo = 1; S(s)ds. (A10) 

Since S can not vanish identically (unless R does), Eq. 
(A10) shows that Mo > O. 

To show that No > 0 we assume thatR(r) has a con
vergent power series expansion in some interval 
o s r s c, c > O. Then since R is an even function we 
have, for r in this interval. 

00 

R(r) = L; G 2nr 2n . (All) 
,,0() 

We assume that a2 or. 0, which implies that a 2 < O. 
Now for any b > 0 such that b s c, we can write 

b 00 

No = - fo r-lR '(r)dr - ~ r-1R'(r)dr. (A12) 

We can evaluate the first integral on the right-hand 
side of Eq. (A12) by substituting for R its power series 
expansion and integrating term by term. This gives 

(b 00 2n 
). r- 1R '(r)dr = 1] --- a b2n -1 • 
. 0 n o l 2n _ 1 2 n 

(A13) 

We can transform the second integral on the right-hand 
side of Eq. (A12) by integrating by parts. This yields 

100 

r-1R'(r)dr = - b-1R(b) + fO r-2R(r)dY. 
b b 

(A14) 

NowR(r) sR(O);hence we can write 

100 v-2R(r)dr sR(O) (' y-2dY = b-1R(O). 
b • b 

(Al5) 

Then from Eq. (A14) we have 

fO r-1R '(r)dv s b- 1 [R(0) - R(b)]. 
b 

(Al6) 

We now use the power series expansion of R [Eq. (All)] 
to substitute for the term on the "right-hand side of Eq. 
(A16), after which this equation, together with Eqs. 
(A12) and (A13), shows that 

00 a2n 
No ~ - L; --- b2n - 1 • 

,,'1 2n - 1 

Since a2 < 0 we can write Eq. (A17) in the form 

( 

00 (12,,/(12 ) 
No~-a2b 1+L;2 -1 b 2n -2 . 

n02 n 

We now choose b so small that 

I ~ a 2n /a2 b 2n-2 ! < 1, 
,,02 2n -1 

after which the result follows. 
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(A17) 

(AlB) 

Note that the same result is obtained if a2 == a 4 == 
••• == a2j == O;j ~ 1, and a2j-t2 < O. 

A similar argument shows that N 1 > O. 

APPENDIX B 
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In order to obtain the short-wave approximation of 
K(ko' ko) from Eq. (32), it is necessary to evaluate in
tegrals of the form 

I =.( e iko r D(r)J~n)(kor)dr (B1) 

for large ko' with n = 0, 1, 2. Here Jff') is the nth deriva
tive of the Bessel function of order zero, and the function 
D(r) is assumed to be such that all the integrals appear
ing in the analysis exist. 

We can transform the integral of Eq. (B1) by substi
tuting for J~n} the expression 

(- i)n " 
J(n)(kr) = -- J e- ikr 0088 cosnede o rr 0 

(we drop the subscript on k) and reversing the order of 
integration. This yields 

(- On " 
1=-- J fee) cos"ede, (B2) rr 0 

where 

fee) = fOoo exp[ikr(l- cose)]D(r)dv. (B3) 

We note that 

f(O) = Joo D(r)dY 

° 
for all k; whereas if k is large,j(e) is small for e > O. 
Consequently, we expect that, for large k, most of the 
contribution to the integral of Eq. (B2) will come from 
the immediate neighborhood of e = O. This suggests 
using a method Similar to the stationary phase method 
to evaluate this integral. 

We begin by writing Eq. (B2) in the form 

1= [(- i)"/rr](Il + 1 2 ), 

where 

J"/2 
II = 0 fee) cosnede, 

12 = r fee) cosnede. 
"/2 

(B4) 

(B5) 

(B6) 

Now if rr/2 s e s rr then 1 - cose ~ 1. Hence in this in
terval we can get an asymptotic expansion for fee) by 
integrating by parts in Eq. (B3). This expansion shows 
that 

fee) = a[k-1(1 - coset1] 

in this interval, and therefore [from Eq. (B6)] that 

We consider next the integral II' We introduce the 
variable s, defined by 

S2 = 1 - cose, o ::s e s rr/2, 

(B7) 

and write Eq. (B5) in terms of an integral over s. This 
yields 

1 
II = 21/2 fo (1- s2)n(1- ts2t1/2g(s)ds, 

where 

J
OO 2 

g(S) = e iks r D(r)dY. o 

(BB) 

(B9) 
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By expanding (1- s2)n and (1- ~s2t1/2 in power 
series we see that, for 0 :5 S :5 1, 

(1- s2)n(1- ~s2t1/2 = 1 + s2p(s), (B10) 

where p(s) is continuous in the interval [0, 1]. Hence we 
can write Eq. (B8) in the form 

II = 21/2 (J01 g(s)ds + fo1 S2P(s)g(S)dS) . (B11) 

Integrating by parts in Eq. (B9) shows that g(s) = 
O(k-1s-2), and therefore that s2g(s) = O(k- 1). 
Consequently, 

1 J s2P(s)g(s)ds = OWl). o 

We now introduce t, a new variable of integration, 
defined by t2 = ks 2• In terms of t we have 

(B12) 

1 k 1/ 2 
J

o 
g(s)ds = k- 1/2 fo h(t)dt, (B13) 

where 

h(t) = .r: eihD(r)dr. (B14) 

Equation (B13) can be written 

J g(s )ds = k- 1 / 2 J h(t)dt - f,., h(t)dt . 1 ( .00 00) 
o 0 k·" 

(B15) 

The first integral on the right hand side of Eq. (B15) 
can be evaluated by substituting for h(t) from Eq. (B14), 
reversing the order of integration, and noting that the 
resulting integral over t is tabulated. This yields 

.r: h(t)dt = (71/8)1/2(1 + i) .( r- 1 / 2D(r)dY. (B16) 

The second integral on the right-hand side of Eq(B15) is 
easily shown to be of order k- 1 / 2 by first integrating by 
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parts in Eq. (B14) and then substituting the resulting 
expression for h(t) into the integral. Thus we find that 

1 00 
f g(s)ds = (71/8k)1/2(1 + i) fo r- 1/2D(r)dr + OWl). 
o (B17) 

We now collect our results [Eqs. (B7), (B12), and 
(B17)] and, with the aid of Eqs. (B4) and (B11), we obtain 
finally 

1= (- i)n(471kt1/2(1 + i) Joo r- 1/2D(r)dr + OWl). 
o (B18) 
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We construct a one-dimensional fermion model (rigorously reducible to a mean field theory). We 
show that this model exhibits a second order phase transition associated with a spontaneous 
breakdown of continuous space translational symmetry in favor of a periodic symmetry. However, 
Landau and Lifshitz conjectured that a phase transition in which there is a spontaneous breakdown 
of Euclidean symmetry in favor of a crystallographic symmetry must be a transition of the first 
order. Thus we obtain a counterexample to this conjecture in the case of one dimension. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It has been observed experimentally that the solid
liquid phase transition is always a transition of the first 
order. In particular, this transition is accompanied by 
a non zero latent heat. Furthermore, the solid-liquid 
transition is always associated with a spontaneous break
down of Euclidean symmetry in favor of a crystallogra
phic symmetry appropriate to the solid phase. It has 
been conjectured theoretically by Landau and Lifshitzl 
that a phase transition which may be characterized by 
a symmetry breakdown of this type must be a transition 
of the first order.2 In this paper we put the above con
jecture to the test by examining the equilibrium states 
of an exactly solvable one-dimensional fermion model. 
Our work is based on a rigorous treatment of the model 
using the C*-algebraic approach3 to quantum statistical 
mechaniCS. As the mathematical formulation is rather 
abstract, we will present here a heuristic definition of 
the model, the rigorous treatment being deferred to the 
next section. The model is essentially an infinite vol
ume generalization of the model defined by the following 
finite volume Hamiltonian 

(1) 

where Ho.v is the free Hamiltonian for the finite volume 
v, and the interaction Hamiltonian HI. v is a "truncated" 
form of the following 

g/v J J 1JI*(x)IJI*(y)e2ikF<X-Y).{I(x)lJI(y)dxdy, (2) 

where g is a negative coupling constant, >¥* and >¥ denote 
the Fermi annihilation and creation operators, respect
ively, k F "" 0 denotes the Fermi momentum. Crudely 
speaking, the word "truncated" means that only those 
fermions with momentum within a region close to the 
Fermi surface interact. Motivated by Haag's4 treat
ment of the B.C.S. model we will actually consider an 
infinite volume generalization of the model determined 
by the following Hamiltonian, rather than that obtained 
from H v of equation (1), 

H",v = H".o.l! + gQ" Jv <lt~(x)~I<lt,,(x)dx 
+ gQ~ 1v 1JI~(x)!!2<lt ,,(x)dx, (3) 

where this Hamiltonian is to be regarded as an operator 
with dense domain in some Hilbert space ~1f' correspond
ing to· the representation 11. H".o.v represents the free 
Hamiltonian and Q 1f is defined as follows: 
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(4) 

on a suitable dense domain in the representation space. 
The representation 11 is to be chosen such that this limit 
exists. vI and 1'2 are "truncated" forms, in the above
mentioned sense, of exp(2iK FX) and exp(- 2iK FX), 
respectively. 

Following arguments similar to those used by Haag4 
for the B.C .S. model, we see that Q If belongs to the 
center of the von Neumann algebra3 11(Ill) " , where III 
denotes the algebra of observables for the system. We 
emphasize at this point that the foregOing heuristic 
description was designed to give some inSight into the 
abstract mathematical definitions of the next section. In 
particular, we have set this description out for finite 
volume, whereas the rigorous treatment will be given 
for an infinite volume; at no stage will we resort to the 
so-called thermodynamic limit. 

It may be seen that our model is in some sense simi
lar to the one-dimensional electron-phonon model 
studied by Frohlich5 in connection with the theory of 
super conductivity. The manner in which we formulate 
our model is such that it reduces rigorously to a mean 
field theory. 6 The amplitude of this mean field essent
ially plays the role of an order parameter. Further, 
the mean field is periodiC. We shall adopt the pragmat
ic point of view that the equilibrium states for our 
model are determined by the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger 
(K.M.S.)7,8 conditions. We mention here that these con
ditions are a natural generalization to infinite volume 
of the usual finite volume Gibbs equilibrium presciption. 
As a result we shall show that our model exhibits a 
phase transition of the second order associated with a 
spontaneous breakdown of continuous space translation
al symmetry in favor of a periodic symmetry. The tran
sition is of the second order in the sense that the above
mentioned order parameter tends continuously to zero 
as the temperature tends continuously to the critical 
temperature from below. Thus we provide a counter 
example to Landau and Lifshitz's conjecture in the case 
of one dimension. 

Our paper is set out as follows; in Sec. 2 we present 
the mathematical definition of the model. Our formula
tion leads to a "self-consistency" equation for the order 
parameter. In Sec. 3 we discuss the solutions of this 
equation. We also prove the existence and determine 
the order of the phase transition. Section 4 contains 
our conclusions. Appendix A is devoted to the mathema
tical calculations leading to the self-consistency 
equation. 

Copyright © 1974 by the American Institute of Physics 324 
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2. THE MATHEMATICAL DEFINITION OF THE MODEL 
PRELIMINARIES 

Definition: Let:re be a complex Hilbert space with 
inner product given by < ... , ... ) 

Then we define a representation of the canonical 
anticommutation relations (C.A.R.) over :re to be a 
linear mapping 

f -) if(f), "If E::re, 

from :re onto operators if(f) on a Hilbert space .p, such 
that 

{if(f), if(g)}+ = {if(f)*, if(g)*}. = ° 
and 

{if(f)*, if(g)}. = (j, g), Vf,g E: :reo 

In the following we shall take :re to be single particle 
Hilbert space £2(lR) of square integrable functions on 
the real line lR. In particular, we have the usual Fock3 
representation of the C.A.H. over :re, i.e., 

"If E: :re, 

where the if F(f)* and if F(f) are operators satisfying 
the above anticommutation relations on the Fock
Hilbert space .p F' Now define iii to be the algebra gen
erated by polynomials in the if F(f) *, ifF (g), "If, g E: :reo 
We then take as C*-algebra of observables \Jr, the norm 
closure of m. 

Space Translations 

Define y E: lR -'> U Y' a mapping of the additive group of 
reals into the set of unitary operators on :re by the 
following: 

U yf(x) = f(x - y), "If E: :re, x,y E: IR. 

Define y E: lR ~ O'y' a mapping of the additive group of 
reals into Autiii by 

"If E: :re, Y E: lR. 

We may extend 0' to a one-parameter group of strongly 
continuous automorphisms of m in the usual manner. We 
shall denote this extension by 0' also. 

We now present several definitions which we will re
quire in order to define the dynamics for our model. 

Definitiol}: We define the free single particle 
Hamiltonian H 0 on the single particle Hilbert space as 
follows 

"If E: S(lR), 

where S(lR) denotes the Schwartz space of infinitely 
differentiable functions of fast decrease on lR, ~ denotes 
Fourier transformation, and_w(k) = elk I, ° < C < co. 
It may easily be shown that Ho is essentially self adjoint 
on S (lR) and so possesses a unique self-adjoint exten
~ion; denote this extension by flo also. We shall denote 
Ho - }J. by H o' with }J. the chemical potential in the range 
(- 00, ck F], kF the fermi-momentum, kF > 0. 

Definition: Let Q E: C (the complex plane, KF E: lR+, 
KF> 0,G 1 = (0, 2KF], G2 = (-2KF,0],and let XG'XG 

1 2 
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denote the characteristic functions for the regions G1 
and G 2 , respectively. We define the bounded self-adjoint 
operator v Q on :re as follows: 

(5) 

"If E: :re 

where denotes complex conjugation. These definitions 
make precise what we have previously referred to as 
"truncated." It follows easily from the definitions that 

and 
Vy E: lR. 

Also if y ~ Q y, a mapping of lR into C is defined by 

Q y = e-2iKFYQ, 

then 
UyVQ[J_y = VQ y• 

Definition: We define H Q to be the self-adjoint 
closure of Ho + gVQ with g E: lR-, Q E: C. We shall also 
define the mapping t -'> T? of lR into the unitary opera
tors of :re by 

t E: JR. 

Notation 

(6) 

Denote by r the set of all bounded open measurable 
subsets A of R and by V(A) the Lesbegue measure (vol
ume) of the region A. 

The model 

Having specified the observables it remains to speci
fy the dynamics and a set of physical states; in our case 
equilibrium states. We will define the dynamics and the 
equilibrium states in a "self-consistent" manner. We 
do this by defining a set of states & which satisfy the 
following three conditions. Then we evaluate the set 8 
explicitly and will interpret & as the set of equilibrium 
states for our model. 

The set 8: Let 8 be the set of states for the C*
algebra m(:re) which satisfies the following three con
ditions for temperature {3-1 and chemical potential 
}J.,}J. ::s cK F • Denote by (.pw' rr w ' Qw) the G.N.S.3 triple 
associated with w. 

( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

There exists a strongly continuous one parameter 
group T t , t E: IR of automorphisms of rrJm(:re»", the 
~icommutant of 9 rr w(m.(J0). 
w the canonical extension of w to rr w(m(:re»" must 
satisfy the K.M.S. conditions with respect to T t at 
temperature {3-1, {3 > 0, and chemical potential 
IJ., IJ. ::s cK F' C and K F "" 0. 
Let w = J w odlJ. Wo be the central decomposition of 
wand let (.pw,,1iw

o
Qw) denote the G.N.S.triple 

associated with w o' It may be shown that Wo is an 
extremal K.M.S. state. Now define the mapping 
t -> Tt of lR into Autrr (lli(JC» by 

CU o 

"If E: :re, 

with \If o(f) = rr w (\If F(f». Our third condition is that 
T t , for the representation rr w , coincides with Tt on 

a 
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1T w (§i(X». It then follows from Condition (2) that we 
ma"y uniquely extend Tt to 1T w (W(X)". Furthermore, 
to complete Condition (3), weOrequire that 

Qo = limit _1_ L) wo(wFUa)*>lIF(Vlj )), 
V(Ar-~ V(A) a a 

(7) 

the limit being independent of the choice of complete 
orthonormal basis tf a} for the region A, A E r. 

Conditions 1 and 2 essentially correspond to our 
characterization of w, W E 8, as an equilibrium state. 
Condition 3 corresponds to our formulation of the dyna
mics for the heuristically defined Hamiltonian of equa
tion (3). 

Condition 3 tells us that the time evolution for the 
representation 1T Wo is a quasifree time evolution in the 
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sense of Rocca-Sirugue-Testard. 10 A simple applica
tion of the techniques developed in the paper by Rocca
Sirugue-Testard10 leads us to the following result: 

where G(H Q) = [1 + exp(J3H Q)]-l (the fermi-factor). 

Using Eq. (8) we may re-write Eq. (7) as 

Qo = lim _1_ L) U a' G(H Q )Vlf a> 
V(A)-~ V(A) a 0 

(8) 

(9) 

with {j a} a complete orthonormal basis for the region 
A. In Appendix A we express the RHS of Eq. (9) explicit
ly as a function of Q 0' with the consequence that Eq. (9) 
may now be regarded as an equation for Q o. 

Thus from Appendix A 

_ _ 2KF sinhJ3[ £(K)~ + g21 Q 0 12 )1/2 

Q oy = Q 0 fo {coshJ3£(K)+ + coshJ3[ £(K)~ + g21 Q 0 12)1/2}[ £(K)~ + g21 Q 0 12)1/2 dK, 
(10) 

where £(K)± = H£(K) ± £(K - 2KF)}, £(K) = C IKI - }J., and y = - 2K F/ g, i.e., y E R+ when g E R-. 

3. THE PHASE TRANSITION 

We now examine the solutions of Eq. (10). Explicitly, Eq. (10) reduces to 

2KF sinhJ3(C2(K - K )2 + g2 1 Q 12)1/2 
- _Q J F 0 dK 
Qoy- 0 0 {coshJ3(CKF-}J.)+coshJ3(C2(K-KF)2+g2IQoI2)1/2}(C2(K-KF)2+g2IQ o I2)1/2 ' 

If we now choose jJ. = CK F' then 

- - JKF tanhJ3j2(C2y2 + g21Qol2r 
Qoy/2=Qo 0 (C2y2+g2IQ

o
I2)112 dy. (11) 

Equation (11) has the trivial solution Q 0 = Q 0 = 0, which 
is valid for all 13. We now seek a nontrivial solution. To 
do this we define the function F as 

with 

1 
K F tanhJ3/2( C2y2 + g21) 1/2 

F([3, 1)) = 0 (C2y2 + g21))1/2 dy, 13,1) E R+. 

There will exist a nontrivial solution to Eq. (11) if the 
function F attains the value y/2 for suitably chosen f3 
and 1). To show that such a nontrivial solution exists, we 
list five properties of the function F that will make this 
apparent. 

(1) F(J3, 1)) is separately continuous in 13 and 1/. 

(2) F(O, 1)) = 0, VT/ E R+. 

1 (C + ";C2 + g2K'j.1) 
(3) F(oo, T/) = -C In 1/2' then F(oo, 0) = 00. 

CgKFTJ 

(4) F(f3, TJ) is a monotonically increasing function of 13, 
VT/,J3 E R+. 

(5) F(J3, TJ) is a monotonically decreasing function of T/, 
VTJ,P E R+. 

Properties 2,3, and 4 imply that there exists a J3 c ' 
Pc E R+, Pc'" 0 such that 

F(f3 c ' 0) = y/2 

and that this equation uniquely defines J3 c ' Furthermore, 
2 to 5 imply that if 13 ~ f3 c ' then F(p, TJ) ~ y/2, VTJ E R+ 
so that we only have the trivial solution for Eq. (11). 
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Now, if 13 > f3 c properties 2 to 5 imply that there exists 
a unique nontrivial solution to the following equation 
for TJ 

F(J3, TJ) = y/2, 

denote this solution by TJ(p). 

Thus, Eq. (11) has a unique nontrivial solution for 1 Q 01 • 
Then using Properties 1 to 5 we see that the mapping 
13 ~ 1)(f3) of Rt ~ R+ is continuous with the additional 
property. 

lim 1)(13) = O. 
/3-/3+ 

c 

(12) 

We also have that 1)(f3), 13 2: 13 c is monotonically increas
ing function of (3, with 

max 1)«(j) = 1)( 00), 
/3"'/3 c 

where 1)( (0) is the unique solution of the following 
equation: 

1 1 ( K2g2 ~-1/2 
y/2 = - J y2 + _F_1)(oo) dy. 

C 0 C2 

Thus we have shown that Eq. (11) has a unique non
trivial solution for 1 Q 0 1 if 13 > 13 c; furthermore, the 
solution is independent of a. Therefore, we have 

Q 0 = Q expia(a), with a(a) E R, (13) 

where Q is the solution of Eq. (11) for given 13, 13 > Pc' 
Equation (13) implies that we may put the set {wo} into 
a one-to-one correspondence with the unit circle Sl. 
The existence of a nontrivial solution to Eq. (10) demon
strates that our model exhibits a phase transition with 
critical temperature 13 ,;1. It follows from the foregoing 
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that the transition is of the second order with 0 re
garded as an order parameter. That this interpretation 
is reasonable follows from the arguments leading to 
Eq. (12). In particular, 0 tends continuously to zero as 
the temperature tends continuously to W;/ from below. 

We now enquire as to the action of space translations 
on the states woo In the proof of Eq. (8) one shows that 
the w 0 are in fact quasifree and so to determine the 
action of space translations we only need consider 
the two point functions. 

In particular, 

QI;W 0(>11 FU)*>I1 F(g» '= W o( QI y( >11 FU)* I{I F(g))) 

= (j, UP(HQ)U_~) = (f, G(HQo(y)g) 

= w o (y)(>I1FU)*>I1F(g», Vf, g E X, 

-2iKF y . 
where we have used Eq. (6) and Q o(y) = e Q 0' 1.e., 
the set {w o } is invariant under space translations but 
not pointwise invariant. It is easy to see from the 
above equations that the states W 0 are invariant under 
a periodiC symmetry with period rr/K F' 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We concluded after Eq. (13) that our model undergoes 
a second order phase transition at the critical temper
ature f3~1. Furthermore, we have established the follow
ing facts about the set of states 8. Firstly, if f3 ::s f3 c ' 

8 contains just one element, namely the free state 
corresponding to Q 0 = 0. It may easily be seen that 
this state is invariant under space translations. 
Secondly, if f3 > f3 c ' 8 contains many states. In addition, 
we found that the set 8 was setwise but not pointwise 
invariant under space translations. Thus we have a 
spontaneous breakdown3 of continuous space translation
al symmetry. We have shown that the extremal ele
ments of the convex set 8 are however invariant under 
a periodiC symmetry of period rr/K F' It is interesting 
to note that for f3 > f3 c the set 8 contains only two space 
translationally invariant states. These are the free 
state corresponding to the trivial solution of Eq. (10), 
and the following state W = K F/rr J;/KF W 0 (y)dy 

The situation we have described in the previous para
graph demonstrates that our model exhibits a second 
order phase transition associated with a spontaneous 
breakdown of continuous space translational symmetry 
in favour of a periodiC symmetry. Thus we have estab
lished a counter example to Landau and Lifshitz's con
jecture in the case of one dimension. 

We point out that our methods are not restricted to 
the particular form of "free" Hamiltonian we use. In 
fact, we have established the existence of the phase 
transition and the symmetry breakdown for a wide 
class of "free" Hamiltonians; this class includes 
w(K) = K2/2. However, it then becomes more difficult 
to determine the order of the transition, in particular 
to obtain Eq. (12). 
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APPENDIX A 

We evaluate 

Firstly we shall consider 

G(H o)Vlf(x), withf E JC. 

Definitions: Let 

g;(K) = e-iKx , K E G l , g;(K), = e-iK'x, 

= 0, K E\: G v = 0, 

g~(K) = e- iKx , K E G2 , g~(K)" = e-iK"K , 

= 0, K E\: G2, = 0, 

with K' = K - 2KF and K" = K + 2KF . 

Then 

K E G l , 

K E\: G v 

K E G2, 

K E\: G 2, 

G(Ho)Vlf(x) = J g;(K)G(li'JJ(K- 2KF )dK 
G1 

= (g;, ~)J2K F)' 

~ ~ ~ ~~ 
with f 2K F '= f(K - 2KF ) and G(H a)f(K) '= li(H a!f(K), 

and 

Case I: K E G l 

Definition 1. a: 

if K E (0, K F ] 

if K(j::(O,K F ]. 

Definition 1. b: 

IliK = g}(K) + Al(K)g;(K)', 

where 
).1_ E(K) gQ 

Al(K) = K = 0 

gQo ).1- E(K') 

Case II: K E G2 . 

Definitions 2. a: 

Vf E X. 

E(K) + f(K") 
).~± = 2 ± [t(f(K) - f(K"»2 + g2IQo I2J1/2 

and 

)'~=Ai if KE(-KF,O] 

=Ai if K(j::(-KF,O]. 

Definition 2. b: 

>11K = A2(K)g~(K) + g~(K)", 

where 
A2 - f(K") 

A2(K) = _K--==-_ 
gQ o 
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From the definition of the g functions we see that 

~ - ............... 
VQaJ(HK) = gQ ~;(K)', VQag;(K), = gQ ~;(K), 

~~(K) = iQ~~(K)", ~~(K)" = iQ~~(K), 
with 

~(K) = ~J(K), '<If E JC. 

A simple calculation verifies that 

fla ll1K = Akll1K' 

fla ll1K = Ak ll1K' KE G 2 • 

It follows simply from the above definitions that 

Therefore, 

It was our desire to invert the relation between the lI1's 
and the g's that led to the particular choice of sign in 
the Definitions 1a and 2a. 

Consider now 6(H:)g;(K). We have 
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G(H;)g;(K) 

= {A2(K')G(Ak)>liK - A1(K)G(Ai,)oItK ,}[A2(K') - A1(K)]-1 

= {{A2(K')G(Ak) - A1(K)G(Ak,)}g;(K) + A2(K')A1(K)' 

x {G(Ak) - G(Ak,)}g}(K)'}[A2(K') - Al(K)]-1. 

Therefore, 

(G(H;')g}.J2K) = fG HK){G(AR) - G(A1,)}e iK 'x!(K')dK 
1 + the other term, 

where 

Therefore, 

(f a.' G(H o)Vlj ,x> = fA I fa.(X)fa.(y)[JG
1 
~(K){G(Ak) 

- G(Ak,)}eiK'(X-y)dKJaxdy 

+ the other term. 
Now 

~ (fa., G(H o)vlJ a.) = f (f ~(K){G(Ak) - G (Ai ,)} dK)dx 
a. A ~ + the other term. 
Then 

lim _1_ L: 
V(A)~OO V(A) a. 

(f a.' G(H o)Vlf ;; 

= J ~(K){G(Ak) - G(Ai,)}dK 
G1 

the other term going to zero in the limit. 
We have 

rrg r2KF- {G(Ak) - G(Ak )} J ~(K){G(Ak)-G(Ai,)}dK=-·o Q a A1- _-1 + dK. 
G1 KF K J\K+ 

rr g 2KF sinh,8(£(K)~ + g21 Q 012)1/2 dK 

= - 2K F 10 [cosh,8£(K)+ + cosh,8( £(K)~ + g21 Q a 12)1/2]( £(K)~ + g21 Q 012)1/2 

with dK)± = H£(K) ± £(K - 2KF )], £(K) = elK 1 - j).. 
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A topological description of Killing vector fields as well as conformal Killing vector fields on a 
2-space-time is given, and the block diagram extension technique is generalized. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Studies1
-5 of static time like 2-surfaces have contrib

uted much to the understanding of some physically im
portant stationary space-times such as the Kerr
Newman family. 1,2 This paper aims at a unified qualita
tive theory of stationary and conformally stationary 
time like 2-surfaces. 

In Sec. 2 the necessary preliminaries, notably some 
ideas from the qualitative theory of vector fields as 
initiated by POincare, 6 are briefly described and a re
sult is proved which enables one to obtai!l the index of 
a critical point6 ,7 in a simple geometrical manner. In 
Sec. 3 a qualitative description of a general conformal 
Killing vector field ~ and its horizonll is given. It is 
Shown, for example, that the isolated critical pOints 
of ~, which are also bifurcate points 3 of the horizon, 
are of a particularly elementary type and can readily be 
classified, that ~ has no homotopically trivial cycles, 
and that horizon segments, which are also isolated if 
they contain isolated critical points, cannot join critical 
pOints of the same nonzero index. If ~ is a Killing vectOl 
field, each isolated critical point is a simple saddle, 
and each arcwise connected component of the Killing 
horizon can contain at most one bifurcate point, so that 
horizon polygons do not exist. On the other hand, con
formal Killing horizon polygons may exist. 

In Sec. 4 these results are used to show that a con
formal Killing vector field is structurally stable on each 
disc in a 2-space-time M (in the sense of Andronov and 
Pontrjagin9) if and only if each critical point is simple, 
while a Killing vector field is structurally stable if and 
only if each critical point is isolated. 

In Sec. 5 a generalization is given of the well-known 
"block diagram" extension technique. 1-5 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Let M be a connected orientable 2 -manifold. Then the 
bundle F(M) of frames over M has two connected com
ponents and any two frames at p E M in the same com
ponent of F(M) are related by a matrix transformation 
with positive determinant. An orientation of M is a 
labelling of these components by "+" and "-", respec
tively; thus one can speak of positive and negative 
frames. Given a metric tensor g on M, the angle QI mod 
21T that a vector v makes with a vector u is uniquely de
termined, since g determines the angle up to sign, 
while the sign in turn is fixed by the sign of the frame 
(u, v). 

An orientation of M also determines a concordant 
orientation of the boundaries of all 2 -cells in M as 
follows. Let e be a simple closed differentiable curve 
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(i. e., a Jordan curve) bounding a 2-cell e and consider 
'a parametrization S1_ e with corresponding tangent 
field t and unit inward normal n (i. e., n points into e, 
where "into" is defined in terms of the exponential 
mapping). Then t defines an orientation of e and one 
says e is positively oriented if at each point on e the 
frame (t,n) is positive. In well-known manner this 
orientation of e now determines a unique positive 
orientation of the boundary of any other 2-cell f in M, 
even if j is not differentiable (in which case "oriented" 
means simply "directed"). 

LetAcM be an open set and consider a cell-decom
position of the closure A. The positive orientation of 
the boundary of each 2-cell in this decomposition in
duces a uI\ique positive orientation of the topological 
boundary A. 

Let v be a vector field on M. The zeros of v will be 
called critical points. A critical point p is Simple if 

(avi) det
axl 

*0 atp. (2.1) 

Let J be a pOsitively oriented Jordan curve bounding 
a 2 -cell and containing no critical pOints. Let J be 
parametrized in the positive sense by e E [0, 21TJ and let 
QI(e) be the angle that v makes with the tangent to J at 
e. Since QI(e) is determined up to multiples of 21T, the 
requirement that QI be continuous on [0, 21TJ uniquely 
determines the function A(e) = QI(e) - QI(O). Define the 
index6 ,7 of J to be 

i(J; v) ~ (21T)-1 A(21T) + 1. (2.2) 

The index is an integer and is independent of the orien
tation of M. The index of an isolated critical pOint p is 
defined by 

i(p;v) ~f i(C;v), (2.3) 

where C is a small Jordan curve about p enclOSing no 
other critical point except p. The index of p is inde
pendent of the choice of C. A noncritical point is as
signed index 0. The index of a simple critical point can 
only be ° or ± 1. 10 A simple critical point with index -1 
is a saddle point. 10 Bendixsonll showed that for a criti
cal point p 

i(p;v)=1+t(e-h), (2.4) 

where e is the number of elliptic sectors and h the 
number of hyperbolic sectors12 about p. POincare 6 

proved that if J is a Jordan curve bounding a 2 -cell 
which contains isolated critical pOints P1 •.• Pn' then 

n 
i(J;v)=6i(P,,;v). (2.5) 

a=l 

We shall now derive a result which is useful for 
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evaluating the index of a critical point and which will be 
used repeatedly in the next section. 

Let (u, v) be a dyad of vector fields on an oriented 2-
manifold M and suppose each of u and v has only isolat
ed critical pOints. Consider the open set 

M.={pEM:(up,vp) is positive}. (2.6) 

The degenerate boundary B is defined to be tb..e topologi
cal boundary of the closure of M+, i. e., B =M+. Since 
(u, v) is degenerate on B, it can be partitioned 

(2.7) 

where C is the collective set of critical points of u and 
v, 

(2.8) 

and uP' vp are unit vectors parallel to up, vP' respec
tively. It will be assumed that M+ admits a tr.!.angulaEon 
which induces locally finite triangulations of B+ and B_. 
Then each of B+ and B_ is the union of a collection of 
arcs in M, only finitely many of which intersect some 
neighborhood of each P 0. M. Also, positive orientation 
of B is well-defined so that the B+ and B_ arcs may be 
regarded as directed arcs. 

Definition: Let J be a Jordan curve free of critical 
pOints, transversal to B and bounding a 2-cell e. Let 
B have positive orientation. Then the orientation degree 
of J is defined by 

E(J) = (number of B+ arcs leaving e) 

- (number of B+ arcs entering e). 

For a point p, define E(J) = E(C), where C is a small 
Jordan curve (as above) about p. 

(2.9) 

If (u,v) is degenerate only on B, then not only is B 
independent of the orientation of M, but (unlike, for 
example, positive orientation of a cell boundary) the 
positive orientation of B is also independent of the 
orientation of M. In general, of course, the degenerate 
boundaries yielded by the two orientations of M may 
not even be homeomorphic. However, one readily sees 
that the orientation degree of J is independent of the 
orientation of M. 

If only B and the partitioning (2.7) is known, one can 
still determine €(J) correctly up to sign by simply di
recting the B-arcs intersecting J alternately in and out 
of the 2-cell e as one proceeds around J. The sign in
determinacy then amounts to an indecision as to which 
of the two vector fields is u and which is v. 

Lemma 2. 1: Let J be as above. Then 

E(J) = i(J;v) - i(J;u). 

In particular, for a point p 0. M, 

€(p)=i(p;v) -i(p;u). 

Proof: Let J intersect B+ at pOints PI ••• Pn and let 
p" be given by e=e,,*o, where Jis parametrized by 
e E [0, 21T] in the positive sense. Then u and v are 
parallel at Pa • If 6(e) is the angle that v(9) makes with 
u(e) at 9, one says v crosses u in the positive (respec-
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tively negative) sense at Pa if 6(e) is monotonically in
creasing (respectively decreasing) on an open interval 
about 9 = 9". It readily follows from (2.2) thatI3 

i(J;v) - i(J;u) = m - n, 

where m and n denote the total number of times v 
crosses u in the positive and negative sense, respec
,tively, at points in In B+. Now consider an orientation 
preserving homeomorphism h of a neighborhood of e 
into the plane and choose the orientation on M such that 
it agrees under h with the standard positive orientation 
of the plane. Then M+ n J is the set of points on J for 
which o(e) mod 21TE (0, 1T) and each B arc y is so orient
ed that, in the planar picture, "M+ lies to the left of y' 
as one proceeds along y. It follows v crosses u in the 
positive sense at p" if the directed B+ arc y through Pa 
leaves e atp", while v crosses u in the negative sense 
if y enters e at p". Hence €(J) = m - n. 0 

It follows that B+ (and also R, by symmetry) is the 
union of arcs in M with endpOints in the critical set C. 
For if P is a noncritical point, then by·the lemma, 
€(p) = 0, so that incoming and outgoing B + arcs may be 
paired off. If M is compact, each arc has its endpoints 
(possibly coincident) in C, whence 

0= ~ €(p)= 6 i(p;v) - 6 i(p;u). (2.10) 
PEC PEC PEC 

Thus the total index of a vector field on M is a constant. 
This constant is of course the Euler-Poincare charac
teristic of M. 

As another application, consider a vector field u on 
the plane of the form 

a a 
u=G(x)ax +F(x,y)ay , (2.11) 

where G has isolated roots. Then the dyad (u, a/ay) is 
degenerate at the zeros of G, so B will consist of 
directed lines x=ca , where each c" is some root of G. 
Thus at most one of these lines passes through a given 
point p, with one segment directed towards p, the 
other away fromp. Hence €(p)=O,±l and by Lemma 
2. 1, the index of an isolated critical point can assume 
only the values ° or ± 1. 

3. CONFORMAL KILLING VECTOR FIELDS 

Let (M,ds 2
) be an oriented time-oriented 2-space

time (or timelike 2-surface). Then Mis parallelizable 
since there exist future directed null vector fields [ and 
n with sign (l, n) = + 1 everywhere, and each of [ and n 
is uniquely determined up to a positive factor. Let ~ be 
a conformal Killing vector field satisfying the conformal 
Killing equations 

(3.1) 

for some scalar field cp. The [-horizon HI is defined by 

(3.2) 

and Hn is defined similarly. These horizons are clearly 
independent of the choice of [ and n. Since [ and n are 
nowhere tangent, the critical set of ~ is precisely 
HlnHn • The setH=HIUHn , on which ~ is null, is 
called the Killing horizon. 8 
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Proposition 3. 1: Let ~ be a conformal Killing vector 
field on an oriented time -oriented 2 -space -time, and 
suppose ~ has only isolated critical pOints. 

(i) If a component A of the [-horizon contains a criti
cal point, then A is a maximal integral curve of [ and is 
isolated. The critical pOints with nonzero index on A 
have indices alternately + 1 and -1 along A. Similarly 
for the n-horizon. A component of the [-horizon inter
sects a component of the n-horizon in at most one point. 

(ii) None of [, n, and ~ have homotopically trivial 
cycles. In particular, no critical point is a center. 14 

(iii) A critical point P of ~ has no elliptical sectors 
while the number of hyperbOlic sectors may be 0, 2, 
or 4. 

(iv) The seperatrixes15 of a saddle point of ~ are con
tained in the Killing horizon, and no seperatrix goes 
from a saddle to a saddle. 

Proof: (i) Since [ has no zeros there are local coordi
nates {u, x} such that [= a lax. Then 

ds 2 = Edu2 +2Fdudx, (3.3) 

and one of the conformal Killing equations implies 

i3 i3 
~ =f(u)- +g(x u) - . au 'ax 

(3.4) 

Hence the index of a critical point P of ~ may assume 
only the values 0, ± 1. Also 

(3.5) 

so HI is locally given by feu) = O. Thus Hi is generated 
by maximal integral curves of 1, since these are locally 
given by u = const. On the other hand, Hi is also gen
erated by maximal integral curves of ~. Let A and 17 be 
the respective maximal integral curves of [ and n 
through a critical point p, so that A CHi and 17 C Hn. 
Since p is isolated there is a neighborhood V of p in 
which Hi and Hn intersect only at p. Since 17 is trans
versal to A at p and since 1 has no critical points, the 
integral curves of [ intersecting the curve 17 n V will 
trace out a neighborhood W of A. Then W n HI = A, for if 
q E HI n W but q ¢ A, then the maximal integral curve 
A. of [ through q is contained in H" which is not possi
ble since A. intersects 17 in V at a point other than p. 
Moreover, A and 17 cannot cross at more than one point, 
since the sign of ([, n) at adjacent crosspoints will have 
to be opposite, contradicting sign (I, n) = + 1 
everywhere. 

Now consider the dyad (l, ~) with positively oriented 
degenerate boundary B CHI. If A contains critical points 
Po< with nonzero index, it follows from the above and 
Lemma 2. 1 that A is an isolated connected component 
of B, and the Pc. divide A into an alternating sequence of 
B+ and B_ arcs concordantly oriented along A. Conse
quently, the orientation degrees E(Po<) of the Po< are 
alternately + 1 and -1 along A. By Lemma 2.1, E(Po<) 
= i(p",;~) since i(p",;Z) = 0, so that the indices of the Po< 
alternate likewise. 

(ii) If J is a homotopically trivial cycle of [, then 
i(J, 1) = 1 and by Eq. (2.5), I must have a critical point
contradiction. Let J be a homotopically trivial cycle of 
~. Then i(J;~)=1 and i(J;l) =0 so that by Lemma 2.1, 
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the orientation degree of J with respect to the diad (I, ~) 
is E(J) = 1. Hence J intersects B C Hi so that Jc HI> 
since H, is generated by maximal integral curves of ~. 
Thus I is tangent to ~ along J, so J is also a cycle of 
l-contradiction. 

(iii) Suppose p has an elliptic sector. Then there is 
an integral curve "y of ~ initiating and terminating at p 
and such that :y = ')I U {p} bounds a disc e. Since I has no 
zeros any integral curve of [ entering e must leave it 
again, so there is an integral curve A not through p 
intersecting ')I at least twice. Then Sign (l, ~) is opposite 
at adjacent crosspoints which implies (l, ~) is degen
erate at some point q *"p on ')I, L e., q E H, so that YCH, . 
By 0) the loop y is a cycle of I-contradiction. The num
ber of hyperbolic sectors follows from the formula 
(2.4) of Bendixson. 

(iv) The seperatrixes of a saddle point p are precisely 
the four integral curves of ~ which extend to p (exclud
ing the constant curve at p). From (i) it follows that p 
is the intersection of isolated components A and 17 of H, 
and Hn , respectively, both being nontrivial curves gen
erated by maximal integral curves of ~. Thus AU 17 
must contain the four seperatrixes. If two saddles are 
joined by a seperatrix, there would be adjacent critical 
pOints on a component of HI or H n , both with index -1, 
which contradicts (i). 0 

It follows from (i) that a null conformal Killing vector 
field ~ cannot have isolated critical points. 

We now consider a Killing vector ~, satisfying Eqs. 
(3.1) with ¢=O. 

Theorem 3.2: Let ~ be a Killing vector field on a 2-
space-time. Each isolated critical point of ~ is a 
simple saddle. 

Proof: The Killing equations imply 

(Ff)u = - (Fg)x, (3.6) 

where the subscripts indicate partial derivatives with 
respect to u and x, respectively. From Eq. (3.4), 

(3.7) 

Let p with coordinates {O, o} be an isolated critical point 
of~. From Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6), 

I a~i I 2 fu=-gx, det axi =-fu atp, (3.8) 

so that p is simple if and only if fu "* 0 at p. Suppose P is 
not simple, Le., f(O)=fu(O)=O, so that by Eq. (3.6), 
F(x,O)g(x,O)=const, and since F has no zeros and 
g(0, 0) = 0, it follows g(x, 0) = O. Thus ~ = ° on the line 
u = 0, so P is not an isolated critical point. Hence p 
must be simple. 

For the dyad (l,~) the set M+ is locally given by f <0, 
so that the degenerate boundary B is locally given by 
u = O. Since p is simple, fu = - gx *" ° at p so that feu) and 
g(x,O) change sign across u=O and x=O, respectively, 
and the Sign changes are in the opposite sense. Hence 
if f(u) <0 for small u > 0, then g(x, 0) > ° for small x> 0, 
so that by Eq. (3.4), the positive x axis near p is a B+ 
segment terminating atp, while iff(u) <0 for small 
u <0, then the negative x axis near p is a B+ segment 
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terminating at p. In both cases e(p) == -1, and by Lemma 
2.1, i(pj~) == -1. But P is simple, so it is a saddle. 0 

An illustration is provided by the Kruskal4 extension 
of Schwarz schild 2-space-time in which there is a 
single bifurcate point3 of the Killing horizon, which is a 
simple saddle of ~. 

Since critical pOints with index 0 or + 1 do not exist, 
it follows from Proposition 3.1. (i) that a component of 
the Killing horizon can contain at most one bifurcate 
point, and that horizon polygons do not exist. For ex
ample, in block diagram extensions (cf. last section), a 
typical "block" is a region of space-time bounded by 
four horizon segments. It follows that at most two 
vertices of a block can be regular pOints and that there 
is always a pair of opposite vertices which are either 
singularities or infinities. 

On the other hand, a conformal Killing vector field 
may give rise to horizon polygons. 

4. STRUCTURAL STABILITY 

Let J1(M) be the space of C1 vector fields on a 2-
manifold M with the fine topology so that basic neighbor
hoods are defined as follows: Let {Va} be a locally finite 
covering of M by coordinate neighborhoods. For given 
e > 0 and compact set 0 eM the neighborhood N( ~ jO, e) of 
~ EJ1(M) consists of all ~* E)l(M) such that on each set 
Va no the components of ~* and their first partial 
derivatives differ by less than e from those of ~, while 
~==~* outside O. 

The notion of structural stability of vector fields on a 
disc was introduced by Andronov and Pontrjagin. 9 We 
shall call a vector field on M structurally stable if it is 
structurally stable in the sense of Andronov and Pontrja
gin on each disc DC M. More precisely: 

Dejinition16
: A vector field ~ EJ1(M) is structurally 

stable if for each closed disc D c M and each e > 0 one 
can find 15 > 0 such that for each ~* E N(~jD, 15) there is 
an E-homeomorphism of M onto itself which maps in
tegral curves of ~ onto integral curves of ~*. 

The follOwing characterization theorem was first 
stated by Andronov and Pontrjagin. 9 A proof was given 
by De Baggis. 17 The theorem is stated here in slightly 
different form because of the slight adaptation of the 
definition above. 

Theorem 4.1: A vector field ~ E}l(M) is structurally 
stable if and only if 

(i) each critical point is simple, 18 

(ii) each homotopically trivial cycle y has stability 
index 

1 (div~) ds * 0, 
r 

(iii) no seperatrix goes from a saddle to a saddle. 

Comparison with Proposition 3. 1 and Theorem 3.2 
leads directly to the following result. 

Theorem 4.2: A Killing vector field on a 2-space
time is structurally stable if and only if each critical 
point is isolated. A conformal Killing vector field is 
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On a 2-space-time with Killing vector field ~ one can 
always find local coordinates x, y such that ~ == a /ay and 
det( gl) == - 1. The metric then takes the form 

ds2 == G-1(pa -l)dx2 +2Fdxdy + Gdy2, (4.1) 

where F and G are functions of x only. It will be as
sumed that F and G are analytic on an interval I. The 
norm square of ~ is G and the Gaussian curvature is 
K == t Gil. This suggests that the Singular appearance of 
the horizons, given by G==O, is not real. Suppose G 
has roots x==aj in I. The lines x==aj then divide IXR 
into strips Wj == (aj> al+1 ) XR, on each of which ds 2 is 
regular analytic. The problem now is to find a way of 
"joining" Wj _1 to Wj along a nonsingular "seam." The 
static case, given by F==O (i. e., when y- - y is an 
isometry), has been discussed in detail by Walker and 
Godfrey,5 following work by several authorsl

-
4 on the 

Schwarzschild, Kerr, and Reissner-Nordstrom 
metrics. 

It will be assumed that G'(al)*O for each i, so that 
for given i one can write 

(4.2) 

Since 1/Go(x) is analytic on an interval I j about x==aj, 
one can write 

(4.3) 
F(x)/Go(x) == f3/ a + (x - aj)E'(x), f3==F(aj), 

for x E Ij> where H and E may be taken as bounded 
analytic functions on II' We now introduce generalized 
Kruskal4 coordinates u, v, given by the double valued 
transformation 

uv=(x-aj)exp[aH(x)], u/v=± Ix-aIIBexp{a[y +E(x)]}, 

(4.4) 

where the sign is that of (x - aj ). In terms of differentials 

u-1 du == t a[dy + G-1(F + 1) dx], 

v-1dv==-ta[dy +G-1(F-1)dx], 

so that the metric takes the form 

(4.5) 

ds 2 =Xdudv, X(x)=-4a-2Go(x)exp[-aH(x)]. (4.6) 

The transformation (4.4) is analytic everywhere on 
UI=IjXR except where x=aj> and has the effect of 
mapping a strip of Wi adjacent to x=ai into the first 
and also the third quadrant of the u, v plane, while a 
strip of Wj-l adjacent to x = aj is mapped into the second 
and fourth quadrants. Also uv == 0 at x = aj and uv is an 
analytic function of x on Ii with d(uv)/dx*O at x==ai' 
Thus x in turn is an analytic function of uv on a neigh
borhood of uv = 0, so that the conformal factor X in 
(4.6) is nonzero and analytic in uv on a neighborhood of 
uv == O. Finally, 

(4.7) 

so that ~ has a simple saddle at the origin and the Kill-
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ing horizon, given by the coordinate axes u = 0 and 
v = 0, is nonsingular. 

The space-time may now be extended by patching 
together the given coordinate neighborhoods Wi and the 
Kruskal neighborhoods U i , using (4.4). The double 
valuedness of the transformation (4.4) entails that the 
universal covering space of a space-time which has 
been maximally extended in this manner will contain 
either zero, one, or countably infinite horizon bifurcate 
points, depending on whether G has zero, one, or more 
than one root. Maximal extensions which are not simply 
connected may contain any finite or countably infinite 
number of bifurcate pOints. For examples, see Refs. 
1-5. 

In some cases, one may also use the above procedure 
to extend nonstationary space-time on which there is a 
conformal Killing vector field ~. One then starts with a 
metric conformally related to a stationary metric of 
the form (4.1). 

*This work has been sponsored in part by a grant from the 
South African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. 
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A number operator for a Weyl system is called renormalized essentially if it is obtained from the 
total number operator by subtraction of a (possibly infinite) constant (in exponentiated form). 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of.a renormalized number operator are 
obtained. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Given a representation of the canonical commutation 
relations (CCR), a number operator (in the sense of 
Chaiken1

) is a self-adjoint operator N which satisfies 
the commutation relations 

Na* (f) = a* (f)(N + 1) (1) 

in bounded (exponentiated) form. Here a* (f) is the crea
tion operator for the wavefunction f, and (1) is to hold 
for all f. If such an operator N exists, then the repre
sentation of the CCR, or Weyl system, is called a 
particle representation or particle Weyl system. 

It has been shown1 that a particle representation al
ways has a normalized number operator N (one whose 
spectrum is a subset of the integers). If wn is an eigen
vector for N with eigenvalue n, then (1) implies that 

(2) 

Thus, even if n is negative, one has the interpretation 
that a* (f)w n has one more particle than ~ n does. 

An example of a number operator is the total number 
operator in the Fock representation: 

N="tN{fj) =1im N(Mk) , 
J~l k-oO 

where {fj} is an orthonormal basis of test functions, 
N(fj) = a* (fj)a{fj) measures the number of particles 
with wavefunction f j , and N(Mk)="i;alN{fJ) measures 

(3) 

the number of particles with wavefunctions in the finite
dimensional space Mk spanned by {fi>'" ,J,.}, Moreover, 
(3) is independent of basis2 and this characterizes the 
Fock representation. 2.3 

Another example is provided by (irreducible) direct
product representations. 1 They either have no number 
operator or they admit a number operator of the form 

(4) 

expressed in bounded form, where nk="i~=lmj' We may 
view N as the difference between the total number ope
rator lim,.~"" N(Mk) and the constant limk~""nk' Unless 
the representation is Fock, neitht'r of these limits ex
ists and one renormalizes the to1'.l number operator by 
subtracting an infinite constant. Nevertheless, the par
ticle interpretation (1) and (2) remains valid. Roughly 
speaking, one subtracts the infinite constant limk~""n,. 
because there is a cyclic vector which has exactly m J 
particles with wavefunction fj (for all j) and, therefore, 
an infinite number of particles. 

Another example of a representation with a cyclic 
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vector having an infinite number of particles is provided 
by the exponential representations4- a that arise in con
nection with the (rf>4)3 model. They are locally Fock in 
the sense that the number operator N(B,), which mea
sures the number of particles with wavefunctions sup
ported within the ball Bk of radius k, exists and is the 
total number operator (3) for the representation re
stricted to test functions supported within B

k
• The fol

lOwing question naturally arises. If one removes the 
cutoff (k - 00), can the total number operator be renor
malized by subtracting an infinite constant: 

(5) 

where limk~"" nk = OQ? This question is not completely re
solved. However, if the answer is affirmative, there 
may be a shift in domain; this would mean that there is 
a dense set of analytic vectors for all N(B

k
) , and none 

of these vectors is in the domain of N. 

We say that a number operator N is renormalized if 

eitN=s-limexp[it(N,.-n,.)] (t real) 
,.~ .. (6) 

holds for some sequence of integers {n,.} , where (a) N,. 
=N(M("» for some increasing sequence of finite-dimen
sional subspaces M(k) or (b) N,.=N(B(k» for some in
creasing sequence of balls B(k) if the Weyl system is 
locally Fock. It turns out that for locally Fock repre
sentations, (a) holds whenever (b) does. 

Remark 1: The existence of (6) does not, in general, 
suffice to define a number operator, i. e., an operator 
for which (1) also holds. Indeed, Chaiken3 has con
structed (discontinuous) irreducible representations in 
which the right side of (6) exists in the case (a) with M(k) 

= Mk ={fl' .•• ,Jk} and nk = 0, but the limit is dependent 
on the choice of basis; a number operator does not exist 
for any such choice. In this connection it should be noted 
that in order to construct a renormalized number ope
rator N, both (6) and (1) must hold. Of course, one need 
only verify (6) to show that a given number operator N 
is renormalized. 

Remark 2: For continuous Weyl systems on separable 
test function spaces, the existence of (6) implies (1) so 
we do permit any increasing sequence of subspaces M(k) 
rather than just those of the form M(") = M,.={fl' '" ,f,.} 
for some choice of basis. Of course, we can always 
choose a basis such that M(k) = M

k
., where {k'} is a sub

sequence of {k}. We do not require that the limit in (6) 
be defined for more than one choice of M(k) or B<k) . 
However, if two renormalized number operators are 
defined in this way for an irreducible representation, it 
turns out that they differ by an integer so that they gen-
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erate the same automorphism of the Weyl algebra 

w{f) .... W[exp(it)f] =exp(itN)W{f) exp(- itN). (7) 

Note: The equality in (7) is the exponentiated version of 
(1) which serves as our definition of number operator 
in the sequel. 1,3] 

We regard two number operators which differ by a 
constant as essentially equal. They have the same 
eigenvectors with constant difference in eigenvalues. 
Singling out one such number operator corresponds to 
selecting a state with "zero" particles. Thus, the limit 
in (6) is essentially independent of choice of M(k) or B(I<) 

when the limit exists. This assertion is no longer valid 
for reducible Weyl systems. 

However, bounded functions of renormalized number 
operators are clearly observables, which commute with 
all invariant subspaces for the Weyl system, and the 
corresponding restrictions induce number operators 0 

Thus, an observable number operator could be a direct 
sum of renormalized number operators on irreducible 
subspaces. Two such operators need only be essentially 
equal on each subspace. (Chaiken1 gives examples of 
nonobservable number operators for an infinite free 
nonrelativistic Bose gas.) 

Theorems 1 and 2 provide necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a renormalized number 
operator. Theorem 1 provides a short proof of partial 
results of Chaiken1 , who uses the special structure of 
product representations to obtain more concrete neces
sary and sufficient conditions that any number operator 
exist; then all number operators turn out to be renor
malized over subspaces of the form M(I<) =M

k
• It would 

be of interest to apply these theorems to representations 
which lack this product structure [such as exponential 
representations associated with the (1)4)3 model]. 

2. MAIN RESULTS 

See Ref. 5 for notation and definitions concerning 
Weyl systems W{f), f E J, on a Hilbert space H. We 
shall assume that the space J of test functions is sepa
rable. We proceed with some introductory lemmas. 

Lemma 1: If Wen, fEJ, is a locally Fock Weyl sys
tern, then condition (b) implies condition (a). 

Proof. Suppose (b) holds. Since w{f), f supported 
within B(k), is Fock, the main result of Chaiken3 asserts 
that for any orthonormal basis {f/k } with support 
within B(k) 

eitN(B(I<» = s-lim eltNlMJklJ 
i-'" 

where M?) = {f1(") , ... ,f?)}. Thus, given a vector >Ii E H 
and E >0, there exists a j" such that 

Il(eltN(alk » - eltN(M}Z»)>Ii1l "" E/2. 

We may choose the bases so that Mj:) is increaSing as 
k - 00. By (b), choose k sufficiently large so that 

II{ exp(itN) - exp[itN(B(k»]} >Iill "" E/2. 

Then 

II [exp(itN) - exp(itNk )] >Ii II "" E 
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for N" =N(M~:» and k sufficiently large. The lemma is 
proved. 

In the terminology of Ref.. 1 a number operator is 
normalized if its spectrum is either {O, ± 1, ± 2,· •• } or 
{0,1,2, ••• }. 

Lemma 2: A renormalized number operator is es
sentially equal to a normalized number operator. 

Proof: By (6), with t= 21T, 

exp(21TiN) = s-lim exp[21Ti(Nk - nIl)] =1, 
k-'" 

since the nIl are integers and the spectrum of N" is the 
set of nonnegative integers. Therefore, the spectrum 
of N is a subset of the integers. By the reasoning of 
Ref. 1, N - n is normalized for some integer n. 

QED 

We require that the nk in (6) be integers solely for 
convenience (see Ref. 1). 

Lemma 3: If (6) and (7) hold with the nIt not necessari
ly integers, then N is essentially equal to a renormal
ized number operator. 

Proof: Let t=21T in (6) to obtain 

exp(21TiN) = s-lim exp[21Ti(NI< - nIt)] = s-lim exp(- 21Tink ) I. 
k-oo k~oo 

(8) 

Since exp(21TiN) is unitary, the right side of (8) is a com
plex number exp(- ic) of modulus one. It may be that 
nl< - 00, but (8) implies that nk - c (modulo 21T), i. eo, 
there exists a sequence of integers {m,J such that 

n,. - c - m k - 0 (k - 00). 

Thus, 

exp[it(N - c)] = s-lim exp[it(N" - m k )], 
k-'" 

so that N - c is a renormalized number operator. 

QED 

The following lemma shows that when (6) and (7) hold, 
the resulting number operator N is essentially indepen
dent of the choice of N" if the representation is irreduci
ble. Moreover, if an irreducible representation has a 
renormalized number operator, then every number 
operator is essentially renormalized. 

Lemma 4: An irreducible Weyl system w{f), f E J, 
has essentially at most one number operator. 

Proof: If Nand N' are two number operators for W, 
then two applications of (7) yield 

[exp(itN)exp(-itN'), W{f)]==O (jEJ). 

Since W is irreducible, 

exp(itN) exp(- itN') = a(t)l, (9) 

and the left side of (9) is unitary so that la(t)1 ==1. Thus, 

exp(itN) == a(t) exp(itN') 0 (10) 

Since both sides of (10) are continuous, one-parameter 
unitary groups, it follows that 
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a(tl + t2 ) = a(tl )a(t2 ) 

and a(t) is continuous. Therefore, a(t) = exp(- ict) for 
some real constant c, and N = N' - c. This completes 
the proof. 

We remark that if the right side of 

u(t) = s-lim exp[it(NIl - nil)} 
k~oo 

(11) 

exists, then U(t) is a one-parameter unitary group. 
However, the existence of a number operator further 
requires that U(t) be strongly continuous at t = 0 (so that 
it have a self-adjoint generator N) and that (7) be satis
fied (so that N is indeed a number operator). We now 
show that for continuous Weyl systems the latter condi
tion is automatic. [Recall that a Weyl system W{j), 
f E J, is continuous if the mapping 

f-(<p, W{j)w) (<p,WEH) 

is continuous-on all of J, not just on rays {tf}.} 

Lemma 5: If U(t) exists, then it is a one-parameter 
unitary group. If W{j), f E J, is a continuous Weyl sys
tem on a Hilbert space Hand U(t) is strongly (or weak
ly) continuous at t=O with self-adjoint generator N, then 
W is a renormalized particle representation with renor
malized number operator N. 

Proof: Suppose U(t) exists. Since exp[it(Nk - n,)} is a 
one-parameter unitary group for each k and the product 
is continuous with respect to the strong topology re
stricted to the unit ball in B(H), it follows that U(t) is 
also a one-parameter unitary group. 

Let Jo c J be either 

Case (a) the algebraic span of {M(k)};=l; or 

Case (b) all functions in J of compact support. 

Then in either case, for f E Jo, 

exp(itN)W{j) exp(- itN) = s-lim exp[it(NIl -n,.)}W(f) 
k-oo 

x exp[ - it(N
k 

- n,.)}. (12) 

By Proposition 3.1 of Ref. 3 the right side of (12) is in
dependent of k for k sufficiently large and it equals 
W[exp(it)f}. Thus, N is a number operator for the rep
resentation W{j), f E J. The lemma follows from Lem
ma 4.3 of Ref. 1 and the density of Jo in J. The lemma 
is proved. 

For cyclic continuous representations, it suffices to 
check convergence and continuity of U(t) {equicontinuity 
of exp[it(N,. - nk)} at a cyclic vector}. [Compare this with 
a result for Fock representations (Remark 2, p. 79, of 
Ref. 3).] 

Theorem 1: Suppose 0 is a cyclic vector for a con
tinuous Weyl system W{j), f E J. Then W has a renor
malized number operator if and only if 

U(t)O = lim exp[it(N" - n,.)]O 
/l-OO 

(13) 

converges for some choice of Nil and t- U(t)O is con
tinuous {equivalently, exp[it(N" - n,)}O is equicontinuous} 
at t-O. 

Proof: Necessity is trivial. Let us now suppose that 
U(t)O exists. Then for f E J the limit 
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U(t)W{j)O= lim exp[it(N,,- n,.)}W{j)O ,,-00 
= lim W[exp(it)f} exp[it(N,. - n,,)}O ,,_00 

= w[exp(it)f}U(t)O (14) 

exists. [Property (7) for number operators has been 
used to "push" exp[it(N" - n,,)} past the Weyl operators 
in (14).} By the Weyl relations and linearity, U(t)AO 
exists for all polynomials A in the operators W{j). 
Since W is cyclic, the set of such AO is dense in H. 
Therefore, U(t) is everywhere defined. 

If t- U(t)O is continuous at t=O, then by strong con
tinuity of W[exp(it)f}, which is the composite of the con
tinuous maps t- exp(it)f and g- W(g), and by (14), 
U(t) W{j)O and U(t)Ao are continuous at t = 0 for all 
polynomials A in the operators W{j). Since II U(t)II = 1 
for all t and the set of such AO is dense in H, it is easy 
to verify that U(t) is strongly continuous at t = O. 

The theorem then follows from Lemma 5. 

Corollary: Continuous discrete direct-product rep
resentations l are renormalized particle representations. 

Proof: Let <P = 181 J <Pmj be a cyclic vector, where <P j is 
the jth Hermite function and mJ are bounded. Let M(") 

={eiH=l and nil = 'iJmJ. Then 

U(t) = lim exp[it(N" - n,,)}<p= I8IJ exp[it(Ns - mJ}}<pm =1 
Il-oo J 

exists (since <Pm is an eigenvector for the number 
operator Ns witK eigenvalue m J in the Schrodinger 
representation) and is trivially continuous at t = O. QED 

Of course, the results of Chaiken utilize product 
structure and are therefore much deeper. Theorem 3.3 
of Ref. 1 establishes that the only direct product rep
resentations with number operators are the discrete 
representations (no continuity required) and they are 
renormalized particle representations. The key step is 
the existence of the strong limit of exp(itN

k
) (which 

nevertheless must be" renormalized because it is not 
strongly continuous at t=O). 

Weyl systems may well be cyclic, yet limits of ex
pectation values may be more manageable than strong 
limits (for example, exponential representations6

). 

Unfortunately, the weak limit of exp[it(Nk - nIl) 1 defines 
an operator U(t) which need not even be unitary. How
ever, we can formulate the following theorem that in
cludes two conditions which are together sufficient for 
the existence of a number operator. 

Theorem 2: Let W{j), fEJ, be a continuous Weyl 
system on a Hilbert space H. Then W is a renormalized 
particle representation if and only if the limit U(t) in 
(11) exists and is weakly (or strongly) continuous 
{equivalently, exp[it(N" -nIl)} is equicontinuous} at t=O 
on a dense set Dc H for same choice of N" and nIl' In 
this case the self-adjoint generator N of U(t) is a num
ber operator for W. 

If U(t) exists, then a sufficient condition that it be 
weakly continuous at t = 0 on D is that Dc n"D(N,,) for 
each W ED and 

(15) 
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is uniformly bounded (k = 1 , 2, ••• ). 

The W* -algebra generated by the operators exp(itN,.) 
is unitarily equivalent to a multipication algebra Ih in 
some measure space L 2(X, IJ.) and exp(itN,) is repre
sented by exp[itn,.(x») for some real, measurable func
tions n~(x), k=1,2,···. For any choice of N,. and n,., 
there exists a subsequence {k'} of {k} such that the weak 
limit 

U(t) = w-lim exp[it(N,.. - n,..)] 
,.~"" 

(16) 

exists. If there exists a choice of N,. and nIt for which 
n,.(x) - nIt converges almost everywhere, then the con
vergence in (16) is strong. If, moreover, (15) holds, 
then a number operator exists. 

Proof: Necessity in the first paragraph is trivial, and 
sufficiency is essentially a restatement of Lemma 5. 

If (15) holds, then 

I (w,{exp[it(N,. - n,.») -.z}w) I = I (w,{fot i(N,. - n,.) 

xexp[is(N,. - nit)] dS}w) I 

.,;;K(w)t 

so that exp[it(N,. - n,.» is equicontinuous at t = 0 for all 
wED. 

The first two assertions of the third paragraph are an 
immediate consequence of the spectral theorem, Stone's 
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theorem, and the fact that the Nit commute with each 
other. Then (16) follows from the fact that exp[itn,.(x)] 
belong to the unit ball in L",,(X, IJ.), which is w*-compact. 
The last assertion follows from the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem. Indeed, we obtain a. e. conver
gence of exp [itn,. (x)- n,.) to a measurable function g(x) of 
magnitude 1, and multiplication by g(x) defines a unitary 
operator A E ftJ 0 Moreover, 

II (exp[it(N,. - nit») -A)w!l = J I exp[it(n,.(x) - n,.») 

- g(x)llw(x) 12 dlJ. 

-0 (k- oo ). 

The theorem is proved. 

Remark: It is quite possible that Dc n ,.D(N,) yet 
D n D(N) ={O}. It would be of interest to know if this 
is the case for exponential representations. 
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It is proved that a reduced T matrix, defined by factoring out of the three-particle S matrix the 
product of the three two-particle S matrices, is a compact operator on the energy shell, in spite of 
the double-scattering singularity. A1> a result there exists a discrete, complete set of eigenphase shifts 
at every energy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The calculations of three-particle scattering ampli
tudes are well known to be beset by disconnected
diagram difficulties that are solved in a variety of 
ways. 1-3 What.is much less generally appreciated4 is 
that the solution of these mathematical problems still 
leaves untouched certain other related difficulties that 
arise in the three-particle S matrix itself on the energy 
shell. These have to do with the possibility of double 
scattering. 5-7 The part of the T matrix that describes 
three free particles coming in and emerging freely has 
infinities at those momenta at which real, on-the
energy-shell double scattering is possible. These are, 
at a given total energy, the momenta compatible with 
conservation of energy and momentum in a two-particle 
collision, followed by a collision of one of these two 
particles with the third. One of the consequences of this 
behavior of the T matrix is that the total three -particle 
collision "cross section" is always infinite. The main 
reason why this disconcerting result fails to violate our 
intuition as egregiously as it might is that the three
particle-to-three-particle "cross section" is a rather 
unintuitive object [of dimension (distance)5] anyway. 

The main purpose of the present paper is to prove 
that, the double scattering infinity not withstanding, 
the reduced T matrix, defined by factoring out from the 
S matrix the three Single-scattering S matrices, as an 
integral operator on the energy shell is compact. This 
result is proved in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6 we discuss some 
of the consequences, primarily spectral expansions in 
terms of eigenphase shifts. Section 2 contains the con
nections between the T operators, the Faddeevequa
tions, and other "connected" formulations. 

2. T OPERATORS 

Let Ho be the kinetic-energy operator of the three 
particles in the center-of-mass system; Vi the potential 
of the interaction of particles j and k, i *- j *- k; and 

G~(E) = (E -Ho +iO)-I, 

Gj(E) = (E -Ho - Vi +iO)-I, 

G+(E) = (E - H +iO)-I, 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where H=Ho+LVi. The two-particle T operators are 
defined by 

and Faddeev's l' operators by 

TjG~= ViG+, 

l' ijG; = ViG+, U j, l' ;;Gj = Vi(G+ - Gj). 
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(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

The resolvent equations 

G+ = Gj + G~ ~ V.G+ (2. 7) 
• j*l J 

left-multiplied by Vi then yield Faddeev's equations 

1'1 = Tl +TiG~ 2:; Tj' (2.8) 
jn 

We may also write 

TI=Vi~ -if Uj )-\ UJ=G~Vj, 
T1j = 1'1(1 - UJ ) - ViOjj' 

and then obtain 

T i =T I (1- 2:; Uj - 2:; u jr l)-1 
jn j*/ 

= T j (1- r _lr j)"I(1 + r_j), 

where 

rj = GOTi = UI(1 - Ui )"\ 

r_l= (1- 2:; Uj )-1 2:; Uj ' 
in j#; 

so that we get 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

r_I=2:;rj(1-rkrj)-1(1+rk)' Uk*-j. (2.14) 
j#l 

Equations (2.8) and (2.9) and the resolvents in (2.11) 
and (2.14) are "connected. ,,8 

The T operators are given in terms of the l' operators 
as follows: 

Too =2:; 1'1' 
I 

T IO =2:;Tj , TOI=2:;Tj/' 
j*1 j 

TIj= ~ T ,j + Vj(1 - 0li)' 

(2.15) 

The notation here is such that T Ij is the T operator for 
a collision in which initially the pair j=(k,l), k*-j*-l, 
is bound and finally the pair i=(l,m), l*-Um, is bound; 
To; is the T operator for the breakup reaction of pair i 
colliding with particle i; T;o is the T operator for three 
free incident particles, with a bound state of pair i in 
the final state; Too is the T operator for three free 
particles both in the initial and final states. 

The corresponding T matrix elements are given by 

Too = ( 'Ito, Too 'Ito), 

To; = ('Ito, To;'It;l, T;o=('It;, TIO'lto), 

Tij = ('It I , TiJ'lt j ) , 

(2.16) 
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where >1<0 is the free state, in the coordinate representa
tion, in the center-of-mass system, and >l<j is the tensor 
product of a bound state for pair j and free motion for 
particle j relative to the center-of-mass of pair j. 

It was shown in Ref. 9 that time-reversal invariance 
implies that the T matrix satisfies the reciprocity 
theorem. The completeness of the bound states of H, 
plus those states >I«j) that correspond asymptotically to 
>l<j, plus those states >1«0) that correspond asymptotical
ly to >1<0' leads to the unitarity equations, which we 
write in abbreviated form as 

(2.17) 

where a, {3, and y take on the values 0, 1, 2, 3. If we 
want to be more explicit we have to introduce specific 
variables and normalizations, as we shall now do. 

We shall use the following coordinates and momenta, 
and their cyclic permutations10: 

r 1 =(2M1)1!2(~ -~) =(2M1)1/2~S' 

P1 = (2/il1)1 /2( m2R2 + msRs) = m1 (2/jl1)1 /~l> 

k1 = (21l1)-1/2p1 = (21l1t1/2(P2 +Ps), 

CL=(Mtl2)1/2(!2
2 

- !sJ. 

M1=m 2m 3/(m 2 +ms), 1l1=m1(m 2 +ms)/M, 

(2.18) 

(2. 19) 

(2.20) 

in terms of the particle coordinates R j and momenta Pi 
in the center-of-mass system. The momentum qj is 
conjugate to r j, k i is conjugate to Pi' and the three
particle SchrOdinger equation reads 

(2.21) 

where v~ is the Six-dimensional Laplacean 

(2.22) 

and we write simply Vj(r i) for V; (R j)= Vj[(2Mj)-1/2rj ]. 

Changes from one coordinate system to another are 
accomplished by 

(2.23) 

where for i,j=1,2; 2,3; 3,1; and k*-i*j, 

aij = aji = - (MiMj)1/2/mk, - b ij = b ji = (M jl"ij)1/ 2 

(2.24) 

so that a~j + b~j = 1. We denote the six-dimensional co
ordinate vector (r i,Pj) by R, and the six-dimensional 
momentum vector (qj>k j) by K. Then E=[(l= IKI2 
= q~ + k~ and the volume elements are (dK) = (dq)(dk) in 
momentum space and (dR) = (dr i)(dpj) in configuration 
space. Our notation for the SOlid-angle element, for 
example in r -space, is (dr), so that (dr) = (dr)r dr. 
The inner product K· R = qj • r j + k i . pj is also invariant. 
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It is notationally convenient to think of T d as a 4 x4 
matrir1 (with a and (:3taking on the values 0,1;2,3) 
whose elements are integral operators on the energy 
shell, with integral kernels given by the T matrix ele
ments. We shall call it simply T. Then the element 
kernels are given by Too(E;K,K'), T jo(E;qj,,2,k j;K'), 
TOj(E;K;qin2,k;), and T/j(E;Qjn2, kj;Q;m2,k;), and the 
unitarity equation (2. 17) reads simply 

(2.25) 

The measure used in the matrix multiplication, ac
cording to (3.8) and (3.9), is the following: On O-ele
ments it is 

J (dK)Ii(E _K2) ••• (2.26) 

and on i-elements, i=1,2,3, it is 

(2Mi)-3/2l:) J (dkj)Ii(E -Q~n - k~)"', (2.27) 
n 

with the sum running over the two-body bound states 
of the pair i. 

3. COMPACTNESS OF THE REDUCED T MATRIX 

In order to remove from the 3 -3 part of the S matrix 
the single-scattering terms, i. e., the disconnected 
parts, it is most convenient to define a reduced scatter
ing operator. This can be done in a variety of ways and 
the resulting operator depends on the order in which it 
is done, but the essential properties of that operator do 
not. 

We have the scattering operator for 3-3 scattering, 

Soo = 1 - 21TilioToo, 

where lio=Ii(E-Ho) and 

Equation (2.8) shows that 

Factoring out S1S2S3' where 

Sj=1-21TiIiOT j 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

is the two -particle S operator for the pair j, I, j *- i *- I, 
gives12 

Soo = S1 S2 SsS~ 

with 

The reduced T operator is given by 

T~o =S~S~SI<T v + T({o), 

in terms of 

T/{o=T' -(21Ti)2T1 IioT2 IioT3' 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Tv= ~<·.(TiG~Tj +TjG~Ti)' (3.9) 
• 1 

The double-scattering difficulties reside in the operator 

Tv' 

The matrix element of a typical double-scattering 
term is given by the kernel of the operator T1G~T2' 
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(KI T G+T IK')=f(dK") T 1(E;K,K")T2(E;K",K') 
1 0 2 E _ j(l + iO 

_ t1(E-k~;<li,q;,')t2(E-k~;~,~) 
- b~2(E-k{'2-qr2+iO) 

(3.10) 

where q{' and q; are determined by the double-scatter
ing conditions 

k1 = a12k~ - b12q~', 

(3.11) 

Now 

(3. 12) 

which vanishes at those values of kl and k~ for which 
double scattering can occur on the energy shell. For 
those values of k1 and k~, therefore, the 3-3 amplitude 
becomes infinite. What is more, the infinity is not 
square integrable as a function of either k1 or k~. This 
means two things: (a) the operator TIG~T2' of which 
(3.10) is the integral kernel, is not in the Hilbert
Schmidt class (hereafter called HS); (b) the contribution 
(3.9) to the 3 -3 scattering cross section is such that 
the total 3-3 scattering cross section is infinite. 

We now want to consider T D as an operator on the 
energy shell, i. e., as an operator on the space t 
= L2(K) of square integrable functions on the sphere 
IKI =K in six dimensions. We intend to show that, as 
such, TDTJ is in the Hilbert-Schmidt class. One of the 
terms in that product is TlGoT250T~G~T!, and its 
integral kernel is given by 

1= (KI TlGoT250~G~T11 K') 

= f (dk~') f (d~'»q;'(K I Tl GOT21 K"}(K" I T:G~TI I K') 

= foK dk;k;2q~' 

(3. 13) 

where ql and q~V are given by the equations 

and the numerator is given by 

N(K, K', ~,) =tbi~ f (dq~')t1(E - k~;ql>q{")t2(E - k;2;q~", q~') 

xt:(E _ k;2;q~V, q;)t!(E _ k{2;q{, q~V) 

with q~" and ~v determined from the equations 

k{ = a12k~' - b12~v, kl = a12~' - b12q;'. 
It is understood that E=k~ +q~=k{2 +q{2=k;2 +q~'2. 

Thus I is of the form 

1= rK dk"k,,2q"J(k")/a'b' Jo 2 2 2 2 , (3.14) 

where 

J(k;) = f (dii) (1 +a. ~~ +b' B) (3.15) 
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with 

a = 2a12k~'kIi a' , b = 2a12k~'k{/b', 

a' =b12
2E -if -k1

2 _k;,2, b'=b12
2E +i€ _k{2 _k;,2. 

(3.16) 

For generic values of a and b the two denominators in 
(3.15) vanish simultaniously (for €=O) at two values of 
ii that are symmetric with respect to the plane of a and 
b. We handle each half-space separately. Let ii1 be the 
value of ii in one half space, S 1> for which both 
denominators vanish. Then 

J - (dii) N(ii) - N(fi1 ) {( ~) N(ii) - N(ii2 ) 

- lSI (1 +a·n)(1 +b·ft) + JS
2 
d~ (1 +a·fi)(1 +b.fi) 

+ [N(ii1 ) + N(fta) H-f (dD}(l + a • ii)-l(l + b • M-l 
. 

If the two-particle T matrices, and hence N, satisfy 
Lipschitz conditions near the energy shell, then the 
first two integrals converge even for € = 0 and we need 
not consider them further. They will in any event be 
better behaved than the third. Hence we consider the 
third, 

(3. 17) 

If we write a = (a +i~)a, b = (b +i1/)b and we assume that 
a> b > 0, then we get in the limit, as ~ - 0 and 1/- 0, 

L, 

L +i1Tsgn~, 

if a <1, b <1, 

ifa>1, b<1, 

L +i1T(sgn~ -sgn1/), if a >1, b >1, 
a.b >1 + [(a2 -1)(b2 _1)]1/2, 

XJ'/21T= Q+1Tlsgn~-sgfl1//, ifa>l, b>1, 
b2 <a. b < 1 + [(a2 _1)(b2 -1) ]1/2, 

L +irr(sgn~ +sgn1/), if a > 1, b > 1, 
a . b <1 - [(a2 

- 1)( b2 
- 1) ]1/2 , 

Q-1T/sgn~+sgn1//, ifa>1, b>1, 
b2 >a' b > 1 - [a2 _1)(b2 _1»)1/2, 

where 

L = In I .... a-;. b:...-~l -:---,>-X I 
a'b-1+X ' 

Q=2tan-l 2 X b +2tan-1

Ib2 X bl ' 
a -a' -a· 

X= /(a.b_1)2_(a2 _1)(b2_1)/1 / 2 

= /(a_b)2_(axb)2/1 / 2. 

(3.18) 

Consequently, there are two kinds of integrals in I that 
have to be tested, one from the constants and Q (which 
is bounded) in J'X, 

I - 2 2 2 f K dk"k"q" 
1- 0 a'b'x' 

and the other from L, 

_ (K dk~'k~q;L' 
12 - Jo a'b' , L'=L/X. 

We first consider II' which may be written 

1 {K2 dX(~_X)1/2. 

I l =4a12 Ikl -k{1 Jo (xll_2cx+d2)1/2' 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 
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where x = k~'2 and 

C=b~2E +k1k~Q1 +a~2(k~ +k{2){3, 

d2=b12E2 +k~k{2 +2b~2Ek1k{Q1, 

0' and {3 being defined by 

(k1 -k{)· (k1kf -kfk1) = (k1 _k02Q1, 

(k1 Xki)2/(k1 - k02 = Hk~ + kf2) {3. 

It is easy to see that no matter what values k, and k{ 
take on, we always have 

10'1';1, 0';{3';1. 

Now 

if d"ii? c, 

where y = ( I c2 - d2 1)1/2/ IK2 - c I. Consequently, it is 
clear that 

1 fK2 dx(~ _X)1/2 
K (x2 _ 2cx +d2)1/2 .; const Ilnl c

2 
_d

2
11 (3.21) 

and, therefore, 

(3.22) 

The right-hand side of this inequality is square integra
ble with respect to k1 and k~, in the ball k1 .; K, k~'; K. 

Next we test 12 of (5.20) for square integrability. 
Using Schwarz's inequality, we have 

1/212= I 10K dk;k~'2q;L'/a'b'12 
.; (10K dk~'k~'2q~'2) 10K dk;~121 L' 12 /a,2b,2 

= const 10K dk~'k; I L' 12 /a,2b,2. 

At this point we exchange orders of integration, de
ferring the k~' -integral and performing the integration 
over kl and k~ first. (This exchange in the order of 
integration is justified by the Fubini-Tonelli theorem!3) 
The first step is the integration over the directions of 
k{, i. e., of b, using a z axis in the direction of a. We 
introduce the abbreviations A = 1 - a2

, B = 1 _ b2
, 

t=(1-a·b)/(AB)1/2, wherea=lal, b=lbl, and obtain 

L' = (AB)-1/21 t2 _11-1/2ln t +(t
2 

_1)1/2 
t - (f _1)1/2 

Hence 

f (db) I L' 12 = 217 (AB)1/21 to dt I L' 12 
ab -to 

_ 217 Ito dt I 1/+(f-1)1/211
2 

- ab(AB)1/2 -to 112 -11 In 1 _ (f2 _1)1/2 

where 10 = ab(AB)-1/2. The 1 integral being uniformly 
bounded with respect to fo, we have 

f (ak )(ak')IL'12,,:: const 
1 1 ~ ab(AB)1/2 
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and hence 

1 (dk1)(dkD 11212.; const (K dk;k~'21K dk1k~ 
Rl<K,ki<K 10 0 

const ~K dk~' 

X (!oK dk1k1 ) 2 

[k2 (b q" a k")2]1/2[e (b q" +a k")2]1/ 2 . o 1 - 12 2 - 12 2 1 - 12 2 12 2 

The integral over k1 is of the form 

(XO dx 
Jo l(x_Q1)(x_{3)11/2.;constllnIQl-{311 

= const Iln4a12b1~;k; I 

by the same argument as in (5.21), with Q1=(b12q{~ 
-a12k;), {3=(b12q~' +a12k;)2. We therefore get 

~1(K.k1 (K (dk1)(dk{) 1/212.; const 10K dk~'[ln(k~'q~')]2 
.; const. (3.23) 

Thus we have shown that 1 of (5.13) is square integrable 
on the energy shell. The same argument applies to the 
term T1G~T300T~G~T~ and to all terms of the form 
T iG~TjOoTjG~Tk with i* j, k *j. 

Let us now consider a term such as T1G~T200TiG~Tj 
with i*2. The second denominator in (5.13) now 
becomes 

b~j(E - k;2 _q~tf.!) = b~jE - k72 - k? +2ajjkt· kj 

with k{' =ajak~' - b i2Q;. Hence it is given by 

b~jE - a~2k~'2 - b~2q;2 - k;2 +2aiik~" kj 

+2bi2~' 0 (ai~~' -alik') 

where q:;2 = E - k~'2. In contrast to (3.12) this depends on 
the direction of ~', which is integrated over. Thus, the 
singularity produced by the vanishing of the denominator 
is changed from a pole into a logarithmic one, and 
since we have shown that the possibility of simultaneous 
vanishing of the two denominators still keeps the func
tion square integrable even when that causes a double 
pole, the term T1G~T200TJG~Ti will also be square 
integrable. Thus, all terms of the form TiG~TjooTkGbTl 
are in HS. Moreover, the same applies to 
TiG~TjOoTkG~Ti and TiG~TjooTkG~Ti. Equations (3.18) 
show that there are no singularities worse than we have 
examined. The double-scattering term TD in s~o, as an 
operator from C to C, is therefore in HS o 

Next we examine the explicit, "real" triple-scatter
ing term in (3.8) 

(KI T100T200T3IK') 

= J (dq{')/1(E - k1
2;q1' q{')t2(E - k~'2;q~', q;') 

where 

b23q;' = b21qf +a2~~ - a21k., 

q;' = a23q;' + b2~~' 

q~' =a21q{' +b21k., 

k; =a21k 1 - b21q{', q{' =q1' 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 
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One of the angle-integrations left can be done by means 
of the 15 function. Using a coordinate system in which 
a23k~ -a21kl lies along the z axis, we get 

where 

(b21q; +a2~~ -a21kl)2=b2s2q~2 
now determines the angle between q; and aa~~ - a21kl> 
and cp is the azimuthal angle of q; about that axis. Pro
vided, therefore, that the two-body T matrices tl , t2, ts, 
on the energy shell, are bounded functions, the above 
is square integrable over K and K' with IKI = IK'I =K, 
and Tll5oT2l5oTs, as an operator from C to C, is HS. 

Finally, there is the operator T', given by (3.3). 
According to (2.11) we have 

where 

C 1 = (1 - r_ lr , )-1(1 + r _I) 

= 1 +r _1(1 - r ,r_,)-lr, +(1 - r_1r l)-lr_ 1 

and r , and r_ 1 are given by (2.12) and (2.14). 

The kernel of TIG~T2G~T3 is 

(KI TIG~T2G~T3IK') 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

= (dnll) 1 ql , ..... ,..... 2 - 2 , 2, 2 S qs , 3, S f t ( 2·n . n!')t (E k"2.q,, q"')t ( ,2.q ", q') 
'U ( q12 _q{' +iE}(E -qt2 _k~2 +iE) 

(3.28) 

We must now take K on the energy shell, but not K' . 
Thus, we cO'lsider TIG~T2G~Ts as an operator from the 
whole Hilber ,: space H == L 2(R2) to the energy shell C 
= L2(:K) , and we want to test if its kernel (3.28) is 
square integrable. 

First we note that 

TIG~T2G~T3 =uIO YUs' 

where 

0=1 +VlGrul' Y=VIG;~G;vs, 

U l = I Vi 11/2
, Vi = VIUl' 

(3.29) 

It was shown in Ref. 9 that if the potentials are bounded 
and decrease at infinity faster than r-3

-
e , E > 0, and if 

there are no zero-energy resonances or zero-energy 
bound states in the two-body systems, then, as an 
operator from H to H, Y is HS. The operator 0 is 
bounded. Hence 0 Y is in HS. Now the question is if the 
kernel of ulO Y, as a mapping from H to C is square 
integrable. That is a question of pointwise convergence 
of the integrals at q = (E - ~)l/2, as becomes clear when 
we write 

f (dK)· •. =t 1"" dE 1 (dk)("~)(E - k)l/2 • •• 
o ~a - , 

which is an integral over "all energy shells." A func
tion j(K) = j(E, q, k) that is square integrable over E 
need not be finite at a specific value of E. However, 
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suppose that j(q, k) is square integrable. 

f (dq}(dk)lj(q,k)12 < 00. 

Then it follows that 

g{q, k) = f (dq')u(q -q')j(q' ,k) 

is square integrable on every energy shell if u(q) is 
square integrable, because by Schwarz's inequality 

19{q,kW" f (dq')lu(q')12 f (dq")lj(q",kW. 
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This argument shows both that ulO Y is an HS operator 
from H to C, and that ulO YU3 is an HS operator from 
t to C (provided that the assumption of Ref. 9 are 
satisfied; square integrability of Ul and U3, i. e., ab
solute integrability of ~ and Vs, are then assured). 

There remains the factor Cs of (3.26) and (3.27). The 
"1" term in it has already been covered, since 
TIG~T2G~T3 has been shown to be HS from t to C. The 
remaining terms in (3.27) are both of the form Au j , 

where u l is square integrable and A is a bounded opera
tor from H to H, provided that E does not have a value 
that coincides with a bound state. 14 Hence, the above 
argument implies that TIGoT2G~TsC3 is HS from C to t 
Therefore, we have shown that T' is HS from C to C, 
i. e., its kernel is square integrable on the energy 
shell (unless E is the energy of a bound state in the con
tinuum), and so is T~. 

Now the operators SI being unitary, it follows from 
the unitarity of S that S:ro is bounded. Hence, l5oT~o 

= (1 - S~o)/2rri is bounded and thus Tto, as an operator 
from C to t is bounded, and so is T D + T~~. but T;o has 
been shown to be HS on C, and hence bounded. There
fore, T D is a bounded operator from [ to t. Since it 
was shown that T D15oT1 is HS (from [ to D, it follows 
that on the energy shell, T D is compact. 15 Therefore, 
so is T~o' 

4. SOME CONSEQUENCES 

Let us discuss some of the implications of the com
pactness of the reduced T operator (3. 7) on the energy 
shell. The most important consequence is that the 
spectrum of T~o (other than zero) is discrete, i. e., a 
point spectrum only, each (except possibly the point 
zero) with finite degeneracy, and accumulating at zero. 
If we form a super-Hilbert spacell l1 as a direct sum 
of the four channel spaces and call S the scattering 
operator (on the energy shell) on this space, then the 
reduced S matrix is given by 

S'=S;lS;lSilS=1-21TiT', 

where SI is given by 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

Then S, S', and SI are all unitary, and T' is compact. 
Hence, the spectrum of S' is discrete, of finite degen
eracy, 16 and accumulates at the point 1. Since S' is 
unitary, the eigenfunctions furthermore form a com
plete orthogonal set on Ji. So, even though above the 
break-up threshold there is a continuity of energy dis
tributions between the particles at each fixed total en
ergy, we may define an infinite discrete set of real 
eigenphase shifts I5 n by calling the eigenvalues of S', 
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exp(2ic\). This makes the eigenvalues of T' equal to 
-(1/1T)exp(io") sin c\. As n- oo , we must have sinli"-O 
in such a way that 

(4.3) 

where d" is the degeneracy17 of 0"0 This follows from 
the fact that on ( 

tr(T'T ,t)2 < 00 

as shown in Sec. 3, and unitarity. 

If we call the eigenfunctions of T' on the energy shell 
y~"')(K), then 

-1T J (dK')o(E _K'2)T~(E;K,K')y~O)(K') 

- 7T 6 J (dkj)o(E - q;! - k?)T~j(E;K, q;!,k;)y~j)(q;!,k;) 
l,m 

(4.4) 

- 7T J (dK')o(E _K'2)Tlo(E;q~m' kj;K')y~O)(K') 

- 7T >: J (dk;)li(E - q;~ - k;2)T Ji(E;q~m' kj;q;~, k;)y~i)(q;~, k;) 
T,i 

(4.5) 

They are mutually orthogonal with the weights (2.26) or 
(2. 27), respectively. There then exist the representa
tions, in the sense of strong convergence, 18 

= 
- 7fT~a(E;K', K) = L: y~'" )(K,)y~a)*(K) exp[io"(E) 1 sinli"(E), 

1 

(4.6) 

or, more explicitly, 

- 7fT~o(E;K', K) =.6 y~O)(K')y~O)*(K) exp(io") sino", 
" 

(4.7) 

- 7fT~i(E;K', q~", k;l =.6 y~O)(K')y~ i)*(q~", k l) exp(ili") sino", 
" (4.8) 

- 7fT ;o(E;q~m' kiJK') = - 7fT iO(E;q~m' kijK') 

=:6 y~ I)(q~ .. , ki)y~O)*(K') exp(ili") sinli" , 
" 

(4.9) 

- 7fT;/E;q;~, k;;q~z,k/) = - 7fT I/E;q;!,k;;q~z,k/) 

= 6 y~ i)(q;~, k;)y~j)*(q~z, k/) 
" 

xexp(ili") sino". (4.10) 

Equations (4.7) and (4.8) imply that 

- 7fT oo(E;K', K) = 6 y~O)' (K')y~O)*(K) exp(io") sino" 

and 

" 
(4.7') 

- 7fTol(E;K', K) =.6y~O)' (K')y~O)*(K) exp(ili,,) sino", 

(4.8') 

where 

y~O)' = (SlS2 S3)Y~O) (4.11) 

in which y" and all three SI are on the energy shell. 
Below the break-up threshold, of course, both sides of 
(4.4) and the first term on the left of (4.5) vanish. 
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There are two relevant remarks to be made here. 
One is that the representations (4.7'), (4.8'), (4.9), 
and (4.10) do not manifestly obey reciprocity when time 
reversal invariance holds. It must be remembered that 
exp(2ili") is an eigenvalue of S' which depends on the 
side and order in which the three SI have been factored 
out. Hence the eigenphase shifts depend on that, too. 

The second remark is that since the values of K' at 
which the double-scattering divergences occur in Too 
depend on K, these cannot be divergences in the func
tions y~O). They must, in (4.7) or (4.7'), manifest 
themselves as divergences in the expansion. In other 
wordS, the series in (4.7) and (4.7'), although strongly 
convergent, must be pOintwise divergent at the double
scattering momenta. 
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The transformation properties of generalized free fields under the transformations of the Weyl group, 
and particularly under the subgroup of dilatations, are discussed. It is shown that there exists, for 
any complex value d of the dimensionality parameter, a generalized free field, defining by means of 
its one-particle states the suitable irreducible representation of the Weyl group. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

First we recall briefly some group-theoretic results 
concerning the Weyl group and its unitary ray represen
tations. 1- 3 

The Weyl group consists of the following elements: 
dilatations l(l >0), homogenous Lorentz transformations 
A, and translations a. Denoting an element of the Weyl 
group W by (a, A, rl), the multiplication law of the group 
has the form: 

(a', A', l')(a, A, l) = (d + A'l' a, A' A, l'l).(1. 1) 

It follows from (2. 1 that 

(1. 2) 

where T denotes the group of translations, L4 the homo
geneous Lorentz group, and S the one-parameter trans
formations of scale (dilatations). The commutators for 
the generators of the Weyl group are the following: 

[£1 I'V' MpT] = i(gI';t'VT + g~I'P- gl'Avp - g~ I'T)' 
(1. 3a) 

[£1 I'V' 1\] = i(gu"p v - gv"P 1'), (1. 3b) 

[M I'V,.6] = 0, 

[D, 1\] = i1\, 
[P,.,pJ=O. 

(1. 3c) 

(1. 3d) 

(1. 3e) 

We obtain all representations of W by investigating all 
representations of the universal covering group tv. 
Every irreducible unitary ray representation of tv can 
be found by the method of induced representations, given 
by Mackey,4 which is in particular applicable to the 
semidirect product of a separable and locally compact 
group H and an Abelian group N. For the construction 
of irreducible representations of H® N, induced on N, 
it is necessary to specify: 

(a) The characters N on N. 
(b) The orbits in N under the action of H. 

In our case N= T4 and H=DL4• The group 1'4 of char
acters consists of the functions exp(iPl'xl'). The group 
DL4 generates equivalence classes in 1'4; the invariant 
subspace with respect to the action of DL4 in the space 
of eigenvalues P I' is called an orbit. One gets the fol
lowing six orbits: 

01 : all P,. = 0, 
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02:PO>0, p2>0, 05:PO>0, p2=0, 

0s:Po<O, p2>0, 06:PO<0, p2=0. 

One can interpret the one-dimensional representation 
space corresponding to 01 as a vacuum state, and sub
sequently the irreducible representation spaces related 
with orbits 02 - 0 6 as generated from the vacuum by 
means of the following free field operators5

: 

02' 03-generalized free fields, 
04-generalized free tachyon fields, °5, 06-free massless fields. 

The transformation properties of massless fields 
under the action of the Weyl group are well known. 7 If 
we perform the dilatation transformation 

x-x'=lx, (1. 4) 

the components cP A of a massless free field transform 
as follows8 : 

where d denotes the dimensionality parameter. One ob
tains only the following two values of d: 

d= 1 for bosons (helicity X= 0, ± 1) (1. 5a) 

d= % for fermions (helicity X= ±~, ± f). 
In this paper we shall study the representations gen

erated by the generalized free fields (orbits O2 and Os), 9 

It is easy to see from the relation (1. 3d) that 

(1. 6) 

and particularly, putting 1 = eO<, one obtains for the 
eigenvalue rn2 of the Poincare-invariant mass-squared 
operator P I'PI': 

(1. 7) 

i. e., the only invariant support of the mass operator is 
the interval (0,00). Choosing the vectors PI' on the orbits 
O2 and Os as follows: 

O2 :P,. - (1,0,0,0), 

Os :pl' - (-1,0,0,0), 

one gets for the orbits O2 and 03 the following little 
groups: 

Copyright © 1974 American Institute of Physics 

(1. 8) 

(1. 9) 
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where Rs is a covering group of the three-dimensional 
rotation group Rs, i. e., one obtains the usual spin as
signment (s = 0, i, 1, ... ). The irreducible representa
tion of the Weyl group, characterized by an arbitrary 
complex dimensionality parameter d and a spin s, is 
generated from the vacuum by means of the components 
of generalized free field with spin: 

O2 : ~t~(x) = Joc.d~(~)(d/2-as)cp~·)(Xj~), 
Os : ~~~~(X) = (d~(~)(d /g-a.)cp~·)(xjlf) 

where 

as= 1 for bosons (s = 0,1,2, ... ), 

as = t for fermions (s = i, t, ... ), 

(1. loa) 

(1. lOb) 

and cp~.), cP<;) denote positive and negative frequency 
components of the so-called Licht field with spin. 10 The 
general rule for constructing any Licht field is to as
sume that in the usual massive theory the mass square 
is a continuous parameter. The field equations for 
Licht fields are the same as for usual massive free 
fields, but the commutator function is supplemented by 
a delta function 0 (K 2 

- K' 2)' Considering as an example 
the scalar case, one gets 

(0 -1f)cp(Xj~) = 0 (1.11a) 

and 

(1.11b) 

The fields ~t~(x) and ~~;~(x) are respectively the posi
tive and negative frequency parts of real generalized 
free fields ~ d; a (x)~:; a (x), where 

If d=dI +it4, one gets (for s =0) 

[~d(X)'~d(0)1 = [~ *(x),~ *(0)1 
d d 

(1.11c) 

(l.11d) 

(1.12) 

The plan of our paper is the following: In Sec. 2 we 
introduce the representation spaces for orbits 02 and 
Os, and we shall relate them with the Hilbert space of 
"one -particle states" 6 of generalized free field. 

In Sec. 3 we shall construct the generators of the 
Weyl group describing the transformation properties of 
the Licht fields. Because any real generalized free 
field can be written as the following linear formll 

(1.13) 

where H~)ES'(R'> and ~(K2) = ~I (~) + i ~2(1f). The gener
ators for Licht fields are also the generators for gen
eralized free fields. In the derivation of these genera
tors we shall use the observation that the Lagrangian 
for free Licht fields12 is invariant under the following 
transformation: 

(1.14) 

Finally we derive in Sec. 3 the formulas (1.10). It 
should be mentioned that our results are consistent with 
the scaling properties of the Green's functions. Indeed, 
one can prove that the commutator (1.12) is proportion-
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al to the distribution (r)~, and the causal propagator is 
proportional to (x 2 -iO)d. Similar scaling properties, 
implying dimensionality d, will have also the Green's 
functions of the generalized free field (1.11) with spin. 

II. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATION SPACES 
FOR THE WEYL GROUP (ORBITS O2 AND 0 3 ) 

AND GENERALIZED FREE FIELDS 

Let us consider the realizations of the representa
tions related with the orbits O2 and Os, on the Hilbert 
space J<'. of square-integrable functions if/(Plt, A), where 
A takes discrete values A = - s, -s + 1, ... , +s, and the 
scalar product is defined as follows: 

<if/' ,if/ > = ~ L _ if/' (p" A)K(p2)if/(p ",A)d'p, (2.1) 
A=-s v.Uv_ • 

where K(P2) = (P2)" leads to the choice of the unitary 
representations for d= a + i{3(- 00 < {3< - 00). Further we 
shall put K (p2) = 1. 

If supp if/ E V., we can describe in J<'s the representa
tions related with orbit 02 j the choice supp if/ E V_ leads 
to the realizations of the representations associated with 
the orbit Os' 

In space J<'s the algebra (1.3) of the generators of 
Weyl group can be represented by the differential oper
ators (1.2). In particular we have 

A A 0 
P,,=PIt' D=p" -0 - +2. 

Pit 

The eigenfunctions satisfying the equations 

P Itif/(p" , AjP~) =p:if/(Plt' AjP:), 

Dif/(P It , Ajd) = dif/(p It' Ajd) 

do not belong to JCs ' Indeed, one gets (p2 = p~ - if) 

(2.2) 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

if/(P",Ajp~)=a· 04(p" -p~), (2.4a) 

if/(P It , Ajd) = a' • (p2)(d/2>-1, (2. 4b) 

In order to get from the solutions (2.4a) the square
integrable functions it is sufficient to take the four-di
mensional wave packet of eigenfunctions 

if/(p ", A) = f f(P:)if/(p It' AjP:)d'po, (2.5) 

where f E L 2 • In the case of eigenfunctions (2. 4b) it is 
not SUfficient to take the wave packet 

if/(p2, A) = f duF(u)if/ (Pit' AjU) (2.6) 

because of the infinite volume of the domain between 
two arbitrarily close hyperboloids p2 and p2 + Ap2. In 
order to get the element of:J<'s we should smear out 
(2.6) with the three-dimensional test function cp(p), be
longing, for example, to S(Rs)' 

The eigenfunction (2. 4b) describes the sum of the fol
lowing three irreducible representations IS : 

if/.(p", A:d) = a'()( ±PO)(p2)!d /2)-\ (2. 7a) 

if/(p",Ajd) =a'(p2)~d/wl . (2.7b) 

Because for arbitrary f(p2) 

Pit 0!"f(p2) =2p2 d~2f(P2) (2.8) 

and further, putting (p2)~ = ()(p2)(p2)a, we get 
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a 
P,. ap,. (p2):=2p2o(p2)(p2)a +2a(p2):. (2.8') 

The split into the part (2. 7a) and (2. 7b) (separation of 
orbit 0 4 from 02 and 03) does not affect the eigenvalue 
equation only if Re d>O. On the other hand, the split in
to the positive and negative frequency parts (separation 
of orbits O2 and 03) implies in similar way that Re d> i . 
It is interesting to note, that the last condition is also 
required if we wish to obtain in the Kallen-Lehmann 
representation (1.12) the positive-definite spectral 
function. 

The functions l}I (p ,. , A) E :f(' s can be inte rpreted as the 
wavefunction describing one-particle stateS of general
ized free field (1.13). For Simplicity we shall consider 
here the scalar case (s =0). Let us smear out (1.13) 
with a test function fE S(R4 ), and denote 

f= J ~xXf(X)~f(X), (2.9) 

Using the decomposition formula for the field (1.11) 

.+.( •. .2)_ 1 f dSp {j(p,,-w t) (P··.2)+H C} 
'f' X,K - (21T)3/2 (2W.)S/2 e I< a ,I( •• , 

wnere 

[a+(p,I?'),a(p' ,1(/2)] = OS(p _p/)O(I?'- 1(,2), 

and introducing the vacuum state as follows, 

a(p,I?')IO >=0; 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

one can define the "one-particle" states with definite 
4-momentum P,. = (p,w.) by the formula 

Ip;~>=a+(p,I?')lo> (2.13) 

and one obtains 

(p,,cz Ip', 1(12 ) = 04(plJ. - p~)/2w •. (2.14) 

Writing 

I ~ > =-t 10> = (21T)-S/2 Jv+ ~P 1 (P,Po)' (2PO)I/2 . ~(p2) I p;p2 >, 

(2.15 ) 

where f denotes the Fourier transform of f, one gets 

<~ll}I>=Jv.d4p~/(p)l}I(p), (2.16) 

and 

(2.17) 

The eigenfunction (2. 4a) can be obtained for any 
choice of the continuous spectral function HI?') by the 
limit 1-04(p - Po)' The eigenfunctions of the dilatation 
oper~tor can be obtained by the choice H1(2) = (~W/2)-1 
and f - 1. Both limits obviously are leading outside of 
the class S(R4 ) of the test functions. 

III. THE GENERATORS OF THE WEYL GROUP 
AND GENERALIZED FREE FIELDS WITH 
DEFINITE DIMENSIONALITY 

The field equation (l.11a) and the commutation rela
tions (l.11b) can be derived from the following 
Lagrangian14

: 

Lo = J dl(2 J d 4x Lo(X;1( 2), 

where 
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(3.1) 

(3.2) 

The Lagrangian (3. 1) is obvious invariant with respect 
to the transformations of the Poincare group (I?' is a c
number scalar). The invariance with respect to dilata
tions implies that the field operator cfJ(x;I?') transforms 
according to the transformation law (1.14).15 

One can use the formalism, based on Noether theo
rem, which allows to express the generators of Weyl 
group as bilinear form in field operators cfJ(x;I?'). The 
infinitesimal transformations of the Poincare group are 
locally generated by the energy-momentum density 
TO IJ.v(x), which can be written as follows: 

where 

Introducing 

P:. = J dI(2fr:JI?') , 

where 

P~(~) = J d 3x TL(x;,cz), 

we have the relations 

i-1 [p:' (I?') , cfJ(X;1(2) 1 = a IJ. cfJ(X;1(2) 0(1(2 - 1(,2), 

r 1 [p:', cfJ(x;,cz) 1 = a IJ. cfJ(X;K2). 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

Let us introduce now the infinitesimal transformations 
(1.4) and (1. 7), 

x~=(l +ol)xlJ.' OXIJ. = Ol·xlJ.' 

1('2=(1-20l)~, 01(2=_20l·1(2. 

(3.6) 

The transformation law (1 .14) can be written in its in
finitesimal form as follows: 

OcfJ(X;K2) = 01 (Xv a~v cfJ(X;1(2) - 21(2 b cfJ(X;1(2»). (3.7) 

The invariance of the Lagrangian (3.1) implies the in
dependence of the hypersurface (J of the following 
integral 

OF«(J)=;:d(JlJ.fd,cz(cfJ'IJ.~~rl?') • ocfJ(x;,cz) 

+ Lo (X;1(2) oXIJ. )=jd(JlJ.jdI(2 [TlJ.v(X;1(2)OXV 

+ a cfJ, :(~~I?') (a~ cfJ(x;,cz») ] o,cz 

=~d(T"{S~1)(X)+S~2)(X)}o1 (3.8) 

where 

S~l) (x) = J d,cz T IJ.v(x;,cz)~ = T IJ.v(x) . ~ , 

S (2) () 21 2 2 aLp a ( . .2) 
IJ. X =- dl(·l(· OcfJ,IJ.(X;I?')· al(2cfJ X;1( • 

(3.9a) 

(3.9b) 

The formulas (3.8-9) are valid for any Lagrangian den
sity, invariant under the infinitesimal transformation 
(3.6). Choosing in particular the form (3.2) and putting 
du,. = (If x ,0,0 , 0 , ), one gets 

of(t) =Dol = Dgeom(t) 01 + Dmass(t) 01, (3.10) 
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where 15F(t1 ) = 15F(t.), the "geometric" part of the gen
erator D is expressed by means of the formula 

1)geom(t) = J Tom (x)xmd3 x, (3. 11 a) 

It is easy to check that 

15CP(x;~)= r1[1), CP(x;~)]151 

which follows from the relations 

[cp(x, t;K2), cp(x', t;K'2)] = 0, 

[aoCP(x, t;~), CP(x', t;K'2)]=i153(x-x')15(~- K,2), 

and16 

(3.11b) 

(3.12) 

(3. 12'a) 

(3. 12'b) 

(3. 12'c) 

The relations (3. 5b) and (3. 12), integrated with the 
spectral function ~(K2), lead to the transformation prop
erties of the generalized free fields. One gets from 
(3.12) that17 

r1[P .. , <I>t(x)] = a .. <I>t(x), 

i-1 [1), <I>~') (x)] = (x .. a" + d)<I>~ ·)(x), 

where 

d<I>(·) (x) = .!.[D (t) <I>(±)(x)] 
~ i mass ~ 

Let us write 

a a 
~(K2) 0 K2 ~cp(')(X;K2) = ~WK2) 0 K2cp(')(X;~)] 

(3.13a) 

(3. 13b) 

(3.14) 

- cp(·)(x;~). (dld~)[~(K2). ~]. 

(3.15) 

One obtains 

d~·)(x) = <I>~;)(x) + boundary term, 

where 

boundary term= {H~) . K2. cp(·)(x;~)}I:, 

where supp ~ = [a, b]. 

(3. 16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

The generalized free field with definite dimensionality 
parameter is described by the follOwing equation for the 
spectral function: 

(3.19) 

and has the solution ~(K2)= (K 2)(d/2)-1. We get, therefore, 
the result (1. lOa-b) by conSidering, respectively, the 
positive (orbit O2) and the negative (orbit O:!) frequen
cies. In order however, to write Eq. (3.19), one has to 
show that the boundary term vanishes, i. e. , 

lim (A2)1l/2cp(·)(x;A2)=0. (3.20) 
A2_~ 
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The meaning and validity of the relation (3. 20) is pre
sented in the A1>pendix. 

The generalization of our results to the case with 
spin does not present any particular difficulties. Let us 
consider for example the vector case (s = 1). The gen
eralized free field with spin one can be written as 
follows19

: 

(3.21) 

where 

[(0- ~)g"v- a .. av]cp " (X;K2) = 0, (3.22a) 

[cp .. (x;~), CPv(x';K2)] = i(g .. v- a" ai ~)~(x - x' ;~)15(~ _ K,2), 

(3. 22b) 

and, consequently, it satisfies the Lorentz condition 

a"<I> .. (x)=O. (3.23) 

We have 

[<I>t; .. (x), <I>t; .. (x')] = g .. vi ~(K2)~(X - x' ;K2)d~ (3.24) 

- a" a"i [~(~)/ ~]~(x - x' ;~)d~ 

= (g .. v- a .. a,/O) J H~)~(X_X';K2)dK2. 
One can check, by writing the Lagrangian leading to the 
relations (3. 22a-b) that 

U,CP,,(X;~)Ui1= CP .. (lx;~/12) (3.25) 

and, choosing ~(~) = (K 2)d/2)-1, one obtains 

U,<I> t; .. (X)U j1 = ld<I>t; .. (lx). (3.26) 

The transformation properties of generalized free 
fields with higher integer spin are identical to the ones 
given by the formulas (3.25) and (3.26), provided that 
the corresponding Licht field cP (X;K2) satisfies the 

IJ.t···lJs 
subsidiary conditions20 

a"'" (x'~)-O 'f'JJ.lJso •• u s ' -, 

"''' (x·~) = 0 (3.27) 'I' .... 3· .. "s' . 
Let us consider now briefly the half-integer spins. 

The Lagrangian for Licht field with spin one-half looks 
as follows: 

(3.28) 

The invariance with respect to the dilatations implies21 

U ,'IT(X;~)Ui1 = 11/2'IT(lx;K2112). (3.29) 

Introducing 
(-bd-li) 

'IT ,,(x) = J (~)+ 2 4 'IT(X;K2)d~, (3.30) 

one gets 

U ,'IT Il(x) U ,-1 = ld'ITd(lx). (3.31) 

The formula (3.29) characterizes the transformation 
properties of any Licht field with half~integer spin pro
vided that the corresponding Licht field satisfies all the 
required subsidiary conditions. 22 

In such a case the relation between the dimensionality 
parameter and the power behavior of the Kallen
Lehmann spectral function [formulas (3.30) and (3.31)] 

also remains valid. 
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APPENDIX 

Because the field operator <1>(X;K2) is an operator
valued distribution with respect to K2, we shall con
sider here the following operator: 

<1> a(X;K2) = J dKI2 a(K2 - K,2)(K'2)"<1>(X;K2), 

where aED, a20, supp aE [- 1, + 1], and 

J d K2a(~) = 1. 

(A1) 

(A2) 

The field operator <1>a(X;K~) describes a generalized free 
field with the positive-definite spectral function 
(Re d >- t) 

[<1>a(X;K~), <1>a(x';~)]=iJ dK'2dl(K~- K'z) 

X (K,Z)2Re IIA(x _ X';K'Z). (A3) 

In order to show that the operator <1>a(X;K~) vanishes 
strongly as an operator-valued distribution in S, i. e. , 
that for any choice of a, satisfying the conditions spec
ified above, we have 

lim II (f, <1>a(~) 11- 0 for every fE S, (A4) 
K~ II .. 00 

we should prove that 

lim I I (j, <1>a(K~»lpN > II = 0, (A5) 
I(~"IIO 

where the state I P N > is created by the polynomials of 
the field <1>(X;Kz), smeared out with respect to both vari
ables x and KZ: 

(A 6) 

where fl E S(Rs), XI E S(R1), and 

(Ni9XI , <1»= J dKZX I (K2)J cflxfl(x)<1>(X,xo;~). (A7) 

Proof: In order to sl}.ow (A5), one should observe that 
the norm (A5) is a product of the following three types 
of factors: 

(0 I (NI9XI , <1>)(//19 Xi' <1» I 0), 

(Ol(j, <1>a(~»(f,0X" <1»10), 

(Ol(j, <1>a(~»(f, <1>",(K~»IO) • 

(A7a) 

(A7b) 

(A7c) 

The first factor is bounded, and the second one and the 
third one vanishes in the limit ~ - "". In order to show 
this statement for the term (A 7b) let us observe that 

< 0 I (j, <1>",(~», (f,0X" <1» I 0) 

= (2rrt3 J d~ a(~ - ~) • X ,(~)(K2)Re II 

X f ~:/,(p, w.), (AS) 

where w.= (p2 + ~)l/Z. Because 

j cflp- -
2w/(P) ·f ,(B, w.) (A9) 

.s; (2K)"1 J d3p IJ(p) IIIJ,(p, w.) I 
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and 

one can write (A10) 

j asp - - A' 
2w/ (P) • f ,(p, w.).s; K(l + i?)'" (All) 

and, assuming m > 2Re d - t, 
(0 I (j, <1>a(~», (f ,0X" <1» I 0) 

< A' d~ I a(~- KZ) Ilx,(~)Re If 
- (21T)3 K(l + K2)'" 

(A12) 

"S~+1/2 Z (KZ)ZRe II-liZ 
.s;A aK (1 + ~)'" ~_., O. 

~-l/Z 

The proof that the expression (A 7c) goes to zero in 
the limit K2 _ 00 can be given in similar way, under the 
assumption that m > 2Re d - t. 

It is easy to show, using the decomposition of the 
2N-point VEV of the generalized free field into the finite 
sum of product of two-point functions, that every term 
in the decomposition of (A5) into the products of (A 7) 
must contain either once the term (A 7c) or twice the 
term (A7b). This property implies the relation (A5). 

QED 

We see, therefore, that the eigenvalue equation [see 
(3.16) and (3.19)] 

is valid strongly as an operator-valued equation in 
S'(R4), i. e., 

(A13) 

II (f, dcI>;zl - dcI>}Zl) 11= 0, (A 14) 

for any fES. 

*On leave from the Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of 
Wroclaw, Wroclaw, Poland. 
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An algebraic study of the irreducible representations of the complex Lie algebra s I (2) is presented in 
this article. This study generalizes a former series of works of W. Miller. Though the list is not 
complete, it gives hints as to the construction of a very vast family of representations. 

INTRODUCTION 

Though it is never stressed very clearly, Lie algebra 
representations (which are not necessarily integrable to 
representations of a corresponding Lie group) play an 
important role in mathematical physics. Let us mention 
some examples from physiCS. 

(1) In potential scattering theories, an important con
tribution was made by T. Regge. His famous idea 
stressed the importance of the complex J. Plane and of 
the corresponding particle trajectories. If one wants to 
glue together infinitely many spins in an irreducible ob
ject, or in any case if one wants to have complex J
values, it is evident from elementary considerations that 
no group representation of SU(2) can make it. One is 
then brought to the study of local (i. e., Lie algebra) 
representations of SU(2). 

(2) In elementary particle phYSics, we distinguish be
tween external and internal symmetries: the external 
(i. e. , Poincare) symmetry group translates the postu
late of the special theory of relativity, while the internal 
[e. g. SU(3)] "symmetry" reflects, e. g. , the behavior of 
particles under strong interactions, their classification 
and quantum numbers, etc. 

The external symmetry is traditionally represented in 
second quantized field theory by unitary representations 
of the Poincare group, the group action being physically 
clear. 

In very high energies, which correspond to very small 
distances, there is no physical reason to believe that the 
external symmetry acts in a group manner. In this case, 
therefore, even the external symmetry might very well 
act in a Lie algebra manner. For internal symmetries, 
we have no reason whatsoever to prefer the global to the 
local aspect, the "internal space" being fictitious. 

Moreover, it is very well known that if one wants to 
have mass spectrum in an irreducible object, one cannot 
take a unitary representation of a Lie group containing 
the Poincare group, but rather one has to take a repre
sentation of a Lie algebra containing the Poincare Lie 
algebra, which can even be chosen so as to be integrable 
to the Poincare part. 

These examples, as well as many others, show the 
importance of the study of Lie algebra representations, 
both mathematically and physically. 

In what follows, we shall give a detailed study of one 
of the simplest cases existing, that of algebraically ir
reducible representations of the simplest complex simple 
Lie algebra, s1(2). 

From this point of view, this work is a direct contin-
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uation of the elegant works of W. Miller. We divide our 
article in the following manner. 

In Sec. 2, we give an equivalent formulation to the 
Miller hypothesis, and we then construct and classify the 
set of classes of irreducible representations satisfying 
the most general spectral hypothesis for the representa
tive of the elements of the Lie algeb,ra which strictly 
contains Miller representations and which is invariant 
under the action of the automorphisms of sl(2). 

In Sec. 3, we expound a detailed algebraic study of 
the enveloping algebra of sl(2). 

We utilize these results in Sec. 4 to study the action 
of the enveloping algebra automorphisms on the repre
sentations that we obtained in Sec. 2 .. By this generali
zation of the process of Sec. 2, we obtain a new series 
of representations. 

In Sec. 5, we construct other representations that 
cannot be obtained by the previous technique. 

1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 

Denote by (Y, F, G) a Weyl basis of sl(2), Y being the 
regular element and F and G corresponding nilpotent 
elements, 1,2 with the commutation relations 

[Y,F]=F, [Y,G]=-G, [F,G]=2Y. 

(j is the universal enveloping algebra of sl(2) and Z 
the center of (j, which is written as 

Z= C[Q], where Q=GF+Y+Y'l=FG-y+y2 

(Casimir element). 

By a representation of sl(2) we mean a linear repre
sentation in a complex vectorial space not reduced to 
{a}. By the universal property, every representation of 
sl(2) is a representation of the associative algebra (j, 
and vice versa. 

Definition 1. 1: Let rr and 11' be representations of sl(2) 
on V, V' respectively, 11 and rr' are equivalent if there 
exists an isomorphism U of V and V' such that 

U 0 rr(X)= rr' (X) 0 U for all X Esl (2). 

Definition 1. 2: A representation is (algebraically) ir
reducible if the only invariant subspaces of the repre
sentation space are {a} and the space itself. 

From the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, the rep
resentation space of an irreducible representation is 
(necessarily) of at most countable dimension. 

Schur's well-known lemma for finite dimension is gen
eralized to infinite dimension. 3,4 
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Lemma 1. 1: The commutator of an (algebraically), 
irreducible representation is reduced to scalars. 

Ubeing a noetherian algebra for which the only ele
ments having inverses are the scalars, 2 one has the fol
lowing lemma: 

Lemma 1.2: Given a nonscalar element X of {j and an 
element i\ of C, there exists (at least) one irreducible 
representation 1T of 81(2) such that 1T(X) has the eigen
value i\. 

One easily obtains by induction the following formulas 
in U: 

Lemma 1.31: Let PEZ(X); one has 

p( Y)F" = PP( Y + n), 

PP(Y)= P( Y -n)P, 

p( Y)G" = G"p( Y -n), 

G"P( y)=p( Y +n)G". 

Let aEZ[X] be the polynomial a=Q_X_X2. One has 
GF= a (Y), FG= a(Y -1), from which one deduces: 

n~p: G"P=a(Y+n-1)··· a(Y+n-p)G"-1> 
= G"-I> a(Y +p -1) ... a(Y + 1) a(Y); 

n~p: G"FI>=FI>-"a(Y+p-n) ... a(Y+p-1) 
=a(Y)'" a(Y+n-1)FI>-n; 

n~p: PG"=G"-l>a(Y-n+p-1)··· a(Y-n) 
= a(Y-1)'" a(Y_p)Gn-l>; 

n~p: PG"=a(Y-p)'" a(Y-p+n)FI>-n 
=FI>-"a(Y-n)'" a(Y-1). 

2. REPRESENTATIONS OF 5/(2) FOR WHICH 
THE REPRESENTATIVE OF ONE ELEMENT 
(AT LEAST) HAS AN EIGENVALUE 

In this section (Y,F,G) is a fixed Weyl basis of 8l(2); 
1TSI (2) designates the set of classes of representations 
which satisfy the property quoted in the title. 

A. The Miller representations 

In Refs. 5 and 6, Miller constructs (in particular) the 
irreducible representations 1T of 51 (2) which verify the 
following properties: 

(a) The spectrum A of 1T(Y) is countable, of the form 
A={i\s = AO + 8, 8ES C z} (Z = integers). 

(b) Each eigenspace VA is one-dimensional, and 
• 

V=s~Sv,.s· 
His result is (cf. [5]) 

Theorem 2. 1: Every irreducible representation of 
8l (2) satisfying conditions (a) and (b) is isomorphic to a 
representation from the following list: 

(1) The representations D(l, m o), where 1 and mo are 
two complex numbers such that l is admissible (i. e. , 
either l + l/2=pei~, p> 0, 0 ~ qJ< 1T or l = -1/2), 
o ~ Re mo < 1, and neither mo + l nor mo -l are integers. 
The spectrum 

A= {mo+n, n E Z}. 

(2) The representations +i defined for all admissible 
l, 
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A= {-1-1 - n,:E N} (N = integers ~ 0), 

(3) The representations + i defined for all admissible l 
different from (h -1) /2 (YhE N), with 

A={l-n,nEN}. 

(4) The representations +i defined for all admissible 1 
different from (h -l)/2(Y.h EN), with 

A={-l +n, nEN}. 

(5) The representation +1 defined for all admissible 
1, with 

A={l+l+n,nEN}. 

(6) The representations D(2h) defined for all h, 2hE N, 
with 

A={h-n, nEN, 0~n~2h}. 

Let us give an equivalent formulation of the hypotheses 
of Miller. 

Proposition 2. 1: An irreducible representation 1T of 
sl(2) satisfies hypotheses (a) and (b) if and only if 1T( Y) 
has an eigenvalue. 

Proof: Let V be the representation space, qJ a non
null vector such that 1T( Y)qJ= AqJ. By Lemma 1. 1, lJ(Q) 

=qI, qE C, and we have (using Lemma 1. 3): 

1T( YP)qJ= (A + 8 )1T(P)qJ, II (YGS)qJ = (A - 8 )1T(Gs)qJ, 

1T(GP)qJ= [q - (A + 8 -l)(A + 8)]1T(P-l)qJ, 

1T(FG")qJ= [q - (A - 5 + l)(A _l)]1T(GS-l)qJ 

for all integers 8, 8 ~ 1. Thus, we have the invariance 
of the subspace generated by {qJ, 1T(P)qJ,1T(G")qJ, 8 an 
integer ~ 1}. QED 

B. Construction and classification of the 
irreducible representations of 5/(2) for which the 
representative of a regular element (at least) has 
an eigenvalue 

We shall denote by 

A' = Aut[8l(2)], the group of the automorphisms of 
5l(2); 

ilL,OIL' the automorphisms of 8l(2) defined by 

ilL(Y)=Y, ill (F) = /IF,i lL (G)=l//-LG, 

0IL(Y)= -Y, OIL (F) = /-LG,OIL(G)=l//-LF, 
where /-LE C -{O}; 

1T., the set of the classes of infinite-dimensional irre
ducible representations of 5l(2) for which the represen
tative of a regular element (at least) has an eigenvalue; 

D, the subset of 1T. made up of the representative of 
type D(l, mol; 

L+ (resp. L -), the subset of 1T, made up of the repre
sentations of type +i (resp. fl). 

We deSignate by the same letter a class and one of its 
representatives. 

Let 1T be a member of 7T.; we denote by O(1T) the orbit 
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of rr under the action of A '. 

Let us first show that the study of rrr is equivalent to 
that of the action of A' onj), L +, and L-. 

Proposition 2.2: rr belongs to rrr if and only if there 
exists rr' belonging to f), L +, or L - and A belonging to A ' 
such that rr= rr' oA. ' 

Proof: Let X be the regular element such that rr(X) 
has an eigenvalue, Al an automorphism of sZ(2) such 
that A1YECX (cf. Ref. 2). The representation 111 =rroAl 
satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1. 

If rr1 is of type tl, then rr2 = rr1 on1 = rr oA l on1 is +Z; in 
this case one takes A = Al 0 n, and rr' = rr 2' If not, rr1 and 
Al are appropriate. QED 

A simple calculation proves the following propositions. 

Propositions 2. 3: When rr belongs to f) and X belongs 
to s1(2), rr(X) has an eigenvalue if and only if X=AY, 
AEC. 

Proposition 2.4: When rr belongs to L + or L - and X 
belongs to s1(2), rr(X) has an eigenvalue if and only if 

X=AOY+ A1F. 

Remark: Such an element is regular if and only if 
AO*O. 

Corollary: When rr belongs to L+ or L-, X belongs to 
s1 (2), and rr(X) has an eigenvalue, X satisfies one and 
only one of the follOwing assertions: 

X regular and rr(X) diagonalizable; 

X belongs to CF, rr(X) has the single eigenvalue 0, 
which is of multiplicity 1. 

We can now carry out a partition of rrr' 

Proposition 2.5: Let rr be a member of f), rr' a mem
ber of L + or L -; one has 0(1T) n O(rr') = (D. 

Proof: Let us suppose that the intersection is not 
empty; that is, that there exists an A in A' such that 
rr' = rr oA; then AF, which is nilpotent, would be satisfac
tory: rr(AF) has an eigenvalue, which is in contradiction 
with Proposition 2. 3. QED 

Proposition 2. 6: Given rr and rr' belonging to L+ or L-, 
(1) If rr is +l and rr' is +l' with 1 *1', then O(rr) n 0(1T') = ¢; 
(2) If rr is .i and rr' is .t then O(rr) n O(rr') = (D. 

Proof: 
(1) is evident since AQ = Q for every A in A'. 
(2) Let us suppose that rr' = rr oA; then rr(AY) should have 
-1-1 as "maximum" eigenvalue. This is in contradic-
tion with Proposition 2.4. QED 

Letf)' (resp. L'+, resp. L'-) be the union of the orbits 
under A' of the elements of f) (resp. L., resp. L -). 

Theorem 2.2: f)', L'+' and L'- form a partition of rrr' 
The proof results from Propositions 2. 2, 2. 5, and 2. 6. 
More precisely, inside f)', L' +, and L'- one separates 
the orbits with the help of the follOwing propositions. 

Proposition 2. 7: Given rr and rr' belonging to f), rr of 
type D(Z, mol and rr' of type D(J', m' 0)' 
(1) When 1 *1', then O(rr)n O(rr')=(D. 
(2) When 1 = 1', then O(rr') = 0(1T) if and only if rr' = rr oA, 
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where A is one of the automorphisms ilL or nIL' /-I. E C - {a}. 

Proof: (1) is evident. (2) If O(rr) = O(rr'), then there 
exists A such that rr' = rr oA. Since rr(AY) has an eigen
value, AY = ± Y (Proposition 2.3), and it is easy to see 
that A is necessarily of the form given. QED 

Proposition 2. 8: Given rr and rr' belonging to L+ (resp. 
L-), then O(rr)=O(rr') if and only if rr=rroA, where A is 
one of the automorphisms 

A=eadXFoi
lL

, AEC, /-I.EC-{O}. 

Proof: Let us suppose O(rr) = O(rr'), there exists an 
automorphism A such that rr' = 7T oA. Then rr(AF) has the 
eigenvalue ° and AF is nilpotent; thus AF= /-I.F (Corol
lary (2.4), /-I.e C - {a}, and it is easy to see that A is of 
the form given. QED 

Since A' acts tranSitively on each orbit, it only re
mains to determine the stabilizers, 

Proposition 2.9: Given rr belonging to f), 
(1) if rr is D(l,mo) with mo*O and m o*1/2, the stabilizer 
of rr is made up of the automorphisms ilL' /-I. E C - {O}. 
(2) if rr is D(l,O) or D(l,1/2), the stabilizer of rr is the 
group of the automorphisms ilL and nIL' /-I. E C - {a} 

Proof: The proof results from Proposition 2. 7. 

Proposition 2.10: If rr belongs to L+ or L-, the stabi
lizer of rr is made up of the automorphisms e adV o ilL ' 
AE C, /-I.E C -{O}. 

Proof: The proof results from Propositions 2.6 and 
2.8. 

We can now carry out a classification. 

(a) Let C be the set of pairs of complex numbers 
(l, mol satisfying: 1 admissible, ° "" Re mo < 1, 1 - mo and 
1 + mo nonintegers; R the equivalence relation on C de
fined by: 

(1, mol leither m' 0 = mo } 
or if Re mo*O 

R(l' ,m' 0)1=1' and m'o= -mo+ 1 

or m'o=±mo if Re mo=O. 

According to what precedes, C/R is in bijection with the 
set of orbits of f) under A' . 

Theorem 2.3: The elements off)' are characterized 
by: 
(1) an element [1, mol of C /R; 

(2) An element A of A' /{i lL } (where {i..} is the group of 
automorphisms ilL' /-I. E C - {a}) when [1, mol * [1,0] and 
[1,1/2]; an element A of A' /{ilL,nlL} (where {ilL' nIL} is the 
group of automorphisms ilL and nIL' /-I. E C - {a}) 
otherwise. 

Proof: Given rr belonging to iJ'. There exists one and 
only one orbit 0 such that 1TE 0; Thus we conclude (1). 

Now, depending on the case: 

If [1, mo] * [1,0] and [1,1/2], one knows that the stabi
lizer of the two elements of f) in 0 is {ilL}. 

If [1, mol = [1, 0] or [1, 1/2], then the stabilizer of the 
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element of Din 0 is {i",n,..}. QED 

(b) Let us now treat the case of V + and V-. 

Theorem 2.4: The elements of L'+ (resp. L '-) are 
characterized by: 
(1) ,A complex l satisfying the hypotheses of the series 

-+i (resp. +i) of Miller; 
(2) An element A of A' /{eadAFoi,,}, where {eadl.Foi,,} is 
the group of automorphisms of the form eadl.F oil" A E C, 
f..LEC-{O}. 

Proof: Given rr an element of L'+ (for example), it is 
clear that O(rr) n L + contains only one element (Proposi
tion 2. 6) characterized by l, of which the stabilizer is 
{e adAF oil'} (Proposition 2. 10). QED 

Remark: One can see that the classification of rrT by 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 is equivalent to the one we gave 
in Ref. 7. 

C. Construction and classification of the irreducible 
representations of 5/(2) for which the 
representative of a nilpotent element (at least) 
has an eigenvalue. 

We denote by rrn the set of the classes of such repre
sentations. 

Proposition 2.11: Given rr an element of rrn' We sup
pose that there exists a nilpotent X E sl (2) such that rr(X) 
has the eigenvalue O. Then rr belongs to rr

T
• 

Proof: There exists an automorphism A of sl(2) such 
that AF = X. Let rr' = rr oA and let cp '" 0 be a vector such 
that rr(X)cp=O. According to Lemma 1.1, rr(Q)=qI, 
qEC. 

Thus, we have qcp= rr' (G) rr' (F) cp + rr' (y) cp + rr' (y)2cp, 
[- q + rr' (Y) + rr' (y2)] cp= 0, which proves that rr' (Y) has 
an eigenvalue. QED 

As a result, we are interested in the elements of rrn 
in which the representative of a nilpotent element has an 
eigenvalue different from O. Let us first construct a 
particular representation from which we shall obtain all 
the others. 

Theorem 2.5: When in an irreducible representation 
rr of sl (2) rr(F) has the eigenvalue 1, there exists a basis 
fn' n EN. of the representation space V such that: 

rr( Y)fn= f n+1, rr(F)fn = [rr( Y) -1 ]'10' rr(Q)fn = q fn' q E C, 
rr(G)fn= [rr( Y) + 1]n (qfo - f1 - f2)' 

Conversely, if for a representation of sl(2) there ex
ists a basis fn' n E N, of Von which the representation 
acts as above, then rr(F) has only the eigenvalue 1 which 
is of multiplicity 1; the representation is irreducible 
and characterized (up to equivalence) by q. 

Proof: The direct part results immediately from the 
formulas of Lemma 1.3 on setting fn = rr( y)nfo. 

Conversely, calculation shows that rr(F) has only the 
eigenvalue 1 and that it is of multiplicity 1 (keeping in 
mind the fact that rr( Y) has no eigenvalue). Now let V 
be the subspace of V generated by (fO'/1" .. ,fn) , and let 
X"'O be an element of Vn • 

1I(F -1)X E Vn-
1

; thus, there exists an integer k such 
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that rr(F -1 )kX = 0 and rr(F -1 )k-1X '" 0, That is, 
rr(F _1)k-1X = Vo' A E C -{O}. 

Now if W is an invariant subspace containing a vector 
X which is not zero, according to what has just been 
saidfoE W, Thus W= V. QED 

Let us direct the study of rrn to that of the set of the 
representations of Theorem 2.5, which we denote by 
/Ih: 

Proposition 2.12: rr belongs to rrn -rrT if and only if 
there exists rr' belonging to 1n1 such that 0 (rr) = O(rr'). 

Proof: Let X be a nilpotent element such that rr(X) has 
an eigenvalue f..L '" O. There exists an automorphism A of 
sl(2) such that AF= (l/J.L)X. Let rr' be the representation 
rr oA. rr' belongs to 1n1 and O(rr) = 0(1T'). QED 

Proposition 2.13: When rr and rr' belong toln1 and 
rr '" rr', one has O(rr) n 0(1T') =~. 

Proof: The proof follows from Theorem 2. 5. 
A simple calculation proves the following proposition. 

Proposition 2. 14: When rr belongs to Inu rr(X) has an 
eigenvalue if and only if X belongs to CF. 
Thus, one has 

Proposition 2.15: Given 1f an element of Inu the stabi
lizer of rr is {eadl.F, A E c}. 

Proof: In fact, rr = rr oA implies that rr(AF) has the ei
genvalue 1, and hence that AF= F according to Proposi
tion 2.14. QED 
Let us denote by Inf the set rrn - 1fy • 

Theorem 2.6: The elements oflnf are characterized 
by: 
(1) q E C; 

(2) An element of A' /{eadl. F}, where {eadl.F} is the group 
of automorphisms eadl.F, A E C. 

Proof: The proof is the same as for theorems 2.3 and 
2.4, with the aid of Propositions 2.12, 2.13, and 2. 15. 

Remarks: (1) The classification is equivalent to the 
one we have given in [7]. 
(2) Paragraphs 2 and 3 give a construction and classifi
cation of the elements of rr ,1(2)' 

3. THE ENVELOPING ALGEBRA OF 5/(2) 

A. Decomposition of the adjoint representation 

The term adjoint representation of sl (2) in U is ap
plied to the representation defined by: 

adg(X) = [g,X], gE sl(2), XE U. 

Let (Un)nE N be the canonical filtration oe U. The sub
spaces Un are stable for this representation. The re
striction of the adjoint representation to Un is complete
ly reducible; hence the adjoint representation itself is 
completely reducible. Let us establish the exact form 
of the decomposition. We reason by induction and sup
pose that: 

Un-1 
= [EI:l R(pn-1-2i 1Qi 1, Gn-1- 21 1Qid] 

i1 

'- V' ./ 
Hn- 1 
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EB [EB R(Fn-2-212QI2, en-2-212QI2)] EP· •• EB 
'2 ..... '" ./ 

Hn-2 

R(F, e)EP£ 

H, Ho 

= Hn"l EB H n-2 EB· .• EB H, EB H o' 

with 

O",ik ",(n-k);2 if (n-k) is even, 

0", i k '" (n -k -1);2 if (n -k) is odd; 

where R(u,v) is the representation space of the finite
dimensional irreducible representation in which the vec
tor of "maximal" weight is u and the vector of minimal 
weight is v, [for example, R(F,e)=sl{2)]. In addition, 
we assume that the non-null elements of 
Hn_k=EPlk.R(P-k-2IkQlk,en-k-2iQ!) are of degree (n-k). The 
hypothesIs of induction is true for ranks ° and 1. 

The only element (within a scalar multiple) of Un 
which is of weight n is P; thus this element necessarily 
belongs to one of the irreducible representations which 
decompose the restricted adjoint to Un' Let R{P, V) be 
the representation space; since the only vectors of Un 
of weight-n are the scalar multiples of en, one has 

R{P, V) = R{P, en)(Theorem 2. 1). 

Since Q E Z and U is entire, one has 

H'=QH =EBR(P-2-21 2Qi2+J. en-2-212QI2+J.) 
n n"2 ia ' 

= EB R (Fn-21 '2 Q 1'2 en- 2I 'ZQI'z) 
i'2 ' 

where 

° < i~ ", n/2 if n is even, 

O<i~"'(n-l);2 ifnisodd. 

By the hypothesis of induction the non-null elements of 
H~ are of degree n; thus H~n Un-l = {O}. 

Moreover (Un-l EB H~) n R(Fn, en) is an invariant sub
space of R(P, en) which contains neither P nor en and 
thus reduces to {O}. 

is 

The dimension of the direct sum 

Un-l EEl H~ Ef\ R(P, en) 

[en + 1) (n + 2) (n + 3)]/6, 

that is, dim Un' QED 

Theorem 3. 1: The decomposition of the adjoint rep
resentation of 8l(2) in U is given by 

U= (f> H n , 
n .. O 

where 

H = C H =EElR{p-ZlnQln en-Z1nQln) 
a 'n in ' , 

with 

0", in'" n/2 if n is even, 

0", in'" (n -1)/l if n is odd, 

with U = Ef\ H
J

, the nonnull elements of H being of 
n OEJ=sn n 

degree n. 
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Corollary 3. 1: When X belongs to sl(2), the central
izer C(X) of X in U is C [X, Q]. 

Corollary 3.2: When X, and Xz belong to sl(2) and are 
linearly independent, 

C{X,)nc{xZ)=Z' 

Proof: If one of the two elements considered is regular 
(for example, X,), one is led to the case of Y and X z [by 
automorphism of sl(2)]. Let 1T be an element of D. Since 
Xz is not a multiple of Y, 1T{X2) has no eigenvalue (Prop
osition 2.3). Let /J. EC<Y) n C(X2). 1T{/J.) is diagonal, but 
if /J. t/.Z, this implies that 1T{X2) has an eigenvalue, which 
is contradictory. 

If X, and X 2 are nilpotent, one carries out an analo-
gous demonstration with an element of 111

" 
QED 

The decomposition of the adjoint representation per
mits us to establish 

Theorem 3.2: Let W be the subspace of U defined by 
W=EB;.oR(P, en). One has U = WEP {Q -">t)U, V">t E C. 
In fact, the decomposition of Theorem 3. 1 can be written 

U= iB {Q - ">t)i>W. 
p.JJ 

Corollary: U is an infinite-dimensional free module on 
its center Z=C[Q]. 

(This corollary has been demonstrated in a much more 
general framework by Kostant.)8 

We are now able to determine the kernels of the finite
dimensional representations. 

Theorem 3.3: Let 1T be an irreducible representation 
of type D{2n), 2n EN; then 

Ker 1T= EB R(Fk, Gk)EB {Q-an)U, where a n=n(n+1). 
k:'2n+J. 

Proof: Since Fk belongs to Ken when k is greater than 
or equal to 2n + 1, we have the inclusion 

X = EB R{Fk, e k) (fl (Q - an) Uc Ken. 
kiill2n+l 

Since the sum EBk (2n+l R{Fk,gk) +X = U is direct, the di
mension of U IX is {2n + 1 )2. Then, according to Burn
side's theorem, 9 dim U /ker1T = (2n + 1)2. Thus we con-
clude the theorem. QED 

B. Particular automorphisms of U 

Let us denote by A the group of automorphisms of U. 
We shall identify A' with a subgroup of A (each element 
of A' being extended in a unique way to an element of A 
by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem). 

Theorem 3.4: Every element A of A satisfies AQ= Q. 

Proof: Since A belongs to A, we have Z = C[ Q] 
= C[AQ]. Thus, AQ=">tQ+/J.">t, /J.EC,">t,cO. Nowlet1Tbe 
a representation of sl(2), of type D(2n), 1T' the represen
tation 1T' = 1ToA. Since AU= U, the representation 1T' is 
also irreducible and thus of type D(2n). That is, 

1T'{Q)=n{n+1). 

Now, 

1T'(Q)=">t1T(Q) + /J.=">tn(n+1)+ /J.. 

This being true for all n, it follows that ">t = 1, /J. = 0. 
QED 
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Corollary 3. 3: When A belongs to A, we have U 
=AWEfl(Q - X)U, V XE C. 

Corollary 3.4: When A belongs to A, it induces an 
automorphism of the quotient algebra BA = U /(Q - x) U of 
Uby the two-sided ideal (Q - x)lj. 

We shall now characterize some particular automor
phisms of U. 

Theorem 3. 5: The only elements of A such that AY = Y 
(respectively AY= - Y) are the extensions to U of the 
automorphisms i", (respectively n",) of sl(2). 

Proof: Given A belonging to A such that AY = Y. Since 
AQ = Q we have AFAG = FG. AF and AG belong to 
[U,U] and neither can be of degree 0; thus they are of 
degree 1 and have no component on Z in the decomposi-
tion U= Ztfl [ij,U]. Thus they belong to sl(2). QED 

Corollary 3.5: Given A belonging to A. A belongs to 
A/if and only if there exists a regular element X of sl(2) 
such that AX E sl (2). 

Corollary 3.6: Let A and A' be two automorphisms of 
U satisfying AY =A'Y and AF=A' F; then A =A'. 

Moreover, 

Theorem 3.6: The only elements A of A such that AF 
= F are the automorphisms of the form ead"', fJ. E C (F). 
The existence of such automorphisms is justified by the 
following technical lemma. 

Lemma 3.1: Given u belonging to C (F) = C[F,Q]' then 
ad u is a locally nilpotent derivation of U. [i. e. , 
VVeU'3n such that (adu)" (V) = 0]. 

Proof of the theorem: One has [AY, F] = F or, equiva
lently, [AY-Y,F]=O. LetAY-Y=~iXi(Q)FI, where 
Xi(Q)EC[Q][Xo(Q)=O]. If we now setA'=exp(-ad~i(l/ 
i)Xj(Q)Fi ), we obtain AY=A'Y, AF=A'F, and, accord
ing to Corollary 3.6, A =A'. QED 

C. Abel ian subalgebras of B A and U. 

We recall that BA denotes the algebra BA = U /(Q - X)U. 
(One may consult Ref. 10 for a detailed study of these 
algebras. ) As Dixmier10 points out (without proo!), the 
properties of the abelian subalgebras of BA are analogous 
to those of the abelian subalgebras of the Heisenberg al
gebra A,. We give a proof of this assertion (using Ref. 
11) in Ref. 12. The result is 

Proposition 3. 1: 

(1) Let X be a non-scalar element of BA (resp. a non
central element of U). Then C (X) is commutative. 

(2) Let 13 be a subalgebra of BA (resp. of U). The fol
lowing conditions are equivalent: 

(a) 13 is maximal abelian. 

(b) There exists an element X of 13 with X rtc (resp. 
X ¢Z), such that 13 = C (X). 

(c) 13 is different from C (resp. from Z), and for all 
y of 13 not belonging to C (resp. to Z) one has 

13 =C(y). 

(3) Let x and y be two elements of BA (resp. of U) not 
belonging to C (resp. to Z). [x, y] = 0 if and only if 
C(X)=C(Y). 
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(4) In BA (resp. in U) the intersection of two different 
maximal abelian subalgebras is C (resp. Z). 

(5) Let 13 be a subalgebra of BA (resp. of U) different 
from C (resp. from Z) and C (B) be its centralizer in B A 

(resp. in Ul. 
(a) If 13 is not Abelian, C (B) :::: C (resp. C (B) = Z). 

(b) If 13 is Abelian, C (B) is maximal Abelian. 

(6) Let 13 be a maximal Abelian subalgebra of BA (resp. 
of U), y an element of BA (resp. of)j), and p a no~scalar 
element of C [X](resp. of Z[X]). If P (y) belongs to 13 , 
then y belongs to B. 

4. REPRESENTATIONS 

A. Preliminaries and notation 

When 11 is an infinite-dimensional irreducible repre
sentation of sl(2) , there exists a complex number A such 
that Ker 11 = (Q - X) U (according to Lemma 1.1 and Ref. 
13). Thus 11 induces on passing to the quotient a faithful 
irreducible representation of B A• Conversely, for every 
infinite-dimensional irreducible representation 1I"A of B A, 

there exists an irreducible representation 11 of U such 
that Ker 71= (Q-X) U and 11A is induced by 11" on paSSing to 
the quotient. 

Let AA be the group of automorphisms of B A, IT (resp. 
ITA) the set of classes of infinite-dimensional irreducible 
representations of U (resp. of B A). A (resp. AA) acts on 
IT (resp. on ITA): the image of 11 by A is 11' = 11 oA. 

Every automorphism A of U satisfies AQ = Q (Theo
rem 2.2) and induces on paSSing to the quotient an auto
morphism of B A• Incidentally, by Ref. 10 every auto
morphism of BA comes on paSSing to the quotient from 
an automorphism (at least) of U. Consequently, to study 
the action of A on IT, we study the action of A A on ITA. 

Let us denote by A ~ the group of the automorphisms of 
the canonical image of sl(2) in B A, which we equally de
note by sl(2). 

Let us denote by f)A (resp. 11;, 11~) the set of the ele
ments of ITA induced by the elements of f) of type D(l, mol 
(resp. the element of ITA induced by the representation 
+i, resp. induced by the representation +i) satisfying 
l(l + 1) = X, and by 11~ the elements of ITA induced by the 
element of IH such that the representative of the Casimir 
element is X. 

We denote by the same letter a class of representa
tions and one of its elements, and by 0(11) the orbit of 
the element 11 of ITA under the action of A A. 

Remark: Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 of Sec. 3 remain true 
for AA with analogous proofs. 

B. Spectral theory 

Given an element 11 of ITA and a vector cp of its repre
sentation space, we shall term the annihilator of <p 
(written Ann cp) the left ideal {XEBAI11(X) <p=0}. 

Proposition 4.1: Let 11 be an element of f)A' <p an 
eigenvector of 11 (y) of eigenvalue v". Then Ann 
<p=BA(Y-v,,). 
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Proof: There exists a basis {J., n E Z} of the space 
such that 

1T(Y)fn=Anfn, An=mo+n, O.;;Re mo<l, 

1T(F)jn= anfn+!' an' f3n,*O, Yn, 

1T(G}Jn = f3nf n-1 , 

cp=fp, 11", =Ap- (see Ref. 5). 

Let X = ~nGnPn( y) + ~kFkp~ (Y) E Ann CP'Pn(Y) E C[Y], 
p~ (Y) E C [Y]. 1T(X) cp= ° may be rewritten 

~ Pn(Ap)f3p ••• f3p-nf n + ~P~(Ap) a p'" ap+kfp+k= ° 
It results from this expression that 

QED 

Corollary: Let l be an admissible complex number 
such that l (l + 1) = A. Let 11 be a complex number such 
that neither l + 11 nor l - 11 is an integer. Then the left 
ideal B). (Y - 11) is maximal. 

Proposition 4.2: Let cp be an eigenvector of 1T;(Y) 
[resp. of 1T~(Y)] of eigenvalue 11",. Then there exists an 
integer k such that 

Ann cp=B).( Y -11 ",) + B).p+l. 

Proof: We carry out the proof for 1T= 1T~. There exists 
a basis Un' n E N} of the representation space such that 

1T( Y}J n = Anfn with An = l - n. 

1T(F)fn=anfn_l with {an,*o ifn,*O, 

ao=O, 
1T(G)fn=f3nf n+i with .8nEC-{O}, 
cp = fk ' 11 <Il = A k' 

It suffices to show that Ann cpCB). (Y - Ak) + BAP+l. Let 
us first consider the case of an element X of Ann cp sat
isfying d~ = 0. 

Let X =~, J.L j ( Y)Gi, J.Lj ( Y) E Cry]. The equality 
1T(X) Uk) = ° leads to 

1T[J.L,(Y)]fk+j =O Yj. That is, there exists 
u

j 
(Y) E C [Y] such that 

J.L,( Y) =u, (y) (Y - Ak+j ). 

We thus obtain X= (~jU,(Y)G') (Y -Ak)EBx(Y - Ak). 

Let us suppose that all the elements of Ann cp of which 
the degree in F is less than or equal to (n - 1) belong to 
Bx(Y -Ak) + BxFk+1 , and let X'€ Ann cp satisfy d!J:X=n; for 
example, X="Z, J.L j (Y)Fj + ... If n~ k + 1, V=X - J.Ln( Y) 
FnE Ann cp and satisfies ~V';;n-l; thus, XEBx(Y-A k ) 

+ BxFk+l. If not, 1T(X)fk=O leads to ('Ik"·Clk_,+lJ.Lj(Ak_j)=O, 
Yj, where the Cl/ are all different from 0. Hence, 
J.L,(Ak_,) = 0 Yj. 

In particular, it follows that J.Ln( Y)Fn E B). (Y - Ak), and 
that the element V = X - J.Ln ( Y)Fn E Ann cp and satisfies 
d~V';;n-l. QED 

Corollary: Let 11 be a complex number satisfying one 
of the follOwing hypotheses: 
(a) 11 = -l - 1 - k, kEN; 
(b) 1I=l-k, k EN, when l ,*(h -1)/2, hEN: 
then the left ideal B x ( Y - 11) + B). Fk+l is maximal. 
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Proposition 4.3: Let cp be an eigenvector of 1T~(F); then 
one has Ann cp = B x (F - 1 ). 

Proof: Let us recall that the only eigenvalue of 1T~(F) 
is 1 and that the associated eigenspace is C cp (Sec. 2). 
Let X= "ZjAj( Y)GI + -Z;, J.L, (Y)Fj E Ann CP,AI (Y) and 
J.L,(Y)EC[Y] with J.Lo(Y)=O. Since 1T~(X)(cp)=1T~ 
[~jAI(Y)a(Y+i-l)". a(Y)+-Z;,J.L,(Y)] (cp)=O and since 
1T~(Y) has no eigenvalues, we have 

6Aj(Y)a( Y + i-I) .. • a( Y) +6 J.L,(Y) = 0. 
I , 

Let us reason by induction on the d~ of the elements of 
Ann cpo Let us suppose d~ = 0, or X = "Z IAI (Y)GI. One 
writes 

X=6Aj( Y)Gj (1 - FI +1) 
j 

+[~AI(Y)a(Y)." a(Y+i -1)J FEBx(F-l). 

° 
Let us suppose the property is true for rank (n - 1 ); 

let XE Ann cp be such that d~=n, J.Ln(Y) is the coeffi
cient of Fn in the development of X. Then the element 
V =X - J.Ln( y) (F _l)n E Ann cp and satisfies d~V';; n -1. 

QED 

Corollary: The left ideal B x (F - 1) is maximal. 

Proposition 4.4: Let 1T be an element of Dx, cp a vector 
of the representation space which is not an eigenvector 
of 1T( Y); Then Ann cp is not monogenic. 

Proof: We make use of the notation of Proposition 4. 1 
and set cp= "ZkAkfk. The element y = IIk(Y - Ak) EAnn cpo 

If Ann cp were monogenic there would exist u and X 
such that 

{
XE Ann cp, 
y=uX. 

On writing y = uX, we obtain 

or t and or 
d~u=O) ld~U=O 

d~X=O~ d~X=O. 

If d~u = d~ u = O,X is a scalar multiple of y, and the 
proposition is true since BxY is not maximal. 

Let us consider the case where d~u = 0 and d~ u '* 0; 
then we have d~ X = 0, which enables us to write 

u=~J.L,(Y)Gi} J.L,(Y), Ak(Y)EC[Y]; 
X=6A

k
(Y)Fk 

k 

y=6 J.L,( Y)A k( Y+ j)GjFk. 
"k 

One then has two possibilities: 

(1) There exists k such that k ~ j Y,. Then if ko (resp. 
j 0) denotes the largest k (resp. the smallest j), 

GkoF'o=p( Y)Gko-Jo, p( Y) E Cry]. 

Thus ko=jo. 
This leads to{u= J.L(Y)Gko, 

X=A( Y)Fko. 
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Since X E Ann cp, A( Y) E Ann Fko cpo However, this re
quires that aoyA( Y) ~ d~y and is contradictory to y =uX 
in the case where ko > 0. Only the case where ko = ° re
mains, and then a previous line of reasoning is applied. 

(2) There exists some j such that j ~ k V k. One again 
uses analogous reasoning. Finally the case cf],u'* 0, 
tfbu = 0, and ao ~ = ° is deduced from what precedes by 
the action of the automorphism n l• QED 

Proposition 4.5: Let cp='Et.oPkfk (notation of Proposi
tion 4.2, Pp ,*0, be a vector of the representation space 
lT~(resp. lT~). There exists an element v of C [F] such 
that 

Ann cp= Bx(eadvy -l + p) + Bx FP+l 

(resp. Ann cp= Bx(eadvy+ l +p + 1) + BxFP+l). 

Proof: One may choose the basis Uk' kEN} in such a 
way that IT;(F) fk = f k-l , k > 0. (It suffices to replace fk by 

(0/ 1 ••• ~k)-lfk' k > 0.) 

We solve the equation 

lT~( Y + III F + ... + IlpFP) cp = (l - p) cp 

by reducing it to a linear system. Let III '" IIp be the 
solutions and A the automorphism 

A = exp{ - ad[ 1l1F + (1l/2)F2 + ... + (Il/p )FP]} 

The representation lT~ oA is equivalent to IT;, and cp is 
the p- th vector of the basis on which IT; ~A( Y) is diagonal. 
Thus Proposition 4.2 is applicable. QED 

To obtain the analogue of Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 in 
the case of lT~, we prove the following lemmas. 

Lemma 4. 1: Let cp be an eigenvector of lT~(F), 
>It = 'Ef=o AilT~( y)i cp, where Ai E C, Ap ,*0, X = 'E~ IlJ ( Y)Fj, 
where Ilj (Y) E C [Y], such that lT~(X) >It = 0. Then there 
exists u of the form 'EkV k( Y)Fk, where vk( Y) E C [Y], 
such that X = u(F -1). 

Proof: lT~(X)>It= lT~['EJllj (Y)~iAi(Y - j)i] cp=O, and 
since lT~( Y) has no eigenvalue, ~ j Ilj ( Y) 'E iAi ( Y - j)i = 0. 

However, the term of highest degree in Y of such a 
polynomial is the same as the term of highest degree of 
the product P1P2 where PI = 'E j Il j ( Y) and P2= ~i\ yi. 
This then implies that PI = 0. 

Hence lT~(X) cp= lT~[Pl (Y)] cp = ° 
By Proposition 4. 3, there exists u such that 

X=u(F-l). The hypothesis d~u>O is contradictory, 
since d~ uF < d~ u. QED 

Lemma 4.2: Let X and >It be as in Lemma 4. 1. Then 
one has dOX~ P + 1. 

Proof: We reason by induction on the degree in lT~( Y) 
of the decomposition of >It. If >It is a scalar multiple of cpo 
the lemma is true by Proposition 4. 5. Let us suppose 
the property to be true for all elements ~ of the repre
sentation space of the form 

k 

~=~~ilT~(Y)icp, ~k'*O, k~p, 

and let 
P+l 

>It=~AilT~(y)icp, Ap+I ,*0. 
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Let us make the hypothesis that there exists an element 
X of Ann >It of the form specified in Lemma 4. 1 but of 
total degree equal to P + 1. According to Lemma 4.1 
there exists u such that X = u (F - 1) with d~ u = 0. It is 
clear that one necessarily has dOu=p. 

Let us set ~=lT~(F-1). Since >It'*ACP, AEC, ~ is dif
ferent from ° and u belongs to Ann~. 

Now ~ = ~1.2 Ai[lT~ (Y - i)i - yi]cp is of the form 
~:.o ~ilT~( y)i cp, with k= p. Thus the hypothesis of induc
tion gives us aou ~ p + 1, which is contradictory. 

We can now establish 
Proposition 4.6: When >It is not a scalar multiple of 

cp, Ann >It is not monogenic. 

Proof: Let >It=~f=OAilT~(y)icp, Ap,*O. One verifies easi
ly that (r -1 )p+l belongs to Ann >It. (However, when 
k <p + 1, (F -1)k¢Ann >It according to Lemma 4.2. ) 

If Ann >It were monogenic, there would exist u and X 
such that 

{ 
(F -1)P+l =uX, 

XEAnn>It 

On writing the first equality, one sees that either 
d~ X = ° or tfb u = 0. In the first case, Lemma 4.2 proves 
that dOX ~ P + 1. Thus the proposition is true, because 
Bx (F -1 )p+l is not maximal. In the second case, we 
write 

(F _l)P+I = ~ Ai (Y)V
k

( Y _l)Fk+i + ~ Ilj ( Y)Vk( Y + j)Gi Fk. 
1,k ),h 

~~ 

(1) + (2) 

Let jo '* ° (resp. ko) be the largest of the j (resp. the 
smallest of the k) which occur. If we suppose that jo > ko, 
we have d~(lljo(Y)Vko(Y+jo)GjoFko»O, and this term 
cannot disappear. If one then supposes that jo < ko, all 
the Gj Fk which occur may be written as Pi J (Y)Fk-J , 

Pi/ y) E C [Y], k - j > 0. Since jo is strictly positive, ko 
is also. Thus (1) and (2) contain only strictly positive 
powers of F. This is in contradiction with the hypothesis 
(F -1 )P+l = (1) + (2). 

There remains only the case where jo=ko' but then 
the equation 

Ilj (Y)v. (Y + jo)GioFjo= 1 
o Jo 

should be satisfied. This is impossible, since GioFio is 
a polynomial in Y of degree 2jo. Since the hypothesis 
that jo'*O is contradictory is each case, one concludes 
that jo= 0, and returns to the first case. QED 

C. Orbits 

Lemma 4.3: Let IT be an element of IIx, IT' = lToA an 
element of its orbit, and cp an element of the represen
tation space of IT and IT'; then Ann., cp=A-l[Ann.cp]. 

Theorem 4.1: When IT belongs to D)., one has 
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0(1T) n 0(1T~) =0(1T) n 0 (1T~) =0(1T) n 0 (1T~) ==0(1T~) n O(~) 

= 0(1T~) n 0 (1T~) = (J). 

Proof: None of the annihilators corresponding to 1T~ 
and 1T~ is monogenic (Proposition 4. 5). However, for 1T 
the annihilators of the basis vectors are monogenic 
(Proposition 4.1), and for 1T~ the annihilator of the initial 
vector is also (Proposition 4.3). Thus: 

0(11) n 0 (11~) =0(11) n 0(11~) =0(11;) nO (1t~) = 0(11~) n 0 (11~) 

=¢ (Lemma 4.3). 

Let us suppose there exists an A EA~ such that 
11~ = 11 oA. The only monogenic annihilator corresponding 
to 1T~ is BA (F -1). Thus there exists a complex number 
v such that 

BA(AF -1)=BA( Y - v) (Lemma 4. 3). 

Consequently, AF=1+c(Y-v), CEC-{O}. This result 
is impossible, since AF is strictly nilpotent and 
1 + c( Y - v) is strictly semi-simple [10]. QED 

Proposition 4. 7: When 1T belongs to D, the only auto
morphisms A such that 1T oA belongs toDare 

i,., JJ. E C-{O}, 

O,.,JJ.EC-{O}, 

Proof: Let us suppose that 11 is of type D(l, mol and 
11 oA of type D(l, mb). Given Propositions 4.1 and 4.4, 
there exists n E Z such that 

BA(AY -m~)=BA(Y - mo +n). 

Thus there exists v E C such that 

AY= vY+ lI(n -mol +m~. 

Since Y and AYE[B~,BA], AY= vY by necessity [10], and 
since the spectrum of ad AY is Z (the same as that of 
adY), v =:1: 1 by necessity. QED 

Corollary 4.1: When 11 belongs to D, the stabilizer of 
1T is 

{ill' JJ. E C - {On, when 11 is of type D(l, mol with mo 0;1 0 
or 1/2; 

{i,. and 0", JJ. E C - {On, otherwise. 

Corollary 4.2: 1T oA belongs to ITs, (2) if and only if A 
belongs toA~. 

Proof: If 1T oA E ITs, (2)' there exists a regular element 
Z of 8l(2) such that l1 oA(z) has an eigenvalue (Theorem 
4.1 and Section 2). Let A EA~ be such that A'Y==z, 
11' = 11 oA oA', 1T'( Y) = 11 oA oA' (y) == 11 oA(z). 

Now, by Theorem 4. 11T' belongs to D, and by Propo
sition 2. 12 we have necessarily that A oA' = ill or 
AoA' =0,., JJ.EC-{O}. 

Conversely, if AEA~,1TOA(A-lY)=1T(Y) has an eigen-
value, and A-ly Esl(2). Thus 11 oA E ITs/(2)' QED 

Remark: Since A~ is strictly contained in AA' one has 
actually constructed representations which don't belong 
to ITs I (2)' that is, for which no representative of any ele
ment of sl(2) has an eigenvalue. 
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Proposition 4.8: The stabilizer of 11~ is {e acIU ,U E C 
[F]}. 

Proof: Considering Propositions 4. 3 and 4. 6 and 
Lemma 4. 3, one writes 

B~(AF -1)= B/F-1). 

Thus there exists ~ E C such that 

AF=~F-~+1, 

and since AF and F belong to [BA,BJ, AF=F. 

Corollary 4. 3: 1T~ oA belongs to IT. I (2) if and only if A 
is of the form 

e acIU oA' ,U E CIf ],A' EA~. 

Proof: By arguments analogous to those of Theorem 
2. 6, 11 0 A E IT. I (2) if and only if there exis ts a nilpotent z 
in sl (2) such that 11 oA (z) has an eigenvalue JJ. different 
from O. Let A' EA~ be such that A' F= (1/JJ.)z. The rep
resentation 11 oA oA' is equivalent to 1T~. Thus A oA' 
= eadlo, U E C[F]. 

The converse is evident. 

Remark: As before, one in fact obtains representa
tions where no representative of the elements of sl(2) 
has an eigenvalue. 

5. THE REPRESENTATIONS ~ 

Let us denote by ITx the union of the orbits under II A of 
11~, 11~, 1T~, and DA• The problem which presents itself is 
to know whether IT~ c IT~ strictly or note. 

A. Construction of ~ 

Let ~ be the left ideal B~( Y"F -1) of B A, n an integer 
>0. Since (ynF-1) has no inverse [10], there exists a 
maximal left ideal9n which contains.9n. Let 1T~ be the ir
reducible representation defined on the quotient 
Vn==B/9n and cp the class of 1. 

Lemma 5.1: 1T~( y) and 1T~(F) have no eigenvalue. 

Proof: If 1T~(Y) had an eigenvalue, one would have 
11~:::: 1T, where 1T belongs to D or to {1T~} U {1T~}. This is im
possible, since 1T( ynF} can have no eigenvalue (0;1 0). 

Lemma 5. 2: cp is not an eigenvector of 1T~ (ym F), 
O<s:m<n. 

Proof: In fact, if one had 1T~ ( ym F) cp = JJ. cp, then it 
would follow that 1T~( ynF) cp= 1T~( yn-m) 1T~( ymF) cp= JJ. 
1T~( yn-m) cp= cpo This result is in contradiction with 
Lemma 5.1. 

Theorem 5.1:{~(Y")CP, ~(ymp)cp, kEN, pEN-{O}, 
o <S: m <n} is a basis of Vn • 

Proof: By construction Vn= 1T~(B~)cp; thus {1T~(Y" FP)cp, 
~(Y'c")cp, l, p, kEN, rEN -{On is generator. 

Since 1T~(cr) cp= ~(GrynF) cp = 1T~[ (Y + r)n a( Y + r -1) 
Cr-l ] cp, an induction on r shows that {1T~( yk.Fl') cpr gener
ates Vn• Finally, for k > n, one has 

Y" FP = y"-n FP"l ( Y + P _ 1 )n F 

or 1T~( Y".FI') cp = 1T~( y"-n FP-l) cp + ~;'l C~(p - 1)1 

1T~[y"-n( Y _ P + 1)n-J FP] cp, which expresses 11~( Y"FP) cp as 
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a linear combination of the 1T~(Yk-JFI') q;, 1 ~j ~n, and 
the 7l~(yk-"FP-l)<t>. By induction on k, one deduces that 
1T~( yk FP) q; can be expressed as a combination of the 
~(YP) q; and the ~( ymr) q;, 0 ~ m < n, and thus that 
{l1~(yP) q;, rr;:<. ymFP) q;, kEN, P E N- {O}, 0 ~ m <n} are 
generators. 

To show that it is free amounts to proving that if a 
linear combination of its elements of the form Zi\kYk 

+ ~ Mm,pymFP belongs to the annihilator of q;, then it is 
null. 

Let us denote the largest p coming in by Po. If Po= 0 
the proposition is true by Lemma 5. 1. Let us suppose 
it i.s true up to rank AJ -1, and let us consider a com
bination of this type with sup p = Po. 

1T~(G)[Li\Ao1T~(Yk)q;+ L; Mm.~(ymFP)q;l 
k m,~O " J 

Thus, by the hypothesis of induction 

From this result one deduces Mm,p = 0 Y m ,Y P > 1. There 
then remains [~ki\k(y+l)k+n+~m'l Mm,l(Y+l)m]a(y)=O. 
However, k + n;n > mY k,Ym, and BA is entire. Thus 
Mmd=i\k=OYm,Yk• QED 

B. Spectral theory in 1T~ 

Let 1T~' be the representation (a priori not irreducible) 
defined on the quotient BJ.!}n= V~, q;' the class of 1. 

Theorem 5.2: {1T~'( yk) q;', 1T~' (ymFP) q;' ,!? EN, PEN 
-{O}, O~m<n}is a basis of V~. 

Proof: The first part of the proof of Theorem 5.1 is 
applicable word for word (since it does not bring in the 
irreducibility of 1T~), and proves that the set is a system 
of generators. 

Let us consider ~i\k1T~' (yk) q;' + ~m,p Mm,p 11~' ( ym FP) 
q;' = O. This expression is equivalent to 

Li\kP+ L Mm pymFP E.!Jn, which is not possible un-
less ~k = Mm,p ~POY k, m, P (since.!J nCgn). QED 
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Corollary 5.1: ~' and 1I~ are equivalent. 

Corollary 5.2: The left ideal B x(Y"F-l) is maximal 
(gn=.!J n). 

We can now answer the question asked at the beginning 
of this section. 

Theorem 5. 3: For every n> 0, 7l~ does not belong to 
II~. 

Proof: Since Ann q; is monogenic, 1T~ cannot belong to 
O(1T~) or O(1T~) (Proposition 4.3). If there existed an 
automorphism A of A A such that 1T~ = 1T' oA, 1T' E4, then 
by Propositions 4.1 and 4.4 there would exist complex 
numbers v and c '* 0 such that 

Y"F= 1 + c(A-ly - v). 

However, 1 + C(A-ly- v) is strictly semi-simple, where
as Y"F is not (Ref. 10, Lemma 5.2). Thus the hypothe
sis is contradictory. 

Likewise, Y"F not being strictly nilpotent, 1T~ ¢O(1T~). 

QED 
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The sets of special colineations and conformal transformations of a pseudo-orthogonal vector space 
can be given only a Lie groupoid structure, rather than a Lie group structure because of the non
vanishing denominators. With every such groupoid one can associate a unique Lie group, which, 
however, no longer consists of transformations. For one-parameter subgroups one can define 
infinitesimal transformations and a bilinear composition, called Lie bracket, which reduces for linear 
transformations to the commutator. In the special cases of colineations and conformal 
transformations on pseudo-orthogonal vector spaces of arbitrary finite dimension and signatures, 
covering homomorphisms onto matrix groups are given together with the corresponding Lie algebra 
isomorphisms. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There have been several applications of nonlinear 
transformation groups in physics. Especially the group 
of conformal transformations of Minkowski space has 
been used in electrodynamics and particle physics for 
the description of massless particles. Colineations were 
used in physics only once, namely in a three-dimension
al Euclidean space for the optical mapping by lenses. 
Since the colineation group of Minkowski space, which 
is shown below to be isomorphic to Sl(5, R), contains the 
Poincare group as a subgroup, it may serve as a gen
eralization of the latter to describe internal symmetry. 
However its kinematical interpretation in Minkowski 
space seems to be difficult, since it has no such special 
geometrical aspects as the Poincare group and the con
formal group, except being the most general transfor
mation group which transforms straight (world) lines 
into straight (world) lines. This geometrical property 
suggests its application in scattering theory in a way 
which parallels its use in geometrical optics. In a scat
tering process, the S matrix should be invariant under 
the full colineation group. 

In the following a mathematical description of the full 
colineation and conformal groups of arbitrary finite 
dimensional pseudo-orthogonal vector spaces over the 
real numbers is given. It is shown that sets of rational 
transformations like special colineations and special 
conformal transformations form a groupoid only, rather 
than a group, since there are nonvanishing denominators. 
There is a unique group associated with every such 
groupoid, which however consists no longer of vector 
space transformations. By means of the directional 
derivative it is possible to define for every one-param
eter subgroup a socalled infinitesimal transformation 
on the underlying vector space. For the two cases in 
question these infinitesimal transformations are poly
nomial; therefore there is no trouble with their domains 
of definition. The set of infinitesimal transformations 
can be made a vector space and even a Lie algebra, and 
the Lie bracket coincides with the commutator of two 
infinitesimal transformations only if they are linear. 

For the construction of those Lie algebras, one
parameter subgroups of some classical matrix groups 
are described. The full colineation group of a pseudo
orthogonal vector space V is shown to be globally iso
morphic to Sl(REBV, R) for all possible signatures of the 
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bilinear form on V. The full conformal group is locally 
isomorphic (in some special cases, depending on dimen
sion and Signature, even globally isomorphic) to the non
compact pseudo-orthogonal groups in REB VEB R with a 
suitable indefinite, nondegenerate, symmetric bilinear 
form. Both covering homomorphisms are given explic
itly. The Lie algebras of infinitesimal transformations 
are isomorphic to sl(R EB V, R) resp. to the noncompact 
pseudo-orthogonal Lie algebras in REB V EI'l R. The latter 
isomorphism establishes a bijection between the con
formal Lie algebras in V and the noncompact pseudo
orthogonal Lie algebras in REB VEIl R. 

II. THE GROUP OF BIRATIONAL 
TRANSFORMATIONS OF A VECTOR SPACE 

Given a n-dimensional real vector space V with basis 
pI, ... ,pn, a rational (polynomial) transformation T of 
V can be written 

T(x)= t 0i(~l"'" ~n)pi, (2.1) 
i=l 

where the coefficients OJ are rational (polynomial) func
tions of the ~jER, and X= ~lpl + ... + ~,r. Writing the 
0;' s as reduced quotients of polynomials, the least
common multiple of their denominators is uniquely 
determined up to a constant factor and called 
denominator of T, den(T). In general T is defined only 
on an open subset Dom(T) (in the Rn topology of V) of V, 
called its domain, given by all x E V for which Den(T) 
"* O. Two transformations Sand T are said to be 
composable on Dom(ST) if 

Dom(ST)={XE V/XE Dom(T) and TXE Dom(S)} (2.2) 

is not empty, i. e. if Im(T)n Dom(S)"* 13. A rational 
transformation is said to be birational if there is another 
rational transformation T-l such that T and T-1 as well 
as T-l and Tare composable and T-1T = idn om( T)' TT-1 

== idIm( T)' The composition 

(S, Dom(S» (T, Dom(T»=(ST, Dom(ST» (2.3) 

defines an associative multiplication on the pairs 
(T, Dom(T». Every element (idA,A) with A an open sub
set of V and idA the identical transformation on A, is an 
identity, i. e. , 

(T, Dom(T» (idA,A) == (T,A n Dom(T» 
(2.4) 

(idAOA) (T, Dom(T»==(T, Dom(T)n Im(T)nA). 

Copyright © 1974 American Institute of Physics 360 
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For a birational transformation T, the domain of the 
inverse transformation T- 1 is again an open subset 
Dom(r- l

) = Im(T) of V. The inverse of (T, Dom(T», T 
birational, is (r-I, Im(T» since (T, Dom(T» (T-l, Im(T» 
=(id,Im(T» and (T-I,Im(T» (T, Dom(T»=(id,Dom(T» 
are identities. Thus the set of pairs (T, Dom(T)), T 
birational, is a groupoid, but not a group (for the de
finition of groupoids see Ref. 1, p. 112 and Ref. 2). The 
relation 

(T, Dom(T))-(S, Dom(S)) iff T=S in Dom(T)n Dom(S) 

(2.5) 

is an equivalence relation. Dom( T) n Dom(S) is a non
empty open subset of V. The set of equivalence classes 
is a group which we call group of birational 
transformations of V, Birat(V). It is isomorphic to the 
group P(V) defined in Ref. 3, p.3 and Ref. 4, p.354. 

III. THE LIE ALGEBRA OF INFINITESIMAL 
TRANSFORMATIONS OF A LIE SUBGROUP 
OF BIRAT(V) 

Given two vector spaces VI' V2 , a mapping f from 
some open subspace !:i! C VI into V2 is called 
differentiable in x E!:i!, if there is a linear mapping 
af(x)jax : VI - V2 , called the directional derivative of f, 
such that for all u E VI 

a[(x) u = lim 1. lI(x + EU) - f(x)]. 
uX ,-0 E 

Given a mapping 8 from R into the set of birational 
transformations of V, such that the induced mapping 
into Birat(V) is a one-parameter subgroup, we call the 
transformation 08, defined by 

(3. 1) 

the infinitesimal transformation of 8. In the special 
cases of the colineation and conformal groups, 08 is a 
polynomial transformation for all one-parameter sub
groups (as shown below) and therefore Dom(08) = V. 
Given one-parameter subgroups e, e', ... such that 
the corresponding infinitesimal transformations are 
polynomial, the sum of their infinitesimal transforma
tions 08, 0 ()', ... is defined by 

(3.2) 

The set of (polynomial) transformations generated in 
this way by the infinitesimal transformations is a vector 
space (Ref. 5, p. 114) which is finite dimensional if the 
one-parameter subgroups are taken from a Lie subgroup 
of Birat(V). Taking all possible one-parameter sub
groups from this group G, the dimension of this vector 
space Lie(G) becomes equal to that of G, since the ex
ponential mapping of Lie groups defines a bijection be
tween the one-parameter subgroups and the elements of 
the Lie algebra [the latter is defined as the vector space 
of left invariant vector fields on G; thus it is different 
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from Lie(G)]. The sum of two infinitesimal transforma
tions defined in (3.2) coincides with the pointwise sum. 
This can be verified easily for the two cases to be 
treated below. The Lie bracket of two infinitesimal 
transformations 08 and o()' is defined by 

{08, 08'} (x) = lim a8(I/J.)8'(I/J.)8iI/J.)-18'Uii)-I(x) 1. 
~~ M 

(3.3) 

The pair [Lie(G), { , } ] is a Lie algebra which is isomor
phic to the Lie algebra of G (Ref. 5, p. 141). In physics 
one often uses besides Lie(G) another concept of Lie 
algebra given by vector fields on V (usually called 
generators) yt!, defined by 

(yt!f)(x)=lim af(8(M)(x)) 1 
~~ aM 

(3.4) 

for some real-valued function on V (Ref. 6, p. 33) (the 
Lie algebras defined in mathematics as left invariant 
vector fields on G seem to play no role in physics). 

The exponential mapping of Lie(G) into G is defined by 
Exp : 08t- 8(1). It is known, that it coincides for linear 
transformations with the exponential series (Ref. 7, 
p.101). From the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorf formula 
(Ref. 7, p. 96) follows, that in this case the Lie bracket 
coincides with the commutator of two infinitesimal 
transformations. This cannot be generalized to non
linear transformations. The Lie algebra of infinitesimal 
transformations can be defined for linear Lie trans
formation groups G by 

Lie(G) = {08 E end(V)jexp(~08) E G, ~ E R} (3.5) 

together with the commutator (Ref. 3, p.94). 

IV. ONE-PARAMETER SUBGROUPS AND 
BASIS-FREE COMMUTATION RELATIONS 
OF SOME CLASSICAL MATRIX GROUPS 

(i) The general linear groups. Given a symmetric 
bilinear form T on V, and a mapping g(b®a) E gl(V, R) 
defined by 

g(b C9a)x= T(a, x)b, 

the linear transformations 

G(~ )(b ® a) = id y + [T (a, b)]-I (e~T(a,b) - l)g(b6\l a), 

(4.1) 

G(~)(b®a)=idy+ Mg(b®a), (4.2) 

for T(a,b)*O, resp. T(a,b)=O, define one-parameter 
subgroups e

GI
: I.L 1- G(~)(b® a) of Gl(V, R) because of 

oeGI =g(b®a), exp[M(b® a)]=G(~)(b 6\la). (4.3) 

The Lie bracket, which is the commutator, becomes 

[g(b® a),g(d®c)]= T(a, d)g(b®c) - T(b, c)g(d®a). 

(4.4) 

If Tis nondegenerate, in which case we will write (a, b) 
with a, bE V, g(V® V) generates gl(V, R), i. e., every 
element of gl(V, R) is a sum of g(b® a)'s. The adjoint of 
g(b Q9 a) with respect to T is g(a® b). If the matrix I of 
( , ) reduces to the identity, g(b ® a) becomes the usual 
tensor product of the column of b and the row of a in the 
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chosen basis of V. The adjoint then reduces to the 
transposed. From (4.2) and (4.3) follows for T(a, b)* ° 

id y + ag(a<9) b) = exp[ T(a, b )"llog[l + aT(a, b)]g(a@b)], 

(4.5) 

if1+aT(a,b»0, andforT(a,b)=O 

id y + ag(a0b)=exp[ag(a@b». (4.6) 

U sing then that for all n x n matrices A 

deteA = exp(Spur A) (4.7) 

and Spurg(a®b)=T(a,b), one proves that 

det[id y + ag(a®b)]= 1 + aT(a, b), 

for 1 + aT(a, b) "'0. For 1 + aT(a, bho 

[id y + Qg(b ® a) ]'1 = id y - {al[l + aT(a, b)]} g(b® a). (4.9) 

(ii) The pseudo-orthogonal groups. The group of 
invertible transformations M of V with (Mx,My)=(x,y) 
will be called Aut( V, ( ,». For positive-definite (, ) we 
write O(V, R). Its Lie algebra of infinitesimal trans
formations is written der(V, (,» resp. so(V, R). der(V, 
(, ) ) is the set of all linear transformations R with 
(Rx, y) + (x, Ry) = 0. The discriminant of a, b E V is 

dic(a, b) = (a, W - (a, a) (b, b). 

The linear transformation o(b@a) of V defined by 

o(b<9) a)x = (a, x)b - (b, x)a 

(4.10) 

(4. 11) 

isinder(V, (,». For dic(a,b)*O resp. dic(a,b)=O, 

one-parameter subgroups eAu t(y.(.» : IJ. - Ocu l (b® a) of 
Aut( V, (, » are given by 

OC '.d(b® a) = id y + dic(a, b)"1{cosh[lJ.'/ dic(a, b)] - I} o(b ® a)2 

+ dic(a, b )'1/2 sinhlJ.'/ dic(a, b) o(b ® a), 

o CUl(b® a) = id y + IJ. o(b ®a) + (1J.2/2!) o(b® a)2, 

(4. 12) 

respectively. It is easy to establish the corresponding 
relations to (4.3) 

oeAutCY.C.» =o(b® a), exp[lJ.o(b@a)] =Ocu> (b@a). 

(4.13) 

The commutation relations of der(V, (,» become 

[o(b <9) a), o(d ®c)] = (a, c) o(d® b) + (b, d) o(c ®a) (4.14) 
- (a, d) o(c® b) - (b, c)o(d~a), 

which may be deduced from the Clifford algebra as well 
(Ref. 8, p. 232). For dic(a, b) < 0, which because of the 
Schwartz inequality is always the case for positive defi
nite (, ), (4.12) becomes 

o Cu) (b ~ a) = idy + dic(a, b)"1/2 sinlJ."- dic(a, b) o(b& a) 

+ dic(a, b)·1{COS[1J. ,,- dic(a, b)] - I} 

o(b ~a)2. 

(4.15) 

For linearly dependent a and b, dic(a,b)=O. A discus
sion of the use of OC")(b@a) in the geometry of SO(2, R), 
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(iii) The symplectic groups. For completeness we 
give the one-parameter subgroups of the symplectic 
group SP(E, (1) of a symplectic vector space (E,-a), the 
skew bilinear form <1 being nondegenerate. Defining 

s(b® a)x = <T(a, x)b + <1(b, x)a, 
(4.16) 

t(b@a)x=<1(a,x)b - <1(b, x)a, 

the linear transformation s(b IS/) a) is in the symplectic 
matrix Lie algebra sp(E, (1) and 

SCI' l(b @ a) = id y + <1(a, b ).1 sinhlJ.<1(a, b) s(b@ a) 

+ [coshlJ.<1(a, b) - 1] t(b@a) (4.17) 

SC,,) (b@ a) = id y + IJ.s(b @a), 

for <1(a, b) * ° resp. <1(a, b) = 0. defines one-parameter 
subgroups eSPCE.o): IJ.I-SC"l(b®a) of Sp(E, (1). Since 
every element of sP(E, (1) is a sum of s(b IZ' a)' s, the 
commutation relations of sp(E, (1) may be summarized 
by 

[s(b IZ' a), s(d @c)]= <1(a, d)s(c ®d) + <T(b, d)s(c 61J a) 
(4.18) 

+ <1(a, c)s(d0b) + <1(b, c)s(d®a), 

which may be deduced from the canonical Weyl algebra 
as well (Ref. 10, f.120). It is easy to establish the 
corresponding relations to (4.3) and (4.13). 

V. THE COLINEATION GROUP OF A PSEUDO· 
ORTHOGONAL VECTOR SPACE 

In the following we denote the matrix of (, ) by I. A 
special colineation C a is the rational transformation 

Ca(x)=x/(l +(a,x», a,xEV. 

Since (, ) is nondegenerate it is easy to prove 

n DomCx={O}, U DomCx=V. 
xEY XEV 

(5. 1) 

(5.2) 

Let C( V, (, » denote the corresponding n-dimensional 
group of birational transformations. It is commutative. 
Let T(V) denote the group of translations on V, i. e. , 
the set of affine transformations 

Ta(x)=x+a, x,aEV. (5.3) 

The group generated by T(V), Gl(V, R), and C(V, (, ) ) is 
called the full colineation group of (V, (, », which we 
write Col( V, (,». For u E Dom C b one verifies 

C u Tb= T CuCb) Cu+(u.b)uN(b@u), 

where 

(5.4) 

N(b®u)=(l + (u, b»"1 [id y - (1 + (u, b) )'1g(b@u)] 

(5.5) 

is in Gl(V, R) and 

N(b@ut1=(1 + (u, b) ) [idy + g(b @u)] (5.6) 

from (4.9). From (5.4) one verifies for G,GEG1(V,R) 
and Gc E Dom C b the multiplication law 

(TaCbG)(T CCdG) = Ta+CbCGcl C b+Cb.GC)b+r1[N<GCOb)GJ'1 TIll 
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N(Gc®b)GG. (5.7) 

For Gci DomC b such a relation is not valid. From (5.7) 

(TaC bG)-1 = T G-1C_b{-a) C -(J+{a,b)[)-IGT N{ao b)Tlb G-1 N(a ® b) 

(5.8) 

for a E Dom C b' (5. 7) and (5. 8) can be only deduced for 
invertible I. It is for that reason, that < , ) was taken 
to be nondegenerate. 

VI. THE ISOMORPH ISM BETWEEN COL (V, <, » 
AND SL (RaN, R) 

Given X= ~ EEl x E R EEl V, we denote by [f, the set of all x 
such that ~ * O. Then the mapping 

r:x-x/~, r:$-V (6.1) 

is surjective with the fiber over YE Vr-1(y) = {XE$/X 
= ~y}. Trivially r(x) = r(y) implies x = (V'T/)y. For A 
E Gl(REEl V, R) with AxE$ then r(x)= r(y) implies r(Ax) 
=r[(V'T/)Ayl and this is equal to r(Ay) because the two 
argu,ments lie in the same fiber. Thus the group homo
morphism r:A- r(A), r:Sl(REflV,R)-Birat(V), de
fined by 

r(A) r(x) = r(Ax) (6.2) 

is well defined. To show that r is surjective onto 
Col( V, ( , » one has to consider the Lie algebra of In
finitesimal transformations of Sl(R Efl V, R), i. e., the 
set of square n + 1 matrices with vanishing trace. Every 
such matrix can be written 

(6.3) 

:=(~ ~)+(~ b;I) 

(
- SpurIiG/(l + n) 0 \ 

+ 0 IiG - [SpurIiG/(l +n)lidy), 

with IiGE gl(V, R), aE V identified with its column in the 
chosen basis, aT being the corresponding row. From 
this we get the one-parameter subgroups 

eU6Ta =( 1 i~J, (6.4) 
lla 

eU6Cb _(1 
- 0 iJ.

bT1
) idy , 

(6.5) 

e,,6 G_ (det eu6G )-1/1+' (1 - 0 e~6G) , (6.6) 

of Sl(R EEl V, R). They generate SI(REEl V, R). If we write 
exp(IiTa)=:Ta, exp(IiCb)=:Cb, andexp(IiG)=:Gthenit 
is easy to prove 

(6.7) 

which shows that r is surjective onto Col(V, (, ». It is 
easy to verify that the kernel of r is trivial. If we 
choose on Col(V, ( , » the finest topology such that r is 
continuous then Col(V, ( , » is isomorphic as a Lie 
group to SI(REEl V, R). 
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A complete set of one-parameter subgroups of 
Col(V, (, » is given by iJ. -Cu. (special colineations), 
iJ. - TUb (translations), and iJ. -G{u)(b®a) (general 
linear transformations). From (3.1) follows 

IiC a(X) = - (a, x)x, 

IiTb(x)=b, 

IiGl(V, R) =gl(V, R), 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

where obviously liT b is homogeneous of degree zero, 
gl(V, R) homogeneous of degree one (linear), and IiCa 
homogeneous of degree two. 

The Lie brackets of the infinitesimal colineations 
Col(V, ( , » = col(V, ( ,» can be calculated from (3.3), 
(-t.2), (4.9), (5.4) and (5.7) 

{IiCa' IiC b}= {IiTa, IiTb}=O, 

{IiCa' IiTb}= -li[g(b ® a) + (a, b) idyl. 

{IiC a' IiG} = IiC r1{6G)Tla' 

{IiTa' IiG} = - liT 6 Ga' 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

together with the commutation relations (4.4) for 
gl(V, R). The matrices liT., IiC b, 1iG' fulfill the same 
commutation relations with 

-li[g(b®a)+(a,b)idyl=(ao,b) 0) (7.8) -g(b®a) . 

If we introduce a bilinear form on the vector space 
sl(R EEl V, R) by 0, B) = Spur A B, then a verification 
shows 

U(IiC., oTrl, IiTrl = - (a, x)oTr 

= - (oC., oT)IiTr =oC6Ta (liT), 
(7.9) 

[oG, oTrl= ad(oG)oTr= OT6 G., (7.10) 

ad(IiTa)OoTx =oTx =oT6T (oT). (7.11) 
• 

VIII. THE CONFORMAL GROUP OF A PSEUDO 
ORTHOGONAL VECTOR SPACE 

A special class of linear transformations is given by 

S(a®b)=idy -2(a,b)-Ig(a®b), S(a®a)=:S., (8.1) 

with S(a®b)2=idv , detS(a® b)= -1 from (4.8); hence 
S(a® b)E Gl(V, R). The S.E Aut(V, (, » are called 
reflections. It is known that for positive definite (, ) 
every element of Aut(V, (, » which is different from 
the identity can be written as a product of at most n 
such reflections. By inclusion of the dilatations, defined 
by D). x = Ax for 0 f- A E R, we get the ~n(n - 1) + 1 dimen
sional group DAut(V, < , » resp. DO(V, R) if <, ) is 
positive definite, which has one, two, or four con
nectivity components depending on the Signature of ( , ) 
and the dimension of V. The connectivity of each com
ponent is simple for the trivial one-dimensional case, 
infinite if n 1 or n2 in the signature (nl' n2 ) of < , ) equals 
two. and twofold otherwise. 

The nonlinear special conformat transformations are 
given by 
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K.(x) = (x + (x, x)a)/(1 + 2 (a, x) + (a, a) (x, x». (8.2) 

The denominator will be shortened to w(a, x) in the 
following. 

R(x)=x/(x, x) (8.3) 

is called an inversion. For XE {yE V/y and T fl(y) 
E DomR} it is easy to see that (Ref. 11, p.399) 

(8.4) 

A geometrical description of Dom K. is given in Ref. 12, 
p. 1089 for diagonal, pseudo-orthogonal ( , ) in two di
mensions. Let K(V, ( , » denote the corresponding n
dimensional, commutative subgroup of Birat(V). Then 
the group Kon(V, ( , » generated by DAut(V, ( , », 
K(V, ( , » and the translations in V is called the full 
conformal group of (V, < , ». It is straightforeward to 
verify for UE DomKb 

T "Ku =K Kb(u) T b+2 (b,U)b-(b,b)U D w(b,u) 5 Kb(U) 5u 

from which one deduces the multiplication law 

(K.T tM) (KcT fl) 

(8.5) 

-K T D 5 - Kb(~)+' b+2(b,ulb-(b,b)u+Dw(b,u)S Kb(U)SuMd w(b,u) Kb(u) 

x5,}fM, (8.6) 

whereM,MEDAut(V, (, », M=aMMo, O*aMER, 
MoE Aut(V, ( , » and U=(aMt1 Moc, The inverse of 
K.T bM is 

K -1 T -1 M-1 5 5 D -aMMo Kb(.) -M S K (.)SaDw(a,b)Ka(b) K (a) a w(a,b)' 
b b (8.7) 

Obviously R <i Kon( V, (, ». From 

(Ka(x), Ka(x» = w(a, X)-1 (x, x) (8. 8) 

follows that light cones are preserved by K(V, ( , ». 
For positive definite (, ) the angle between two vectors 
x and Y arc cos [(x, y) ( ,; (x, x) (y ,Y »-1] is not invariant 
under special conformal transformations. Kb is a solu
tion of the differential equation 

/aKa(x) ) ( aKa(X) ~ -2 \ ---ax- u, v + u, --ax v / = w(a, x) (u, v) (8.9) 

(Ref. 11, p.398), and the same type of differential 
equation with suitable factor on the right-hand side is 
valid for the other transformations of Kon(V, ( , ». 

There is an immediate generalization of the results 
of this section to the case of a degenerate symmetric 
bilinear form T with the signature (n1, n2, no), n1 + n2 + no 
=n. One can choose a basis of V such that the matrix 
of Tis diag(1, ... ,1,1, - 1, ... ,- 1,0, ... ,0) with n1 

times 1, n2 times - 1 and no times O. If the bilinear 
kernel of T is defined by Bk( T) = {x E V / T(X, y) = 0 for all 
YEV}, then V=V1EBV2EBBk(T) with dimV1=n1, dimV2 
=n2 and dim Bk(T) =no' Aut(V, T) is a tn(n - 1) + tno(no 
+ 1) dimensional group, which in matrix form is 

(
Aut(V1EBV2,T!V10V) 0) 

uN 2 Gl(Bk( T)) , (8. 10) 

uNbeing the set of arbitrary rectangular (n r + n2) Xno 
matrices. The only result which has to be changed in the 
case of degenerate Tis nxEVDomKx=Bk(T). Proof: 
Trivially Bk( T) c DomKx for all x E V. On the other hand, 
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given Y E VI EB V2 with Y E DomKa, it is easy to find 
bE V with Y <i DomKb; namely if T(Y, yhO one has Y 
<iDomK_T(y,y)-ly, and if T(Y,y)=O it is always possible 
to find b with 1 + 2T(Y, b) = 0, since the restriction of T 
to VI EB V2 is nondegenerate. 

IX. THE HOMOMORPHISM OF CONFORMAL 
AND PSEUDO-ORTHOGONAL GROUPS 

Following (Ref. 13, p. 16) it is possible to determine 
the Lie group data of the full conformal group. 

Given x= ~oEBXEB ~U.,+IE REP VEP R=: iT, the n+ 2 dimen
sional vector space V can be equipped with an indefinite 
bilinear from <1:, :j>, whose matrix is diag(1,I, - 1). Also 
let be ~= fxE V/<I: x, x:j> =0 and ~n+l - ~0*0}. The map
ping 

r:x -X/(~n+l- ~o)' r :Q!- V (9.1) 

is surjective with the fiber over Y E V r-l(y) = {x E g,/ 
x= (~n+l - ~o)y}' If x is any element of !ii, then 

0= <\: x, x :j> = (~n+l - ~o) [(~n+l - ~o) (r(x), r(x» - (~n+1 + ~o)] 

implies that ~n+1 + ~o = (~n+l - ~o) (r(x), r(x». Hence for 
x,.9' E!ilwith r(x) = r(y) 

~n+1 + ~o= [(~n+1 - ~o)/(l)n+l -1)0)] (1)n+1-l)O)' 

from which ~n+l = (~n+1 - ~o)(l)n+l-l)O)-ll)n+l' The same 
relation holds for ~o' Therefore 

r(x) = r(y) iff x= [(~n+l - ~o)/(1)n+l -l)o)]Y' (*) 

Given A E A ut( iT,<\:, :j» with A x E!iI, r(x) = r(y) implies 
that ~(A x) = r[ (~n+1 - ~o)(l)n+l - 1)0t1 A 51], and this is equal 
to r(A Y) because the arguements lie in the same fiber. 
Thus the group homomorphism r:A - r(A), 
r:Aut(V,<I:,:j»-Birat(V), givenby 

r(A) r(x) = r(Ax) (9.2) 

is well defined. To show that r is a surjective homo
morphism on the connectivity component of the identity 
in the conformal group (this component will be denoted 
in the following by an index 0) one has to consider the 
Lie algebra of infinitesimal transformations of 
Aut(f, <1:, :j», which is der(V, <1:, :j». Every element of 
der(V, <I:,:j» has the form 

oKa + 01\ + oM + ODy (9.3) 

(0 -aTI 0) (0 
:= a 0 a + -b 

o aTI 0 0 

0) (0 0 o + 0 0 
o y 0 

where Y E R and oM E der( V, ( , », i. e., in the chosen 
basis (oMVI + I oM = O. The corresponding one-param
eter subgroups are 

(9.4) 

(9.5) 
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(Ref. 14, p. 856), 

exp(.IIM) =~ 
o 

exp(IJ.0M) 

o 

(

COShIJ.Y 0 

exp(lJ.oD,) = 0 id y 

sinhlJ.Y 0 

(9.6) 

(9.7) 

Every element of Auto(V, 1, t) is a product of such 
elements. Using the relations of the beginning of this 
section, it is to prove, for exp(oK) = :Ka, exp(oTb ) 

=: Tb , exp(oJ!1)= :M, and exp(oD)= : D."",, that 

(9.8) 

Thus r maps AutoCV, 1, t) onto Kono(V, ( , », if the 
latter group is equipped with the finest topology such 
that r is continuous. From (*) it is easy to see that the 
kernel of r consists of all multiples of idy in Auto(V, 1, 
t), i. e., of ± idy or idy only, depending whether - idy 
E Auto(V' 1, t) or not. This obviously depends on dimen
sion and signature of (V, ( , ». In case n1 and n2 are 
both odd, it is thus proved 

{idy}-{±idv}-Auto(V, 1,t)!.KOno(V, (, »-{idJ. 

(9.9) 

This for instance is the case for V being the Minkowski 
space. In the other cases Auto(V, 1, t) and KOno(V, ( , » 
are isomorphic. So for instance the proper ortho
chronous Lorentz group is isomorphic to the connectivity 
component of the identity of the conformal group of a 
two-dimensional Euclidean vector space. 

The square n + 2 matrix 

is in Aut(V, <1:, t) but not in Auta(V, <1:, t). Hence rOll 
=R shows that R is not in Kono(V, ( , » and that 
Kono(V, ( , »UR Kono(V, ( , » is a t(n + 2)(n + 1) dimen
sional Lie group of two connectivity components. 

X. THE LIE ALGEBRA OF INFINITESIMAL 
CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS 

A complete set of one-parameter subgroups of 
Kono(V, (, » is given by IJ.I- K"b (special conformal), 
IJ. t-T"b (translations), J.1.f- D exp", (dilatations), and the 
pseudo-orthogonal (4.12). From (3. 1) follows 

OKa(x)=(x,x)a-2(a,x)x, (10.1) 

oTb(x)=b, (10.2) 

(10.3) 
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Mut( V, ( , » = der(V, ( , ». (10.4) 

OTb is a nonlinear transformation homogeneous of degree 
zero, oD, and der(V, ( , » are homogeneous of degree 
one, and oKa is homogeneous of degree two. One 
verifies the differential equation 

(OO~;(X) u, v) + (u, ao~(x) v) = - 4 (x, a) (u, v) (10.5) 

and the same type of equation with different factor on the 
right-hand side, is valid for the other infinitesimal 
conformal transformations. From 

(10.6) 

follows, that oKa preserves light cones (as the infini
tesimal colineations do as well). 

Lie brackets of o Kon(V, (, »=kon(V, ( , » can be 
calculated from (3.3), (8.5); and (8.6). An easy but 
tedious calculation gives for oM E der(V, ( , », 

{OKa' OKb}= {oTa' oTb}= {D~, D..}= {OM, D)}=O, (10.7) 

{oKa,OTb}=2o(a@b)-2D(a,b)' (10.8) 

{oKa,DJ= oK~a' (10.9) 

{OKa' oM} = - oKij Ma' (10.10) 

{oTa,D~}= - oT~a' (10.11) 

(10.12) 

and the commutation relations (4.14) of der(V, ( , ». 
The matrices oKa, oTb, oM, and oD,have the same 
commutation relations. Thus the class of conformal 
Lie algebras of a (not necessarily pseudo-) orthogonal 
vector space is isomorphic to the class of (proper) 
pseudo-orthogonal Lie algebras in a vector space with 
two additional dimensions. 

If derCV, <j:, t) is equipped with a bilinear form (A, B) 
: = t Spur A B, then 

t([oKa, 01'.1, 01'.1= (x, x)oT. - 2(a, x)o1'r 

= (O[(x, oT x> OTa - 2 (OKa' 01' x> 01' ~ 

= OKij T (OT x)' a 

[oM, oTxl= ad(oM) OTx= OTHa , 

ad(oTa)OOTx= OTx=OTij T (oT). 
a 

(10.13) 

(10.14) 

(10.15) 

It is clear that the decompositions (6.3) and (9.3) are 
symmetric in the sense of M. Koecher (Ref. 7, Chap. II, 
Sec. 5) with the corresponding - 1 graduation Po Ef!P2 

Ef!P1 (Ref. 7, p.5). Equations (7.9), (7.10) (7.11) and 
(10.13). (10.14) (10.15) give the relation to the under
lying binary Lie algebras col(V, ( , » and kon(V, ( , ». 
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Equations for a system of four particles interacting through two-, three-, and four-body potentials 
are derived using a generalization of Faddeev's technique for the three-body problem. Two 
alternative approaches are condsidered and simple equations for iterative solutions are written down. 
The method is generalized to the N -body problem with multibody forces. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The N -body problem in potential theory cannot be 
solved by the Lippmann-Schwinger (L-S) equation1 

whenever the interactions are k-particle potentials, 
with k < N. The reason is quite clear: the kernel of the 
L-S equation is VGo(E), where Go(E) is the resolvent, 
or Green function, of the free Hamiltonian, and if V is 
a sum of k-body potentials there will be N -k spectator 
particles in each term, each one of them giving a delta 
function when taking matrix elements. Therefore the 
kernel is unbounded and the corresponding L-S integral 
equation is singular. This difficulty is still present even 
if we add to V an N -body interaction. 

The simplest of this kind of problem is the three-body 
system with two-body interactions, solved by Faddeev 
ten years ago. 2 The method proposed by Faddeev con
sists in rearranging the Born series for the T -matrix, 
in effect splitting it into a sum of three separate 
pieces, each being the sum of a specific subset of 
terms. He was then able to obtain a system of coupled 
integral equations with connected kernel for these three 
parts of the T matrix. Mathematically, this means that 
he first solved the singular parts of the equation in 
closed form, recasting the L-S equation into a connect
ed form. The inhomogeneous term and the kernel of the 
Faddeev equations depend upon the off-energy-shell 
two-body amplitudes, a property which has been used 
to propose a practical theory for calculation in three
body systems. 3 This method can be extended to more 
complicated problems, as has been done, for instance, 
for the four-body problem with two-body forces. 4 

It is worth mentioning that Faddeev's equations are by 
no means the only solution which has been proposed for 
the three-body problem. The interested reader should 
consult the Brandeis lectures by Amado5 to find a clear 
analysis of Faddeev's solution as well as its comparison 
with several other works on the problem. We refer also 
to Hepp's lectures6 for a rigorous proof of the existence 
of at least one set of Faddeev-like equations for every 
N -particle system. 

Here we want to go even further with Faddeev's meth
od and treat the four-body system with multibody inter
actions: that is, two-, three-, and four-body potentials. 

The consideration of interactions more complicated 
than the two-body potential has usually been ignored 
since their effects, if any, would be small as compared 
with the effects of two-body forces. On top of this 
clearly lie the great complexities which arise when 
handling multibody forces in specific calculations of 
their effects. On the other hand, a formal solution of the 
N-body problem with multibody forces can easily be ob-
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tained: We will show it explicitly for the four-body sys
tem, and then give a brief outline of the case of N 
particles. 

The scattering problem for a system interacting 
through the sum of two or more potentials can always be 
expressed in different ways corresponding to the possi
ble forms in which the Born series for the T matrix 
can be rearranged. To select one expression for the 
final equations depends, in general, on what interac
tions are considered as small perturbations compared 
with the rest. We present two alternatives for our prob
lem and give two different sets of equations to solve the 
four-body system with two-, three-, and four-body 
forces. In the first case, developed in Sec. 3A, the 
two- and three-body force effects are all summed up in 
every possible three-body subsystem; that is, the 
"mixed" three-body system is solved first, and the 
four-body equations depend on both that solution and the 
four-body potential. Then in Sec. 3B we present the 
alternative solution which corresponds to first solving 
"pure" four-body problems (that is, with only one kind 
of interaction) and writing two uncoupled integral equa
tions for the interference effects between the two - and 
three-body forces. Again, the four-body potential ap
pears explicitly in the final equation. An iterative solu
tion of these equations can bring an approximate estima
tion of the multibody force effects. A possible generali
zation of this second alternative is outlined in Sec. 4. 

To avoid unnecessary repetitions we preferred to 
quote some formulas and identities needed in Sec. 2 as 
well as the well-known Faddeev equations for the three
body problem with two - and three -body forces. Finally, 
Sec. 5 contains some discussions and our conclusions. 

II. THE THREE-BODY EQUATIONS AND SOME 
FORMULAS 

As stated in the introduction, in this section we re
cast some known results for the two- and three-body 
problem. To save time, we quote them directly as ex
pressed in the four-body Hilbert space. 

We begin by defining the total four-body Hamiltonian. 
It is given by 

(2.1) 

where Ho, the free Hamiltonian, is merely the kinetic 
energy term 

4 b; 
Ho=E2m

r 
(2.2) 

and U is the potential term built up of three parts: 

V=L:V, r,s=1,2,3,4 
r<s rs 
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(2.3) 
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is the total two-body potential, V" being the interaction 
between particles r and s; 

w= ~ ~, p,q,r=1,2,3,4 (2.4) 
j>(q<r fI1' 

is the total three-body interaction term, V/>qr being the 
three-body potential acting on particles p, q, and r 
simultaneously. Finally, Z represents a possible four
body potential, included here mainly to render our 
treatment complete. 

We define the resolvents, or Green's functions7
: 

G(s) = (s -H)-I, 

Go(s)=(s -Ho)-\ 

Giis)=(s -Ho - Vii)-l, 

G ii,k'(S) = (s -Ho - V;i - Vk,)-l, 

Gm(s) = (s -Ho - V;i - Vik - Vik)-l, 

G m(s) = (s -Ho - Vijk )-1, 

G iJk(S) = (s -Ho - Vii - Vik - VJk - Vijk)-l, 

Gv(s) = (s -Ho - v)-\ 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

(2.5c) 

(2.5d) 

(2.5e) 

(2.5f) 

(2.5g) 

(2.5h) 

where, in the last formula, v stands for either V, W, 
or Z or any combination of them. There are many 
resolvent identities among these Green's functions and 
we quote only those which will prove useful later: 

G(s) = GjJ(s) + Giis)[Vik + Vik + Vii + Vi' + Vk, + W 

+Z]'G(s), (2.6a) 

G(S)=G/J,kI(S) + Gii,k,(S)[Vik + Vii + Vik + Vi' + W 

+ z1· G(s), (2.6b) 

G(s) = G /Jk(S) + G ijk(S) [Vi! + V" + Vik + v", + Viii + ViU 

+Vik,+Z]'G(s), (2.6c) 

G(s) =Gl~k(S) + G l~k(S)[V + Vii' + Vik , + Vik , + Z]· G(s), 

(2.6d) 

G iJk(S) = Go(s) + GO(s)[Vii + V;k + Vik + Viik]· G iik(S), 

(2.6e) 

G ii.kI(S) = Go(s) + Go(s)[ Vii + v",]G ii.k ,(s), 

G(s) =GJs) + Gv(s)[U - v]G(s), 

(2.6f) 

(2.6g) 

where in (2. 6g) v has the same meaning as in Eq. (2.5h). 

We now proceed to enumerate several results of two
and three -body systems but recasting them in the four
body Hilbert space. The two-body T matrix for scatter
ing of particles i and j is defined by 

tiis ) = Vii + VijG(s)Vii• 

It satisfies the L-S equation 

tii(S) = Vii + ViPO(s)tii s ). 

Furthermore 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

Its matrix elements are given in terms o! the two-body 
T matrix in two-particle Hilbert space, tii' by 

(Pi' Pi' Pk , p,l tiJ(s) Ip;, pi, p~, p;> 

=(j(3)(Pk _p~)X(j(3)(p,_p;> 
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x (Pi' Pi I FjJ[s - (p~/2mk) - (p~/2m,)]1 pi, Pi). (2.10) 

In a similar manner we can write in this four-particle 
space the Faddeev equations2 for scattering of particles 
i, j, and k, i.e., 

(2. 11) 

Note that the total three-body T-matrix is given by 

2T'(s) = ~ 2T~n(s), 
m<n 

(2.12) 

its matrix elements being functions of three -body space 
T-matrix, T, 

(Pi' Pi' Pk' P ,1 2T'(s) I pi, Pj, p~, p;) 

= 1j(3)(p, -p;)(pp PJ' Pk I i[s - (p~/2m,)]1 Pi, pi, p~). 
(2.13) 

In the preceding equations the superscript 1 refers to 
the spectator particle, while the superscript 2 means 
that two-body forces only are being taken into account. 
Of course, by definition 

(2.14) 

The three-body system, with three-body forces only, 
can be solved directly by the corresponding L-S equa
tion because in this case the equation is connected. 
That is, by definition 

3T'(s) = Viik + ViikGm(S)ViW (2.15) 

where the notation is obvious. 3T'(s) satisfies the L-S 
equation 

(2.16) 

The three -body problem with "mixed" forces, i. e. , 
with two- and three-body potentials, can be solved in 
complete analogy to (2.11). To that end one defines 

TL(s) = Vii + ViiG iik(S)[Vii + Vik + Vik + Vijk]' (2. 17a) 

TLk(S) = Viik + ViikG iik(S)[ Vii + Vik + Vik + viikl (2. 17b) 

and, following the same procedure that yields (2. 11) 
from (2.14), one gets the following system of connected 
equations: 

T:is) = t;;(s) + tij(s)Go(S)[T~k(S) + T:k(s) + TLk(S)], 

(2. 18a) 

TLk(S) = Viik+Vii,;GO(s)[TL(s) + T~k(S) + Tlk(s) + TLk(S)]. 

(2. 18b) 

The total three -body T matrix is given by 

T'(s) = T~ 'k(S) + ~ T:"'(s). 
1J m<n 

(2.19) 

In Sec. 4 we will express this solution in another way. 

Now, besides the two- and three-body equations 
needed for the four-body problem, if one wants connect
ed equations, there is another problem to be solved 
first. This corresponds to the T matrix for particles 
(i, j) and (k, 1) when only these pairs interact indepen
dently of each other; in other wordS, the four-body T 
matrix when only the potentials Vii and Vk, are acting. 
This is defined by 

Xij, kI(S) = (Vii + Vk,) + (Vii + Vk,)G ii.kI(S)(VIj + Vk ,)· 

(2.20) 
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It can be shown4,5 that, making the decomposition 

XU,kl(S) =X)s) +Xk/(s) (2.21) 

with 

Xij(s} = Vij + ViP ii,kI(S)(Vlj + v,,1)' (2.22) 

it is possible to get as solution for Eq. (2.20): 

Xiis) = t)s) + ti/s)GO(S)Xkl(S} (2.23) 

[and a similar equation for Xkl(S)] entirely in terms of 
tij(s) and tkl(S). 

This completes the preliminary results that we shall 
need in the following" sections. We emphasize that all 
the foregoing equations are already cast in the four
body Hilbert space, so that the relationships of the 
matrix elements of the T-matrix to those defined in the 
two- and three-body spaces are given by expressions 
similar to those in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.13). 

III. THE FOUR-BODY PROBLEM 
A. Four-body equations with two-, three-, 
and four-body forces 

In this section we solve the general four-body prob
lem, that is, with two-, three-, and four-body poten
tials, according to Faddeev's general procedure. That 
is to say, we set up connected equations for the T 
matrix in such a way that the input in these equations is 
given by the off-energy-shell two- and three-body T 
matrices, the equations for which we have already dis
cussed in the preceding section. 

We begin by defining the four-body T matrix by 

T(S) = U + UG(s)U, (3.1) 

where U and G(s) are given in Eqs. (2.1) and (2. 5a), 
respectively. This satisfies the L-S equation 

T(S) = U + UGo(S)T(S). 

Furthermore, it is possible to show that 

T(S)Go(s) = UG(s). 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

In order to obtain connected equations which would 
replace (3.2), we split the T matrix into 11 pieces: 

T(s)=67,,(s)+ 6 T .. k(S)+Tz(S}, (3.4) 
i<j t} i<j<~ t} 

with 

T)S) = Vij + VijG(s)U, 

Tijk(S) = VUk + VijkG(S}U, 

Tz(S)=Z +ZG(s)U. 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

(3.5c) 

Our aim is to write coupled integral equations for the 
Tij'S, Tijk'S, and Tz'S. To this end we proceed as 
follows. 

Introducing the identity (2. 6a) in (3. 5a), we obtain 

Tij(S) = Vij + ViP)s)Vij+ ViPJS)[Vik + Vjk + V;jk] 

+ ViP ;/s)[Vi 1+ Vjl + Vijl ] + ViP ij(s) v" I 
+ ViP)S)(V;kl + Vjkl ] + ViP )S)[Vik + Vii 

+ Vjl + Vkl + Vjk + W + Z]G(s}U. (3.6) 

replacing now the G(s} of the last term by the resolvent 
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identity (2. 6b), the total G(s} reappears, and now it has 
to be replaced by (2. 6c) with indices (ijk). Finally G(s} 
is again replaced by (2. 6c) but now with indices (ijl). 
After this is done, we can regroup the terms keeping in 
mind the definition (2.7) and using the identity (2.9). In 
this way we get from (3.6): 

T)S)= tU<s) 

+ t)s}GO(S)[Vik + Vjk + Vjjk ]{l + G ijk(S)[ Vij + Vjk 

+ Vi~ + Vijk ]} + t)s}GO(S)[Vil + Vjl + Vijl ] 

x{l + Gijl(s}[Vij + Vjl + V;I + Vijl]} 

+ t jj(s)Go(s)Vkl{l + G ij,kl(S)[ Vij + v" I]} 
+ tij(s}Go(S}{[Vikl + VikP(S)U] + [Vjkl + VJkIG(S}U] 

+ [Z + ZG(s)U]} + t)s)GO(S}[Vik + Vjk + Vijk]G ijk(S) 

X{Vil + V;IG(S}U + Vjl + VjIG(s)U + Vkl + v"IG(S)U 

+ Vijl + VljIG(s}U + Vikl + V;kIG(S}U+ VJkl + VJklG(s)U 

+ Z + ZG(s}U} + t)s}Go(s)[Vjl + Vjl + Vijl]Gijl(s} 

X{V;k + V;kG(S}U + Vjk + VjkG(s}U + Vkl + VkIG(S}U 

+ ViJk + Vi JkG(S}U + Vikl + VikP(S)U + Vjkl 

+ VjkIG(s}U + Z + ZG(s)U} + t)s)Go(s) v"p ij,kl(S) 

X{Vlk + V;kG(S}U + Vjk + VjkG(s}U + Vii + V;zG(s}U 

+ VJI + VJlG(s}U + W + WG(s}U 

+Z+ZG(s}U}. (3.7) 

To simplify this equation we use several definitions 
and identities. First, the sum inside the curly brackets 
of the last four terms can be replaced by the corre
sponding operators Tim' Tpqr , and T z , defined in (3. 5a)
(3.5c), respectively. The factor multiplying these curly 
brackets should be compared with the second, third, 
and fourth inhomogeneous terms because they can all be 
simultaneously transformed. Let us conSider, for in
stance, the second term. Using the identity (2. 6e) to 
transform the curly bracket into G ijk(S)G01(s), we can 
write the said term in the form 

t)s)Go(s)[ Vik + Vjk + V;jk]G ijk(S)Go1(s) 

[note that with the exception of G(jl(S), this is the same 
factor which appears as kernel in the sixth term]. But 
using Eqs. (2.17a), (2.17b) and (2. 18a}, (2. 18b), we 
find that this term is equal to 

T!j(s) = Tlj - tlj' 

that is, the connected part of the ij component of the 
three-body T matrix for the mixed problem with parti
cles ijk involved [recalling the observation made above, 
the corresponding kernel will be Tlj(s)Go(s)]. The same 
analYSis can be made with the fourth inhomogeneous 
term and we find it to be equal to XL(s) =Xij(s) - tiJ 
[the kernel being Xi)s)Go(s)]; therefore, Eq. (3.7) can 
finally be recast in the form 

T)S) = t)s) + T!j(s) + T~j(s) + XUs) 

+ t)s)Go(s)[ TikZ(S) + T jkZ(S) + T z(s)] 

+ T!j(s)Go(s)[ Ti z(s) + T jZ(s) + TkZ(S) + Tijz(S) 

+ TikZ(S) + T jkl(S) + T z(s)] 
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+ T:j(s)Go(S)[ Tik(S) + T Jk(S) + Tkl(S) + TiJk(S) 

+ T ikl(S) + T Jkl(S) + T z(s») 

+ X~J(s)Go(S)[ Tik(S) + T Jk(S) + TiI(S) + T iI(S) + T iik(S) 

+ Tijl(S) + Tikl(S) + T jkl(S) + T z(s)], (3.8a) 

To get the equation for TiJk' we start from (3.5b). 
Using the identity (2. 6d), one obtains 

Tijk(S) = ViJk + VijPg~(S)ViJk + ViJkGm(S)[V + Vijl + VJkl 

+ Vikl + Z] + ViJkG!~k(S)[V + ViJI + Vjkl + Vikl 

+Z]G(s)U. 

By now (2.15) and the definitions (3. 5a), (3.5b), (3.5c), 
the preceding equation gives 

(3. 8b) 
4 

X ::0 T Im(s) + T IJI(S) + Tikl(S) + T Jkl(S) + T z(S) • 
I<m 

Finally the equation for Tz(S) is, from (3. 5c) and (3.3), 

T z(s) =Z + ZGo(S)T(S). (3.8c) 

The set (3.8) is the solution to our problem. It has 
connected kernels, as can be seen by iterating the equa
tions, and it can be verified that the inhomogeneous 
terms contain the sum of all the disconnected parts of 
the original L-S equation. Furthermore, they contain 
as special cases the "pure" four-body problems, i. e. , 
the problems with n-body potentials only (n ~ 4). For 
example, if n=2, then W=Z=O, TZ(S) = TiJk(S) =0 [for 
all (ijk)] and (3.8a) reduces to already known expres
sions given by several authors. 4,5 [In this case Tli be
comes 2Tlj, etc., as can be seen from (2.17).]Ifn=3, 
V=Z=O and Tz(S)=Ti/S)=O. [for all (ij)] and there re
mains only the set (3.8b). Finally, if V=W=O, the 
equations reduce to (3.8c), which is very easy to solve 
by standard methods. 

Note, however, that in order to get connected and 
Simple equations, it has been necessary to express them 
as functions of three-body "mixed" problems [in (3. 8a) 
Tl~(s) appears, and by (2.17) it depends on both V and 
WJ. This, of course, can be a drawback if, having al
ready solved the four-body system with pairwise inter
actions, one wants to estimate corrections arising from 
three-body forces. It is desirable then to have an alter
native approach such that the corrections can be esti
mated directly at the four-body-system level. We now 
turn to such an approach. 

B. Alternative solution 

The set of Eqs. (3.8) are the appropriate four-body 
equations when the mixed three-body problem has al
ready been solved. As an alternative procedure, we can 
first solve the four-body problem with two-body poten
tial only, then the pure four-body problem with three
body forces and, finally, compute the interference of 
the two kinds of force in terms of the solutions to the 
pure cases. In this way we shall have a more suitable 
scheme for an apprOximate evaluation of multibody 
force effects. 

As before, we define the total T matrix T by 

T(S)=(V + W +Z) + (V + W+Z)G(s)(V + W+Z), (3.9) 
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but now we decompose T as 

T(S) = T yes) + T w(s) + T z(s), 

where 

T yes) = V + VG(s)(V + W + Z), 

T w(s) = W + WG(s)(V + W + Z), 

Tz(S) =Z +ZG(s)(V + W +Z), 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3. 13) 

correspond to (3.4), (3.5a)-(3.5c), respectively. Since 
the four-body potential Z does not produce any discon
nectedness because there are no spectator particles left 
with respect to it, we first solve the problem with 
potentials V and W, and then superimpose the four
body -interaction effects. 

Putting Z = 0 in the previous equations, we have 

reS) = 'f yes) + r w(s), 

where 

'f yes) = V + VG(S)(V + W), 

r w(S) = W + WG(s)(V + W) 

(3. 14a) 

(3. 14b) 

(3. 14c) 

(the bar over T and G indicates that the four-body poten
tial has been removed). 

U Sing the resolvent identities (2. 6g) for U = V + Wand 
V= V in (3. 14b) , and then for v= W in (3. 14c), we have 

'fy(s)=(V + VGy(s)V) + VGy(s)[W+ WG(s)(V + W)], 

Tw(S) =(W + WGw(s)W) + WGw(s)[V + VG(s)(V + W»), 

where Gy(s) and Gw(s) are defined as in (2. 5g). 

The total four-body T matrix with two-body poten
tials V is precisely8 

(3. 15a) 

and the four-body T matrix with three-body potentials 
W is8 

T w(s) = W + WGw(s)W. (3. 15b) 

Therefore, putting (3. 15a), (3. 15b) into the two previous 
equations, using the usual identity vGv(s) = Tv (s)Go(s) 
and recalling the definitions (3. 14b) , (3. 14c) for Ty and 
'f w, we finally obtain 

'f yes) = T yes) + T y(s)Go(s)'f w(s), 

'f w(s) = T w(s) + T w(s)Go(s)r yes). 

(3. 16a) 

(3.16b) 

The input of these equations is given by T y and T w 
which are the solutions of the four-body problem with 
only one kind of interaction. Iterating Eqs. (3. 16a), 
(3. 16b) we obtain 

T yes) = T y(s)[l + Go(s)T w(s)] + [T y(s)Go(s)T w(s)Go(s) 1 
XTy(S), (3. 16c) 

'f w(s) = T w(s)[1 + Go(s)T y(s)] + [T w(s)Go(s)T y(s)Go(s) 1 
x'f w(s). (3. 16d) 

We see that in order to compute the effects of the 
interference of both kinds of potentials we must, in 
principle, solve a pair of uncoupled integral equations. 
However, the three-body-force effects can be approxi
mately estimated, since the kernels of Eqs. (3. 16c), 
(3. 16d) are still connected if we replace T w by its Born 
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term W. Moreover, when an accurate evaluation of the 
effects due to W is desired, Eqs. (3.16c), (3. 16d) can 
be the starting point for an iterative solution. 

To complete our discussion, we superimpose the 
four-body force Z. This is easily done if we recall that 
under the action of Z the pieces Tv and l' w will acquire 
an extra contribution, ~T, due to the interference of 
(V + W) and Z, that is, 

T v(s) = T v(s) + ~T v(s), (3. 17a) 

(3.17b) 

and Tv, T ware defined by (3.11) and (3.12), respective
ly. From these equations, using the resolvent identities 
(2.6g) for U= V + W+Z and v= V in (3.11), and v= W 
in (3.12), we obtain 

T v(s) = T v(s) + T v(s)Go(s)T W<s) + T v(S)Go(S)T z(s), 

T w(s) = T w(s) + T w(s)Go(s) T v(s) + T w(s)Go(S)T z(s), 

where (3. 13), (3. 15a), and (3. 15b) as well as the usual 
identity vGv(s) = T v(s)Go(s) have been used. Subtracting 
the set (3. 16a), (3. 16b) from the previous equations, 
we obtain 

~T v(s) = T v(s)Go(S)T z(s) + T v(s)Go(S)~T w(s), 

~T w(s) = T w(s)Go(s)T z(s) + T w(s)Go(S)~T v(s), 

whose solutions are 

~T v(s) = Tv(s)Go(s)T z(s), 

~T w(s) = T w(s)Go(S)T z(s), 

because, replacing them in the above equations, we get 
(3. 16a) and (3. 16b). Substituting this in Eqs. (3. 17a) 
and (3. 17b) we obtain 

Tv(S) =Tv(s)[l +Go(S)Tz(S)], 

Tw(s)=Tw(s)[l + Go(S)Tz(S)]. 

Therefore, the total four-body T matrix T, given in 
(3. 10), is 

T(S) = T(s) + [1 + T(s)Go(s)]Z[l + Go(S)T(S) J, (3.18) 

where the definitions (3.13), together with G(s)(V + W 
+Z) = Go(s)T(s), and definition (3. 14a) have been used. 

Again, Eq. (3.18) is suitable for estimating the ef
fects of the four-body potential by an iterative 
procedure. 

IV. GENERALIZATION FOR N-80DY SYSTEMS 

The method used in Sec. 3B can be easily generalized 
for more complicated problems. We outline below such 
a generalization for the N -body system interacting 
through two-, three-, ... , up to N-body forces. Al
though it can be argued that this is merely an academic 
problem, it is quoted here for the sake for 
completeness. 

If v" is the k-body potential, which is the sum of N! / 
[k! (N - k)! ] terms, the N -body T matrix for v" is de
fined by 

Ik(s) = V~ + v"Gk(s) v" , (4.1) 

where Gk(s)=[s -Ho- v,,]-l. Later on we shall make 
some comments about the complexities which arise 
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when one tries to sum the disconnected parts of Eq. 
(4.1). 

The N -body T matrix for the sum of two-, three -, .•. , 
:\.-body potentials will be denoted by TCA)(S). Our aim is 
to get a relation between TCA ) and TCA-1) for :\.<N in such 
a way that, given TCA-1) and tA' one is able to compute 
T CA ). 

The case :\.=N is considered separately since an 
equation with a connected kernel can be written using 
VN only. 

By definition 

TCA)(S) = E Vk + ~ Vk G(A)(S)(~ Vk) 

and satisfies the L-S equation 
A A 

T(A)(S)= ~ v. + ~ v.G (S)T(A)(S). 
k=2 k k=2 k 0 

In Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) 

and 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

are the usual resolvents for the total and free Hamilton
ians, respectively. Defining 

T(A)(S) = V. +v.G(A)(s)(~.\ v.) 
k k k k=2 A , 

we see that 

\ 

T(A)(S)= ~ T~A)(S). 
k=2 

Using now the identity 

GCA)(S)=G (s)+G (s)[t V lG(A)(s) 
k k m=2 mJ 

m*k 

in Eq. (4.4), we have 

T~A)(S)=(Vk + VkG~(S)v,,) 

+ Y"Gk(s) [~ VI +(~ V,)G(A)(S) (~ VI)]' 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

USing definitions (4.1) and (4.4), together with the L-S 
equation for tk(s) in the form VkGk(S) = tk(s)GO(s), the 
last equation reduces to 

A 

T~A)(S)=tk(S) +tk(S)GO(S) [~r:u(s)l, k=2, 3, ... ,:\.. 
I*k J 

Now, in order to relate r(A) to T(A-ll, we write 

T~A) = T~A-1) + ~Tk' 

(4.6) 

(4.7a) 

where ~Tk corresponds to the modification of each T!A-ll 
due to the presence of the added :\.-body potential. 
Therefore, using Eq. (4.6) for:\. and :\. - 1, and sub-

stracting them, we obtain (:-1) 
~rk= tk(S)Go(S)T~A)(S) + tk(S)Go(s\~ ~TI • (4.7b) 
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Comparison of Eq. (4.7b) and Eq. (4.6) for (X -1) sug
gests the ansatz 

ATk==T~X-l)(S)Go(S)T~~)(S), (4.7c) 

and it is easily verified that (4. 7c) is a solution of Eq. 
(4.7b), because when AT~, as given above, is replaced 
in Eq. (4.7b) we get Eq. (4.6) for;\. -1. Therefore, 
replacing (4. 7c) in (4.7a) we obtain 

T~~)(S) = T~~-l )(s)[ 1 + Go(s )T~U(S)], k = 2,3, .. _ , ;\. - 1, 

(4.8) 

which can be summed from k = 2 to k = ;\. - 1, giving 

T(~)(S) = T~~)(S) + T(H )(s)[ 1 + Go(s )T~~)(S)]. (4.9) 

Of course, from (4.6), 

T~~ )(s) = t~ (s) + t~(s )Go(s)[ T(~)(S) - T ~~ )(s)]. 

Inserting Eq. (4.10) into (4.9), we obtain 

T(U(S) = T(H )(s)[l + T(H)(S)Go(s)]t~(s) 

x [1 + Go(S)T(U(S) - Go(S)T~~)(S)]. 

(4. 10) 

But at this stage we can introduce the definition (4.4) of 
T~~) in terms of Vx, because, as is easily verified, the 
kernel of the resulting equation is connected, since any 
delta function coming from V~ is absorbed by t~(s). 
Therefore the final expression is 

T(~)(S) = T(H)(S) + [1 + T(H )(s)Go(s) ]t\(s)[l - Go(s)V~] 

+ [1 + T(H)(s)Go(s)]t~(s)[l- Go(s)VJ 

(4. 11) 

Finally, the equation for T(N)(S) is easily obtained 
from (4.9). Then, if we put X = N and use the definition 
(4.4) for 1': l, we obtain 

T(N )(s) = T(N -1) (s) + [1 + T(N-1)( s )Go( s) ]VN[l + Go(s )T(N)(S) J. 
(4. 12) 

Equation (4.11), and its corresponding recurrence 
throughout the whole problem, requires knowledge of 
the solution of what we call "pure problems", that is, 
tk(s). We have already quoted the corresponding con
nected equations for lk(S) in the case N=4, k=2 and 
k = 3. The general case is no more difficult than the 
four-body problem with two-body forces only _ The 
method should, by now, be quite clear: the tk(s) matrix 
is split into N! 11k! (N - k)!] terms, that is, into as 
many terms as are contained in the potential. Each 
term satisfies an equation similar to (3. 5a) or (3. 5b). 
In order to get connected equations one writes down 
resolvent identities in such number that, by applying 
them consecutively, one should be able to group terms 
that correspond to three different kinds of process: 

(a) First of all, there will be terms that reproduce 
the T matrix for k-body interacting via a k-body poten
tial, while the remaining N-k particles are free. [In 
our four-body problem, this corresponds to tii(s). ] 

(b) There will be terms that, grouped together, will 
be identifiable as solutions for the T matrix for (N -1)
body systems with k-body forces only. (In our example, 
they are terms like Tij, etc.) 

(c) Finally, there will appear terms that represent 
the scattering of k particles interacting independently 
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of the remaining (N - k) particles which, in turn, inter
act among themselves_ [This corresponds to the X~j 
term in (3. 8a). ] If N - k;. 2~, this process can be ap
plied once more to get two groups, both of k particles, 
interacting independently of each other and of the rest of 
the N - 2k particles. In this manner it is ensured that 
each piece of the total T -matrix for the pure problem 
[tk(s)] will not be coupled to itself and that when the 
equations are iterated the kernels are connected, i. e. , 
there are no spectator particles left in them. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have demonstrated that the method proposed by 
Faddeev for the three -body problem can be applied to 
more complicated systems. This has already been 
shown to be the case for the four -body problem with 
pairwise interactions. 4,5 

The introduction of multiparticle interactions does 
not present essential difficulties, as we have shown in 
this article, and equations with connected kernels are 
derived for the four-body problem with two-, three-, 
and four-body interactions. These equations depend on 
the off-energy-shell T-matrices for the two-body prob
lem and for the mixed (i. e., with two- and three-body 
forces) three-body problem as well as on the four-body 
potential. However, as indicated in Sec. 3B the three
body force effects can be taken into account at the three
body system level by an equation equivalent to (3.18) so 
that, instead of depending on the mixed three-body T 
matrix, the equations effectively depend on the off-en
ergy-shell three-body T matrix with two-body forces 
only and also on the three -body potential. 

Of course, as pointed out before, to attack the prob
lem in this way one must first solve the mixed three
body problem, the effects of three-body forces being 
reflected in the four-body system through the three
body T-matrices used as input. 

We have also treated the problem from another point 
of view, guided by the idea that in some cases it would 
be more interesting to have equations to incorporate 
multibody-force effects directly at the four-body-system 
level. In this way we get two uncoupled integral equa
tions for the T-matrix. These equations depend on the 
solution of two four-body "pure" problem, that is, with 
only two- or three-body forces. The equations account 
for the interference effects between the two potentials, 
and can be used to obtain an approximate solution by 
iterating the equation. Moreover, in such equations 
either the two- or the three-body force T matrix can 
be replaced by its corresponding Born approximaticn, 
because in this case the kernel is still connected. The 
inclusion of the four-body potential is always accom
plished by the use of an equation like (3.18), which is 
also suitable for an iterative solution_ 

Without emphasizing its intrinsic interest and merely 
for reasons of completeness, we generalized the last 
described approach to the N-body problem with two-, 
three-, .. _, up to N-body forces. The procedure is to 
use the "pure" T-matrices (say the T matrix with k
body forces only) and relate the mixed T-matrix which 
contains effects of multi-body forces up to (N -l)-body 
potential with the mixed T matrix that contains multi-
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body-force effects up to (N - 2)-body potential. These 
equations contain the pure T matrices and the (N -1)
body potentials. They are again well suited for the 
search of iterative solutions. The N -body potential is 
incorporated through Eq. (4.12). 

Our equations give an immediate idea of the complexi
ties which are encountered when calculating multibody
force effects, due to the large number of coupled multi
dimensional integral equations which have to be solved. 
But we think that the solution proposed in Sec. 3B is 
quite simple if approximate evaluations are to be made. 
It could be that such equations are useful in evaluations 
of binding energy in nuclear matter9 when multibody
force effects are introduced in four-body clusters. 
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The geometry of space is probed by using a quantum mechanical wavefunction, which allows the 
introduction of the ordinary curvature tensor, and also provides room for a vector which is identified 
with the electromagnetic vector potential. The coordinates of space are taken as complex. Thus the 
electromagnetic field is geometrized and its presence is found to affect the gravitational field 
equations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

That attempts to develop a unified field theory geome
trizing both gravitiation and electromagnetism can suc
ceed is rather unlikely, as there is no clear indication 
of an experimental need for such a theory nor any ex
perimental results that have to be explained. Indeed, the 
very concept of success in this field is rather undefined. 

Nevertheless model unified field theories are of some 
use in developing our understanding of the concepts in
volved and of the theory of gravitiation upon which they 
seek to build. It is for this reason that we present here 
such a model. 

The present study seeks to see what understanding 
can be gained from a theory that is based on quantum 
mechanics. In order to probe the properties of space it 
is customary to introduce a vector (say the spin of a 
particle) and study how its direction changes under 
translations. Here the vector that we use as a probe is 
the wavefunction of a particle. Now under translations 
not only may the direction change, but the phase also. 
This allows us to introduce a vector which we can iden
tify with the electromagnetic vector potential, 

Thus what we are exploring here is the view that the 
electromagnetic field is a geometrical property involved 
in the description of the behavior of quantum mechanical 
objects in the space-time in which they exist. The clas
sical manifestations of electromagnetism are the limit 
of quantum phenomena, which can be described phenom
enologically on the classical level, but which need a 
quantum viewpoint in order to be understood geometri
cally. 

Since the quantum mechanical wave function that we 
use to explore the properties of space is complex, we 
would expect that a full description of its properties 
would require that space itself is complex. 1 It is this 
concept that we wish to study here and to see in more 
detail why it is suggested by quantum phenomena and 
how it might be used to geometrize the electromagnetic 
field. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL FOUNDATION FOR THE 
COMPLEX NATURE OF SPACE-TIME 

We wish here to explore the experimental evidence 
which supports the relevance of the idea that space
time is complex under certain conditions which are as 
follows. First there must be (certain types) of fields 
present. In the absence of (all) fields space will be flat 
and the coordinates real. Second the imaginary parts of 
the coordinates are relevant only if the quantum nature 
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of the experimental apparatus plays a part in the mea
suring process (although classically we could measure 
the related fields but not interpret them in terms of 
complex coordinates). Third the imaginary parts of the 
coordinates, like the curvature of space is meaningful 
only if we replace the fields by the geometry of space
time, that is if we assume that a source produces not a 
field but a different geometry. Some sources cause 
space to curve while others cause it to become complex 
(or to do both). 

An example of how such a concept is implied by a geo
metrical description of quantum phenomena is given by 
the consideration of how we might measure an interval 
of time using quantum mechanical objects. We take a 
one-dimensional beam of particles, all identical and all 
moving with the same velocity, spread uniformly 
throughout space, and so described by a plane wave. We 
now put on a uniform potential V for a time t, assuming 
that it is done in such a way that the effects from the 
transition period can be neglected. After the potential 
has returned to 0 what effect has it had on the 
wavefunction? 

The answer is that the phase has been changed by an 
amount Vt. This can be measured by splitting the beam 
in two before the potential is applied (to one half of the 
beam) and then after the potential returns to zero doing 
an interference experiment between the two halves. 
Then knowing V we can find the time t. 

This is a one-dimensional situation where only the 
time coordinate plays a role. And in one real dimension 
there is no geometry. How then are we to explain the 
effect on the system using the geometrical properties of 
time? Only it would seem by assuming that the time co
ordinate is complex, which could give enough of a ge
ometry to allow the possibility of such an explanation. 

What is the corresponding situation in classical me
chanics? Actually there is no corresponding one-dimen
sional situation in classical mechanics, for there we 
deal with point particles and we must have both space 
and time dimensions. However quantum mechanically 
the space dimension can be averaged out by assuming a 
plane wave so the particle is in a sense spread over all 
space. Thus only the time dimension is relevant. 

Also there is never a force along the single space di
mension so no change in its momentum or position, thus 
nothing to measure and therefore no geometry is needed. 

Let us consider the experiment in somewhat more de
tail. We set up two uniformly distributed equal and op
posite infinite sheets of charge parallel to the xy plane, 
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and some distance away an identical pair parallel to the 
first with charges reversed. The regions outside the 
pairs have zero potential while between them the poten
tial has a constant nonzero value. 

To do the above experiment we take the particle mov
ing parallel to the x axis and outside the pairs of plates, 
and then very quickly (so the impulse is almost zero) 
move one pair past the particle and leave it there for a 
time, and then move the other pair past it. 

There is no force along the x axis and so classically 
this motion is unaffected. The impulses along the z axis 
can be made as small as desired, and they can be made 
equal and opposite. Hence studying the motion of the 
classical particle will not provide information on the 
length of time that it spent inside the potential. 

This case does not provide any meaningful classical 
physics. However suppose that the particle were mOving 
at some angle to the sheets of charge. Then there would 
be forces in the direction of motion and the time it takes 
to reach a certain point would be different from the time 
taken by a particle which did not go through the poten
tial. This time delay is related to the time spent inside 
the potential and so provides information about it. 

Quantum mechanically the situation is different. For 
even if the particle is moving parallel to the sheets 
there is an effect on it due to its presence in the poten
tial, the change of phase. Hence here the one dimen
sional case has a measureable physical consequence. 

If we consider the particle moving along the z axis 
then its potential varies as a function of pOSition. We 
have a square barrier potential which we study as the 
next example. 

In quantum mechanics this can again be viewed as a 
one-dimensional problem. We take a beam of particles 
spread out through space and having no time dependence, 
so the time dimension does not enter the problem, and 
measure its momentum outside the barrier, the change 
of intensity in passing through the barrier, and the 
change of phase. These three numbers are related but 
two of them are independent. Thus to the point at the end 
of the barrier we must assign two numbers, but there is 
only one dimension. 

Of course, this is not surprising for the two numbers 
are the width and height of the barrier. But the point is 
that we cannot use the concept of height of the barrier 
because we want to replace the field by geometry, and 
here the geometry is that of a single dimension. Clearly 
a complex coordinate is again implied. 

Classically we would take two particles, measure 
their (identical) momentum before one enters the barri
er and then the time difference between the particle 
which went through the barrier and the one that did not. 
This is then repeated at a different energy. The results 
can again be expressed in terms of two numbers, but 
here there are two dimensions since the time was 
brought in explicitly. 

How would we do a two-dimensional problem in quan
tum mechanics? Of course, we might do it by consider
ing wavepackets making the situation analogous to the 
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classical case. However, this would hide the informa
tion we wish to gain. 

Let us rather consider a beam which is split into four 
parts. One part goes through a barrier and in addition 
has a time-dependent potential imposed on it, the second 
which has only a time-dependent potential, the third 
goes only through a space-dependent potential, and a 
fourth which goes through no potential. Then we perform 
interference experiments on the different subbeams in 
pairs, and in addition measure the intensities before and 
after they go through the potentials. 

This will give four independent numbers, which are 
the two potentials and their two durations. Classically 
however, since the particles which went through the 
time-dependent potential were unaffected, we get only 
two numbers from the time delays at different energies 
which give the two parameters of the space-dependent 
potential. 

So quantum mechanically we have two dimensions but 
four numbers, which implies that the x and t coordi
nates are complex with independent phases. In addition, 
if we attempted to describe the geometry by the curva
ture of space we would have one number, the curvature 
scalar, which is not enough. 

Although we are assuming that the coordinates are 
complex, it should be understood that the full complex 
plane is not being used, for a given field. Rather the 
imaginary part of the coordinate is a function of the real 
part (the function depending on the field present). 

Thus we assign to a coordinate axis a complex plane, 
and then replace the coordinate axis by some curve in 
that plane. If the field is zero the curve becomes the 
real axis, and a nonzero field pushes the curve up into 
the plane. 

According to the field equations that we postulate be
Iowan electriC charge results in both complex coordi
nates and curved space-time, while a gravitational field 
produces only curved space-time. How does this com 
pare with our gedanken experimente? While we do not 
analyze the problem in detail to see whether this situa
tion is in accord with what should be expected from ex
perimental results, the equations are not in disagree
ment with our limited analysis. 

We see from the previous discussion on how to realize 
a square barrier that our analysis holds for an electric 
field and we should expect that it would produce complex 
coordinates as our field equations require. 

However for the gravitational field, which has only 
one sign of the charge, we can not do the above experi
ments. So from our considerations we have no reason to 
require that the gravitational field produce a complex 
space-time. 

Thus while it is by no means clear that all quantum 
experiments involving the electromagnetic fi~ld can be 
described in terms of complex coordinates (or even that 
no classicaJ ones imply such coordinates), our heuristic 
considerations do suggest further study of this possibil
ity and of the theories which are implied by it. 
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III. TENSORS 

We consider a four-dimensional space of complex 
numbers z, and functions defined over itj(z,z*), where 
the * denotes complex conjugation. Vectors are defined 
as transforming according to 

(III. 1) 

(III. 2) 

or as 

(III. 3) 

(m.4) 

where our summation convention is that the indices run 
from 1 to 4 if the complex term is explicitly indicated 
[as in Eq. (III. 1,2)] and from 1 to 8 if it is not indicated 
[as in Eq. (III. 3,4)]. Tensors are defined in the usual 
way as transforming as the products of vectors. Clearly 
all the usual laws of tensor algebra hold here. 

It is convenient (in fact necessary, when we use ten
sors of second or higher rank) to denote conjugates by 
underlining their indices. Thus S*v= S~, and TU~ cannot 
be written with an asterisk. Also we use a~= ae'" /az v and 
a~ = ap /az*v. 

In defining the metric tensor we have to decide 
whether it is to be real or complex. As we saw above a 
phase can be defined independently for both the x and the 
t coordinates thus making it reasonable to take the co
ordinates as complex. Further, as can be especially 
seen by conSidering cases in which there is only one co
ordinate, it also seems reasonable to consider the dis
tance as complex. Hence taking the metric tensor as 
real would be in accord with our analysis. 

To take it as complex would imply that there are 
cases in which we would have to consider complex co
ordinates and real distances (or vice versa). This does 
not seem unreasonable but no examples are immediately 
evident. Hence, for reasons of Simplicity alone, we 
limit ourselves to real metrics. 

Thus the distance function is 

ds2=g",.t1z"'dzv + g~zl!dzl!. + g~,J!dzl!dzl!. + g.ll.t1z.ll.dzv. (III. 5) 

We see below that the convariant derivative of the 
metric tensor is zero. Raising and lowering of the 
indices are operations defined in the usual way and com
mute with covariant differentiation. 

Contraction of indices is defined in the standard man
ner with the sum going over real and imaginary parts. 
Thus, for example, 

(III. 6) 

in two-dimensional space, and from the above transfor
mation law this is a scalar. So contraction reduces the 
rank of a tensor by 2. 
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To establish the notation we prove that the contracted 
product of a second rank tensor and a vector is a vector. 
Let S' = T'" vVv + T"'J!~, then 

SP = Tpa + Va + TpaVa 

= (a~a~Tvw +a~aJt, TJlW +a~a~ TVW+ aia~Tl!!!.·) 

X (a-ltV. +a-1Lv.) + (a-g) 
a tat 

=a:(TV"'V", + TVIIIV!!!) +a;(TI!"'V", + TJlIIIVlQ) 

=a~Sv +atsl1.. 

(III. 7) 

To prove the reverse assume that both S and V are 
vectors and we wish to show that T is a second-rank 
tensor. Then 

SP=a~Sv+a~SJ!=a~(TV"'V", + TVlQVl!!) + a;(T.I!'" V", + T-l'fIIVIII) 

(III. 8) 

= Tot'Ye+ TP~V{=a~[rv"'(a~Vt +at~+ rv!!!(a~t+a~Vt>] 

+ (v -.l,-), 

and since the V's are arbitrary we can set V and V* 
zero in turn to get 

Toa=a~a~T"'v+ a~a~ T-1''''+a~a~TV.!!1 + a::a~T.I!1oP (III. 9) 

which is the required result. 

The generalization to higher rank tensors follows the 
same pattern. 

If the bar under an index is not written explicitly it is 
to be understood, so we may write A",B'" for A",B'" 
+A.lf.B~. 

IV. CONNECTIONS 

In defining the connections the basic idea is that the 
displacement of a vector changes not only its direction 
but also its phase. Thus as in Riemannian space, we 
assume that when we move a vector along a closed curve 
the final vector is not in general parallel to the initial 
one. And in addition we assume also that the phase of 
the final vector is different, in general, from that of the 
initial one. 

Thus consider the wave function of a particle moved 
through a one-dimensional potential (a square barrier, 
say). We take specifically a time-independent beam of 
particles represented by a plane wave. Then there is a 
phase difference between the beam going through the po
tential compared to one which did not go through whose 
value is given in elementary quantum mechanics texts. 
Suppose now that we have a mirror far downstream from 
the potential and reflect the particles back to their orig
inal position by a path outside the barrier. Then in the 
closed circuit there is a total change of phase equal to 
the phase difference between the beams which did and 
did not go through the barrier. 

Of course this analysis holds whether the wave func
tion is a scalar, vector, or higher rank tensor. How
ever it is usually most convenient to express concepts 
and formulas in terms of vectors. 

To study how to take into account the change of phase 
we consider a scalar wave function ¢(x) exp[ia(x)x] dis
placed an infinitesimal distance dx. It then becomes 

¢(x + dx) expi{[a(x + dx)] (x + dx) + Xdx} (IV. 1) 
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= cp(x + dx)[exPia(x)x][1 + i(a,,,x + a + X)dx], 

where the comma denotes differentiation. 

We therefore postulate that the transplantation law 
for a vector is 

d(cp"'e ia ) = dxpcp"e ia (r:. + iO~Xp), (IV. 2) 

and this equation defines the connections. 

When a beam of particles passes through a potential 
not only is there a phase change but an intensity change 
also, as some particles are reflected. 

Or consider a collection of atoms in some excited 
state and immerse the system in a potential for a period 
of time short (compared to the half-life) for free atoms. 
Then the number of atoms in the excited state after the 
potential will be less than before. These types of behav
ior can be represented phenomenologically by a complex 
phase, which here implies a complex connection. 

While we postulate that the real part of the connection 
depends directly on the potential, the complex part is 
related to it in a very indirect way, and the explicit 
form depends on the internal structure of the atoms. To 
find this complex part the Schroedinger equation (or the 
appropriate generalization) for the atoms (or other sys
tem that we are considering) must be solved. Hence this 
equation must be added to the field equations in order to 
determine the behavior of the system. 

We note that for a scalar 

dcp=icpdxX, 

dcp* = - icp* dx X*. 

(IV. 3) 

(IV. 4) 

For a tensor the vector transplantation law is gener
alized in the usual way except that we have to decide 
whether the phase depends on the number of indices. 
Suppose that we move a spinning particle through an 
electric field (slowly, since the connection refers to a 
virtual transplantation) then the change in energy is in
dependent of the spin. In a magnetic field this need not 
be so. In addition as we see below the connection for the 
electromagnetic field depends on the charge density and 
so explicitly on the wave function, and thus plausibly on 
the spin. The details of this relationship are not inves
tigated here. 

Hence it is not clear from any simple analysis where 
in our formalism we should put the dependence on the 
number of indices. We therefore make the simplest as
sumption and take the X term of the transplanation law 
to be independent of the number of indices. We then 
have, for example, 

d(cp"'"eia)=dxPela(cpw"r:w + cp",wr;w +iXpcp"'"e1a ). (IV. 5) 

We define the covariant derivative of the wave function 
1/!", = cp",e ia to be 

(IV. 6) 

and similarly (with the usual change of sign for the r 
term) for the covariant vector. 

The connection X" is taken as equal to /(1/!) (I;" + i8"), 
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where / is some function of the wavefunction 1/!, deter
mined by the nature of the particular situation. This 
says essentially that the energy [which we would expect 
to be related to X from Eq. (IV. 1) by taking dx = dt] de
pends on the potential times the charge density. 

We now consider the commutator of the cross partials 

1/!r"( -1/!~(" = 1/!p(- r:n,( + r~ ," - r:.:r;( + r.:trp"") 

-1/!"'i(X" ,( - X( ,") = R~(p1/!P - iV"d1/!'" + iW"(1/!'" 

+ /(8",( - 8()1/!'" - U,(8" -/,"8(1/!~ 
where 

v,,( = 1;",( - 1;(,", 

w,,( =I;"/,( - 11;(1,", 

(IV. 7) 

(IV. 8) 

(IV. 9) 

(IV. 10) 

with R the normal curvature tensor, and we assume that 
X for 1/!~", r1/! and for x1/! is the same as for1/!. 

We identify the electromagnetic vector potential A 
with I; so 

A"=l;n (IV. 11) 

and the electromagnetic field tensor F with V so 

(IV. 12) 

Note that we can perform a gauge transformation to 
give a zero value of I; only if V is zero. Thus the van
ishing of V (assuming that W vanishes simultaneously) 
is the condition which allows us to introduce real coor
dinates. Of course, even if V vanishes, we can always 
formally introduce complex coordinates. 

If / = 0 then in the usual way the vanishing of R is the 
requirement that we be able to introduce a set of flat co
ordinates. Again, even if R vanishes we can always in
troduce coordinates whose metric is non-Minowskian. 

However if / is not zero then we cannot introduce flat 
coordinates even if R vanishes. The electromagnetic 
field causes space to curve as well as the gravitational. 
However its effect is rather strange coming through the 
system-dependent 8's, which are not directly related to 
the field variables but rather express the effect of the 
field on certain properties of the system, for example 
its lifetime. It is not clear whether this result is signif
icant or simply an indication that the phenomenological 
way that we introduced the 8's is incorrect. 

Notice that the commutator of the derivatives depends 
explicitly on the wavefunction, and so is different for 
different wavefunctions. Also, of course, 8 depends on 
the wavefunction. This is contrast to the gravitational 
case where it is a property of space, independent of the 
particular function that it is applied to. However this 
should not be unexpected for in a gravitational field the 
behavior of particles is independent of their properties. 
This is not the case for the electromagnetic field. 
Perhaps the appearance of the wavefunction is related to 
this point. 

It is not clear whether we should require the theory to 
be gauge invariant. The pure electromagnetic part 
should be, of course, but since there is no experimental 
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information on how the presence of an electromagnetic 
field modifies the gravitational field there is no reason 
to require invariance in this part of the theory. It is 
quite possible that the potential is determined by the 
field equations and cannot be changed by a gauge 
transformation. 

The next step is to find a relation between the connec
tions and the metric tensor. This is done in the usual 
manner by requiring the invariance of the scalar product 
along a curve (with parameter s). Thus 

!:... (g ~*1'1t) 
ds I'K 

dx!' d~*1' d1jK 
=g _~*I'1jK+g __ 1jK+ g ~*I'-=o I'K,P ds I'K ds I'K , 

ds (IV. 13) 

which gives 

(IV. 14) 

and in the normal way rotating indices cyclically, adding 
and subtracting we get the required relation 

I'''' - -!._PCg +g -g ) -Ii'" ~(- v* + v ) 
ICIJ. - 215 PIJ.,I( ICp,1J. IJ.IC,p J.I. 2 Arc AI( 

(IV. 15) 

- Ii"'!..(- x!+ X) +g ~(- X*'" + X"') 
K 2 P P I'K 2 P , 

so assumingf is real, 

I:'7,= - t'1'}+ li:f8K + li:f81' -gI'J8"' , (IV. 16) 

where {} is the Christoffel symbol. 

Equation (IV. 13) requires some comment in view of 
our requirement that the phase term in the connection be 
independent of the number of indices which would seem 
to be in contradiction with our differentiation of each 

'term. 

However here what is important is not that we have a 
product of two vectors, but that we have a product of a 
term and a complex conjugate (both assumed to have the 
same phase connection). So, quantum mechanically if 
we had such a product it would represent a particle of 
zero charge which would consist of two oppositely 
charged particles, and which w')uld have no phase 
change in going through a potential, but which might be 
reflected or be caused to decay because of the interac
tion of the internal particles and the field. Thus the 
connection would depend only on the imaginary part of 
the connection, as we have it. This is the reason for 
requiring this scalar product to be invariant. 

Equation (IV. 14) shows that the covariant derivative 
of the metric tensor is zero, as can be seen by writing 
this derivative out and comparing equations, and re
membering that the charge function f is zero for the 
metric tensor g so this term drops out. 

It might be noted that some of the equations are 
superficially similar to the corresponding equations in 
Weyl's theory 0 2 However the physical rationale and the 
mathematical structure are completely different. For 
example in our case of connection, Eq. (IV. 16), depends 
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not on the electromagnetic potential (which is /;) but on 
the factor f8. 

V. THE CURVATURE TENSOR 

The curvature tensor obeys the symmetry equations 

(V. 1) 

and 

(V. 2) 

as can be seen directly from its expression in terms of 
the connection. 

From these symmetries we can derive the Bianchi 
identities. We denote (X~; ( - X( ;~) by ~(' and by direct 
computation we see that 1f~;~ has the symmetry given by 
Eq. (V. 2), USing Eq. (V.2), and the symmetries of R. 

Also a second-rank tensor obeys 

n:;~( - n:;(~=R~lpn~ -R~l~n; -i~(n:. (V. 3) 

Now differentiating Eq. (IV. 7) we get 

l/I~~(~ -l/f(~~ = R~(p;~l/IP + R~(pl/!t~ - i~(l/If~ - i~l; ~l/I". 

(V. 4) 

Rotating the indices 1j,~, tf> cyclically, adding, using the 
symmetry of T to eliminate the ~(term, and substi
tuting Eq. (V. 3) into the left-hand side so it cancels the 
R~(p and ~( terms, we get l/JP times a coefficient, equal 
to zero. But since l/JP is arbitrary (within a class, all of 
which have the same f) the coefficient must be zero, and 
this is the Bianchi identity. 

(V. 5) 

From this it follows that the Ricci tensor is diver
genceless, so 

Gf~= (Rpa _~g"a R);a= O. (V. 6) 

We have an expression above for the curvature tensor 
in terms of the connection I'. It is more useful to write 
it in terms of the metric tensor and the 8's. To do this 
we use Eq. (IV. 16). 

We then get that the curvature tensor is 

= - [{:~}.( - {:l},~ - t~H:(}+ {:(H:~}] 
+ f2[ -1i~8l8p + Iir8~8p + (Ii~gp( -lirg~p)(JK8K 

-gp(81'8~ + gp~8(81'] + f[ 1i;(8~.( - 8(.~) + 1i~8p,( (V. 7) 

-lir8p,~ -g~p8~ (+ gpl8~~ - 2gp~,(81' + 2gpl.~81' + g~p{:l}(JK 

- g(p{:,,}8K + 1i~8J:(}- lir 8J;~}] + [1i;(f.(8~ - f.~8() 

+ (~I,( - Ii~ f.~)8p + (gp(f.~ - gp~I,()81']. 

We next need the value of Ii~ =Ii~+ 1i~=4+4 or 8. 

The contracted curvature tensor is 

= - [{:~L -{:I'}'~ -~}Cl' }+{:I'H:~}] 

+ f[8~.p - 88p.~ - g~p8~1' + g~P{:I'}(JK - 2gp~,1' 81' 

+ 2gpl'.~81' + gl'p8~~ _gpl'{:~}8K -78J:~}] + 6f2[ _gp~8T8T 
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and the curvature scalar equals 

R =Rc + I[ - 7g""6~." - 56Pg""(g"p.~ - g~.p) - 7~p] 

-42/26/}p -t4f,p 6P • 

(V. 8) 

(V. 9) 

The subscript c means the Christoffel symbols have 
been substituted for the connections r. 

Note that the curvature a particle sees depends in 
part on its own state vector. 

Unfortunately we cannot introduce, at this point, 
enough field equations to determine completely all the 
quantities appearing in the theory. To do this, we would 
probably have to add more quantum mechanical 
formalism. 

However we can assume some relations. These are 
Maxwell's equations 

vr:=j" , (V. to) 
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and the Einstein field equations 

G"P=KT"P, (V. 11) 

where j is the current density and T the energy-momen
tum tensor. 

The Einstein field equations are modified by the pres
ence of the electromagnetic field and depend specifically 
on I, the charge function for the particle moving in the 
gravitational field. Thus these equations imply that the 
gravitational field that a particle feels depends on its 
charge, and possibly its charge distribution. Whether 
this disagrees with experiment is not clear as the theory 
is not developed enough to predict the value for I, or 6, 
which also affects the field. 

'The possibility of complex space-time has been explored in other ways 
by A. Oas. J. Math. Phys. 7,45 (1966); J. Math. Phys. 7, 52 (1966); 
J. Math. Phys. 7,61 (1966). and E. H. Brown. J. Math. Phys. 7,417 
(1966). 

2R. Adler. M. Suin. and M. Schiffer. I1Itroducti01l to Ge1leral 
Relativity (McGraw-Hill. New York. 1965). Sec. 13-2.3. 
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The continuous unitary irreducible representations of the covering group S U (1,1) of S U (1,1) are 
studied using the self-adjoint representations of the Lie algebra in the case that one of the 
noncompact generators is diagonal. The study can be carried out for all the representations 
simultaneously and is shown to reduce to a study of the self-adjointness of the compact element of 
the Lie algebra, which in this basis turns out to be the confluent hypergeometric operator. Several 
basic results, such as the classification of the representations, and a formula for the transformation 
coefficients from the compact to the noncompact basis which is valid for all representations, emerge 
quite simply 

INTRODUCTION 

The continuous unitary irreducible representations 
(CUIR'S) of SU(1, 1) and its covering group SU(1, 1) can 
be studied either through the finite group,-5 or through 
the self-adjoint representations of the Lie algebra 5 The 
latter method is based on Nelson's result6 that a Lie al
gebra will exponentiate to a CUIR of the corresponding 
simply connected group if and only if an operator 'con
Sisting of the sum of the squares of the generators is 
self-adjoint. Most of the standard treatments use the 
finite group, and those treatments which use the Lie al
gebra are mostly confined to the case in which the com
pact generator is diagonal. However, the general pro
cedure for the case in which a noncompact generator is 
diagonal has been sketched in Refs. 7 and carried 
through in some detail for SU(1, 1) in Refs. 8. In this 
paper we carry through the general procedure in a dif
ferent manner to Ref. 8. Our method is such that all the 
CUIR's of SU(1, 1) can be treated simultaneously, and 
that many of the results found by other methods, in
cluding the classification of CUIR 's, can be obtained 
quite simply. More specifically, we show that 

(1) The generators of Lie algebra can be expressed as 
differential operators, which are unique up to a unitary 
transformation, and are the same (apart from the value 
of one parameter) for all CUIR's of SU(1, 1). Two of the 
independent generators are trivial, while the third, the 
compact generator J 3 , is the confluent hypergeometric 
operator,9 a result that explains at a very elementary 
level the occurrence2

,3 of the confluent hypergeometric 
(Whittaker) functions in the study of the finite group 
representations. 

(2) The self-adjoint condition for the generators reduces 
to a condition of orthogonality for the eigenfunctions of 
the compact generator J3 , and the orthogonality condi
tion leads at once to the standard classification of the 
CUIR's of SU(I, 1) and to a formula for the transforma
tion coefficients from the compact to the noncom pact 
basis which holds for all CUIR's. The classification pa
rameters emerge, respectively, as the value of the Ca
simir operator for the Lie algebra, and the parameter 
characteriZing the family of self-adjoint extensions10 of 
J 3 in the case when it is not naturally self-adjoint. The 
formula for the transformation coefficients agrees (up 
to a phase) with the separate results for the principal 
and discrete series obtained in Ref. 2 
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We conclude the note by illustrating the difference be
tween our results and those of the other authors8 who 
use a noncompact basis for the Lie algebra by exhibiting 
for the principal series the unitary transformation 
which connects the two results. 

2. LIE ALGEBRA, CLASSIFICATION AND 
TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENTS 

In the conventional basis, the Lie algebra of Su(I, 1) 
is 

and the Casimir operator, which is a real number in 
any CUIR of SU(1 , 1), may be written as 

(2.2) 

Let J 1 + J 3 be the noncompact element which we wish to 
have diagonal. From (2. 1) it is clear that J2 and J 1 + J3 

form the two-dimensional subalgebra 

(2.3) 

and it is easy to verifyll that the only nontrivial self-ad
joint representations of this algebra are unitarily equiv
alent to the representations 

J 1 +J3 =E, J 2=iE:E ' f ~:I I l/J(EW < 00, (2.4) 

on (-000] and [0 00 ). To complete the basis for the Lie 
algebra (2.1) we add the compact generator J 3 , and 
using (2.1), (2. 2), and (2.4) obtain for it the differential 
form 

1( az (1 2) -~ J=--E--E+--"€ . 
3 2 dE2 4"" 

(2.5) 

From (2.2) we see that the Nelson operator can be 
chosen to be 2J; + t - 1J. 2

• It then follows from Nelson's 
result that the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
differential operators (2.4) and (2.5) to generate a cum 
of SU(I, 1) is that J 3 in (2. 5) be self-adjoint. But since, 
in every CUIR of SU(1, 1), the spectrum of J 3 can easily 
be shown from (2. 1) to be discrete12 (indeed integer
spaced and simple) the self-adjointness of J 3 is equiva
lent to the orthogonality of its eigenvectors. Thus the 
analyses of the CUIR's of SU(1, 1) reduces to an analysis 
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of the eigenvector system of the differential operator J 3 

belonging to real discrete eigenvalues k. 

To analyze this eigenvector system we let 1J!k(E) be the 
eigenvector belonging to the real eigenvalue k. Then 
from (2. 5) 1J!k(e) is a square integrable solution of the 
equation J 3 1J!k(e) = k1J!k(e) which, on making the trivial sub
stitution t= 2€ reduces to the confluent hypergeometric 
equation9 

(2.6) 

Thus we obtain at once a direct relationship between the 
Lie algebra (2.0 and the confluent hypergeometric equa
tion and we can use the known properties of the solutions 
of that equation to analyze the eigenvector system of J 3 • 

In fact, the two linearly independent solutions of (3.2) 
are the Whittaker functions W""" (±t), and we shall actu
ally need only their asymptotic properties9 

(2.7) 

W (t) = ( f2jJ: f/ 2 -tJ. + r::2ii f/ 2.,,\ 
k" If+/l-k li-/l-k J 

[1 + O(t)], t-O. 

(2.7) 

From (2.6) we have by partial integration 

lk -k')l~ ~t Wk"(t)Wk,,,(t) 

• • d 
= [; Wk'" (t)Wk.,,(t) - Wk"(t)Wk,,,(t)], W= dt W, (2.8) 

Hence from (3.3) and (3.4) we see that a solution is 
square integrable and we have the possibility of genera
ting a CUIR of SU(l , 1), if /l2 < t for all real k or /l2 .. t 
and ±k= l/ll +i +n, n=O, 1, 2, .... Furthermore, in 
those cases we have13 

whence 

sin7Tlk - k') 
= TI(k -k') . (2.10) 

It follows by inspection of (2.9) and (2.10) that in gener
al we obtain an orthogonal set of eigenvectors for ~ if 
and only if the spectrum of ~ is integer-spaced and we 
take the full taxis (- 00, 00). The only exception occurs 
when /l2 .. 0, ±k= I /ll + ~ +n, in which case the spectrum 
is still integer-spaced, but we have orthogonality on the 
half-axes. Even that case, however, is included in the 
formula (2.10) since for ± k = I /ll + i + n one of the 
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terms on the left-hand side of (2.10) vanishes 
identically. 

The above results allow us to classify the cum's of 
SU(l, 1) immediately, and we obtain the conventional re
sult, namely, 

(1) p.2 .. 0, ±k= 1p.1 +i+n, n=0,1,2, ... (discrete 
series), 

(2) t> /l2> 0, 0, 1> h .. 0, k=h +n (except h= /l + i) (exep
tional series), 

(3) /l2~0, 0, l>h"O, k=h+n (exept /l=0, h=~) (princi
pal series). 

The exceptions for the series (2) and (3) are simply to 
avoid overlapping the discrete series. The cum's for 
SU(l,l) are obtained by imposing the extra restriction 
2k = integer. 

A bonus which we obtain from (3. 11) is the set of 
transformation coefficients (k I e) from the compact to 
the noncompact baSiS, Since these are nothing but the 
normalized eigenfunctions 1J!k(e) = ¢k(t). For the principal 
series /l is pure imaginary, so we can normalize dir
ectly from (2. 10). Since W k" is even in /l, it is real for 
all three series of representations, and hence for the 
principal series we obtain 

r~ dt Jo T[w_t(t)w_k.(t) + wt(tlwk·U)] = Ow (2.11) 

for k - k' = integer, where 

wk(t)= (l~-/l+k)-lWk,,(t), /l+/l*=0. (2.12) 

For the other two series J.I. is real and we do not obtain 
the complex inner product so simply. What we do is in 
that case to introduce the function 

(2.13) 

and multiply equation (2.10) across by N 1
/

2 (k,k'). Since 
Nlk,k')=N(-k, -It) for k -k' integer, we obtain (2.11), 
but with now 

wk(t)= (Ii - /l + k)-1/2 (Ii + /l + k)-1/2 W k" (t), /l = /l*. 

(2.14) 

Equations (2.11), (2.12), and (2.15) can be combined to 
give a formula for the transformation coefficients which 
is valid for all C UIRs of SU(l, 1), namely 

lk\e)=fwk(2E), 00 l=[Wk(2E)] 

Lw_k(-2e), E<~ w_
k
(2e) 

, E> 0, 

w,,(t)= (fi- /l+k)-1/2 (/i+ /l* +k)"1/2 WktJ.(l). 

(2. 15) 

For the principal series the factor preceding W k" (l) in 
(2.15) simplifies slightly to (f t - J.I. + k)-l, while for the 
discrete series one of the functions W",,(2E) vanishes 
identically, and the other simplifies to 
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x e-t/ 2t l", 1 +1/2L~ I~ I.,,(t), 

L~I~I.,,(O)= 1, 
(2.16) 

where L~I~I.,,(t) is the associated Laguerre polynomial. 

Let us now compare our transformation coefficients 
with those of other authors. For the exceptional series, 
no other orthonormalized coefficients seem to be avail
able, but for the discrete series our results agree ex
actly with those of Refs. 2 and 8, and for the principal 
series our results agree with those of Ref. 2 up to the 
phases e1a.= /~-IHh (I~+ /L'fh)-1 for w.,,(t) [the w.,,(t) 
are relatively real in this reference]. 

3. COMPARISON WITH REF. 8 

So far as we know the only authors to use a similar 
approach to ours are those of Ref. 8, and, except in the 
case of the discrete series, their actual procedure dif
fers markedly. We here illustrate the difference by ex
hibiting the unitary transformation which connected the 
two approaches in the case of the principal series. We 
start with the generators 

J1+J3 =E®T=ex ®T and G1+G3 =ex (i:
x 
+~+(1)®T' 

J . d "'1 . d =tE-'<Y =t-
2 dE dx 

®1 G =t'~®l 
, 2 dx 

J1-J3=(E:E22+(t+0'2)E-~®T l , 
=e-x[(:x -~J +0'2J®T) 

respectively, where J.L=icr (0' real), E? 0, and T= ~_~). 
The range E"" 0, T= ± 1 is equivalent to the range 
(- 00 < E < 00) which is necessary for self-adjointness, but 
the introduction of T simplifies the notation and allows 
the introduction of the variables x= lOgE. Bothe J. and G. 
satisfy the commutation relations (2. 1) and the Casimir 
relation (2.2), and the essential difference between them 
is that whereas J 1 +J3 and J 1 -J3 are zero and second
order differential operators, respectively, G1 + G3 and 
G1 - G3 are both first order. G3 is then a first-order dif
ferential operator, with the simple orthonormal eigen
function system 

1 ( 1 - iex'y< 1 
8,,(x) = (21T)1/2 1 + iex/ (coshx)1/2-ia ' (3.2) 

and this is the chief advantage of the G •. The diadvan
tage of the G. is that they are Hermitian only in the case 
'of the principal series (though the authors of Ref. 8 ac
tually use the G. for the exceptional series also, com
pensating the lack of Hermiticity by the introduction of 
an indefinite metric). 
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We now seek a unitary operator U which will connect 
the J. and G •. Since any such U must commute with J2 

== G2> it is convenient to make J 2 = G2 diagonal, i. e. , to 
take the Fourier transform of (3.1). We then have (3.1) 
with 

i :x =y, eX= e-Hd/dY), (3.3) 

where the domain of e-l (d/dy) is the set of functions ana
lytic in the strip 0"" Imy "" 1 and square integrable on the 
lines Imy = const in the strip, and the required transfor
mation is 

z=t-~i(Y+<1). (3.4) 

It is easy to verify that U(y) is unitary and satisfies 

J.= fr1(y) G.U(y). (3.5) 
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A new commutative diagram summarizing some of the mathematical structure of deterministic 
classical electrodynamics is presented. The diagram clearly delineates the fundamentally different 
roles played by the space-time differentiable manifold (vis Ii vis exterior calculus) and by matter or 
vacuum (vis a vis the constitutive relations for dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability) in 
electrodynamics. Two different elliptic operators, called here the Laplace-Beltrami and 
Laplace-Poisson operators, arise naturally from this formulation. Some properties of eigenfunctions 
of elliptic operators with compact support are briefly reviewed with regard to potential application in 
numerical analysis of practical problems in electrodynamics. The action of the so-called 
inhomogeneous Lorentz group on electrodynamical functions is described. Several scalar inner 
products which remain invariant under the action of this group are seen to arise naturally from the 
mathematical structure discussed here. By using some of these invariant quantities, a new variational 
approach to deterministic classical electrodynamics is then developed. First, a new Lagrangian 
function is presented and used to derive the Euler-Lagrange equations for electrodynamics. Second, 
a series of new Hamiltonian functions are presented and used to derive the Hamiltonian equations 
for electrodynamics. All results are illustrated by a detailed examination of the electrodynamical 
structure of a model for an inhomogeneous nonisotropic medium. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Although an extensive literature exists on mathemati
cal aspects of deterministic classical electrodynamics, 
there is apparently no clear rigorous exposition on the 
relationship of exterior calculus and differential forms 
to Maxwell's equations. This is somewhat surprising, 
because exterior calculus would hopefully clarify some 
of the mathematical structure underlying electro
dynamics, while offering a different (more formal but 
less physical) view of the structure than that of con
ventional or classical vector calculus. Such work hope
fully would continue the interaction of mathematics 
and physics, which has been so fruitful in the past. 
Finally, the tremendous technological importance of 
electrodynamics lends added interest to such work. 

This paper attempts to fill some of this gap in the 
literature. The scope is limited to a particular class of 
models for an inhomogeneous nonisotropic medium. 
Within this framework, a number of novel and well
known results are obtained more easily and naturally 
than by methods based on conventional vector calculus. 

The goal here is to unify and simplify certain 
mathematical aspects of electromagnetism. An example 
of a successful attempt along similar lines can be found 
in modern communication and control theory, which 
have been greatly unified through the concept of state 
and state variable techniques. It is hoped the approach 
discussed here will find application in other branches 
of physics, just as state variables have found wide 
application (e. g., in electrical network theory and in 
control system theory). This hope must be tempered by 
the following observation: Many practical problems can 
be adequately modeled by a set of first order ordinary 
differential equations, where the state space is a 
finite-dimensional vector space. The analogous state 
space for a distributed parameter system, such as is 
discussed here, is a finite-dimensional differentiable 
manifold and the vector fields associated with the 
manifold. The dimenSionality of the state space for 
lumped parameter systems can be anything in practice; 
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the underlying manifold for distributed parameter sys
tems might be only four-dimenSional, three spatial and 
one temporal, in practice. This suggests that future 
work should be directed toward a better understanding 
of the peculiarities of the four-dimensional case, as 
well as toward generalizations in higher dimensions. 

Although interesting in their own right, the results 
presented here are interesting from a purely pedagogi
cal point of view as well. One need only known the 
operations or rules of exterior algebra, as well as how 
to compute the total differential of a function; then the 
calculation of gradient, curl, and divergence become 
routine formal manipulations, but unfortunately often 
devoid of physical inSight into the nature of the calcula
tion. The conventional or classical vector calculus ap
proach, with its line integrals and pillboxes, compli
ments this method by offering great physical insight 
into the nature of the calculation, but often at the ex
pense of algebraiC complexity in computing the correct 
answer. Both approaches have their merits and dis
advantages, offering different views on the same 
situation. 

The initial motivation for this work is found in 
Flanders. 1 While it was felt his approach was basically 
sound, it seemed sketchy at points and could be con
siderably more detailed. Another impetus is found in 
Dyson,2 who has observed that the foundations of ex
terior calculus were laid by Grassmann in the mid
nineteenth century, but the tools he developed were 
discarded when the mathematical structure of electro
dynamics was considered, in favor of tools developed 
to describe the structure of Lie groups and Lie 
algebras. 

An appendix is included sketching and illustrating 
the baSic concepts of multilinear algebra, differentiable 
manifolds, and exterior calculus. The reader familiar 
with these topics can proceed directly to the main body 
of the paper; otherwise, this detour is advised. 

The second section presents a commutative diagram 
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which summarizes the electrodynamical equations for 
an inhomogeneous nonisotropic medium; this is analo
gous to a block diagram or Signal flow graph in control 
and communication theory. 

The third section discusses two different differential 
operators which arise from this formulation of electro
dynamics; previous work has tended to ignore or ob
scure this point. Various properties of the spectrum 
and eigenfunctions of these operators are briefly re
viewed, for the case where the operators are elliptic 
and compactly supported. 

The fourth section dwells on a group of coordinate 
transformations which preserve the structure of the 
equations of electrodynamics. Several well-known and 
new scalar inner products are seen to arise naturally 
from the approach discussed here. 

The fifth section develops an alternate calculus-of
variations approach to the mathematical structure of 
electrodynamics. A new Lagrangian function is dis
cussed, and all of the electrodynamical equations are 
derived from it. A new series of Hamiltonian functions 
are derived from Legendre transformations on the 
Lagrangian, and all of the electrodynamical equations 
are rederived. 

All these results are illustrated by examining again 
and again a model for an inhomogeneous nonisotropic 
medium. 

II. A COMMUTATIVE DIAGRAM 

Throughout this section, X is an oriented Riemannian 
differentiable manifold called space-time. 3 T: denotes 
the cotangent bundle associated with X, and A(Tl) 
= L:=o N(T:) the associated exterior algebra. This sec
tion is broken into two parts: first, a diagram is pre
sented which summarizes Maxwell's equations for a 
particular class of inhomogeneous nonisotropic media 
(in effect, the equations can be read off with the aid of 
this diagram); second, an example is presented to 
illustrate more clearly this result. 

Theorem (Classical electrodynamics-Maxwell's 
equations): If M: N(Ti) - N(T:) is a smooth function of 
A2(Ti), and is invertible at every point of the manifold 
X, then the diagram shown below commutes 

AO d N d A2 d A3 d A4 

~oMo~ ! dOkid !:! f~l t do~lod l ~oM-Io~ 
A4_A3 __ A2_AI _Ao 

where d is the exterior derivative. 

Proof: The proof proceeds in three steps: (i) all 
operations shown above must be well defined on all 
charts of the manifold, i. e., locally; (ii) all operations 
must be capable of being pieced together smoothly on 
overlapping charts; (iii) the diagram must commute, 
i.e., be independent of path. Since the exterior deriva
tive and the linear transformation M are well defined, 
all operations shown in the diagram are valid on each 
chart of the manifold. On overlapping coordinate charts, 
the transition functions associated with these charts can 
be used to smoothly piece together the operators M, 
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M-I, doMod, daM-Iod, ~oMo~, ~oM-Io~. Finally, the 
diagram commutes, because of the two preceding steps. 

Remark: Since ~=O, the mapS from AO-A4 are 
trivial. 

Example: Choose rectangular orthonormal basiS vec
tors {dx, dy, dz, icdt} for X, and orientation + dx II dy 
Adz 1\ icdt. (c is the speed of light.) The phYSical nature 
of each differential form is well known: 

(A) AO-ge,gm-electric, magnetic gauge. 

(B) N-(Aex,Aey,Aez)' (Amx,Amy,Amz)-electric, mag
netic vector potential; qJ e' qJ m-electrical, magnetic 
scalar potential. 

(C) A2 -(Dx ' Dy, Dz), (Bx ' By, Bz)-electric displacement, 
magnetic flux; (Ex,E y , E z ), (Hx ' H y , Hz)-electric, mag
netic fields. 

(D) A3-(Jmx , J my, J mz)' (Jex ' Jey, Jez)-magnetic, electric 
current densities; Pm' Pe -magnetic, electric charge 
densities. 

(E) A4_S "" se-magnetic, electric source. 

_ The question arises of how to associate which differen
tial form with which electromagnetic function. The 
choice adopted here offers a certain amount of physical 
appeal, and is self consistent and complete with respect 
to exterior calculus. 

Since X is a four-dimensional differentiable manifold, 
the differential forms may be interpreted intuitively as 
follows: 

(1) AO-gauge-scalar functions of space-time. 

(2) Al-potentials-directed line elements or 1-
volumes in space-time. 

(3) A2-fields-directed areas or 2-volumes in 
space-time, in part directed along purely spatial di
rections (dy" dz, dz/\ dx, dxl\dy) and in part directed 
along a mixture of space -time directions (dx/\ icdt, 
dy /\ icdt, dz 1\ icdt). 

(4) A3-current densities-directed shells or 3-
volumes in space-time in part directed along a purely 
spatial direction (dxA dyl\. dz) and in part directed along 
a mixture of space-time directions (dy/\ dz/\ icdt, 
dz/\ dxA icdt, dx f\dy/\ icdt). 

(5) A4-sources-directed volumes or 4-volumes in 
space-time. 

It is interesting to give a physical interpretation to the 
commutative diagram, much as in control and communi
cation theory problems one gives a phYSical interpreta
tion to a block diagram. Suppose, for example, a 1-
form or potential is known at every point in X. The ex
terior derivative of this potential specifies a 2-form or 
field at every point; applying the constitutive relations 
plus the exterior derivative to the field specifies a 3-
form or current density, which in turn feeds back to 
modify the potentials, and so on. 

In this choice of coordinates, Maxwell's equations 
can be written USing exterior calculus as: 
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+ O~ (ge + igm) dz + icOot (ge + igm}icdt 

= c(Aex + iAmx ) dx + c(Aey + iAmy} dy 

+ c(Aez + iA,..} dz + (cp e + icp m}icdt, 

(2) d[c(Aex + iAm) dx + c(Aey + iAm.} dy + c(Ae. + iAmz} dz 

+ (cp e + icp m}icdt] 

=( O~ c(Ae. + iAm.) - a~ c(Aey + iAm.» dy/\ dz 

+ (O~ c(Aex + iAmx) - O~ c(Aez + iAm.}) dz/\ dx 

+( O~ c(Aey + iAm.} - o~ c(Aex + iAmx}) dx/\dy 

+ C~ (cp e + icp m) - icOot c(Aex + iAmx }) dx/\ icdt 

+( O~ (cp e + icp m) - icOot c(Aey + iAm.» dy/\ icdt 

+( O~ (cp e + icp m) - icOot c(Aez + iAmz}) dz/\ icdt 

= c(Dx + iBx} dy/\dz + c(Dy + iB) dz/\ dx 

+ c(D z + iB z} dx/\ dy + (Ex + iHx) dx/\ icdt 

+ (Ey + iH) dy/\ icdt + (E z + iHz) dz/\icdt, 

(3) d[c(Dx + iB) dy/\ dz + c(Dy + iB) dz/\dx 

+ c(Dz +iBz} dxl\dy + (Ex +iH) dxl\icdt 

+ (E y + iH) dyl\ icdt + (E. + iH.) dzl\ icdt] 

= (O~ (E z + iHz) - o~ (Ey + iH) + icOot c(Dx + iBx}) 

Xdy/\ dzl\icdt + (0: (Ex + iH) - o~ (E. + iHz) 

+ iCOot c(Dy + iB») dzl\ dxl\icdt +( o~ (Ey + iH) 

- O~ (Ex +iH) + icOotC(Dz +iBz}) dxl\dyAicdt 

+ (-!-C(D + iB ) + ",0 c(D + iB ) + -!-C(D + iB.} 
uX x x uy y y uZ • 

X dxl\ dyl\ dz 

= (Jmx + iJe) dyl\dzl\icdt + (Jmy + iJe) dzl\dxl\icdt 

+ (Jmz + iJez) dxl\dyl\icdt + c(Pe + iPm) dxl\dy/\dz~ 

(4) d[(Jmx + iJe) dyl\ dzl\icdt + (Jmy + iJe ) dzl\dx/\icdt 

+ (Jmz + iJez) dxl\dyl\icdt + c(Pe + iP m) dxl\ dyl\dz] 

= (o~ (Jmx + iJe) + o~ (Jmy +iJe) + 0: (Jmz +iJez) 

- iCo ° t c(Pe + iPm) ) dxl\ dyl\ dzl\ icdt 

= (s m + is') dxl\dyl\dzl\icdt. 

The classical electrodynamics equations are found 
by equating real and imaginary parts of (1)-(4). The 
sign on cp e and Pm must be reversed to conform to that 
standard in physics. 4 It is assumed here the transfor
mation M can be written in matrix form for an in-
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homogeneous nonisotropic medium as 

cDx dyl\dz cDx dyl\dz 

cDy dzl\dx cDy dzl\dx 

cD. dxAdy 
={poM EO*o + (1 - phoMEo} 

cDz dxl\dy 

Ex dxl\icdt Ex dxAicdt 

E dyl\icdt E dyl\icdt y y 

E z dz1\ icdt E. dzl\icdt 

cBx dyl\dz cBx dyl\dz 

cBy dzl\dx cBy dzl\dx 

cB z dxl\dy cB z dxl\dy 

Hx dxl\icdt 
= {poMMo*o + (1- P)o*oMMo} 

Hx dxl\icdt 

Hy dyl\icdt Hy dyl\icdt 

Hz dyl\icdt H. dzl\icdt 

where 0 "" p "" 1. In this example, M is assumed to be a 
convex combination of the star operator, ME and MM' 

Whe;B~ ~_?,_, ~J M.{_,~_, '~'l 
where Jl., E are 3 x 3 matrices, 0 is the all zero 3 x 3 
matrix. Jl. is called magnetic permeability, while E is 
dielectriC permittivity; the units are meter· kilogram 
. second. 

In other treatments5
,6 a different set of units are 

often used: In these units the dielectric permittivity E 

and magnetic permeability jJ. are rescaled, and it is 
frequently states that (in these units) Ex =Dx' Hx=Bx' 
and so forth. Strictly speaking, these equalities are 
quite ill-defined because the electric field (Ex, E y' E.) 
and electric displacement (Dx' D y' D.) lie in orthogonal 
subspaces of N, as does the magnetic field (Hx' H y' Hz) 
and magnetic flux (Bx' By, B z). To emphasize this often 
ignored fact, meter' kilogram' second units have been 
adopted. 

In order to model the inhomogeneity of the medium, 
matrix elements in E and jJ. are smooth functions of 
x, y, z and ict. To account for the anisotropy of the 
medium, E and jJ. are assumed not to be similar to 
scalar multiples of the identity matrix. 

Clearly, this choice of assumed constitutive rela
tions for M is not the only one that can model an in
homogeneous nonisotropic medium: The only essential 
assumption is that M must be invertible on its support, 
X. The example here was chosen as illustrative of 
linear constitutive relationships; it can be generalized 
in any number of ways. For example, the next section 
shows N(X) can be considered as a Hilbert space, the 
space of all functions in L2(X); M may now be defined 
as an invertible operator defined on Hilbert space. 
Other generalizations are possible. 

III. ELLIPTIC OPERATORS 

Two differential operators are seen to arise naturally 
from this formulation of electrodynamics, the Laplace
Beltrami operator and the Laplace-Poisson operator. 

The Laplace-Beltrami operator t.. = dfJ + fJd, where 

, 

, 
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Ii =*odo*, is elliptic (Warner, Ref. 7, pp. 250-251), 
and 

t.: AK_AK, K=0,1,2,3,4. 

Since A depends only on the underlying manifold X, a 
picturesque description of A is that it is totally 
geomet:ric or topological in nature. If X is a compact 
manifold, then the Hodge decomposition theorem shows 
that any differential form up E AP (p=O, 1,2,3,4) can be 
written as the sum of an exact form, a coexact form, 
and a harmonic form which lies in the finite-dimen
sional kernel of A, 

up = u/ tfl dUp_1
E (fIliUp+l C, P = 0,1,2,3,4, 

where the superscripts H, E, C denote harmonic, 
exact, and coexact, respectively (Ref. 7, p. 223). 

The Laplace-Poisson operator doMod=doM-1od de
pends partly on the underlying manifold X (via the ex
terior derivative d) and partly on the physics (embodied 
in M); this operator may be considered as partly 
geometric or topological and partly physical. In the 
special case which is of great practical interest where 
the Laplace-Poisson operator can be shown to be 
elliptic (e. g., constant permittivity € and permeability 
Ii, a homogeneous nonisotropic media) a great deal 
more can be ascertained. If X is compact, then any 
p-form may be written as the sum of a p-form lying 
in the finite-dimensional kernel of the operator, plus a 
term in the orthogonal complement of this vector space. 

Since the Laplace-Beltrami operator is always 
elliptic, while the Laplace-Poisson operator is often 
elliptic, a brief review of some of the properties of the 
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of elliptic operators is 
included. Let E be an elliptic operator whose support 
is on a compact manifold X; then it is well known that 
(Ref. 7, pp. 254-256) 

(1) nontrivial eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of E 
exist, 

(2) there are an infinite number of eigenfunctions, 

(3) all eigenvalues are nonpositive, 

(4) the eigenfunctions are complete in L2(X), 

(5) any function in L2(X) can be uniformly approxi
mated by a sequence of these eigenfunctions, on X, 

(6) the eigenvalues have no finite accumulation point, 

(7) the eigenspaces associated with each eigenvalue 
are finite-dimensional. 

Example: From the Hodge decomposition theorem, 

(A) ge + ig". = foH tfllif1c, 

(B) c(Aex + iAmx) dx + c(Aey + iA".) dy + c(Ae .. + iA". .. ) dz 

+ (cp e + icp ".)icdt= flH tflliff tflliff, 

(e) c(Dx +iBx) dyA dz + c(Dy + iB) dzAax 

+ c(D z + iB z) dxA dy + (Ex + iHJ axA icdt 

+(Ey +iH) dyA icdt+ (E z +iHz)dzAicdt 

= f2H (fI dflE (fI lif3C
, 

(D) (J_ + iJex ) dYAdzAicdt + (J".y + iJe) dyA axAicdt 
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+ (J". .. + iJez) axA dyA icdt + c(Pe + ip".) dxA dyA dz 

=f3H @ dff@ lif4c, 

(E) (s". + ise) axAdyA dzl\icdt=f4H@djf, 

whereft,ff,fiE AK (K=O, 1,2,3,4), and the super
scripts H, E, C denote harmoniC, exact, and coexact, 
respectively. If X is compact and Simply connected, it 
can be shown that (Ref. 7, p. 158 and pp. 226-229) 

foH =const, 

ft=O, f2H =0, f3H =0, 

fl = (const) axA dyA dzAicdt, 

corresponding physically to a source-free region of 
space-time. The terms lifi (K=1,2,3,4) and dff 
(i = 0,1,2, 3) can be expressed as linear combinations of 
eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. The 
exact and coexact forms are also called Hertz vectors. 4 

The Laplace-Poisson operator, since it is a different 
operator from the Laplace-Beltrami operator, will in 
general have different eigenfunctions. Note that any 3-
form can be expressed as an infinite linear combination 
of these eigenfunctions denoted {u~}, k= 1, 2,···. Using 
the exterior derivative d, its adjoint Ii, plus the Hodge 
star operator *, the following statements hold (recall 
the underlying manifold is four-dimensional, so dU~=O) 
on a compact manifold: 

(i) Any O-form may be written as an infinite linear 
combination of 

(ii) Any 1-form may be written as an infinite linear 
combination of 

hou~, k=1,2,···, 

(iii) Any 2-form may be written as an infinite linear 
combination of 

{1iU~}, k=1,2,···, 

(iv) Any 4-form may be written as an infinite linear 
combination of 

{t&!}, k= 1, 2, .••. 

This finding may have practical application. In semi
conductor device work, or in transmission of electro
magnetic energy, Maxwell's equations plus real bound
ary conditions are often analytically intractable, and a 
numerical approximation to the true solution must often 
be used. One type of numerical approximation is to ex
pand all functions as a sum of a finite number of 
orthonormal functions, and to truncate the sum when 
an error criteria is sufficiently small. The approach 
presented here makes it possible to choose from two 
different sets of orthonormal functions; under some 
circumstances, one set may be preferable to the other. 

IV. SOME GROUP THEORETIC ASPECTS 

In certain Situations, a great deal of insight is gained 
by a change of coordinates. This section is concerned 
with a class of coordinate transformations which form a 
group, and quantities which remain invariant under this 
class 'Jf transformations. 
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Consider the semidirect product of the Lie group 
SO(4) with an affine group T, G = 50(4) x T (x denotes 
semidirect product); G is called the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group. One parameter subgroups of T corre
spond pt.ysically to translations of the origin of the 
space-time coordinate frame. One parameter sub
groups of SO(4) correspond physically to rotation about 
an axis or motion along an axis. It is straightforward to 
show G acts transitively on X: given XE X, gE G, then 
gXEX. Since G: GXX-X, G is well defined on scalar 
functions f E A 0 , and this action is denoted Lo, L o : L o 
xAo- AO. 

Since Tx and T~, the tangent and cotangent bundles 
of X, are isomorphic to the direct product of X with 
itself, G has a well-defined transitive action on Tx and 
T~. Since Tx can be identified with N(Tx ), while T: 
can be identified with N(T;), G acts in a well-defined 
manner on N(T:), denoted L11 L 1 : L1 x N - N. 

It is now necessary to extend the action of G to A2
, 

A3, and A4. To illustrate how this is accomplished, 
consider an orthonormal set of basis vectors 
{eu e2, e 3 , e4 } for N (the extension to a general basis is 
straightforward). gek is the action of g on e

k 
(k 

== 1, 2, 3,4) for some gE G; {e~ =ge k} is a set of ortho
normal basis vectors for N'. Since {e i!\ e j I i = 1, 2, 3, 
j=2,3,4}is a basis for N, {ge i!\ge j li=1,2,3; 
j=2, 3, 4} is a basis for N', and L 2: L2xA2 _A2 is the 
well-defined action of G on N(T~). Similarly, {ge l !\ 

ge/\gek , i=1,2, j==2, 3, k=3,4} is a basis for A3
" 

and ige1!\ge2!\ge3!\ge4 } is a basis for A4" which lead 
to well-defined actions of G, L3: L3 x N - A3 and 
L4:L4XA4_A4. This can be summarized as follows. 

Proposition: The diagram shown below commutes 

A~N~A~ALiL.N 

Lot L1 t L2t L3t L4t 

Proof: Again, the proof has three parts. First, ob
serve that d and d' (the exterior derivative in the new 
coordinates), as well as Lk (k = 0, 1,2,3,4) are well 
defined on each chart of X. Second, note that d, d', 
and Lk (k =0,1,2,3,4) are well defined globally, using 
the transition functions to smoothly piece together the 
operators on overlapping coordinate charts. Third, the 
verification the diagram commutes is straightforward, 
because of the two preceding steps. 

Since X has a well-defined inner product (a, b) is well 
defined, where either a F AK, b F AK, or a'C AK, *b E N-K. 
Both the real and imaginary parts of all these inner 
products remain invariant under the action of G. The 
Hamiltonian and Lagrangian functions result from form
ing linear combinations of these inner products. 2,4,5 

Example: In rectangular coordinates, the inner 
products invariant under the action of G are 

(i) «ge + igm), *[(sm + ise) dx!\ dy!\ dz!\ icdt]) 

= (ge + igm)(sm + ise) 

(ii) (c(Aex + iAmx) dx + c(Aey + iAm) dy + c(Ae. + iAm.) dz 

+ (cp e + icp m)!\ icdt, 
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*[(J .... + iJex ) dy!\ dz!\icdt + (Jmy + iJe) dzl\dxl\icdt 

+ (J m. + iJe.) dx!\ dy/\ icdt + cePe + iPm) dxl\dyl\dz]) 

=c{Aex + iAmx)(Jmx + iJex) + c(Aey + iAm)(Jmy + iJe) 

+ c{Ae. + iAm.){Jm• + iJe.) - (cp e + icp m)c{Pe + iPm), 

(iii) (c(Dx + iBx) dyl\dz + c(Dy + iB) dzl\dx 

+ c{D. + iB.) dxl\dy + (Ex + iHx) dxl\icdt 

+ (E y + iH) dyl\icdt + (E. + iH.) dzl\icdt, 

*[c(Dx + iBx) dyl\dz + (Dy + iB) dzl\dx 

+ c(D. + iB.) dxl\dy + (Ex + iHx) dxl\icdt 

+ (E y + iH) dyl\icdt + (E. + iH.) dzl\icdt]) 

=2{c(Dx + iBx)(Ex + iH) + c(Dy + iB)(Ey + iH) 

+ c(D. + iBz)(Ez + iH.)}, 

(iv) II(ge + igm) 112 == (ge + igm)( ge + igm) , 

(v) II c(Aex + Amx) dx + c(Aey + iAm) dy + c(Ae. + iAmz) dz 

+ (cp e + icp m)icdt 112 

= c2[(Aex + iAmY + (Aey + iAml + (Ae. + iAmz)2] 

+ (cp e + icp m)2 , 

(vi) II c(Dx +iB) dyl\dz +c(Dy +iB)dzl\dx 

+ c(D z + iB z) dxl\dy + (Ex + iH) dxl\icdt 

+ (E y + iH) dyl\icdt + (E. + iH.) dzl\icdt 112 

=c2[(D.+iB.}2+(D +iB )2+(D +iB )2] 
.... ... :y y z z 

+ (Ex + iHx) 2 + (E y +iHy)2 + (E. +iH.)2, 

(vii) II (Jmx + iJex ) dyl\dzl\icdt + (Jmy + iJe) dzl\dxl\icdt 

+ (J mz + iJe.) dxl\dyl\icdt + cePe + iPm) dxl\dyl\dz 112 

= (J mx + iJeJ2 + (J my + iJe)2 + (J m. + iJe.)2 

+ c2(Pe + iPm)2, 

(viii) II (Sm + ise) dxl\dyl\dzl\icdt 112 = (Sm + iSe)2. 

Remark: (i), (iv), and (viii) are often overlooked 
invariants, (ef. Refs. 5,6). 

V. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 

For the sake of completeness, as well as to have an 
alternate interesting way in which to view the mathema
tical structure in electrodynamics, a Lagrangian and 
Hamiltonian formulation will now be discussed. The 
results presented here are more complete than any 
other of which the author is aware, 5,6 and illustrate a 
new relationship between dynamics based on exterior 
calculus and dynamics based on a calculus of variations 
approach. Since many excellent treatments8

,9 can be 
found in the literature on Lagrangian and Hamiltonian 
dynamics, but few good examples can be found on how 
to apply this knowledge, the general discussion is 
cursory, while the example is dwelt on at length. 

The Lagrangian futtction L is defined as 

L: A(T*(X)xA(T*(X)-R, 

L = i RE( + (uo, *"U4 ) + (u1 , *ou3 ) - (U2 , *ou2) - (u 3 , *ou1 ) 
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TABLE I 

Generalized 
coordinate 

Components of associated 
generalized momentum 

x y z iet 

Jmy 
iJey 

+ (U4, *ouo», 
where RE(a + ib) == a, a, bE R. 

In order to specify L on a chart of a manifold, one 
must give the local coordinates of the chart, all ele
ments in A(T*(X» and all partial derivatives of ele
ments in A(T*(X) with respect to local coordinates. The 
elements in A(T*(X) are called generalized coordinates 
while the partial derivatives are called generalized 
ve loci ties. 

The generalized momenta are defined as the partials 
of L with respect to the generalized velocities. The 
Hamiltonian function H is derived from L by computing 
the inner product of the generalized velocities with 
their respective generalized momenta and then sub
tracting the Lagrangian L; this transformation is called 
a Legendre transformation. The Hamiltonian function H 
is specified on a chart of a manifold by specifying co
ordinates on the chart, the generalized coordinates and 
the generalized momenta. 

Solutions to Maxwell's equations are extremals to the 
action integral 

.h.2 
L ded\. de2A de3A de4 , 

where the integral is evaluated along a space -time 
trajectory beginning at point 1 and ending at point 2, 
and de1 Ade2 Ade3Ade4 is a unit basis vector for A4. 
For a more complete and precise discussion of how to 
evaluate this integral, the reader is referred to the 
bibliography (Spivak,10 Loomis-Sternberg, 11 Warner7). 

Given a Lagrangian function, a well-defined recipe 
due to Euler and Lagrange exists for finding the aSso
ciated equations of motions whose solutions are ex
tremals to the action integral. Given a Hamiltonian 
function, a well-defined formula due to Hamilton exists 
for finding the associated equations of motion. Since 
both these approaches are independent of the constitu
tive relations, but depend only on the underlying differ
entiable manifold and its associated vector fields, the 
resulting equations of motion are said, picturesquely, 

TABLE II 

Generalized Components of associated 
coordinate generalized momenta 

x y z ict 

cAe< 0 Ez -Ey icB" 
cAey -E. 0 Ex icBy 
cAez Ey -Ex 0 iCBz 
iCPm -icB" -icBy -icBz 0 

icAm" 0 iHz -iHy cD" 
icAmy -iHz 0 iH" cDy 
icAm• iHy -iH" 0 cD. 
CPe -CD" -cDy -cDz 0 
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TABLE IT! 

Generalized Components of associated 
coordinate generalized momentum 

x y z ict 

E" 0 -cAe. eAey 0 
Ey cAe. 0 -eAex 0 
E. -eAey cAe" 0 0 
ieB" -iCPm 0 0 cAe" 
ieBy 0 -iCPm 0 eAey 
ieB. 0 0 -iCPm cAe. 
iH" 0 -ieAm. ieAmy 0 
iHy ieAmz 0 -ieAmx 0 
iH. -ieAmy ieAmx 0 0 
cD" -CPe 0 0 ieAmx 
eDy 0 -CPe 0 io4my 
cD. 0 0 -CPe icAm. 

to be totally geometric or topological in nature, inde
pendent of matter or vacuum. 

Example: The Lagrangian function L is 

L == - (cD" 'E" + cDy' Ey + cD •• E e) + (cB" .H" + cBy' Hy 

+ cBe' Hz) - (gmse - gesm) - (cAmxJe" + cAmyJey 

+ cAmzJez + cP e' cPe) + (cAe"J mx + cAeyJ my + cAe.J me 

+cP m' cPm)· 

(A) The generalized coordinates are ge and igm• The 
generalized velocities are all partials of ge and igm with 
respect to x, y, z and ict. The x component of the gen
eralized momentum associated with ge is 

t aL aL a cA." 
x componen == il(ilg/ilx) == ilcA

e
,,' il(ag/ilx) ==Jmx • 

Note that to compute the generalized momentum it is 
necessary not only to compute (ilL/acAe) but also to 
know from Maxwell's equations that ilcA./a(ag/ax) 
== + 1. In like manner it is straightforward to find all 
the generalized momenta, and the results are summar
ized in the Table I. 

The Hamiltonian function H is 

HA == - (cB" 'Hx + cBy 'Hy + cB • • H.) +(cDx' Ex +cDy 'E y 

+ cDz ' E.)- (gesm - gmse) 

and is independent of the generalized momentum. The 
Euler-Lagrange equations of motion are 

il a a a. 
ge: sm- ax(Jmxl- ay(Jm)- az(Jm.)- aict -tcpm==O, 

TABLE IV 

Generalized components of associated 
coordinate generalized momentum 

x y z iet 

Jmx ge 0 0 0 
Jmy 0 ge 0 0 
Jmz 0 0 ge 0 
iePm 0 0 0 -g. 
iJe" igm 0 0 0 
iJey 0 igm 0 0 
iJ •• 0 0 igm 0 
ePe 0 0 0 -igm 
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TABLE V 

Generalized 
Coordinate 

Components of Associated 
Generalized momentum 

x y z ict 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

igm: iSe - a~ (iJex ) - a~ (iJe) - aaz (iJe.) - aiact - cPe = 0 

The Hamiltonian equations of motion are identical: 

aH ( a a a a.) 
age =-sm=- ax J "",+ ayJmy + az Jm.+ aict -tcPm , 

aH . I a .J a .J a .J a ) 
aig

m 
=-tSe=- ~axt ex+ ayt ey+ az l e.+ aict -cPe • 

Since the Hamiltonian is independent of the generalized 
momentum, the dual equations involved derivatives of 
H with respect to momenta are all zero. Note these 
equations are identical to those in Sec. 2, Eq. {4}. 

{B} The generalized coordinates and generalized 
momenta are tabulated in Table II. 

The Hamiltonian function H is 

HB = - {cDx ' Ex + cDy' Ey + cD.' E.} + {Hx ' cBx + H y' cBy 

+ H.' cB.} - {gesm - gmse} - {cAex ' J mx + cAey ' J my 

+ cAe • • J "'z + cP m • cPm} + (cAmxJex + cAmyJey 

+ cAmzJe. + cP e • cPO>. 

The Euler-Lagrange and Hamiltonian equations of 
motion are found in Sec. 2, Eq. {3}. 

{C} The generalized coordinates and generalized 
momenta are tabulated in Table III. 

The Hamiltonian function H is 

The Euler-Lagrange and Hamiltonian equations of 
motion are found in Sec. 2, Eq. {2}. 

{D} The generalized coordinates and generalized 
momenta are tabulated in Table IV. 

The Hamiltonian function His 

HD = {cD • E + cD • E + cD • E } - {cB • H + cB • H 
xx:yy zz xx yy 
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- (cAexJ_ + cAeyJmy + cAe.Jmz +cP m' cP m)· 

The Euler-Lagrange and Hamiltonian equations of mo
tion are found in Sec. 2, Eq. {1}. 

(E) The generalized coordinates and generalized 
momenta are summarized in Table V. 

The Hamiltonian function H is 

HE=-L 

= - (cBx 'Hx + cB y' Hy + cBz • Hz) + (cDx' Ex + cD y' Ey 

+ cD z • E.) - {gesm - gmse} - (cAexJ"", + cAeyJmy 

+ cAe.J "'. + cP ",cp",) + {cAmxJex + cAmyJey + cA",.Je• 

+ cP eCPe}' 

The Euler-Lagrange and Hamiltonian equations of 
motion are 
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APPENDIX: MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 

This section is largely tutorial, sketching some of the 
fundamental concepts of multilinear algebra, differen
tiable manifolds, and exterior calculus. Suitable refer
ences can be found in the bibliography {Nelson, 12 
Warner,7 Spivak,10 Loomis-Sternberg11}. 

A. Multilinear algebra 

Let R denote the real numbers, and let V and W be 
finite-dimensional real linear vector spaces. V* denotes 
the dual space of V, consisting of all real valued func
tions of V. The direct product of V with W is denoted 
V x W and consists of all linear combinations of pairs 
{v, w}, with v E V and WE W. The k-fold direct product 
of V with itself, denoted Vk, the l-fold direct product of 
V* with itself, denoted V* 1, and the mixed direct 
product of Vk x V*l are defined in an identical fashion. 

Let S{Vk} be the subspace of Vk generated by the set 
of all elements of the form 

{VI>"" v; +v;', •.• , v k} -(VI"" ,v;, ... ,vk) -(vu "" v;', ••. , Vk}(VpV;,V;'E V, i=1··· k, 

(VI>"" avi"'" v k) - a(vu "" vi"'" v k} ~ aE R. 

The quotient space Tk= Vk/S(Vk}, the set {x: (y -x) 
E S{Vk}, for all y E Vk}, is called the set of kth order 
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called the set of mth order covariant tensors. Finally, 
the quotient space of mixed tensors, p.*m= Vk.*mj 
S(Vk. *m) can be defined in an analogous fashion. The 
terms contravariant and covariant will in general be 
dropped, being clear from context (cf. Spivak,13 pp. 
4-8 to 4-12). The direct sum T(V), denoted by @, 

The set of all alternating kth order tensors is denoted 
Ak(V), and is clearly a subspace of Tk(V). If L : V - W 
is a linear transformation, then L* : Tk(W) - Tk(V) is 
defined by (L*oTk)(VlI ... ,vk)==Tk[L(vl), ..• ,L(vk)]. In 
particular, if L : V - W, then 

L*(u/\.v) = (L*(u»/\.(L*(v»; 

A(V) = AO(V)E9 ••• 61 An(V), n equals dimension of V, is 
the contravariant exterior algebra of V, while A(V*) 
= A O( V*) Etl ••• E9 A n( V*) is the covariant exterior algebra 
of V [which is defined in a manner entirely analogous to 
A(V)]. This work will concentrate entirely on exterior 
algebra. Multiplication in the exterior algebra A(V) is 
denoted by "1\" the exterior or wedge product, a 
natural generalization of the three-dimensional cross 
product operation on two vectors. The exterior algebra 
is a graded algebra: if UE Ak(V) , vE AI(V), then u/\.v 
E Ak+I(V). The exterior product obeys the following 
properties: 

The Hodge star operator, denoted *, *: Ak(V) - An-k(V), 
is well defined by the requirement that for any orthonor
mal basis ell' .. ,en of V, 

* : (ell\·· ·I\ek) = ± (ek+ll\' • 'I\en), 

where the plus sign is chosen if + e]I\ ••• l\ekAek+l 
1\ ... I\en is in the basis for An(V), and the minus sign 
is otherwise chosen. 

The requirement on the inner product and Hodge star 
operator that the basis be orthonormal can be relaxed, 
and the interested reader is referred to the bibliography 
(Warner, 7 Flanders, I Loomis-Sternberg,l1 SpivaklO

). 

Example (R3): Choose a rectangular set of orthonor
mal basis vectors {u x, Uy, uz}: 

A(R3) Basis 

A O(R3) 1 

Al (R3
) ux ' Uy, UZ 

A2(R3) u yl\uz, uzl\u%, uxl\uy 
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where ro·*o "" R, is called the tensor algebra of V. Con
Sider an element in Tk(V), denoted A; A is called 
alternating or skew-symmetric if 

u/\.v = (- 1 )kIV/\.U, 

(ul +u2 )/\.v= (Ul/\.V) + (u2I\v), u, Ull Uz E Ak(V), 

ul\(vl +v2 ) = (ul\vl ) + (ul\v2 ) , v, VII va E AI(V), 

ul\(vl\w) = (ul\v)I\w, WE Arn(V), 

(au)l\v = u/\.(av) = a [ul\v ] aER. 

If {ell' .. ,en} is a basis for V, then {elll\·· . 
l\elliil , ... ,i l = 1, ... ,n} is a baSis for A I(V). In 
particular, note that ell/\'" ·I\ein (iu '" ,in= 1, ... ,n) 
is a basis vector for An(V). Since An(v) is one-dimen
Sional, the sign on this basis vector can be either 
positive or negative, corresponding to a chOice in 
orientation (cf. "right-handed" and "left-handed" co
ordinates in R3

). 

Let < , ) : V x V - R be the standard sum -of-squares 
inner product on V, positive definite and symmetric in 
its arguments. Choose an orthonormal basis for V, 
{ell' .. ,en}' Let a E Ak(V), bE A'(V), 

the inner product of a and b, denoted (a, b) is defined by 

Dual Forms 

*1 =uxl\uyl\uz, 

*ux=uy/\.uz, 

*uy = uzl\ux, 

*uz=uAuy , 

*Uyl\uz = ux, 

*uz/\'ux=uy , 

*ux/\.uy=u., 

A zero form may be interpreted physically as a 
scalar, while a I-form may be interpreted as a directed 
line segment, a 2-form as a directed area, and a 3-
form as a directed volume. 

Example (Space-Time): (For an extensive discussion 
of the mathematics underlying space-time, the reader 
is referred to Penrose. 3) Choose a rectangular set of 
orthonormal basiS vectors {dx, dy, dz, icdt} where i 
= Y-T and c = speed of light, with orientation 
+dx/\dy/\ dZ/\.icdt: 
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A (Space-Time) 

AO 

Al 

Basis 

1 

dX, dy, dz, icdt 
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A2 

A3 

A4 

dyAdz, dzNx, dx/'vly, dxAicdt, dyAicdt, dzNcdt 

dyAdzAicdt, dzAdxAicdt, dxl\dyAicdt, dxAdyAdz 

dxNyAdzl\icdt 

Dual Forms 

*1 =dxl\dyAdzl\icdt, 

*dx = dyl\d zl\icdt, 

*dy = dzl\dxAicdt, 

*d z = dxAdyl\icdt, 

*dxAicdt =dyAdz, 

*dyAicdt =dzNx, 

*d zAicdt = dxl\dy, 

*dyAdzl\icdt= -dx, 

*dzAdx/\icdt = -dy, 

*dx/\dyAicdt = - dz 

*icdl= -dxAdyl\dz, 

*dyl\dz = dxAicdt, 

~zAdx = dyAicdt, 

*dx/\dy = dZ/\icdt, 

*dx!\dyAdz = icdt, 

*dxNyAdz/\icdt = 1. 

B. Differentiable manifolds 

Let X be a set, U an open subset of X, and m a map, 
m: U- VCR" where m is bijective (one-one and onto). 
The pair (m, U) defines a chart on X; m specifies local 
coordinates on a subset of X. Consider two charts on 

) () -1 -1 R" R" X, (mu Ul and m 2, U2 ; suppose m lm 2 , m 2m l : -
are C k functions, i. e., differentiable k times but not 
(k + 1). mlm;l and m2m~1 are called transition functions. 
A collection of charts on a set X is denoted A; A is 
called an atlas for X if the chart domains cover X, and 
the associated transition functions have open domains 
and are C~. A complete atlas is the union of all possible 
atlases for a set X. A differentiable manifold is a set X 
together with a complete atlas. Intuitively, a differen
tiable manifold is a union of nondisjoint sets, each of 
which is locally diffeomorphic to R", which is pieced 
together by the transition functions. 

Let X and Y be differentiable manifolds. Choose any 
chart on X and Y with coordinate maps mx and my, 
respectively. Then f: X - Y is defined by the composite 
map m;lof om x ' Let p be a point in R", v a vector in R". 
To every function f defined in the neighborhood of p, 
associate a number called the directional derivative of 
f in the direction v at p, denoted DvJ\P) and defined by 

Dvf(P) = !l f(P +tv)1 
dt t=o 

Consider now the manifold X; the tangent vector to X at 
p in the direction v is a map which associates with 
every C~ function f, defined on a neighborhood of p, a 
real number Dvf(P) such that 

(i) fl = f2 implies D vfl (P) = D vf2(P) , 

(ii) Dv(f+g)(p) =Dvf(P) +Dvg(P), 

(iii) D v(f' g)(P) = [D vf(P) Jg (P) + t(P) [Dvg(p) J. 
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The tangent space of X at p is the set of all tangent vec
tors, for all vERN. The tangent space of X at p can be 
shown to be a vector space, and thus has an associated 
dual vector space, called the cotangent space of X at p, 
the set of all linear funct~onals on the tangent space. 
The tangent bundle of a manifold X is the direct product 
of the set of all tangent spaces at all pOints p E X; the 
cotangent bundle is the direct product of the set of all 
cotangent spaces at all points p EX with X. A Riemann
ian differentiable manifold is a differentiable manifold 
with a prescribed norm on the tangent bundle. 

Example: Let X be a finite-dimensional vector space. 
Choose a basis for X, {e l , ••• , en}, so XEX can be ex
pressed as x=xlel + ... +x"e". Define the coordinate 
map m(xlel + ... + x"e") = (Xl' ... ,x,,). An atlas for X is 
the set of coefficients, with respect to the basis 
{e l ' •• en}, of all pOints X EX. A second atlas for X is 
the set of coefficients, with respect to a different basis 
{e~, ... ,e~}, of all points X EX. The transition functions 
are given by a C~ linear transformation describing the 
change of basis. A complete atlas can be generated by 
considering all possible sets of basis vectors for X; 
thus, X is a differentiable manifold. The tangent space 
and cotangent space of X at a point p are clearly n
dimensional, so the tangent bundle and cotangent bundles 
are locally diffeomorphic to R2". Together with the 
standard Euclidean norm on the tangent bundle, X is a 
Riemannian differentiable manifold. 

C. Exterior calculus 

If t: R" - R is a scalar differentiable function of n 
variables, then f is a zero differential form, or O-form. 
The total differential of f, df(xu . .. ,x") = (af/axl ) dXl 
+ ... + (af/ax") dx" is called a one differential form or 
1-form if each component a f /a xk, k = 1, ... ,n is 
differentiable. Note thatfmay be considered in AO, 
while df is an element of No The exterior derivative 
generalizes the concept of a total differential using 
exterior algebra: 

Theorem 10 : Let UE Ak. Then the exterior derivative 
of u is du E Ak+\ and is defined by 

du= .0 dU i1 .... ,ik dxil\·· ·Adxik , il ( .. '(ik 

where dUil, ... ,ik is the total differential of the i j com
ponent of u, and the exterior derivative d obeys the 
following properties: 

(i) d(u+v)=du+dv l 
(ii) d(uAv) =du/\v + (_1)kUNv 

(iii) d(du) = 0 '* dod~ 0 

uEA\ VEAl. 
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A differential form u is called closed if du == 0, exact if 
dv == u; it can be shown every exact form is closed, but 
the converse is not true. The adjoint 0 of the exterior 
derivative is defined such that 

(du,v)==(u,ov), uEAk, vEAk+l. 

It can be shown 0 = *0<10*. A differential form is called 
coclosed if ou==O, coexact if ov==u. The Laplace
Beltrami operator is defined as fl==do +od, and is 
linear, fl: A k - N (k = 0, ... , n). Elements in the kernel 
of fl are called harmonic, and the set of all such k
forms is denoted Hk == {u : flu == 0, U E A k}. It can be shown 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator is elliptic (Warner1, 
pp. 250-251). 

A question of great practical interest is solving flu 
=v, given v subject to suitable boundary conditions. 
For the special case where the underlying manifold X 
is compact, this question has been answered by 

Theorem 7 (Hodge-DeRham-Kodaira): flu=v has a 
unique solution u E Ak iff v E Ak is orthogonal to Hk. 
Furthermore, Ak can be decomposed into a direct sum 
of three mutually orthogonal vector spaces, 

A k == Hk tfJ fl(A k) 

=HkEB (do + Od)(A k) 

=Hk tfJ d(Ak-l) EEl o(A k+l) 

and Hk is finite -dimensional. 

Example (R3): Ao i:..Al .LA2.LA3. 

For SimpliCity choose a rectangular orthonormal 
basis {dx,dy,dz} with orientation +dxl\dyl\dz. Then 

t. E A 0 dE = alo dx + alo dy + 010 dz E AI. 
o ,JO oX oy az ' 

fl ==fIx dx + flydy + Il.dz E A \ 

dl = (oft x dx + OIIx dy + O/lX)/\dX 
1 ax ay oz 

+(o/Iy dx + o/Iy dy + O/lY)/\dY 
ax oy az 

+{OflZ dx + o/I. dy+ 011. dz\/\dz 
oX oy OZ / 

==(Ollz _~) dy/\dz + (011 x _ ~)dZ/\dX 
oy oz oz oX 

+ (a/Iy _ of Ix) dx/\dy E A 2• 
\ox oy , 

12 ==f2xdyl\dz + f 2y dzl\dx +f2.dx/\dy E A2
, 

d12= {ohx dx + Of2X dy + ohx dZ)/\dY/\dZ 
\ox oy az 

+ (Ohy dx + Ohy dy + Ohy dZ) dz dx 
oX oy oz 

+ (ah z dx + oh. dy + ahz dZ)/\dX/\dY ax ay OZ 

==(Of2X + ahy + 012Z )/\dX/\dY/\dZEA3. 
ox oy oz ' 

13dx/\dy/\dzEA\ dI3=0. 
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Similarly, it can be shown that 

0/3== 013 dy/\dz + ~dz/\dX + Oafs dx/\dy E A 2 , 
oX oy Z 

oj ==(Oh. _ ?ib..)dX+(Ofax _ Ohz)dy +(O/2y _ Of2X)EAl 
2 oy az az OX oX oy , 

Oif == o/Ix +?b + 011. EAO 

1 oX ay oz ' 

ofo == 0. 

Thus, the exterior derivative subsumes the operations 
of gradient, curl, and divergence. The Laplace
Beltrami operator fl=do + od Simplifies for this choice 
of basis. Define D== -(a2/ax2 +02/oy2 +02/az2), so 

(
02 02 a2

\ 

No== - ox2 + oy2 + oz2)fo==Dfo, 

fl/l == (Dfl) dx + (Dfl y) dy + (Dflz) dz, 

fl/2 == (DI2) dyl\dy + (Df2y) dzl\dx + (DI2.) dx/\dy, 

flf3 == - ( ~: + a
2
2 + ~)f3 dxl\dyl\dz == (Dis) dxl\dyl\dz. 

ox oy oz 

If the manifold is restricted to a compact subset of RS
, 

then the Hodge-DeRham-Kodaira decomposition 
theorem shows that 

fo == foH EB oft, 

fl == flH EB dfoE EB Of2C
' 

12 == f2H tfJ d lIE tfJ of3
C 

, 

f3 == f3H tfJ df/ , 

where the superscripts H, E, and C denote harmOniC, 
exact, and coexact, respectively. To be more explicit, 

10= foH tfJ 6(fl~dx+fl~dy +fl~dz) 

H [0 c 0 c 0 cJ ==fo EEl oxflX+ ayfly+ OZflz , 

11 = flH EBdio
E EB6 [j2~dyl\dz +/2~dzl\dx +f2~dx/\dy] 

EEl [(a~f2~- aOzf2~)dX+(00zf2~- a~f;')dY 
+(0~/2~- 0~/2~)dZ], 

12 == f2H EBd[jl~dx + Il~dy + Il~dz] EB6[f3C dx/\dy/\ dz] 

== f2H EEl [(a~ fl~ - oOz fl~) dy/\ dz 

== 13
H 

tfJ [(o~ f2~ + a~ 12~ + o! f2~) dxl\dyl\dZ} 

For the special case where the manifold is simply 
connected, 

foH = const, flH == 0, 
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12H =0, g = (const)dx/'vlyAdz. 

In other words, any scalar O-form can be written as 
the sum of a constant function plus the divergence of a 
function, any 1-form can be expressed as the curl of a 
vector valued function plus the gradient of a scalar 
function, any 2-form can be written as the curl of a 
vector valued function plus the gradient of a scalar 
function, and any 3 -form can be written as the sum of 
a constant function plus the divergence of a vector 
valued function. 

A second approach to this decomposition is to expand 
each tk (k = 0, 1, 2,3) in eigenfunctions of the Laplace
Beltrami operator: 

., ., 
11 = 6 <J1, dUi> dU~E + L: <J1' OU~C> OU~C , 

i=l /=1 

12 = ~ <J2' du~E> dU~E + ~ <J2' OU~C> OU~C , 
., 

13 = 13H + 6 <f3' dU~E> dU~E. 
i=l 

The {uJ}, j=1,2, ... , i=0,1,2,3 are eigenfunctions of 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator 

tl.:Ai_Ai, i=0,1,2,3, 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 15, No.3, March 1974 

tl.U;==AjUJ. 

Various properties of these eigenfunctions are dis
cussed in the text. 
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